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FOREWORD

The Secretariat. for Analysis of Swedish Development Assistance
(SASDA) has been created to report to the Swedish Government of the
effectiveness and efflciency of Swedish aid. To this end, SASDA has
commissioned a number of background studies, one of which is on
macroeconom1c 1ssues.

There has been a resurgence of concern in the donor community, and in
Sweden in particular, about aid effectiveness. There is a long history of
microeconomic evaluations of projects using established technjques. Since
adjustment policies are intended to improve the macroeconomic
performance of the country implementing those policies donors are
turning their attention to aid's macroeconomic effects.

Aid is meant to increase growth. It should do this through supplementing
domestic savings and by allowing the importation of the necessary
capital goods, both of which permit an increase in investment in the
recipient economy (in some situations both intermediate and consumer
gcods can be growth enhancing). In this respect, it is important to
develop an accounting and behaviourial framework for analysing how the
economy adjusts to an aid inflow and to use it to examine aid's impact on
imports, investment and related macroeconomic variables.

Has all the aid to date done any good? This report tries to answer this
question from a macroeconomic perspective. Is it true, as some academics
have claimed, that aid does not contribute to higher growth? Or was the
early optimism of the two gap model a more accurate representation of
aid's macroeconornic effects? This study describes the major issues in
this debate. Furthermore, four different case studies are analysed,
namely Tanzania, Zambia, Nicaragua and Guinea - Bissau.

This report is edited by Howard White, Institute of Social Studies, The
Hague, The Netherlands, on the basis of a comprehensive research by
several specialists on the subject.

The opinions and conclusions of the editor of the report are his own.

Stockholm, August 1994.

Ingemar Mundebo
Chairman
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PREFACE

This repon is the summary volume for

a series

of country studies undertaken on behalf of

SAU/SASDA on the macroeconomic effects of aid in four major recipients of Swedish aid:
Guinea -Bissau. Nicaragua, Tanzania and Zambia. Each of the longer country repons is also

available separately.

I would like to thank the staff of SASDA. especially Enrique Ganuza, in making this
study possible. Trudi Creutzburg and Joy Misa at ISS/ISSAS helped with the production of

the report.

Howard White
The Hague
August, 1994
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Overview

Aid fatigue

-

particularly in Africa

to date done any good? And.

-

is seeping through the donor community. Has all the aid

if not.

why go on giving it?

This report tries to answer these questions from a macroeconomic perspective. Is it true.
as some academics have

claimed. that aid does not contribute to higher growth? Or was the

early optirnism of the two gap model

a

more accurate representation of aid's macroeconomic

effects? This chapter describes the major issues in this debate. These issues are explored more

thoroughly in the remainder of Part l of this report (Chapters

2

to 4) which are a methodological

survey of the literature.

Chapter 2 presents an accounting fratnework for the macroeconomic analysis

framework provides

a

of aid.

useful starting point for the definition of key concepts, a review

The

of the

cxisting literature and to prepare the ground for the issues to be covered in the country studies.

l am concemed both to show what is wrong with much existing work, and to suggest ways in
which these problems might be solved: hopefully these thoughts helped guide the authors' ofthe
country studies.

Since 1980 an increasing amount

implementation of structural adjustment policies.

of aid

has been conditional upon the

Chapter 3 discusses the effects

of aid-

supported policies. rather than the effects of the aid monies themselves. These two effects are
quite different, and there is no reason at all to expect that they will operate in the same

direction.

The theoretical part of the report is completed by a discussion of the differential

l.l

N

effects of different types of aid cC hapter 4). an important point that has been excluded from

existing analyses of aid's macroeconomic impact.

Pan

Il of

the report presents the case studies: Guinea - Bissau (Chapter 5). Nicaragua

(Chapler 6). Tanzania (Chapter
especially for this study.

in

7ö)

and Zambia (Chapter 8).

each case

a

Three of these have been prepared

databasc was constmcted using available national

sources and. where necessary. intemational ones. The objective was to have consistent sets of

national accounts. balance of payments and government accounts in which aid flows could be

clearly identified -

as

demonstrated in the accounting framework of Chapter 2. Fieldwork was

undenaken in each of the three countries in Febn1ary/March 1994 to collect further data and
hold discussions with government and donor agency oflicials. The excepiion is Ihe Tanzanian
chaptcr. which is based on work undenaken for

a

SIDA study on import support to Tanzania.

The accounting framework was initially developed during the Tanzanian study. Fieldwork in
Tanzania was carried out in March and August 1993.

Pan

ill

(Chapter 9) pulls together the

main conclusions from the country studies.

How lo read this repon

Different parts of this report will
quick. relatively

non - technical

should read Chapters

1

be

of interest to different people. Those wanting

a

overview. of the main issues and the major results of our work

and 9.

Although the country studies draw upon the theoretical

framework laid out in Part I , each may

be read

in its own right (or. better still. in combination

with Chapter l). Someone more interested in methodology than the countries studied should
read Chapters 2 to 4 - but also 9. to see how the approach fared in practice!

1.2

The macroeconomic analysis of aid:

a

review of the major issues

The macmeconomics of aid jiows

Practically everything written on the macroeconomics of aid mentions
Strout (1966).

In that paper the authors presented

a

a

paper by Chenery and

two gap model. and this model has

underpinned almost all subsequent work. Chenery and Strout were concemed to estimate the
amount

of extemal

finance required by developing countries to maintain a reasonable rate of
1.2
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growth. A country may need extemal finance to grow for two reasons: investment and imports.
The two gap model is based on the Harrod - Domar equation, in which the rate of growth of an
economy depends solely on the share of investment in national income and the productivity of
that investrnent. The productivity (the incremental capital output ratio. ICOR) is held constant,

so that growth is detem1ined only be investment. Or, to put it another way. to achieve
rate of growth requires

a

Suppose. however. that the required investment rate is

ratio is only

5

per cent. The economy faces

gap (capital inflows

a

certain

given amount of investment. Now, investment is flnanced by savings.

a

15

per cent and that the domestic savings

savings gap. Extemal tinance (aid) can

are also called foreign savings) - so

till that

that the total savings (domestic plus

foreign) are sufficient to finance the required investment.

There is

a second reason

of investment. even if it

why the economy may not be able to attain this required rate

has sufflcient domestic savings.

This reason is that most developing

countries do not produce most the capital goods required for investment - they have to be

imported using foreign exchange (forex). In any given year

a

country's uses of forex must equal

its sources of forex - more formally. the current deHcit (surplus) must equal the capital account

surplus (deticit). The main source of forex is nom1ally export earnings. Chenery and Strout
said that a country faced a foreign exchange gap

if

its export eamings were not sufficient to

cover its impon requirements. One again extemal finance can fill this gap by making additional

forex available.

Thus investment can be constrained either by

a

shortage

of domestic savings (the savings

gap) or by a shortage of export eamings (the trade or forex gap).

If

investment is to be realised the extemal finance must be sufflcient to

fill

gaps (i.e. they are not additive).

"till two gaps at once

-

lt

is

the required level
the

of

larer of the two

only the larger which must be tilled since the inflow can

foreign exchange used to buy investment goods can be supplementing

both domestic savings and export eamings simultaneously.

The basis of the two gap model is thus that aid will supplement domestic savings and

foreign exchange eamings. The assumption is in fact that both of these aggregates will rise by
1.3
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the

full value of the aid inflow.

Much of the literature on the macroeconomics of aid is

concemed with why this assumption max not hc so.
-

Investment is equal to savings. which are (approximately) equal to domestic savings plus
lfincreased capital flows displace savings. then the investment will not increase

capital inflows.

lmpons are (approximately) equal to expons plus capital inllows.
as much as the rise in
higher capital inflows displace exports then imports will not rise by

by as much as the intlow.

If

The second
inflows. The first of these possibilities has been the subject of the savings debate.

possibility is captured in the notion of aid

as

Dutch disease.

The argument that aid displaces savings
(1970)

-

is based on

a

whose best known proponent is Keith Griffin

-

simple. two equation model. One equation is the accounting identity that

savings equal income consumption. The second equation is
the right hand side.

a

consumption function with aid on

reduces
Hence an increases in aid increases consumption and therefore

its subsequent empirical
savings. There have been criticisms of both the theoretical model and
the model holds
Of these criticisms the most damning is probably the fact that

application.

income constant in the face of the aid inflow.

lf aid also affects income

- as

we might expect

-

then the impact on savings becomes ambiguous.

Griffin's model

But. following Heller (1975). more elaborate

is a very simple one.

models have been developed of aid's impact on public savings

-

is that aid
rcsponse model. The theoretical result of this model

what

will

1

have dubbed the fiscal

be used to finance lower

Since
taxes and borrowing from domestic sources. and be spread across expenditure categories.

value
taxes fall but current expenditures rise by less than the

of

the aid

inflow. the net 1mpact

on public savings is ambiguous (and, surprisingly. not considered in many studies applying this
model. it does not
model). However, despite the more elaborate nature of the fiscal response
model
overcome the basic criticism made of Griffin's two equation

income to be unaffected by the aid intlow.

1

.4

-

that is. it too assumes

I7

There has been

a

far smaller volume of work examining aid's impact on investment. A

few empirical studies estimate equations for aggregate investment, with aid on the right hand
side. But theoretical considerations would lead us to expect that the channels through which aid

affects public and private investmenl are quite different. and so should be modelled and

estimated separately. The f iscal response literature includes analysis of the relationship between
aid and public investment. but there has been little consideration of the aid - private investment

link. The country studies in Part II all try to address this issue.

Dutch discase is the adverse consequences of
another. Typically

a

-

if the

thus undermining the competitiveness of other

boom ends.

So

,if the availability of

if the changes are not readily

aid now undermines the basis for later

export perfonnance, the presence of aid can reinforce aid dependence.
defined as

a

the economy on

Aid is argued to have such effects. The shift in relative prices is the

conect response to the changed circumstances: the disease comes

reversible

of

commodity boom raises the relative price of non -tradables to tradables -

that is an appreciation of the real exchange rate
traded goods sectors.

boom in one part

a

the situation in which

a

country

is not on a

to finance investment and forex requirements

-

(Aid dependence is

growlh trajectory which will allow it

imports plus debt service

-

from its own

resources in the foreseeable future).

lnvestment is apgroximately domestic savings plus aid. and imports approximately exports
plus aid. As laid out in the accounting framework there are several other iiems that have to be
added in

for the identities to balance - such

as changes

errors and omissions. The framework serves
been quantitatively

investigation of

a

in reserves. private current transfersand

as a basis

for identifying which components have

important sources of investment or forex finance - hence inviling

possible relationship between aid and that variable. Most of these areas have

been neglected in the macroeconomic analysis of aid.

studies in Pan Il.

1.5

They are pursued here in the
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Macroeconomic

~

e ecrs

qf aid- supponed pnlicies

The rise in structural adjustn1ent lending since the early 19805 has two imponant
consequences for the analysis of the macroeconomics of aid, neither

acknowledged in the vast majority of the literature.

of which

has been

First. the macroeconomic effects of aid Second. support for

supported policies may be different from the effects of the aid monies.

adjustment policies has been largely associated with balance of payments suppon. which may
have very different macroeconomic effects from conventional project aid.

Since the inception of adjustment lending in 1980 to the end of 1991 the World Bank had

committed $41 billion in adjustment loans to 75 countries (World Bank. 1992: 7-8). During the
course

of

the 19805 other donors have also made their aid programmes conditional - most

usually. that part of

a

donor's aid which is balance of payments suppon is conditional upon

having an agreed Fund/Bank policy package in place.

Norway, for example, is moving the

majority of its balance of payments support outside of the country frame
several years at

a

time - into

a

budget that

will

-

which is plarmed for

be allocated on an armual basis according to

recipient performance.
The analysis of the effects of aid - supponed policies may be broken down into two
scparate questions. First. has aid affected policy'? Second. to the extent that conditionality has

changed policy. what have been the effects of these changes? The first question may also be

broken down: (i) have donors' own financing policies have been consistent with supporting
adjustment?; and (ii) which policies have been affected? It is argued in C hapter

3

that both the

cxtent to which donors have supported reform and the extent to which required refonns have
been complied with must be examined on

a

country -by - country basis.

The major existing study on this topic

-

Aid and Power by Paul Mosley. Jane Harrigan

and John Toye (Mosley eI al., 1991) - is somewhat equivocal on both these points. They find
that govemments have been half- hearted in their comrrtitment to some reforms and that donors
aid is
have implicitly condoned this slippage by not enforcing the policies on which the

supposedly conditional. The World Bank's findings suggest far higher degrees of compliance
1.6
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(three - quaners of all measures being fully implemented and 88 per cent panially so

Bank. 1992:

Blö)

-

-

World

though. as reported in Chapter 3. there are some weak areas. such as

monetary and fiscal policy in sub - saharan Africa. To anticipate Part II. the four countrics which
are the subject of this report have all been dismantling control economies at some during the last
decade and. in each case. this activity has attraeted large amounts of donor support which were

not formerly available.

The effect of adjustment policies has been the subject of
rushing to join this debatt= . Chapter

3

a

heated debate.

Rather than

lays out some of the major methodological pitfalls which
These are: (i) distinguishing adjustment policies from

may be encountered in such analysis.

adjustment per se; ( ii) measuring adjustment policies; (,iii) the use of dummy variables to model

structural change; and (iv) dynamic aspects of some results.

The essence

of

the

first two of these points

comparc with versus without.

is that the object of economic analysis is to

For example. how would investment have behaved without

adjustment policies. all other things being equal? During the 19805 things affecting economies -

commodity prices. world demand, interest rates and access to intemational credit - have
been equal: the challenge is to disentangle the effects of these changes from those

policies. The approaches adopted by many studies (such
not able to meet this challenge.

adjustment - such

as

as

~

of adjustment

before versus after comparisons) are

Similarly the variables used by many studies to measure

an on- off dummy.

a

compliance indicator or the value of adjustment lending

do not capture the types of reforrns being implemented. The only approach that can tackle

these problems is to model the economy and perfortn various policy experiments corresponding

to the different adjustment conditions.

To the extent that models have been used two common failings have been improper
modelling of structural change and failing to allow for the dynamic effects of adjustment. These
more teclmical issues are be pursued in Chapter 3.

The discussion there also notes that the

models used have inadequate modelling of aid inflows, as they fail to analyse the sort of

fungibility

issues which have dominated the aid literature. Hence models constructed to analyse

1.7
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the effects of aid - supponed policies could also potentially model the effecls of aid monies
indeed. the relationship between the two
because

of

-

the weak modelling of aid intlows.

it has not been possible to construct

-

and.

but this potential has not been properly realised

full - blovvn

For reasons discussed in the country chapters.

models for this study. but the econometric work

reported there does demonstrate some of the contlicting impacts of the two channels through

which aid effects macroeconomic performance.

The impomznce

dj d~ferent rypes qf aid

Although studies speak of "aid". or even "capital intlows", these flows are not
homogenous. Historically aid flows have comprised project aid, commodity aid (öincluding food

aid). programme aid (balance of payments support) and technical assistance.
water - light

categories

as some

These are not

llows can qualify under more than one heading and project aid,

for example, can include components of each of the other types of aid. We should expect the
macrocconomic effects of these different types of aid to differ. The literature has mostly deal!

with aid

as

if it were project aid

- and a

specific form of project aid at that. that is funds for the

import cost of the project's capital expenditures. These days donors are more willing to fund
local and recurrent expenditures. and these different practices will have macroeconomic
repercussions.

Equally important

is the

very substantial part of aid which is now balance of payments

support in some countries: either debt relief or import support. Again. macroeconomic effects
can differ.

lmportantly. the forex which

goods. rather than capital imports.

is

provided may finance intermediate or consumcr

The rationale is to allow for the utilisation of existing

capacity, rather than making new investments in the presence of under - utilised capacity.

But

some donors also defend importation of consumer goods using incentive goods arguments: that

is, producers. particularly peasants, will have not been producing

with their income
produce.

-

as

there were no goods to buy

increasing the availability of consumer goods thus provides an incentive to

There has also been

a

debaie over the potential inflationary effects of counterpan

funds raised from the sale of forex or aid - tlnanced commodities. Most donors no longer require
incremental expenditure of these funds. so there will not be an intlationary impact.
1.8

As an

2

1

cxample of the general point being made here. fiscal response studies assume aid should increase

lnvestment and government expenditure. whereas the majority of impon support is intendcd to

do neither of those things.

There has been little work on impon support to date (exceptions are mentioned in
Chapters 4 and 9).

There are more substantial literatures concerning food aid and. recently,

teclmical assisiance.

The main worry over food aid are disincentive effects it may provide to

domestic agricultural production.

Less explored are the distortions created by technical

assistanee on the domestic market for skilled labour.

The important point to note here is that

all these debates have repercussions for analysis of aid's macroeconomic effects - but that these
repercussions have not been appreciated in most of the literamre. One reason for this oversight
is the

difficulty in obtaining data giving breakdown of aid into

these functional categorics.

Nonetheless. the studies in this volume do try to allow for differences caused by the changing

composition of aid over time.

Note of Chapter

l.

1

The other substantial pan of the literature is that in which growth is regressed on aid.
Lengthy critiques of this approach have been made (Riddell, 1987; White, 1992 and
White and Luttik. 1994) which are not repeated here.

1.9
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CHAPTER 2

THE MACROECONOMICS OF AID: A LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Introduction

What does existing work tell usabout' aid's maeroeconomic impact'? I have argued elsewhere
(1992a and 19926) that much of it tells us very little. The arguments of those papers are not

repeated in full here. Rather Pan 2.2 presents an accounting framework, which is a useful basis

for identifying the macroeconomic effects which aid may or may not have. The framework is
used

for

a

discussion of key theoretical debates and results from existing studies are discussed

in Pan 2.3. The main points are summarised in Pan 2.4

2.2

An accounting framework and theoretical debates

The national accounting identity:
Savings gap

Current account

Capital account

(2.1)

is a useful starting point for the discussion of aid's impact on macroeconomic aggregates. The

gap between gross national savings and investment ( the savings gap) must be tlnanced by the net

inflow of foreign savings (the capital account).

and the value

of this inflow must equal the

current account deficit (the trade gap). These identities must hold at all times. As described
below. aid will appear in either the current or capital account. The question is: how are the
identities preserved when one of the balances is disturbed by an increase is aid? (Or. to use the

terminology adopted below. how does the economy accommodate the aid inflow)? As we shall
see. the aid may be accommodated either by increases in imports and investment
is

fungibility

-

through changes in other elements in the identities.

2.

1

~ - if there

24

Fungibiliry

Aid

has

is the purpose

lraditionally been primarily intended to increase investment and impons. and that

it

is assumed

to have in much of the literature on the macroeconomics of aid

-

to the extent that these aggregates do not increase by the value of the aid intlow then the aid is
said to be fungible. It is useful to distinguish two kinds of fungibility: aggregate fungibility and
categorical fungibility.

Suppose that funds (A) are intended to be used to flnance goods or

activity X. Aggregate fungibility occurs
value

of the funds (that is. dX/dA < l).

if

the increase in expenditure on X is less than the

Suppose X may be sub-divided into items X,.

and that the funds are intended to be used

for item X,.

of item X (X2... Xn) rises in response to the increased availability of funds (dX/dA

j = = l)
#

X,,

If expenditurc on the other categories
={=0

for any

there is categorical fungibility.

This distinction may appear unnecessary.

as

whether

a case

is described

as

aggregate or

categorical fungibility rests on the perhaps arbitrary designation of expenditure items as X or
non- x goods.

In practice, the distinction proves easy to apply. Consider the case of import

support aid given to flnance imponation of intermediate goods.

If

the aid reduces cxpons

through Dutch disease effects or displaces foreign borrowing imports rise by less than the value

of the aid intlow: there is aggregate fungibility. But if impons of consumer goods increase
a

result

of the aid then there

may occur at once.

as

is categorical fungibility. Of course. both may types of fungibility

The distinction is also useful in the discussion of aid's impact on fiscal

policy. Aggregate fungibility exists
There is categorical fungibility

if taxes or government borrowing fall when aid

increases.

if non-developmental expenditures (such as military expenditure)

rise with higher aid.

The capital and curren! accounts
The capital and current accoums from equation (2.1) may be written in more detalj as:

77
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X+OT+PCT+OFP

- M - DS

=

- (LTL'

OKt

+

(2.2)
+

dR

+

EO)

where X is exports of goods and non - factor services. DT official transfers (that is. grant aid),

PCT private current transfers, DS debt service (amortization plus interest payments). OFP other
net factor payments from abroad. M imports of goods and non - factor services, LTL" gross

inflows of conccssional long - term capital (non - grant aid). OKI other capital inflows. dR the
(A positive dR is

change in reserves and EO errors and omissions.'

that is an

a

reduction in reserves,

"inflow" of capital to the capital account).

Aid

official transfer (OT) - on current account or

is either a gram - that is an

a

concessional long tenn inflow (LTD) on the capital account,' that is:

AID

=

DT

+

(2.3)

LTI.'

Combining equations (2.2) and (2.3) gives:

M

=

AID

+

PCT - DS

+

OFF

+

As already mentioned: this identity must hold.

X

+

OKI

+

dR

+

(2.4)

EO

Therefore an increase in aid must be

accompanied by changes in one or more of the other variables in the identity. The orthodox

view - made explicit in the two gap model

- is that aid leads to a one

for one increase in

imports; thus the identity contained in equation (2.4) is preserved since the first tenn on both

the left and right hand side of the equation increase by the same amount.

But,

as is

reduced receipts

clear from the identity. the aid inflow may also be accommodated by any of:

of private transfers or factor income,

flight of domestic capital or

the

a

lower gross net capital inflow (either

crowding out of private inflows

- a change

in either OKI or

EO'), higher debt service payments, reserve accumulation or reduced exports.
these - the idea that aid may cause an appreciation

2.3
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disease) and so discourage expons which has excited the most attention. Some aid
is indeed intended to increase debt service; the macroeconomics

of such aid

-

debt relief

-

are discusscd

separately in Chapter 4.

Aid and exports
The two gap model was criticized from
(1970) and Findlay ( 1973: Chapter

10ö)

a

traditional trade theory perspective by Joshi

who both questioned the excessive structuralism of the

model which excluded any price effects.

An aid inflow in the altemative model presented by

Findlay would improve the terms of trade of the recipient

-

that is reduce its competiliveness so

that impons rise by less than the value of the aid (White. 1992a: 211 - 212). The result that aid
reduces the competitiveness

of

the recipient follows from a wide range

of

open economy

macroeconomic models (see Dombusch. 1980: Chapter 6; and White, 1990) and analyses of the
real exchange rate (Edwards, 1988 and 1989) and has led to

a

literature on

aid as Dutch

discase".

The Dutch disease operates through the spending effect. Aid - financed activity results in
increased demand. some
goods and services

of which will fall upon non - tradables. The price of the non-tradable

will therefore rise relative to that of tradables. whose price is assumed to be

given (the small country assumption): that is. there is an appreciation of the real exchange rate.

(If

there is a floating exchange rate regime the real appreciation may also operate through the

nominal rate). The appreciation is the correction economic response to the increased availability

of consumer goods. The disease in Dutch disease comes if changes in structure the appreciation
brings about are not readily reversible of the commodity boom or aid inflow comes to an end.

The basic mechanism. outlined in the previous paragraph. is simple. The analysis of

actual cases is more complex on account of the different channels through which aid reaches the

economy. For example, Younger's (1992) analysis of the aid boom in Ghana suggests that the
aid crowded out private investrnent because of the govemment's tigh! monetary policy to

counteract the aid - tinanced increase in demand as pan of an attempt to maintain the real
exchange rate.
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More complex stories also emerge from consideration of changes in the composition of
expenditures

-

especially investment

-

resulting from Dutch disease effects. an analysis that has

been taken furthest in the work of David Bevan. Paul Collier and Jan Willem Gum1ing

(for

example. Bevan er al., 1990) and their analysis of construction booms. As indicated above,

windfall gain (including an aid boom) results in increased demand for non - tradables
tradable capital goods are identified
on investment becomes

a

as

a

- non -

"construction" so that the analysis of the impact of aid

theory of constmction booms.

Aid and other inflows
The recipient may substitute away from non -concessional sources of finance

if aid funds

are available, hence the increment in forex availability (and therefore imports) is less than the

value of the increase in aid. One critic of aid. Peter Bauer, has argued that this saving

of debt

service charges is the only benem of aid to the recipient (1976: 106-110). On the other hand aid may "crowd in" other inflows

country's

credit - wonhiness.

if

they support a reform process which improves the

The notion that adjustment lending would act as a catalyst for other

inflows was common in the early 19805. The most recent World Bank report on adjustrnent
lending restates the view. but with

a

recognition that there will be lags:

Reforms increase the ability of a country to use foreign savings productively.
Evenrually. good performance is recognized by intemational capital markets and
bilateral lenders, but a long time may elapse between execution of reforrns and
this recognition, leaving a balance of payments gap that needs to be Hlled for

growth to occur.
(World Bank, 1992: 9)

If

such crowding in occurs then. in the reduced form equation, the initial aid may support

increases in imports over and above the value of the aid itself.

lt

is important to underline the limitations of the accounting framework.

Identities are

not behavioral relationships. It may be observed that imports rise by less than the increase in
aid because the purchasing power of expons has fallen. There

~1 be a relationship here - the

aid intlow causing a real exchange rate appreciation that crowds out exports. But there may not
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-

perhaps the fall in purchasing power

tenns of trade.

is

solely the result of adverse movements in the extemal

Nevertheless. the accounting framework is useful both theoretically and

empirically. Theoretically the framework allows the identification of the kind of effects that may
undermine aid's impact on imports and investment.

aid's effect in

a

Empirically, it points to questions

as

to

particular economy. But the framework can only be the starting point for an

investigation of behavioral relationships.

Interna! and exlemal balance
Now consider how the intemal (investment - savings) balance accommodates an aid intlow.

The identities can be rearranged to obtain the following expression:"

l

=

AID

+

GDS

+

PCT

+

OFF

+

OKI

+

dR

+

(2.5)

EO - DS

where I is investment and GDS gross domestic savings.

Similar to the discussion of equation (2.4). an increase in aid may
rise in investment

through

a

adjust.

Five of

-

be accommodatcd

but it is also possible that other aggregates in the identity may

these possible adjustments - reserve accumulation, capital

flight/crowding out

of international capital. increased debt service, and reduced private transfers or factor payments are the same

as

those which may accommodate aid in the extemal account identity. Hence. the

of aid to. for example. accumulate reserves, simultaneously undermines aid's contribution

use

to both impons and investment. On the other hand.

if aid's impact on investment

is

offset by

displacement of domestic savings then whether or not the contribution to increased forex is offset
by

a

decline in exports (the only remaining channel) is

a

separate matter (i.e. one need not imply

the other).

The possibility that aid may displace savings - the savings debate - has generated a
substantial literature, of which reviews are available (e.g. Riddell, 1987; and White, 1992a).

Griffin

( 1971) stated the argument that aid displaces savings as follows:
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C

=

(2.6)

[$(GDP+AID)

+

ex

where C is consumption. Since domestic savings are given by:
GDS

=

GDP - C

(2 - 7)

it follows that:
GDS

- 42

=

+

(1 - [UGDP - [SAID

(2.8)

demonstrating the negative relationship between aid and savings.

The accounting framework presented here allows us to be clear about Colman and

Nixson's claim that Griffin's argument that aid displaces savings contains

a

basic algebraic

tlaw" (1978: 115) since, they argue, aid should also

be added to the savings identity (so that S

= Y + AID - C)., This argument

Equation (2.6) is

is not correct.

a

behavioral function -

maybe aid should be included and maybe not. the issue is ultimately an empirical matter. But

cquation (2.7) is an identity and cannot be messed about. Equation (2.7) is a correct definition

of gross domestic savings. lf savings were instead to be gross national savings then grant aid
should be included but aid loans not (though Griffin states that the "S" in his analysis is domestic
savings).

By definition:
GNS

=

GDS + NFP

+

Nm

(2.9)

where GNS and GDS are gross national and domestic savings respectively. Equation (2 - 6) is

re-wntten as:
C

= ix

+

[5

(GDP HUD +NFP)

Hence:
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GDS
GNS

Thus

if are concemed

=

nu *(l

-

-

oz

+

(

-

l

BlGDP

-

B(AH)ENFPl

-

(2.

IIl

NGDP -NFP +07) - BLTL '

l)

to analyze national rather than domestic savings then Colman and Nixson

are correct that aid nn current accoum appears not to have

but that on capital aceount still does.

Morem er.
-

a

negative relationship with

as stated

-

sax nios

:

above. the eoncern is rcallx' with

domestic savings anyhow. in which case Griflöin's argument appears to be ttorrccl.

However. there have been many other argunten1s raised against Griffin

most notably

-

in the collection of comments published in the Oxjord Bulletin and Economic Development and

Cultural Change following publication of his original papers. We shall retum to some of these

criticisms below. but here concentrate. instead. on the link between aid and investment.

In

examining this link it is important to distinguish between public and private investment. since
the determinants

of

these components

of aggregate investment are quite different.

Aid, jiscal response and public invesmzem
In the two gap model. aggregate investment may be constrained by the shortage dt
aggregate savings.

The three gap model

jeg.

retains this overall savings gap but adds also

a

Bacha. 1990; and the models in Taylor. 1993,)

third gap

-

the tlscal gap (i.e.

S,, -I,,

= T - G). The

tiscal gap may be tighter than the aggregate savings gap

if the

PSBR limit. The PSBR limit will constrain the level of IF;

a

crowding in/out element is included

in the private investment function. so that

1,

and. hence. aggregate mvestment.

IE

This level of aggregate investment may well
domestic savings.' A three gap model

determines
be loss

is presented

govemment imposes on itself

a

than the level allowed by the total level of
in Chapter 4.

In three gap models, government investment is assumed to be detennined by. inter alla,
capital or aid inflows - with

a

coefficient determined by empirical estimation.

response literature this ad hoc approach is replaced by

a

in the fiscal

utility - maximising framework in which

the recipient govemment's response to the aid intlow assuming the government to maximise

2.8
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1

loss function subject to the budget constraini. The policy variables in the argument of the loss

function are goverrtmem investment, developmenial and non - developmental current expenditure.
taxes and domestic borrowing.

The theoretical result from the model is that each

of

these

variables will change to accommodate the aid intlow.

The focus of the iiscal response literature is on the issue of aggregate fungibility

(although some attention is paid to categorical fungibility through the disaggregation of recurrent

govemment expenditure). A third area of research has analysed the categorical fungibility of
govemment expenditures in more detail.

The basic model is that applied by Pack and Pack

( 1990) to lndonesia. which has been applied also to Kenya (Ekman and Metell. 1993), India

(Gupta, 19936) and Dominican Republic (Pack and Pack, 1993). These studies regtess sectoral

expenditure (agriculture. industry. social sectors etc.) on project aid designated for that sector.
other project aid, GDP and time.

spending in

a

if the response of
if the coeftlcient on the "other

There is categorical fungibility either

particular sector is (signillcantly) less than one" or

sector" variable is significantly positive.

Aid and private investmenr
Less attention has been paid to the aid - private investment relationship. Some aid is made

available for lines of credit to be on-lent to the private sector and some donors, notably USAID,
are keen to ensure projects assist private entrepreneurs.

The increasing importance of import

support is an important chamtel through which aid can stimulate the privet sector. Nonetheless.
general it remains true that much aid - cenainly project aid
sector. Thus

a

-

goes through and is for the public

main link between aid and private investment will be from the fiscal response

to aid. and how these fiscal variables affect private investment.

Aid will increase private investment if there are crowding in effects from public
invesunent, such as through the provision of infrastmcture. Aid - financed public investment may
be

more likely to have crowding in effects than that financed from domestic resources since the

financial crowding out effects may not be present when aid funds are used to tlnance investment.

If the

increase in government expenditure does not fully match the aid intlow to govemment
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resources then there

will

be a reduction in the PSBR.

(White and McGillivray, 1992). Conversely.

reducing the need for deficit financing

if donors

require

a

government contribution lo

project finance then aid intlows can increase the need for deficit finance with intlationary
consequences (Doriye and Wuyts. 1992).

As well

as a

possible credit squeeze. inflation itsclf

may also discourage private investment.

Empirical analysis of the detemtinants of private investment in developing countries (e. g.
Greene and Villanueva. 1991) have found the accelerator mechanism to be important

-

that is

the level of investment is positively related to the rate of growth of output. Aid - induced growth
may therefore initiate

a

"virtuous circle" of higher growth and private investment.

Aid, income and outpu!
The ultimate objective of aid is to raise the welfare of the recipient population. In studies

of aid impact
Regressions

the growth

of income

has been taken as the

proxy for national welfare.

of growth on aid have many flaws (see White ( 1992a) for a discussion of these flaws

and Levine and Renelt (1992) for an examination

of

the unrobustness

of most growth

regressions). lt is far better to model aid's impact on variables such as imports and investmcnt.
increases in which are assumed to result in higher growth.

However. the economic models used in the aid literature have been quite simplistic. The

empirical literature has mostly consisted of single equation models.
simultaneous relationships casts

a

Exclusion of possiblc

serious doubt over much of the literature's findings. Griffin's

model of aid and savings (equations 2.6 and 2.7) is a two equation model with two endogenous

variables - consumption and savings. Griffin assumes income to be exogenous. that is tlxed in
the face

of an aid inflow. ignoring the possibility of production or consumption multiplier effects

on income in the current period.

With income feedback effects. aid can lead to higher

consumption without any reduction in savings

-

indeed both consumption and savings may

increase. White (1993) shows that the theoretical result from the fiscal response model that aid

displaces taxes is

a

partial one which may be reversed

2.10
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Howcver, the analysis in White (1993)

identity used is that for

a

is

misformulated, since the national accounting

closed economv:
Y = C +

(2.12)

l

But an aid - receiving economy cannot be closed! The identity should instead be:

- M

C+l+X

1' =

(2.13)

Since M = X + A. equation (2.13) may be rewritten as:
Y

=

C

I -

+

A

suggesting that aid has a depressing effect on domestic demand.

(2.14)
This argument that aid

displaces demand for domestic output has recently been stated at the macroeconomic level by

Bhaduri et al. (1993) and Bhaduri and Skarstein (1993).

But to argue that aid displaces domestic demand assumes that consumption and

investment are unchanged in the face of the aid inflow - which is not so. At the simplest, the
sum

of consumption and investment rise by exactly the amount of the aid inllow. The aid fully

finances these increases and there is no net impact on expenditure on domestic output. But the

story may be more complicated.

Let us suppose Griffin's consumption function and an aid -

driven investment function:'
C

=

Bo

I

=

+

YU

I3,(Y+A)
+

YtA

From equations (2.14), (2.15) and (2.16) it follows that:
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8,

dY

+

dA

-

YI

l -

(3

1

(2.17)

]

showing that the overall impact of aid on aggregate demand is positive. provided that Bl +y, > l
-

that is, the impact effect of an aid inflow on absorption is greater than one.

The impact on savings is given by:
dS

=

-

(2.18)

}

aa

That is, savings fall

if the

increase in investment is less than the value of the aid inflow. This

result is the same as Griffin's; but the difference here is that it is possible that
savings

will rise. If

-

y,

> l.

so that

the aid goes to increase government investrnent and there is crowding in

then it is not unlikely that the condition given in equation (2.18) will be satished.

For aid to reduce income through demand displacement two conditions must be satisfied;

iii

the economy must be demand constrained. rather than supply constrained; and

(ii) aid's

impact dn absorption must be less than the aid inflow. The latter condition is most likely to be

satisfied by balance of payments support. Project aid and technical assistance are. fungibility

apart. linked to equivalent expenditures in the recipient economy. In the case of impon support
the importer receiving the goods has to pay the govemment countervalue for the foreign

exchange used

-

the import support is aid to the govemment but not the importer. As discussed

in Chapter 4. the government is

of

ng expected to spend these counteipart funds in a great number

cases (but to use them to reduce the need for deficit tinance) - so there is no direct mcrease

in expenditure corresponding to the aid funds (but there may be indirect effects

if reduced dehcit

finance crowds in private investinent or increased impon availability complements lncreases in

expenditure on domestic output). Similarly. donor contributions to

a

recipient's debt service

obligations are not intended to allow the recipient to indulge in expenditures it would not have
undertaken in the absence of the debt relief - though such aid can be highly fungible.
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For an increase in demand to lead to higher output and income then the economy must
be demand constrained.

If .

instead. the supply constraint is binding then this higher demand will

be converted into inflation (equivalent to the spending effect in models of aid as Dutch disease).

Of course.

if

on the other hand. the aid depresses demand for domestic output it has a

deflationary price effect. in practice. we might usually expect

a

combination of higher output

and inflation.

It

is also possible that the aid has

production multiplier effects

-

through increasing the

efflciency of production or providing intermediate goods to enable the utilization of idle capacity.

If aid

does stimulate supply in this way the effect

(1989) incorporated such

counterpart funds.

of

Roemer

the aid may be deflationary.

possibility into his model of the macroeconomic impact of

a

But little empirical or detailed theoretical work exists analyzing the

differential impact of aid depending on the type of aid and the nature of the binding supply demand constraints.

In Chapter 4. the macroeconomic effects of different types of aid are

discussed in more detail and

a

fonnal model of these effects presented. But in Pan 2.3 of this

chapter we consider existing empirical work. which has for the most pan been restricted to

single equation analysis of speciflc relationships identified in the aid debate.

Aid dependence
The concept of aid dependence has long been evoked by critics of aid. who imply that

aid allows foreign interference in domestic political and social development. Such
which may not be unfounded, is not pursued here.

a

concem.

lnstead aid dependence is detlned With

reference to the two gap model (see Mutasa and White (1993) for

Chenery and Strout's (1966) approach was to set

a

a

fuller exposition).

growth target and hence, given the

model parameters. determine the savings and trade gaps. The amount of aid required is that to

till the larger of the two

gaps.

growth rate. Most important is

If either gap is positive then aid is required to attain the tafs€{
if the gaps are closing or widening. If they are not then. in the

absencc of further stmctural change. the country will need to receive aid indefinitely to maintain

growth.

It

is this situation - when the gaps are not closing - that we define as one

2.13
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dependence; the country will always need aid. A related topic of interest is the extent to which
aid is helping remove (or reinforce) this position.

This definition of aid dependence differs from that implicit in much of the original two
gap literature. where the term was used to describe
the target growth rate.

a

situation in which aid was needed to attain

The definition is also different from that which is often used more

loosely of cases in which aid pays for

a

large part of the extemal current account or government

dcficit. In fact. the accounting identities show this latter use of the concept of aid dependence
to bc nonsensical. Once it is accepted that the aid flows are exogenous. then it is clear that

a

given aid intlow must result in an equivalent worsening of the extemal current account and

govemment accounl.

If a country is receiving substantial aid, it makes little sense to look at the

cxtemal cunent account (excluding official transfers) or fiscal deticit (excluding grants) and say
that the aid is needed to till these gaps,
Only

if

as the gaps

would not exist in the absence of the aid.

it can be shown that the same levels of exports. imports and govemment revenues and

expenditures would prevail in the absence of the aid (i.e. the deticits are structural) can this

latter interpretation be given. But the idea that all these aggregates should be unaffected by the
aid inflow runs counter to the whole analysis of aid's macroeconomic impact.

2.3

Empirical analysis of aid's macroeconomic impact

Much of the aid literature has been empirical rather than theoretical in nature - and the empirical
work is most strongly concentrated in the aid -savings and aid - growth debates. Before moving
to these areas. the more limited empirical evidence of aid and extemal account variables is first
presented.

Aid. impor1s and /imgibilirv
Despite the fact that aid is intended to increase imports. then there has been surprisingly

little empirical analysis of this issue. Some models. such

as

those used to analyse aid's impact

at the global level assume. as did the two gap model. that aid is

imports

- a result

confirmed by

the cross - country

Chenery and Syrquin (1975) report

a

study of

tillly

used to finance higher

Massell er al. (1972).

However.

coefficient on aid for imports of only 0.43. Moran (1989)
2.14
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provides

a

more rigorous analysis of the topic. but repons his results

the data it is not possible to know

if

as

elasticities, so without

the marginal increment is significantly less than unity.

which is the hypothesis in which we are interested.

Work undertaken within the World Bank (Demery et al. , 1993) for the SPA has analyzed
how much higher import volume in SPA countries in the pre and post adjustment periods is
because

of higher aid inflow

and how much because of improved export performance (and

therefore the result of policy reforms).

The paper states that 58 per cent

of the increase in

import volumes is from improved expon performance and the remaining 42 per cent from the

aid inflows (and in the best perfonners improved exports accounts for the whole of the increase.
as

the higher aid they have received is just sufficient to meet the debt burden).

Faini et al. (1991) analyzed whether adjustment funds had acted
intlows (and so may result in

a

as a

catalyst for other

more than one - to -one increase in imports), and found that they

had not; Mosley et al. (öl991) find the same result. The one area that has received rather more
attention has been the recent concem that aid may cause Dutch disease.

Aid and the real exchange rule
Econometric analysis of aid's impact on the real exchange rate has been reponed by van

Wijnbergen (1985) and While and Wignaraja ( 1992). Younger (1992) discusses the pressure for
an appreciating real rate in the case of Ghana and Nabi and Hamid ( 1990) make the same point

with regard to Pakistan in the 19605, but both without

a

fomlal test.

Van Wijnbergen regressed the real exchange rate on current and lagged aid. GDP.

&

proxy for technological progress. the terms of trade and non-concessional borrowing for six

African countries:

a

significant negative relationship is found in four cases. Aside from some

econometric problems (see White. 19926: 219), van Wijnbergen's specification leaves out

important short - run determinants of the real exchange rate, notably the nominal rate, but also
a measure

of the govemment's tlscal and monetary policy
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Edwards (1989) which comblnes
The model of White and Wignaraja is based on that of
is one of substantial
long - run (fundamental) and short - mn detenninants. The Sri Lankan case
rate. desp1te
exchange
aid inflows since liberalization in 1977 and little movement in the real
between the
continued nominal devaluation. That is. there has been an increasing wedge

nominal and real rates. The aid inflows are shown to have had an importam contributory role.
Lal (1985) reached the same conclusion by

a

rather different route.

has also
The behaviour of the real exchange rate in the presence of substantial aid inflows
the tracing through
been examined in the context of a CGE in two studies. which also permit

of the price effects on exports.
altemative means of maintaining

The model
a

of Collier

liberalization

-

and Gurming (1992) analyses two

devaluation or aid intlows - in African

economies. They find that aid inflows do indeed have

a

price response that draws labour and
-

response is weakened
capital into the production of non - tradables. so that the export supply
in the case of an aid - financed
exports expand by only 9% two years after the reform

liberalization. compared to 12% if there

is

devaluation.

Weisman's (1990) CGE of Papua New Guinea shows aid to have spending effects through
increases in govemment expendimre which result in

a

real exchange rate appreciation and move

of resources into the production of non tradables.

Aid and aggregare savmgs
simple regression of aid

Griffin supponed his argument that aid displaces savings with a
subsequent studies. which have also
on savings. Table 2.1 shows Griftln's results and those of
mostly found

a

significant negative relationship.

But such an approach suffers from serious misspecification bias (even in the context of
g. Morriset. 1989) has used more
Griftin's own model - see White. 19926). Subsequent work ce.
identify the different
sophisticated specitications. but single equation estimation cannot clearly
studies have adopted a SimullaI1€0US
through which aid affects savings. Yet few
channels

approach.
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Table 2.1 Results of selected studies of
aid. savings and investment
Study

Data

Coemcient

Savings

Griffin (1970)

Weisskopf (1972)
Gupta and Islam ( 1983)

Cross - section: 32 LDCS

- 0.73

Time series: Colombia

(6.64)
- 0.84
(2.90)

Pooled: 44 LDCS. 19505 and early

- 0.23

19605

(5.30)

Cross-section: 52 LDCS

- 0.47

(n.a.)
Morisset ( 1989)

Time series: Argentina

- 0.98

(0.91)
Inveszmem

Levy ( 1988)

Aggregate cross - section for sub -

1.08

Saharan Africa

(4.40)

Bhalla (1990)

Time series: Sri Lanka

0.94'

White (1992c)

Time series: Sri Lanka

Public investment

0.32'

Notes: elasticities. Coeflicient from White (1992c) is that from the levels regression for
an error correction model, i.e. it is the long - run relationship. Figures in parentheses are

absolute t - statistics.
Sources: as shown in table.
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Snyder (1990) argues. correctly. that single equation estimation is biased and sets out
Simple two equation simultaneous model

-

which he then esiimates hy OLS!

estimation techniques cannot. anyhow. be applied to his model
(1984) estimates

as it is

Simultaneous

underidenlified. Levy

model for Egypt in which aid can increase investment and so. through

a

a

a

production function. output. thus leading back to higher income. Despite this feedback effect
his empirical estimates suggesl that displacement effects of aid intlows on public savings

dominate.

However, he does not look at the dynamic aspects of his model

-

that is the

possibility that future savings may be higher despite current displacement.

Analysis of theories of consumption (the converse of savings) are. of course. rooted in
more complex fommlations than the simple savings function used by Levy (and others). Gupta
and Islam (1983) estimate

a

simultaneous model of savings and growth which contains

of demographic relationships

-

a

number

but the model is void of economic analysis.

The aid - savings relationship is

a

debate very much in need

of some attention to quality.

rather than quantity. of analysis. One direction for such attention is to analyze the relationship
at the more disaggregate level of public versus private savings - the flscal response literature

considers the former of these. There is practically no literature at all analyzing the response of
private savings to aid inllows; Levy (1984) is the only case of which l am aware.

moving onto the fiscal response literature
investment link

is

a

Before

short discussion of empirical analysis of the aid-

in order.

Aid and investmenr
The comments of the preceding paragraph apply equally to the aid - investment literature.
There has been far less analysis of this areas that of aid and savings

studies are shown in Table 2.1. ln Pan 2.2

a

- the

results from some

number of channels for aid's impact on public and

private investment were identified - but these mechanisms have not been empirically explored.
lndeed, the aid - private investment link has been empirically analyzed in only two case Whil€'S
(1992C) simullaneous equation model for Sri Lanka and

2. l7

a

cross - country simple regression by

4

I

Both of these studies find

Mosley ( 1987).

a

positive relationship between aid and private

1nvestment.

Levy .(l987 and 1988) reports regressions of investment on aid. The coefficients from
these regressions are always signilicantly positive and usually close to unity.

But the

shoncoming of single equation estimation of such relationships need be bome in mind. Bhalla
(1990) estimates

a

simultaneous investment - growth model for Sri Lanka. finding the elasticity

of investment with respect to aid to

be 0.94%.

This finding suggests

a

more than one - for-one

increment since aid only Hnances one third to one half of investment in Sri Lanka.

Empirical eslimalion dj the jiscal respDnse model
Table 2.2 reports the results of selected fiscal response studies. These show that aid does
appear to have

a

positive impact on govemment investment

-

in some cases equal to, or greater

than, unity. But Heller found that aid also displaced taxes and borrowing.

However, these results are flawed by both the theoretical shortcomings of the model and
problems in its empirical estimation (White, 1994).

The fiscal response model implicitly

contains feedback from the target equations used in the model. But all applications, except that

of Forster (1993). ignore this effect. Forster's estimation of the model for Papua New Guinea
and found that. as expected. feedback from the targets reinforces the impact of aid on investment
and reduce to the extent to which the increase in funds is offset by falls in borrowing and

taxation.

The results are also partial ones as they ignore potential feedback from changes in

economic variables in response to the aid intlow.

In fact, the way in which the results are

presented makes them more partial still, since, authors such as Gang and Khan (1991)

<10

DE

report the total impact of aid on the categories of tiscal activity put only the coefllcients from
stmctural equations. White (1994) shows that. contrary to Gang and Khan'S Claim that aid ill

India is all used in govemment investment, the reduced foml shows aid to have no impact on
investment at all."
2.18

Table 2.2 The im

et

ofaid on ovemment investment from selected studies
Giants

Heller (1975)

Gang and Khan

(l99I)

McGillivray and Papadopoulos

Multilaleral

Full sample. official flows

0.53

0.64

Full sample. total flows

0.76

0.33

Anglophone, official flows

0.41

0.09

Anglopohone. total flows

0.63

0.31

0.34

0.32

1.79

I.55

0.63
(0.25)

India, 1961-84
Greece. I962 - 80

1991

Noter

Bilateral

1.03

(0.41)

(0.52)

0.62
0.44

3.64
0.74

Helier's full sample comprised eleven African countries. for various years over
denotes calculated in study
llgures in parentheses are standard errors

(0. 19)

the period 1960 - 70

-

in
Id
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The ,various shorlcomings in the fiscal response model and the methodologies applied to

its estimation clearly indicate the existing results catmot be meaningfully intetpreted. We would
argue, moreover. that the problems in the model are too great to be resolved.

approach. which has been adopted to examine the sectoral impact

An altemative

of aid. appears to be the more

promising channel.

Caiegorical jungibility dj aid to specuic seclors
Pack and Pack ( 1990) regress sectoral govemment expenditure (D,) on GDP, project aid
designated to that sector (AI). project aid to other sectors and time for five sectors (the total

included in these five sectors omit expenditures on

coefficients are elasticities.

a

few items).' Logs are used so that the

It is not clear why logs are used, since we are interested in the

marginal increment in expenditure with respect to aid.

If D, is inclusive of aid,

as

it is for Pack

and Pack. then the hypothesis of interest is whether the coefficient on A, is one or more;

if the

expcnditure is exclusive of aid. as for the similar study of Kenya by Ekman and Metell (1993),
then there is fungibility

if the

coefficient

is

significantly less than zero. Regressions are also

estimated for recurrent (non - developmental) expendirures and revenue.

System estirnation

(Seemingly Unrelated Regressions. SUR) is used to allow for the cross equation error correlation

implied by the relation of the dependent variables through the budget constraint.

The coefticient estimates are then used to simulate the effects of

a

one rupiah increase

in aid per capita. which is spread over the sectors in proportion to their average share in project
aid during the period of the study.

The results of this analysis are shown in the top pan of

Table 2.3(a). The first column shows the increase in aid in each sector. The second shows the
increase in expenditure (inclusive of aid-tinanced expenditure) attributable to sector aid. the third
column reports increases in sectoral aid attributable to aid targeted at other sectors and the fourth

column the total change in expenditure. Thus values in the second column significantly different

from the value in the first column. or values in third column significantly greater than zero, are
both indicative of the presence of fungibilily."'

Pack and Pack (incorrectly) state that there

is evidence of fungibility of the tlgure in column 4

15

l.
2. 19

approximately that same as that in column
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Table 2.3la) Care orical fun ibilitx' in lndonesia
Coefficienl on
Change in aid

Sector aid

Other aid

Total

(1)

(21

(3)

(2)+0)

0.10

0.09

0.05

0.13

0.37

0.08

0.44

14)

Agriculiure

=

Industry

0 46

Transport and tourism

0.21

0.18

0.02

0.20

Social sectors

0.10

0.07

0.12

0.19

Other

0.14

0.18

0.27

0.45

Current expendirure

0.00

n.a.

n.a.

0.17

Total

1.00

0.88

0.53

Revenue

0.00

1.58

0.29

Source: Pack and Pack (1990)

Table

23161

Categorical

f~gjbilit! in Kenya
Coefficieni on

Change in aid

iii

Sector aid
(2

1

Other aid
1

3)

Agriculture

0.18

0.11

- 0.10

Industry

0.33

0.05

0.18

Public works

0.15

0.07

0.09

Social seclors

0 22

- 0.02

0.01

Other

0.11

0.00

- 0.00

Current expenditure

0.00

n.a.

n.a.

Total

1.00

0.22

- 0.18

Revenue

0.00

Source: Ekman and Metell (1993)

Nere: may not sum due to rounding.

/ctd.
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Table 2.31c) Catggorical

f~gjbilitv in India
Coefficient on
Other aid

Change

Sector aid

in aid
(1)

(2)

Agriculture

0.I7

0.07

Food subsidies

0.01

-0.00

Industry

0.32

-0.07

0.02

0.04

(3)
0.

l0

0.07

Energy

0.30

0. l3

TranSpOn and communications

0.I0

0.01

0.06

Other

0.10

0.09

0.35

Total

1.00

0.36

0.64

Defence

Other non-developmental
Government revenue

High powered money

Borrowin
Source: Gupta ( 19936).
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The table also shows the results for Kenya obtained by Ekman and Metell (1993)
T3blE 2.30))).

present
as

( see

Since they use an expenditure series which is exclusive of aid fungibility is

if the coefficient in the second column

is

significantly less than zero and that in the third.

above, significantly greater than zero.

The figures for Indonesia show an expendirure increase of 1.58 rupiah for

a

one rupiah

increase in aid. Half of this increase (0.29 rupiahs) is financed by an increase in revenue. The

finding that aid increase revenue collection is in contrast to the consensus in the fiscal response

literature that taxes fall

Pack and Pack suggest that the need to increase revenue

as aid rises.

collection comes from the local cost financing contribution of govenmlem.

The remaining 0.29 rupiah is supposed to come from falls in expenditure in the excluded
scctor. The method of excluding

a

sector means that. through an identity. expenditurc in this

scctor is assumed to adjust to the required level. This assumption is in effect

rcstriction in the model

a

cross - equation

- a

restriction whose validity may be roughly checked by plotting the

-

but which is left implicit by Pack and Pack's methodology. A better

fitted versus actual values

approach would be to incorporate the restriction into the model and estimate by three stage least
squares."

In the case of Ekman and Meteli's study the expenditure irtcrease
probably insignificantly) less than one

-

is

marginally (but

so that they conclude that aid causes a slight rcduction

in non -aid financed expcnditure. in fact, we carmot be sure about this statement.

If the budget

constraint they give is correct then expenditure in the excluded sectors must fall in the face of
the aid intlow. since the increase in expenditure in other sectors plus the fall in revenues is

slightly greater than one. But the budget constraint is written excluding borrowing (prmting
money) - Pack and Pack state that in lndonesia budgets have been balanced. but the topic is not

mentioned in the Kenyan study." The,observed decrease may be accommodated by

borrowing

- but

borrowing also may have risen to allow

excluded sectors; we simply carmot say.

a

a

fall in

further rise in expenditure in the

But we can say that inappropriate imposition of

2.20

a
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balanced budget budget constraint assumes that aid has no effect on public savings, when this

effect is one of the key issues under examination.

Gupta's (19936) study of India both includes the full budget constraint (although the
treatment of non - project aid is unclear) and does not exclude any sectors.

however. borrowing

is deterrnined as a residual. so that same comments as

In his model,

before apply. The

results show an increase in development expenditure which is almost identical with the aid flow.

but also an increase in non - developmental expenditures. almost entirely financed by increased

borrowing.

These results are

difticult to understand: we find neither fungibility between

developmental and non - developmental expenditures. nor that aid crowds in govemment

developmental expenditures.
considered

a response

Why should the govemment borrowing to Gnance defence be

to the aid intlow when the aid cannot in any sense be being said to be

being used for the defence expenditures?

The approach described here is only

expenditnre equations include GDP

a

panial one for reasons already discussed. The

as a regressor. hence

holding income constant rather than

allowing for multiplier effects. To the extent that aid does increase GDP the full effect of aid
on expenditure is being under - stated.

To capmre the full effect of the aid inflow requires

estimation of an economy - wide model.

So far we have discussed the results of these studies as regard to aggregate fungibility.

Analysis of the sectoral effects shows that sectoral expenditure increases by nearly or more than
the value of aid allocated to that sector in all but one case (industry in Kenya). However. Only

in one case ("other aid" for lndonesia) is the increase attributable to sector- specific aid as large
as the increase targeted at that sector. In the other cases the remainder (which is as often as not
the larger part) comes from other aid.

These results are evidence of categorical

fungibility.

First. because sector aid is apparently not fully used in that sector and, second, because other

of

the increase must. at least in the Indonesian

aid increases sectoral expenditure.

But some

case. come from higher revenue.

It is curious that

2

"'I

a

revenue term is not included in the

48

expenditure regressions.

constraint.

of

Use

as suggested above.

the

hill simultaneous model. incorporating

the budget

would take care of this problem.

Simulmneous equalion models
There are a few multi equation models of aid impact which may be mentioned (in

Hill

addition to the two CGE models mentioned above in the discussion of aid and exports).
(1988) presents a twenty - two

equation

output - driven

the govemrnent and agricultural sectors:

a

model of Bangladesh. which disaggregates

halving of aid flows

is shown to lead to a drop in

GDP of between 5.9 and 11.8 per cent. White's ( 1992c) eleven equation model of Sri Lanka
focuses on investment. but is set in the context of a demand - determined macroeconomic model.

A reduction in aid

is

shown to reduce both public and private investment and lead to

GDP of about twice the value of the aid reduction. Radelet ( 1993) presenis

from which are discussed in Chapter

3 -

to analyse

a

CGE

-

a

fall in

the results

if Gambia's economic growth comes from

rain. aid or policy reform. Ahluwalia's (1979) model of India allows for the incorporation of

possible disincentive effects from aid. These models provide

The e~iciencv

a

useful basis for further work.

dj im esrmeni
-

Chenery and Stroul's (1966) two gap model assumed the ICOR to be constant. Griffin

(1970) questioned this assumption. asserting aid - financed investment to be less productive than
that financed from domestic resources.

Since he also argued that aid displaced domestically -

financed investment, the average productivity of investment will fall with the aid

intlow."

Defenders of aid may argue to the contrary that aid increases the productivity of

investment through the provision of technical assistance or enhancing the transfer of technology.

The microeconomic evidence on these issues is necessarily mixed since there are both good and
bad aid projects.

Unfonunalely no theoretical or empirical work has explored these lssues at

the macroeconomic level. except

a

couple of attempts to regress the 1COR on aid

-

Voivodas

(1973) and Rana (1987). The development of such analysis should be high on the list of any
research agenda on aid issues.

? 1 '>
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2.4

Sununary

There is

a

comprehensive literature on the macroeconomics of aid. but it offers few conclusivc

findings. The conclusion that aid does not significantly contribute to growth is not empirically
robust and there are theoretical and empirical weaknesses in most of the discussion

impact on savings.

Studies which look at aid. imports and investment

-

of aid's

including through

govemment's fiscal response - find some evidence of aggregate and categorical fimgibility, but
not so much as to justify excessive pessimism conceming aid's irnpact.

The cross-country

approach which has characterised the literature camlot be relied upon to give reliable results.

We

will leam more about aid's macroeconomic effects from detailed analysis of individual

recipients. as presented in Chapters

5

to 8 of this report.

2.23
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Notes to Chapter

2

a number of ways through various aggregattons
and/or disaggregations - the most usual of which would be to present capital inflows
(current
net of amortization so that only interest payments appear on the left hand
transaction) side of the equat10n.

l.

This identity may be presented in

2.

By the UN'S Svsiem dj National Acc0zmts (SNA) grant aid intended for investment
Some economists
purposes should appear in the capital account as capital grants.
dispute this method. arguing that only inflows carrying with them a repayment
@3
obligation should appear in the capital account. And in practice most countries do
for
intended
that
(
all
grant
aid
follow the SNA recommendation but instead record
a
both consumption and investment) as an official transfer. Although transfers are
item'
current account item it is a common practice to treat OT as an "intemlediary
Such a practice ts
and report the current account with and without official transfers.
commonly adopted by the World Bank and IMF and has important implications for
the macroeconomic analysis of countries with high aid inflows.

3.

4.

5.

One method of measuring capital flight is through errors and omissions, so that the
aid may be accommodated through changes in EO.

=
The derivation of equation (5) comes from the combination of GNS -I
net transfers.
total
is
NTR
X+NTR+NFP - M (where GNS is gross national savings.
interest
OFP
plus
net
i.e.
factor
payments.
net
NFP
total
i.e. PCT+OT. and
- though whether DT is
payments) with equation (4). (Note GNS=GDS+NTR+NFP
to use the identitics
is
what
is
important
to
case:
case
included in GNS varies from
consistent with the given treatment of OT).

If the fiscal gap

is

6.

these models then the govemment investment
and lP is detennined as a residual.

ng binding in

function detennines

IB

The studies estimate the equations in log form and then use simulations to examine
say whether
the impact of an increase in aid - its is thereforc not straightforward to
a test is not
such
(and
the incremental change is significantly different from unity
attempted in any of the studies).

7.

import demand
Stewart (1970) pointed out that multiplier effects from aid may raise
- the consumption limction used here
over and above the value of the aid intlow
be viewed
irnplicitly allows for such an effect. The simple investment function may
(see White and
crowding
in/out
and
form
incorporating
direct
effects
reduced
as a

McGillivray. 1992).
8.

statistical artifact which follows from the
method used for estimating the target equations.

But it

is also shown that this result is a

2.24

5

1

9.

A recent paper by Pack and Pack ( 1993) presents the same analysis for Dominican
Republic.

10.

The word significantly is used in this sentence to mean "much" since, as already
discussed. forma! tests of significance can not be perfonned using the results of these
studies.

11.

It is not clear why Pack and Pack excluded one equation from their system. If all
equations are included then the cross - equation restriction most likely will not hold
unless it is specified in the system prior to estimation; 3SLS allows the imposition of

the restriction.
12.

The budget constraint also excludes non - project aid. which should be added.

13.

If the two effects are sufficiently strong aid may therefore have an adverse impact on
growth.
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CHAPTER 3

MACROECONOMIC EFFECTS OF AID - SUPPORTED POLICY REFORM

3.1

Introduction

The conclusions to

a

recent volume on the role of capital inflows in development (Lele and

Nabi, 1990a) deliberately avoided quantifying the contribution of these flows to growth. The
reason given was that the country case studies showed domestic policies to be the primary

determinant of

a

country's development (Lele and Nabi, 19906)

-

the role of govenunent, aid

and policies is too complex to disentangle. Whilst not agreeing that we should not at least try
to answer the question can aid work without refoml?" it is undoubtedly true that policy stancc
is a vital factor in macroeconomic performance. In this chapter issues conceming the assessment

of

the impact

of aid-supported policy reforrns are discussed.

The first analyses of policy conditionality (e.g. Killick. 1984) focused on IMF

stabilisation programs and were critical of the excessive emphasis on demand restraint to restore
balance

of payments equilibrium. In more recent years

programs has led to

to suffer

as a

and 1992).

result

er

a

of World Bank adjustment

slightly more positive consensus. Most studies find the investment ratc

of adjustment policies (e. g. Mosley et al.,

The effect on growth, however.is

insignitlcantly.
repons

a

the study

so (e. g.

1991; World Bank, 1988, 1990

usually positive - but often weakly. or even

Mosley et al,. 1991; World Bank. 1988 and 1990 - but not 1992. WhiCh

significant positive impact). The effect on the balance of payments is negative (Moslcy

al.. 1991; World Bank

1988) - largely because

of

the import surge

following trade

liberalization and the weak or slow supply response of expons (WorldöBank, 1990 - again the
1992 report finds

a

stronger export response).' There is also agreement that adjustment policics

have worked better in

-

middle - income

countries than low -income ones (e. g. World Bank, 1992:

3.1
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21). However. there are

a

number of methodological issues that need to be addressed before

these findings may be accepted.

For aid - supported policy reforms to have

a

beneficial impact on

a

country's economic

perfonnance. two conditions must be satisfied. First. the donor presence must make

a

difference

to the refonns that are implemented. Does the presence of aid donors make for better policies
or does aid.

as

critics maintain. allow recipient govemments.to pursue unsustainable and

misguided policies?

Second, the reforrns that do take place must have a positive impact on

performance. These two issues are analytically distinct.

If the

refonns would have gone ahead even in the absence of the aid we may still be

interested to leam the economic impact of such refonns (since they are the types of policy which
donors support) - but the impact of the reforms cannot be directly attributed to the aid.

therefore important to address the two questions separately.

respectively.

as we do

It is

in Parts 3.2 and 3.3

Pan 3.4 draws out the implications of this chapter's discussion for analysis of

aid's macroeconomic impact.

3.2

Does Aid Affect Policy?

The World Bank's reviews of adjustment lending (1988. 1990 and 1992) have reported indicators

of "compliance"

- that is the

extent to which countries have actually implemented the refonns

outlined in the various agreements relating to adjustment loans. One such report says that:
Overall. almost three -quarters of the conditions were fully implemented by final
trance release and 88 per cent were substantially implemented.

(World Bank. 1992: 81)
Compliance appears strongest on exchange rate policy. below average on trade refom1 and Wa)'

below average for wage policy.

Average levels in compliance in sub - saharan Africa do not

differ from those elsewhere, though the region's performance is worse in certain areas (notably
tlscal and monetary policy; World Bank. 1992: 84).

3.2

so

Mosley el al. (I99l Volume l: 134 - 145ö) argue that these compliance measures do not
give an accurate picture of the extent of refoml since some measures are very easy to implement

whereas others may prove impossible to do so because of either poor design or changes in the

If our concem

extemal environment.

is to trace causation from aid to policy to perfonnance we

must take their argument very seriously: compliance simply
refom1. and so is not

a

is

~

a measure

of the degree of

suitable variable to use in such analysis. There are two problems here.

Since compliance measures cannot tell us the extent of actual changes which have occurred they

cannot tell us how much reform aid has really supported. Second, these indicators are therefore
not the appropriate variable for analyzing the macroeconomic impact of refonn. This latter point
is

retumedto in Pan 3.3.

Furthennore, compliance indices are

a

form of before versusafter approach - all changes

in policy since the stan of adjustment borrowing are attributed to that borrowing. No attempt
is made

loan.

to detennine thepolicies that would have occurred in the absence of the adjustment

However. before versus after comparisons are not

a

valid basis for drawing analytical

conclusions. least of all for detennining causality (Goldstein and Montiel, 1986; and White and

Luttik, 1994: Chapter 2).

But a' more serious underlying problem is that the presence of

a

program is

~

the

relevant exogenous variable, it is the policies which are pursued - this point was partly

recognized in the World Bank's ( 1992) third repon on adjustment lending, which suggested that
the analysis

of the impact of adjustment borrowingshould consider policies rather than the

simple presence of adjustment borrowing. This suggestion has been followed up in an interna!

review of the adjustment experience in sub - saharan Africa.' in the latter repon

a

macro policy

performance indieator is constructed which is a composite of measures of exchange rate policy.
fiscal stance and monetary restraint for twenty seven countries.

The changes in performance

between the periods 1981 -86 and 1987-91 are then calculated.

This approach is an improvement over the compliance approach

as a

variable is defined

to capture the degree of policy reform. But the methodology remains before versus after. No
-

3.3
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altempt is made to analyze whether or not the reforms would have occurred in the absence of

To answer such

the aid.

control group approach
absence

a

question requires

is one simple way

a

model of the reform process.

The modified

of modelling what policy would have been in the

of the program but no studies applying this approach have reported this aspect of their
-

Endings.'

Judgements on likely policy scenarios in the absence

of

the adjustment program are

probably best made by more in-depth analysis of the political economy of decision making in
the country in question.

For example, in the Tanzanian case. it is likely that the govemment

would have attempted reform without donor support (indeed it had been doing so during the
period of dispute with the IMF). But it is questionable whether these reforms would have been

either politically or economically sustainable in the absence of the aid money.

The Tanzanian example illustrates

a

second point - the role

supporting policy reform can change markedly over time.

Many would today identify the

suppon given to Tanzania's villagisation program in the 19705 as
has supponed detrimental levels

of

state intervention.

of aid in hindering or

a

prime example of how aid

Import support received by Tanzania

during the 19805 was often allocated to parastatals, reinforcing rather than restn1cturing the
industrial sector. Howevcr.
has a

as

indicated in the previous paragraph, the aid donors have probably

positive impact on the reform process in the 19905.

A final decision on the aid - policy relationship can only come from case studies of actual
cases. with comparative analysis to draw out overall lessons.

There has been little such work

on a systematic basis: though the review by Cassen el al. (1986: Chapter 8) concludes that in

general aid has been more beneficial to private sector development than hannful. The findings

of Mosley

er al.

(1991) are less favourable. suggesting that the commitment of many

govemments to reform has been weak, and that non - compliance has not been punished. Finally.
the more teclmical issue

of whether reforms which

have short - run adverse 1mpacts are

sustainable without additional Enancial flows can in principle be analyzed through models of how

policy changes affect the economy. Such models are the subject of Part 3.3.
3.4

3.3

Modelling thr 'Xlucroecnnnrnit lmpact ol' Policy ('hauges

The holt - re vursus nlötcr und

£.< -

ntr(' l sir Åur appm;i .h' - aru 'nm !i u<rd in the analysis
-

-

-

-

macroeconomic impact ol ;idjustmum poliL jo.
-

such studies are nor eunsidered löurther here
Rzrthcr tham present

whole range ol' im dels some key cnnccptual issucs are discussed:
-

éi

the: use

resulls

the

lnsieäid we concentrate nn the modelling approach.

tl1sunguishing adjuslmem pnlicies [mm ndjustment pär

iiii)

nf

Bur given the inadequacies ol those approachcs.

xi.

-

;

lil

iii) measuring adjustment polieics;

ol tlummj.' variablcs lu model struclural change;

and

liv) dynamic aspects of some

A briclö discussinn of some ofthe key relalionships follows.

Dix!illglzlö.€izlll;,' ml/'usln1enl .lrom udjusm1el1t /)u/ieies

The Kemi "adjustment" is used to refer to two. quite distinct. phenomena.

All agree on

this distinction. but it is not always clearly made. and this failure to distinguish results in
conh1sion.

The externa! environmenl facing an economy is constantly changing. In the early 19805
these changes were large. abrupt and mostly unpleasant.

such changes through

a

Economies automatically respond to

variety of price and quantity adjustments - this may be called

adustment. Such automatic adjustment may well put the economy on

a

low growth path. so that

govermnents wish to intervene in the adjustment process to enable the economy to grow in the
context

of

the changed environmem.

Such interventions are adjustment policies.

As just

mentioned. all developing economies were per jorce involved in substantial automatic adjustment

during the 19805 and nearly all have responded. at some stage or other, with recourse to
adjustment policies.

In both senses then. the 19805 were "a period of adjustment - the tenn adjustment here

refening to the eighties and

~ specitically either automatic adjustment or adjustment policies.

However. this correct observation can lead to ambiguous statements such

3 .5

as the

followingf
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Private investment has fallen during adjustment in all cases
recovery by 1988.

-

with no sign of

(Fitzgerald and Samlad. 1990: 41)

our results suggest a sizeable output loss because of lower aggregate investmem
levels during the period of adjustment under IMF - WB lending.

(Faini er al., 1991a: 964)

In both of these

cases the authors are referring

but simply to what happened during the

19805 -

papers

~; (reasonably) clear on this point -

at the

door of adjustment olicies

-

~ to the impact of adjustment policics

the period of adjustment. Whilst the above cited

they are not laying the blame for lower investment

the terminology makes the statement ambiguous. open to

misinterpretation. and, in the hands (or mouths) of the less scrupulous, simply incorrect. Others
are quicker to make the "sleight of mind" whereby the responsibility for poorer performance

during the period of adjustment policies make this poor perfonnance the fault of those policies:
indeed this tendency is intrinsic to the before versus after approach. and hence one reason for
rejecting the method.

Our concem is to examine how adjustment

olicies intluence macroeconom1c

performance -that is, to disentangle this influence from the automatic adjustment necessitated by

extemal shocks suffered by developing countries during the 19805. In order to conduct such an
analysis we must have

a

measure

of adjustmem.

Measuring aräusimem

It

is common to model the impact

cornmonly takes one of three fomls: (i)

of adjustment by using an "adjustment variable" which
a

dummy variable which is one in the presence of

program and zero otherwise (e.g. Corbo and Rojas. 1992); (ii)
adjustment". usually by

a

a measure

a

of the "intensity of

compliance index (e. g. Mosley et al., 1991); or (iii) the value of

adjustment lending (e.g. Mosley el al.. 1991). None of these measures are adequate. The use

of

a

dummy variable to capture the effects of adjustment is tlawed for two reasons: (i) it does
3.6

(,3

nor measure the extern of refom1: and ('iii it does not allow fully allow for structural changes in

behavioral relationships.
and so the extent

As mentioned above. different programs require different measures

of refonn

thcexistence or otherwise of

is not indicated by

a

program.

Moreover. the dcgree of implementation varies greatly between countries.

This latter problem is not resolved by using
the policies in be complied

a

compliance indicator since the first problem

with differ between countries

- remains (and there is a second

problem that different countries may comply with different conditions). Compliance simply is
not

measure of the extent

a

of reform - although it has been used in this way. For example. the

third report on adjustment lending presents

a

table

of regression results for the macroeconomic

impact of adjustment policies "correcled for implementation" (World Bank, 1992: 28).
-

This

correction has been applied by "making the adjustment variable equal to intensity by the
percentage

of conditions ti1lly or substantially implemented". The study of Mosley el al. (1991)

includes

compliance indicator

a

as an

explanatory variable, as well as the value

of Bank

adjustment loans and drawings from the IMF.

The second problem with the use of dummy variables is that there may be

a

stn1crural

break in the slope of behavioral relationships. whereas the use of the dummy allows only for

changes in intercept. For example. financial market liberalization may make private investment
more responsive to changes in the interest rate
relaxed - this change is a rotation, not

a

as

administrative controls on credit allocation are

shift. of the investment function. This problem can

handled by using a slope dummy for the adjusting coumries/period of adjustment - a
can be less clearly applied

if a

be

solution that

compliance indicator is being used. Slope dummies allow for

changes in the nature of economic relationships rather than just imparting exogenous shifts to
these functions. Making such an allowance is particularly important
-

to model

olicies rather than the presence of

a

if the approach adopted is

program.

The third measure of adjustment. that is the value of adjusm1ent-related borrowing - Wars
no relation to cither the extent

of intended refonns or compliance with

these intentions.

As

Mosley el al. themselves indicate. lending is little related to compliance. Nor can the approach
3.7
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of

be interpreted as separating out the effects

explained. the compliance indicator

the aid funds from those

is not a good measure

As

the policies.

of policies. To measure the effects

of aid monies then all aid, not just adjustment lending must
balance

of

be included -

of payments support provided by most bilateral donors

particularly since the

is also conditional upon

adjustment policies. Ideally, both balance of payments support and other aid will appear in
model

of aid impact. but

as separate

a

variables. since as discussed in Chapter 4. different types

of aid should be expected to have different macroeconomic effects.
None of the existing measures of adjustment therefore seem very satisfactory: but in fact

it does not matter. There is an analogy here with the literature on the macroeconomic effects

of aid.

Attempts to estimate the aid - growth link directly were misplaced

-

analysis should

Similarly.

conccntrate on the cham1els through which the link is expected to operate.*

W€

carmot regress macro performance directly on adjustment programs - we should instead trace and

quantify the links from reform to changes in exogenous (policy) variables to changes in
outcomes.

The importance of identifying the policies through which adjustment lending has its

effects carries over to the usefulness of the analysis

dummies or comparisons of adjusting versus

as a

tool for appraising policy. The use of

non - adjusting leaves the processes

adjustment achieves its results inside a black box -

through which

which is of no use in the design of adjustment

programs. It is necessary to open the box to see which bits are working (and which are not)

-

Single equalion models

Single equation estimation has been
et

al., 1991; Faini el

£11..

common approach in the literature

a

1991a; and Corbo and Rojas, 1992).

All of

Mosley

these studies estimate a

number of equations modelling the behaviour of key macroeconomic aggregates.

include on the right hand side (possibly with

ce. g.

All of

these

lags) variables that are also used as dependent

variables.
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Cnrho and Rojas (1992; and Faini et ol. (10911 are not simultaneous in the current period and
sH h1as

does not rcsuli ('rom the eslim:nion pruceduic

But the models do

different short and long run elfecis which are not discussed.

implicitl) contain
-

In the tomter study. the change

in growth. the 1nvestmcn! and åavings rme and the expon ratio are regressed on the lagged

valuex of each

Hlö

these variables and three exogenous regressors: a shock variable. the fiscal

delöicit (which prohabljr ought to be endogenous). and an adjustment dunmly

Regressing the change in

:1

5

variable on its own lagged value (and other regressors) will

give identical results lo regressing the level of the dcpendent variable on the same set of
regressors. except that the coefficient on the lagged dependcnt variable in the latter regrcssion

will be one plus the coefficient in

the former regression.

Stated thus. it is clear that in Corbo

and Rqias' model adjusimen1 policies aflect current growth. investment, savings and expons

which will. in tum. affect all of

these variables in the next period}' The long run effects may

well be very different from the impact effects.

The results from simulations oflhe impact of the introduction ofadjustment policies using
the four equations reponed by Corbo and Rojas are shown in Table 3.1.

The differences

between short and long run effects are. except in the case of invcstment, marked. The benetlcial
impact

of adjustment policies

on growth and savings are reinforced. especially that on the

savings rate. On the other hand. the positive response

The study by Faini e: al.

is

of the expon rate is more than halved.

similar. except that rather than the savings rate and exports

they use the rate of inflation and current account deficit (as a per cent of GDP) as endogenous
variables. As shown in Table 3.1. the effect of the dynamic simulations is even more dramatic

using the coefficients from their study.' The negative impact on growth is strongly reinforced
so that the growth rate falls by 1.6 percentage points. rather than only 0.1 percent. Despite this

fact the impact on all of the other indicators is improved: the adverse impact on the investment
3.9
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Table 3.1 Short and long run impact of adjustment
policies on macroeconomic aggregates
lmpacl
effect

Long nm
effecl

Rallo

growth of GDP

0.016

0.020

1.2

mveslment tale

- 0.035

- 0.035

1.0

savings late

0.014

0.115

8.2

expon ralio

0.065

0.028

0.4

growth of GDP

-0.001

- 0.016

16.1

mvestment late

- 0.006

0.025

- 4.2

currem accoum (% of GDP)

0.034

0.063

1.9

inflation rate

0.008

- 0.001

-0.1

Simulations using results of Corbo and Rojas
Change in

Simulations using results of Faini er al.
Change in

Source: own simulations based on resulls reponed in Corbo and Rojas
al. (1991a).

(192ö) and

Faini er
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late and inflation are hom reversed and the long mn improvement in the' current account is

nearly double the impaet eftect.

Review 'ing the resulrs
-

This chapter hegun by saying that there is something of

consensus over certain key

But iI has been argued here that cross - country regressions are not the best way

relationships.

to carry out the analysis

-

rather

consensus stand up in the face

question is "not particularly"

(a)

a

-

a

of

country - specific modelling approach is required. Does the
the evidence to date from such studies? The answer to this

here a range

of

the factors that need be considered are listed.

Growth
Cross-country analysis of the detenninants of growth istheoretically problematic (White,

1992) and has been shown to he empirically unrobust (Levine and Renelt. 1992).

Country -

specific economic models may also be poor predictors of growth. unless exogenous factors are

both included in the model and their time paths accurately forecast. Nonetheless, such models
"

may still indicate whether certain policies are good for growth" (bearing in mind the possibility

that changing extemal conditions may require different policies). The model developed at the
OECD to analyze the impact of adjustment on poveny ( Bourguinon. et aI.. 1989) has tended to

find

a

positive impact of adjustment on growth (compared to

shock typical

(whichlmay be best characterized

ib)

a base

to developing countries in the 19805) - though
as

run of the types of extemal

purely contractionary policics

stabilization) do not always have such

a

favourable impact.

lnvestment

Investment ratios have undoubtedly fallen in the 19805 (hence the before - after approach

flnds adjustment to be bad for investment). It

is

worth remembering that this fall was from

a

historical peak in investment ratios reached by most countries around 1980 - this peak was

fuelled by the excess intemational liquidity of the 19705 and was not necessarily very productive.
Nonetheless. the apparent failure of adjustment policies to stimulate private investment has

rightly been

a cause

for concem and led to

a

developing cnuntries.
3.10

renewed interest in private investment in

é8

The conclusion that can be drawn from this literature is that the determinants of private

investment are many. and the acrual driving force likely to vary from country to country. Some
main debates are:

crowding in versus crowding out: some argue that the falls in govemment investment
associated with adjustment and/or 'stabilization are

a

main cause of declining private

investment (e.g. Taylor. 1988; Serven and Solimano. 1992; and Mosley, 1992); othcrs
(e.g. Benjamin. 1992) assert the more conventional view of crowding out that

govemment expenditure will increase recourse to dellcit tinancing and therefore reduce

credit availability to the private sector (either through quantity rationing or changes in
the real interest rate). The general decline in absorption at the outset of stabilization or
-

adjustment

will (often through expectationary mechanisms)

reduce investment.

The

issue is clearly an empirical one, and both the type and flnancing of investment will be

important in determining the outcome in any particular case.

the role of tlnancial liberalization; the Mckiimon - shaw view that liberalizing intercst
rates

will stimulate investment (by increasing savings availability)

of critics. for reasons including the following

-

has found a number

(i) higher interest rates alter only the

composition not the level of savings (see review by Fry (l988; Chapter 6) and the
argument by Morisset (l993) on portfolio effects of higher interest rates); iii) in

a

standard strucruralist model (e.g. Taylor. 1983) higher interest rates push up costs and

prices because of fixed working capital requirements. but do nothing for investment; and

(iii)

the interest rate may go

too high" for productive investors (Roe. 1982 and

Rittenberg. 1991).

the role of uncertainty has been stressed by several writers. investors must be contident
that the reforms will remain in place (the incentive stmcture will not change)
to invest. This aspect is one of the most difficult to model.
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in addition to these rclznionships the posxihility of increasing the efficiency of investment

(through financial lihcralization. removal of other administrativc controls etc.) need also he
cunslderud.

Evidence from returns to World Bank supported projects show the rerurns to be

higher in adjusting economies (World Bank. 1992: 33).

ic)

The current account
Rather than estimate the response of the current account to the adoption ofan adjustment

program tt

ts

more enlightening to consider how imports and expons respond to changes in

relative prices brought about by devaluation. relaxation of price and quantity controls. changes
in subsidies and infrastructural development/decline.

The flood of imports from trade liberalization has been one concem

of critics of

adjustment. who now claim that sub - saharan Africa is undergoing "deindustrialization" (e.g.

Stewan. 1991)

-

though the data on this point are not conclusive.

A World Bank study of

twenty countrles covered hy the Special Programme of Assistance found that the share of
consumer impons barely rose (from 9.8 to 11.3 per cent of total imports) between 1985 and
1990 (World Bank. 19946; 22). A similar result is reponed for the case

of Tanzania by Doriye

el lil. (1993). On the positive side is the possibility that the removal of quantitative controls will

allow

a

more appropriate impon mix. but little analysis has been done of this issue.

Modcls

should try and analyze imports at least at the level of capital, intermediate and consumer goods
since ( i) different policy regimes and aid flows will alter this composition; and (ii) the import

mix influences the impon - output elasticity.

More attention has been paid to the supply response of agriculture. Some cases (€ - 8.
cocoa in Ghana) seem to have been successful. whereas in others the response is more sluggish Estimates

of supply elasticities

are often low - and even negative (see Chhibber. 1989;

3.12
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Binswanger. 1989). This sluggishness is blamed on: (i) jack of supponing infrastructurc; and

(ii) incomplele implementation of reforrns. To cater for (ii) models should

be sure to use the

real producer price received by fartners (relative to alternative cropping opportunities). Proxics

for (i) are harder to obtain since they

are very region specific and relevant data (say on

travelling times to market) not readily available.

/1id - supponed policies versus aid monies

It has been argued several times in this report that good modelling can provide the basis
for separate analysis of policy reforms and the impact of aid intlows.

One study (Radelet.

1991). entitled "The Gambia's Economic Recovery: policy refomls. foreign aid or rain?"

explicitly embraces this use of a CGE model. Radelet repons that all three factors listed in the
title contributed to growth - and. moreover. that all three together contribute more than the sum

of the three individual effects:
When simulated individually. the effects from the policy package (5.1 per cent).
foreign aid (4.7 per cent) and rainfall (2.9 per cent) account for a total of 12.7
per cent growth in GDP. Yet when the exact same changes are modelled
simultaneously from the same base, output grows by 14.9 per cent.
(Radelel. 1991: 34)

Thus

a

combination of reforms and aid is superior to either one alone. The increased combined

effect (which Radelet ascribes to "synergistic effects) must result from feedbacks in production
and consumption, since the model does £1-9; allow for changes in stmctural relationships

cxample.

a

(for

stronger supply response) under the reform program. Moreover. the modelling of

aid is quite simple - appearing in additive form in the investment function. but not affecting the
govemment budget equations nor (directly) impon demand. The model could therefore beneflt

from incorporating further aspects of the literature from the macroeconomic analysis of aid.

3.4

Sununary

Aid's ctitics have argued that aid can reinforce
misguided policies.

Such

a

the position

of

the state and help sustain

criticism seems somewhat dated given the imponance donors
3.13
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1

themselves have placed on policy refoml in the last

The more relevant issuc now is

15 years.

the extent to which dohors are successful in having the policies they propose adopted.

Much of the adjustment literature has asked "what
adjustment program'?". This seems to be the wrong question
these polices have?".
a

This is the right question

as

We are therefore led to adopt

a

is the

impact of adopting an

the right one is what effects do

we can more reliably measure

program. and because we want to know which policies in

ones not.

-

a

a

policy than

program are good ones and which

modelling approach - which should allow the

separation of shocks ( including aid inflows) from policies. Neglected aspects of the models that
have been used are:

(i)

allowance for stmctural change as a part of the reform program, and (ii)

explicit allowance for the effects of aid in accordance with the impacts discussed in Chapter 2.
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Notes to Chapter 3

1.

In interpreting results from the current account two points need also be borne in
mind: (i) devaluation from a deficit position will worsen the deficit as a per cent of
GDP; and (ii) increased aid supponing the adjustment program will also worsen the
current account. It is not clear that all studies have allowed for these effects.

2.

A revised version of the study referred to here

as

been published as World Bank

(1994a).
3.

The modified control group approach was developed by Goldstein and Montiel (1986)
and has been applied in recent World Bank reports (1990 and 1992).

4.

Some studies - for example Doroodian ( 1993) - use both policy variables and an
intercept dummy for the presence of an adjustment program. The correct
interpretation of the results from such a regression are unclear.

5.

The use of both investment and savings rates

as regressors may well lead to problems
possibility that may explain the insignificant coefflcienls on
these two regressors in most of the equations.

of multicollinearity

- a

6.

The regressions reponed by Corbo and Rojas use time periods of five to ten years that is the data are not annual. Long run effects would therefore take a very long
time to nm through the system. The simulations are reported to underline the
imponance of analyzing all aspects of a model.

7.

The authors do not report the constant tenn. We used that from Corbo and Rojas
where possible and a guesstimate for the other equations. The use of an arbitrary
constant is unimportant since the term drops out of the results which show the change
between periods. The reported inflation equation is explosive (the implicit coeftlcient
on the lagged dependent variable is 1.077) - whilst such a coefficient may capture
situations of hyperinflation it is not conducive to a stable equilibrium to analyze the
effects of policy experiments! To conduct the simulations the inflation equation was
"dampened" by using instead a coefilcient of 0.9.
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CHAPTER 4

MACROECONOMIC EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF AID

4.1

Introduction

Historically aid flows largely consisted of three types:

(iii) technical assistance. During

iii

project aid; (ii) commodity aid: and

the 19805 first the World Bank and then the bilateral agencies

chatmelled an increasing share of aid in the fonn of balance of payments support. Balance of

payments support (also called programme aid) may either be import suppon (foreign exchange

not tied to the implementation of

a

specific project) or debt relief (forgiveness or reduction of

the debt to the donor itself or, increasingly. payment by

a

bilateral donor of

a

recipiem's IFI

debl). The rationale for the shift to programme aid was that the tightening foreign exchange

constraint - particularly evident in much of sub-saharan Africa - restricted imports of
intermediate goods, resulting in declining rates of capacity utilisation. An altemanve view is
that the IFls supported programme aid as it was rapidly disbursing and highly fungible. and

therefore could support recipient's effons to meet their debt service obligations.

Although it has been observed that different types of aid may be expected to have
different macroeconomic effects (Cassen. 1988), little attention has been paid to discussing what
these effects may be. This chapter discusses the issues; staning with project aid (Pan 4.2) and
then debt relief (4.3) and import suppon (4.4).

Parts 4.5 and 4.6 consider macroeconom1c

issucs related to food aid and technical assistance.

Part 4.7 concludes.

A model, which

incorporates the differential aspects of different types of aid. is presented in the technical

appendix to this chapter.
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4.2

Project aid

Archetypal project aid was of the type assumed in the two gap model - the aid was to suppon
-

an investmenl project and only lo pay

for the import component of that investment.
-

The

traditional macroeconomics of aid mostly assumes all aid to be project aid, so that the
macroeconomics of this type of aid is covered by the issues discussed in Chapter 2.

Donor policy limiting their involvement to the costs of imported capital had adverse
macroeconomic effects through the pressures it puts on the capital budget to meet local and

recurrent costs for an ever - growing number of projects.

In practice. many projects were

unsustainable since no funds were available at the end of the donor's support.

lncreasingly. however, donors are willing to finance the local cost component of projects.
Indeed. some sectors (such as .health and education) may have a very low import content.
.

Stewart (1970) long ago pointed out that

wholly local resources the signing of

a

exchange is irrelevant to this transaction.
necessary since the constn1ction activity

if a

govenunem wants to. say. build

cheque by a donor for

a

a

school using

certain amount of foreign

However. he argued. the provision of the forex is

will have multiplier effects which stimulate demand.

including that for imports. These days also we are less willing to accept that government can
just print money to finance desired local expenditures

-

govemment can sell the forex to raise

the local currencies required for the expenditure. The effects of this transaction of the money
supply are discussed below where the issue of the counterpart funds from import support is
considered.

Hence. project aid for the forex component of the project is expected to result in an

equivalent rise in imports.

What happens in practice of course depends on fungibility. The

local cost component provides some free forex. though the forex will end up in the hands of the
private sector not government. lt may be used for impons - but it could equally be used for any

of the other transactions listed in equation (2.2).
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What ofproject aid and investment'? Again the tradltional approach was that there should
be a one-for -one relationship.

govemment.

The large numbers

Recurrent costs of the project were the responsibility of

of projects undertaken over

the years have mean! that

simply not possible for recipient govermnents to fulfil all these obligations.

1t

is

Faced with the

choice of providing recurrent finance or letting projects fail. donors have increasingly choscn
the former option.
as an increase

If properly accounted for.

in govemment consumption

-

will show

these expenditures

up in the accounts

so that the aid is accommodated through a

both government and gross domestic savings. Which. to repeat

a

fall in

point made above. is not to

say aid causes a fall in savings. as such an argument must also examine what happens to mcome.

4.3

The macroeconomics of debt relief

There are two important issues in discussing the macroeconomic effects of debt relief: (i)

whether the debt would have been paid in the absence of the debt relief and

(ii) if there is

a

debt

overhang. These two aspects are shown together in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 The macroeconomic effects of debt relief
Would recipient pay debt in absence of debt
relief?

Does the relief
alleviate debt
overhang?

No

Yes

No

No effect

lncrease in free forex

Yes

Stimulate investment

lncrease in free forex
and stimulate

lnvestment

If the recipient would not have paid the debt in the absence
does not directly contribute any new resources on capital account

(if a

loan) or current account

(

of

the

relief , then the relief

if properly accounted the debt relief flows in
if a grant) and the inflow is immediately offset

by an equivalent outtlow on either or both capital account (for relief on principal payments or
capitalised interest arrears) and current account (for relief on interest payments). On the other
hand, to the extent that the recipient would have paid the debt. then the relief is equivalent to
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free forex. since the money that would have been used in payment is now available for

altemative uses.'

Debt overhang is the notion that investment is constrained by high levels of debt.

a

mechanism which can operate through several channels ( see Borensztein. 1990; and Serven and

Solimano, 1992: 107). First. considerable uncertainty surrounds just how burdensome the debt
burden will be. since flucn1ations in interest rates. the exchange rate and the terms of trade all

affect the size of the transfer necessary and. therefore, the trajectory of govemment's fiscal and

monetary policy. Second.

a

highly -indebted country will be credit constrained through lack of

access to private intemational capital.

Third. repayment obligations act

as a

foreign tax on

currcnt and future income. And. fourth. the likelihood of meeting debt obligations is greater
the lower are those burdens'

-

so the govemment has less incentive to abandon stabilisation and

adjustment programmes conditional upon meeting debt service Obligations. Hence, reducing the

debt burden may stimulate both foreign and domestic investment in the recipient country, even

~

if the debt relief itself directly provides no additional funds. Aid will alleviate debt overhang
either if there is no problem of overhang in the first place, or if there is a problem but the relief
is insufficient to eliminate it.

If

a

country is in the top left hand - corner then the debt relief is

a

mixture of

a

rescheduling device and softening the terms of past lending; indeed the expression "retroactivc
tem1s adjustment" (RTA) has been applied to such monies.

They have also been called

unintentional past aid" (Faber. 1992) - since tlows which did not qualify

as

aid at the time on

account of having an insufficiently high grant element would now qualify as aid

if the present

valuc of actual repayments (rather than those initially scheduled) were to be used in the

calculation.'

4.4

The macroeconomic effects ol' import support

The increase in balance of payments support in the early 19805 was largely import support.

Winpem1y (1989; 262) lists the following five advantages of this fomx of aid:
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disbursements are not limited by recipient absorpt1ve capacity;

funds to utilise existing investments are more imponant than undertaking new
mvestments;

non-project aid can be rapidly disbursed;
"
the aid can be readily linked to policy conditionality (it is easier to tum "on and off than

project aid);

the countervalue from the sale

of goods or forex have

a

beneficial impact on the

govemment's budget.

(i) how
The use of aid for impon support raises the following macroeconomic issues:
does such aid affect the composition of imports? (including the issue of categorical fungibility).
(consumcr.
and the macroeconomic consequences of the different categories of goods
intermediate and capital); (ii) the extent to which aggregate fungibility frees up forex for other
uses (capital

flight, reserve accumulation etc.); (iii) whether import - support financed goods

displace the market for domestic production; and (iv) the collection and use of counterpart funds.
Each

of

these issues is now discussed in turn.

Import composirion
Import support may take one of two fomts: administrative and market oriented.

according to
Administrative schemes allocate the forex, usually by committee. to applicants
import
criteria agreed between donor and recipient. Alternatively. the donor may allocate
support funds for

a

for
particular commodity (e.g. fertilizer). often with agreed channels

distribution. Developing countries facing

a

foreign exchange constraint typically have developed

elaborate administrative mechanisms for the allocation of available forex Zambia's FEEMAC
an extension of such
is an example of such a scheme - and administrative import support is often

schemes.
4 5
.

bl

Market based schemes distributc the forex via market mechanisms, either an Open
General Licence ( OGL) system or an auction to commercial banks/bureaux who sell to importers
at a market - determined exchange rate.

Donors may place some restrictions

as

to which goods

may be imported with their impon suppon. Historically there were "positive lists of approved
goods. but these have been replaced with ever shorter negative lists" of prohibited goods.

A common criticism of impon suppon schemes

is

that the aid pays for "non -essential"

luxury imports which do not contribute to recipient growth.

One agency official in Lusaka

commented that OGL money is used for "beer and biscuits"; others point to the increasing

number of Mercedes and BMWS seen in African capitals and say "that's OGL money". In fact,

this criticism may

be one

of three arguments:

corruption - malpractice in administering the import support allow it to be used for
luxury goods (e.g. Mercedes);

categorical fungibility

- because

of

the impon suppon govemment can now allow free

forex to be used for luxuries, whereas in the absence of the aid it would have been used

for essentials.

opposition to negative list -

if import support

is used

for Mercedes this fact must arise

either from corruption or fungibility, since these are on the negative lists of countries
operating OGL schemes; but

if the

argument is against "beer and biscuits

this is an

argument against an OGL system which is functioning 100 per cent in accordance with
its n1les. since these are not prohibited uses of the funds.

Of course it

is not desirable that import support funds should be misused so that the

powerful use them to import luxury goods (or even to give preferential access to cenain groups
to import allowable items). However, administrative schemes have far more potential for being
open to abuse: being administered by govemment depanments in which rent-seeking has become
a

fact of life. and which are very open to the workings of the patronage system. By contrast,
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The "invisible

the anonymity of the market mechanism is more likely to avoid interferences.

hand" is an ideal type for many developing countries. espccially in credit markets which have
experienced years of government intervention in credit allocation. including directing credit to

favoured individuals or groups on advanlageous terrns. Of course. developing country markets

do not function according to the invisible hand ofeconomics textbooks. Since

a

well - functioning

OGL system requires the independence of the banking sector from government. donors attach
considerable attention to the administration of impon suppon funds.
el al. ( 1993) argue that in fact donors are over - concemed

Doriye

W inpenny (1989) and

with these issues

- these

arguments are retumed to in Chapter 9.

Despite the greater potential for corruptibility. some prefer the administrative system

it allows (ignoring for the moment the possibility of fungibility) the donor to

because

that the funds to be used for imports seen
Japanese

official in Lusaka put it.

as necessary

for the recipient's growth.

the funds should be used to support the

be sure

As one

"three pillars" of the

Zambian economy (mining, manufacturing and agriculture). Three counter arguments may be
made against this view:

iii

the apparently inherent inefficiencies of the allocative system;

analysis of import composition under OGL and similar systems does nor show

in consumer impons; and

(iii) if consumer goods act

as

(ii)

massive surge

a

incentive goods then these goods may

well stimulate growth.

Even

if not corrupt.

administrative allocation may be inefficient. The inefficiency may

stem either from the difficulty of "picking winners" or by deliberate
aid ailing parastatals.

use

of impon support to

An examination of impon suppon need necessarily judge not only its

effect on impon composition but also by whom these imports are being used.

Aggregale jimgibiliry
Since donors are not seeking specific expenditures from impon suppon

-

such as a new

hospital - then there is a greater likelihood that the aid will meet the necessary requirement for
aid to be fungible: that is. the goods would have been bought anyway in the absence of the aid.
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If this is so then there may be either categorical or aggregate fungibility. the former having been
discussed above.

The likelihood of aggregate fungibility can be overstated. Govermnents have tended to
for what they perceive as priority uses (e.g. oil) and these needs

use their available forex

contmue to be mel outside the import support scheme. Therefore,

the import support funds are channelled to sectors which have been starved of forex and would
not have received any in the absence of the aid. Hence an increase in imports may be expected.

DiJplacemenr of domesric production

As mentioned in the previous chapter
appendix to this chapter

-

- and is

formalised in the model presented in the

import support aid is more likely to have demand displacement effects

of the sort argued by Bhaduri and Skarstein (1993). Whether income is diminished by demand
displacement requires that: (i) demand is the binding constraint; and (ii) domestic
absorption
rises by less than the value

of

the aid intlow.

lmpon support, which is not associated with

specilic project activities. may be more likely to have such effects.

Courzterpart jumls

lmpon support funds are intended to

he a

grant to the recipient goverrm1ent. but not to
the importer. In retum for the forex provided to pay for the importers. the importer is expected
to pay countervalue ("cash cover") in local eurrency to govemment.
There are four

controversial aspects of counterpan funds: (a) the exchange rate to be used in calculating the

tmporter's cash cover obligations; (b) collection rates; (c) use of countervalue by government;
and (d) potential intlationary impact of the funds.

a)

Choice of exchange rate

Many developing countries have dual, or even multiple, exchange rate regimes. Import

suppon funds will nomlally
goods cheaper than

be sold at

if the forex

or close to the official rate

-

thus making the imported

had to be purchased on the open market. This implied subsidy

opens the system up to rent seeking behaviour. and the possibility for the govemment to support

4.8
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the ailing parastatal sector.

Some donors have therefore expressed concem that the import

support may inhibit. rather than encourage. restructuring.

A point often not appreciated

is that donor accounting requirements and restrictions on

the use of forex provided as impon support can drive
rates.

a

wedge between the market and official

The wedge may arise either because of the additional transaction costs associated with

procuring import support forex or because of the market segmentation created by restrtcttons on
use. The demand for free forex (that which may be used importation of any goods and services

or for capital account transactions) will exceed that for forex which may only be used for

a

certain set of goods. Thus the market clearing exchange rate for the former category of forex
may be higher than for the latter

(if

the sharc in total forex use

of impons petmitted under

import suppon is less than the share of import support in total available forex). This argument
provides one possible reason why black market premia have often been resilient in the face of
substantial devaluations of the ofhcial rate.

b)

Collection of counterpart funds
Rccipients of import support may receive

a

"double subsidy". In addition to the subsidy

implicit in the choice of exchange rate. companies have often not paid the

cash cover anyhow.

or at lcast not in full. In counlries in which govemments are trying to collect payments arrears
of counterpart funds the issue also arises of the rate used to value the arrears Given the rate of

dcprcciation in some countries. this decision can affect the amount to be paid to

a

very

considerable degree.

Administrative schemes are more prone non-payment of countervalue for
reasons:

(iö)

a

variety of

they are more open to corrupt practices; (ii) govemrnents have used them to asstst

paraslatals whose flnancial state does not permit them to pay; and

(iii) the govemmenl does not

have the administrative machinery to enforce collection. Under market systems, the commercial
bank pays the govemment (via the Central Bank) for the forex up front, and then it is their

rcsponsibility to collect payment from the importer

4.9
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c)

Use of counterpart funds by govermnent

Counterpan t1mds are raised either by the sale of forex or commodities - debates
surrounding the problems of counterpan funds initially arose over PL480 from the United States
in the 19605. particularly in India which was the largest recipient of such aid. lnitially a
part

of the food aid was sold to

the recipient in retum for local currency for the US' own use in the

country (e. g. mission costs)

- the

balances

of such funds rapidly accumulated. so an increasing

part was loaned or granted to the government for developmental uses.

Over time, it became

standard practice to allocate the counterpart funds. usually held in separate accounts, to agrecd
development projects.

However. that practice is now frowned upon
exchange is tied
the use

to particular uses (even

of the donor funds.

as

"double tying". The use of the foreign

if only through

a

negative list), and accounted for as

Hence it.is double tying the same money

if the donor then also

spccifies the use of the counterpart funds. The practice is contrary to OECD Guidelines and,

for example, SIDA'S Principles

dj Impon Support,

but still engaged in by some donors.

One

reason for not wanting to double tie the funds in this way is the perceived intlationary irnpact

which may result

€1)

-

sometimes said to be

a

result of "spending the same money twice".

The inflationary impact of counterpan funds
The possible inflationary impact of the expenditure of counterpart funds was a central

pan of the Indian debate. and

has

now re-emerged in the African context - despite the fact that

the consensus reached in the Indian debate was that there had not been an inflationary impact
and the theoretical and empirical arguments advanced for a similar conclusion in the African

context (Roemer, 1989; and Bruton and Hill. 1990).

As demonstrated most clearly by Bruton and Hill, we would not in general expect the use

of counterpart funds
govermnent is

a

to be intlationary.

The payment for the forex by the importer to the

reduction in the money supply - the subsequent expenditure of these funds

restores the money supply to its previous level - hence there is no overall impact on the money
supply. There are

a

number of caveats to this simple argument. An important one is that the

4.10
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cash cover may not be collected. but

if

there is double tying the donor may still require

government expenditure to take place.

But increasingly donors do not require any incremental expenditure for their counterpart
funds. Rather the funds should be set against expenditures which would have occurred anyway

(or even ex post against expenditures which have already been made). This practice means that
the funds are in practice reducing the need for deficit funding -

a

usagc of counlerpart funds

explicitly endorsed by SIDA. Hence the counterpan fund procedure

lt therefore seems that spending counterpan funds is

has a

deflationary impact.

~ spending the same money twice.

Nevenheless. the detlationary impact of not requiring incremental government expenditures in
response to collecting the cash cover is helphil in restraining inflation when there are other

pressures on monetary growth.

Roemer (1989) argues that any inflationary impact of counterpan funds may be lunher
undennined

if

the economy is foreign exchange constraint.

constrained economy

a

His argument is that in

A

a

forex

substantial production multiplier may be expected to be associated with

any relaxation of that constraint. The consequent increase in output

equation. exen

a

will. through the quant1ty

downward pressure on the price level.

jinal word on impon support
Import suppon has become an imponant form of aid. especially in countries in sub

Saharan Africa implementing adjustment policies. The rationale for this type of aid rests on its

assumed macroeconomic effects. These effects are not the same
the literature on the macroeconomics

of aid

is

written

as

as those

of project aid. although

il' all aid were project aid.

Import

support is known by donors to be highly fungible. and may be deliberately used because of this

fact in highly -indebted countries. There need be no impact from import support on investment.
since the rationale

of this type of aid

is precisely to utilise existing capacity. rather than to

finance further investment. Yet Dorosh and Lundberg (1993) model the "no adjustment" option

in The Gambia through

a

reduction in govemment investment by the amount of the assumed
4.11
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reduction in aid. Yet for most donors it
has policy conditions attached

-

is balance

of payments suppon. not project aid, which

of payments suppon is not primarily intended to

and balance

mcrease mvestment.

rather than

a

The work of Dorosh and Lundberg is cited as being a typical example.
panicularly bad one. to illustrate the need to allow for different types of aid in the

analysis of aid's macroeconomic impact.

4.5

Food aid and disincentive effects

Food aid may generate disincentives to domestic agricultural production through the following
cham1els (Maxwell and Singer. 1979; and Maxwell. 1991):"

a

price effect

as

food aid pushes out the domestic supply curve, hence lowering the

domestic price of agricultural output;

a

labour market effect when food aid is used in food for work projects.

as

wages in tl1ese

projects are higher than the income obtainable from agricultural production;

a

policy effect

as the

availability of food aid may allow

a

govemment to postponc

necessary policy reforrns to stimulate domestic agriculture; and

by changing the pattem of tastes away from domestic output toward "exotic" imported
foods.

The main debate has been over the price effect, to which we devote most attention. The

possibility of adverse price movements from food aid was first raised by Schultz (1960). who contrary to general thinking at the time - argued that peasant producers were sensitive to prices.
Schultz's analysis.

as

agricultural output.

extended by Fisher, is shown in Figure 4.1. which shows the market for
The domestic supply schedule is

cquilibrium price and quantity of

Po

S

and Q0 in the absence

and demand D, resulting in an

of food aid.

supply curve to the right by the amount of the aid (to S+A).

4 12
.

Food aid shifts the

To clear the market with the
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increasc supply. price falls. At the new market clearing price of P,. domestic output has fallen

from

Q0

to Q,.

An early and often - cited study is Mann's (1967) finding of
in India: showing that food aid impons resulted in
one third

of

the amount

of

the aid.

theoretical framework. which has
has resulted

a

a

a

strong disincentive effect

decline in domestic agricultural output of

However. Marm's analysis was based on the above

number of shortcomings. Further elaboration of the model

in empirical evidence of , at worst.

a

weak disincentive effect.

The above presentation allowed price to be deterrnined domestically. By contrast, Figure

4.2 prcsents the same argument with the small country assumption (so that the domestic price

is Hxed at the world price)

-

in this case the food aid displaces commercial food imports (which

fall from ac to ab) leaving domestic production unaffected.' But donors are not happy for aid
to displace imports as this result frustrates the use of food aid as a surplus-disposal mechanism.
Hence, usual marketing requirements (UMR) are imposed - by which recipients offood aid must

import commercially what they would have done in the absence of that aid. In Figure 4.2 aid
and UMR can only be accommodated by forcing the domestic price below the world market

price, so that the disincentive effect is present. Donor flexibility has increased on this issue, and

although an FAO committee still meets to calculate UMRS (based on recent years' imports) tl1c

cmphasis is shifting to plam1ing food aid based on national food requirements.

But. the above argument ignores the possibility of the aid generating increased demand.
Increased demand may come through two channels.

Directly, the food aid is an increase in

recipient income (either to goverrmtent who may then spend the counterpart funds domestically

or to consumers

if distribution

is subsidised).

If food

is distributed to poor consumers who

could not otherwise have purchased it then there can be no displacement of existing demand.

Indirectly, the food aid may be used in food for work projects which promote income-generating
-

activities and improved nutrition can enhance productivity. The income increases result in

shift in

the demand curve -

a

at least partially (and possibly more than) offsetting the shift in the

supply curve so that the adverse price movement is mitigated.
4.13
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The above considerations have led to

a

series

of studies showing disincentive effects to

be weak or non - existent. lsenman and Singer (1977) attributed their finding that domestic output

in India fell hy only

3

per cent of the amount of the food aid to the fact of subsidised food

distribution. Model simulations by Ahluwalia (1979) for India showed disincentive effects from
food imports ( much of which were Pl. 480) to be unimportant since its was easy to generate the
additional demantl for the extra commodities: in fact agricultural output
rise slightly as a result

as a

whole is shown to

of foodgrains imports.

By the time of Maxwell and Singers review of the literature in 1979, they could write
that:

it does seem probable that a price disincentive effect on production can be and
mostly been avoided by an appropriate mix of policy tools

has

(Maxwell and Singer. 1979: 231)

If anything, this view has grown stronger during the

19805 - as donors become more practiced

in avoiding disincentive effects and funher studies report the absence of such effccts (e.g.

Bezuneh el al., 1988).*

Policy initiativ es to minimise disincentive effects are mainly to use food aid in the context
-

of

an overall food security strategy and careful targeting

Whilst,

of subsidised food aid distribution.

as indicated above, these effons have more - or -less eliminated disincentive effects at the

national level it is still possible that such effects may operate at the local level. The avoidance

of

the effect at the local level requires generation

of demand, through income eaming

opportunities) in conjunction with the food aid.

4.6

Technical assistance and the displacement of skilled labour

Aid projects may be expected to generate demand for unskilled labour. With the exeeption of
(these days tate)

domestic sources.

ill -conceived

use

of young volunteers. this labour will be provided from

By contrast, the requirements for skilled labour are likely to be met by

4.14
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expatriate personnel. The issue of interest here is whether the use of expatriates subs1itutcs for
domestic labour.

Chenery and Strout's (1966) presentation of the two gap model in fact identified three

constraints

-

savings. forex and the capacity to invest. the last arising from

ass1stancc may be rcquired to

fill this

skiljs gap. Foreign

gap to attain the desired level of investment.i

with the other two gaps. sustainable development
so the

a

is

But. as

only achieved by the closing of the gap. and

imponant question is whether TA has contributed to the closure of the gap

as

filling it. At first sight the figures - which show increasing quantities of aid personncl

-

well

as

suggest

that the gap has not closed. Why is this'

Tcclmical assistance in fact covers two distinct areas

of expatriates,

-

overseas training and employment

the latter nearly always including an on - the -job training component for

counterpart staff.

Idcally speaking. expatriates will be used where

genuine skills shonage

a

Cxists and then be replaced by local persormel who become available through the two channels

of training provided by TA. But whilst the number of skilled people in recipient countries

has

grown so have the numbers of unemployed graduates and brain drain to developed countries.
These phenomena exist despite the high cost

of expatriate personnel

US$300.000

a

more than

govemment minister ( Berg, 1993).

a

-

estimated to be nearly

year in much of Africa; even low ranking expatriates are likely to earn ten times

Rccent reviews

-

notably Berg (1993). but also Forss (1990) - have been critical of the

failure of institution building via technical assistance.

This criticism comes despite the

acknowledgement of the achievements pointed to hy earlier defenders of TA (e. g. Cassen er aI..
1986). This failure may partly account for the continucd "need" for expatriate assistance. But

also important is the "supply - driven" nature of much TA
the contracts are the ones that benefit.

-

that is the experts who benefit from

Donor insistence on TA is in part because of its

control" function to ensure aid quality (see Cohen. 1992). but one must suspect that there are
considerable material incentives to many advisors to extend their work.

ministry receiving the assistance will often pay less for
4.15

By contrast. the line

an expatriate than they

would have to
I
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do for

a

local staff member (TA is most usually gram aid) - so there is little incentive to build

up local staff capacity instead." The highly distoned nature of the market for TA stands in stark
contrast to the type of policies donors recommend recipients to adopt for domestic factors of

production.

No empirical work

has been done on the impact

of the estimated 40 - 80.000 expatriates

estimated to be in sub - saharan Africa on the skilled labour market. But it seems likely that aid
has assisted increasing the supply

of local skilled personnel but may simultaneously undermine

the demand for their services: permitting low professional salaries and encouraging brain drain.

4.7

Summary

Macroeconomic analysis of aid models aid

as

if

it were project aid: that is. intended to

complement the imports and investment of the recipient. In fact, even project aid is moving
away from this model, and other types of aid may have very different effects. Balance of

payments support may go on debt service rather than to increase impons, either obviously so
in the case of debt relief or less obviously for import support. which is highly fungible.
If. the
debt for which relief is given would have been paid in the absence of the aid then the aid is

equivalent to

a

transfer of untied forex. This untied forex may go to pay other debt. accumulate

reserves or finance imports.

Impon support

is also

not usually intended for capital goods for

new lnvestment. but rather to impon goods allowing the utilisation

of existing capacity.

lncreasingly impon support schemes also permit the imponation of consumcr goods, partly
because

of assumed incentive effects.

Economic analysis of food aid has concentrated on

a range

of disincentive effects through

which the aid can displace domestic agricultural production. The established consensus is that
these effects do not occur in practice. because

demand generation effects
adverse impact

of

of technical

of both policies taken to avoid them

the food aid itself . There has been less analysis

and the

of the possible

assistance on the market for skilled labour in recipient countries.

However, TA has come in for increasing criticism in recent years and one hopes that this issue

will be addressed.
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Appendix to Chapter 4
A three gap model of aid impact
The model presented here intends to incorporate various aspects of the macroeconomic analysis

of aid into

a

single framework. Specifically. the model allows for fiscal response. incorporates

exchange rate and demand displacement effects. and

a

third

-

fiscal

-

gap.

The model was
-

constructed for analysis of Zambia. and is specified to capture stmctural aspects of that

economy.

Whilst the debate on the macroeconomics of aid has developed. important changes have
also occurred in the nature of aid.

in sub - saharan Africa

substantial part

a

of the aid

programme is now directed to balance of payments support - either debt relief or import support.

As has been demonstrated in this chapter, the macroeconomic effects of these fonns of aid. and
that of project aid, may all be expected to difler from one another. As argued by Doriye and
-

=

Wuyts (1992), import suppon maybe far more effective in raising output in economies with low
ratcs

of capacity utilization

than project aid. which merely adds to an already underutiliscd

capital stock. The model in this paper therefore has three separate functional categories of aid.

The Model

Gap models are quantity clearing models. in which macroeconomic aggregates adjust to the

lowest attainable level. Often.

with
as

a

as

in this model. there is also price adjustment - but this operates

lag and so is too sluggish to clear the market. There are five constraints in this model.

illustrated in Figure A.4.l. The overall level of output is given by the supply or demand

constrained level. On the supply side three constraints may operate: savings. trade and fiscal.

For each of these three supply constraints. the output of the non - copper sector (YU)
calculated. the exogenous output of the copper sector

( YO)

to give potential output (Y"). A binding trade gap can result in
either by shortage of capital or intermediate goods

I

418

.

iS

being added to non copper output
a

level of output constrained
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Uutput

in the furst inslnnec Hurpul nm}' be either xuppl) or demand con£.!r;iil1€d. so that Hutput

(Y)

given as:

is

r,
where Y" and

Y'

=

mmn;".i','i

(

A.4.I)

are aggrcgate supply and dcmand respectively

It' the ecnnomy is supply constrained then the constraint ma)' come from one of the three
gaps: lorex. savings ur fiscal (with corresponding lcvels of non - copper output

of YO". YO'.

and

YOF). Hcncc;

ro,'

If the

=

miniyoj ,Yo,",i'o,Ei

(A.4.2)

forex gap is the binding constraint then the level of output may be constrained by

either the level of capital or intermediate imports. So that:

mi =

(A.4.3)

mmiYo,',Yo,'i

where YO' and YO' are the capital and intermediate impon constrained level of output.

Recem three gap models (e. g. Solimano. 1991; and Taylor, 1994) have used capacity

imponant variable (all variahles in thoseömodels are nonnalised by potential

utilisation

as an

output).

in contrast to existing models in which under- utilisation may only result from

a

deflciency of demand. this model may produce capacity utilisation rates of less than one from
either

(Y")

is

a

demand constraint or from the unavailability of intemiediate imports. Potential output

given by the minimum of the capital goods. savings and fiscal constraints levels of non-

copper output plus copper output:
Y,'

=

min1i=o,',Yo,",Yo,€ !

4.19
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Ye,

(A.4.4)
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Y

Il [

(A.4.5)

=

Y.'

Exports and the real exchange rate

Copper expons (XC) are exogenous and non - traditional expons (XO) given by the export
supply function:

XO[
where the parameter

€,

=

€0

+

(1+€))XOH

+

(A.4.6)

€IRERH

represents autonomous growth in expon performance or world demand.Q

and RER is the real exchange rate. Total exports are thus;

(A.4.7)

X, = XC, + XO[

The real exchange rate is defined as:

RERI

- E'}"

(A.4.8)

PY

where E and P' are the nominal and exchange rate and foreign price level. both of which are
exogenous.

Both the real and nominal rate are defined so that

a

numerical increase is

a

depreciation. The domestic price level (P) is give by:")
Pi

=

PH

+ e1(Y1{{t

'mt)

*

(A.4.9)

62Er - 1

The foreign exchange gap
The gaps are detined by accounting relationships: when a gap is binding the identil)'

defmes the constrained variable rather than

a

behaviourial relationship.

In the case of the

foreign exchange gap the relevant identity is that the excess of foreign exchange requirements

for imports (M) and debt service (DS) over export eamings must
inflow (aid, A):"
4.20
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M[ +DS, -

=

X[

(A.4.10)

A,

Aid and imports are both disaggregated:
Ai

=

M,

=

MC,

+

Ab

+

+

Al.!'

+

MO"

(A.4.11)

Ad.!

MOI ,

+

(A.4.12)

MOC J

Where Ak. A, and Ad are aid for projects (capital). impon support (intermediate goods) and debt

relief; and MC, MOR and MO, impons for the copper sector and capital and intennediate goods
for non-copper production. lt is a simplifying assumption that all project aid is for capital and
all import support for intennediates

which matters.

- as

shall be seen. it is the categories

Technical assistance is excluded from the model;

of affected imports

as noted by

Chenery and

Strout ( 1966). such assistance may be important at some levels of development in relaxing the
capacity to invest". (or it may improve the efhciency of investment and hence lower the

[COR). When the foreign exchange constraim
these are deterrnined as

a

is

binding there are no consumer imports (MOC),

residual under regimes when there is sufficient forex to purchase the

required levels of capital and intermediate impons.

lt is assumed that the first call upon available foreign exchange
impons for the copper sector.

is

for debt service and

Remaining foreign exchange is available for capital and

interrnediate impons. subject to the status for which aid hmds are intended:

MO"

"Öb
where

-y

is

£1

=

=

y,(X[

+

{1*.){X.

Ad!

+

- DS, - MC,)

Än

policy parameter. This parameter is

but varies according to

a

+

- DS, - MC.)

~

AU

+

A.,

(A.4.13)

(A.4.14)

assumed to be constant in the simulations

decision rule in accordance with the binding trade constraint.'} This

specification assumes that debt service is exogenous.

More specifically. current inflows are

assumed to carry insignificant repayment obligations and that the actual level of debt service is
4.21
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unaffected by debt relief.

Dropping this assumption. which

simplicity. would mean that not all of debt relief would appear

is made
as

for the purposes of

additional resources.

The level of output attainable on account of capital goods imports is given by the Harrod -

Domar equation:

ro,*

=

ro' l

10,*

+

r-

=

110*k

1

(A.4.15)
1

mou

(A.4.16)

where k is the incremental capital - output ratio (ICOR) and jO investment in the non-copper
sector.

The trajectory of output depends upon the realised level of potential output in the

prcvious period. which may not have been that given by the foreign exchange constraint in the
previous period. Equation (A.4.l7) is the rearranged demand function for capital impons. which
detennines investment under

a

exceed unity (but not by much

If

c is expected

to

of intennediate goods then attainablc output

is

foreign exchange constraint; the parameter
as

most capital goods are imported).

the binding constraint is

a

shortage

given by:
YO,'

=

dMOi J

As for equation (A.4.l7), equation (A.4.l8) is

a

(A.4.17)

rearranged import demand equation.

The

parameter d is the inverse of the ratio of intermediate imports to non - copper value added. and

so may typically take

a

value in the range 2.5 to 4.

The savings constraint

The savings constraint operates through the identity that:

4.22
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lo,"

=

s,

0

+

1

A, - DS, -

(A.4.I8)

ic,

where IC is investment in the copper sector, whose financing requirements are assumed to take
precedence.

Available public

CS,)

SU

=

and private
co

SN

+

=

(SE)

ulYC,

DU

+

+

savings are given by the savings functions:
CtZYO,

+

<=

,/4,

(A.4.19)

(A.4.20)

[3 ] YC, + [32YO,

where. in accordance with Griftin's hypolhesis and the results of the fiscal response literature

0£,<0. Savings conslrained output is thus:

Ye,

=

mf! l

+

lic"
-l
][

(A.4.21)

=

The fiscal constraint
The investment savings gap may be broken down into its component pans:

(SN

- '.")

+

where I is aggregate investment and lp and

($,, - 1,,)
IE

=

&

-

l

(A.4.22)

private and public investment. Assuming that all

debt is the responsibility of govemment. the govemment budget constraint may be written as:

IN

=

A,

+

PSBR, + SS,

- DS

where PSBR is the public sector borrowing requirement.
PSBR

will impose

a

limit on

IE

(A.4.23)

A govemment policy of fixing the

through the availability of govemment savings which may be a

tighter constrainx of total investmem than that given by the total availability of domestic
investible resources.

Private and aggregate non - copper investment are given by:

4.23
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]

=

p.r

60

I0,

+

Öl'; .:
-

=
I@

[

*

(A.4.24)

Ö2(Ak,! {.AU)

- IC,

+I@'

(A.4.25)

Output is determined by the Harrod - Domar equation:

ro,'

=

ro'

+

lic'
-l
k

(A.4.26)

r

Demand constrained output
Aggregate demand is given by the national accounting identity:

r,Ö'

=

(A.4.27)

- M,

c,+1,+x,

Public and private savings (and therefore consumption) and investment and exports are given by

the behaviourial functions already given above (equations A.4.l9, A.4.20. A.4.23 and A.4.24)
and the impon demand functions are those as implied earlier:

Consumer imports are given
MOC

as a
=

Men

=

MoJJ

=

lic,

(A.4.28)

lm
d

(A.4.29)

C

!

residual:

X,

+

AU

- DS, MO"

MOU

- MC,

(A.4.30)

Hence a foreign exchange constraint is assumed to operate under the demand conslrained reg1mc.

Relaxing this constraint would require endogenising
is not

a

realistic representation for

a

country such

a

as

component of the capital account. which

Zambia. The existence of this constraint

means that nothing would be added to the model by including the real exchange rate in the

import demand functions. Also, an increase in exports does not increase demand for domestic

output. since it is immediately offset by an increase in impons. (Aid inflows. on the other hand.
4.24
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may either inerease or decrease demand for domestic output depending on parameter values and

the type of aid).

Model simulalions

The propenies of the model are explored by running simulations in which the amount of aid is

Figure A.4.2 presents the base nm in which there are equal amounts of project aid.

varied.

impon suppon and debt relief From period 0 - 4 the foreign exchange constraint is binding. and
.

this is the intenhediate goods constraint rather than the impon of capital goods. Thereafter the
savings gap is the binding constraint ( with the forex constraint fluctuating around this line as the

forex allocation rule switches from intermediatc to capital goods). For comparison with later
simulatiDns. the demand constraint line is at 89.0. and income in period 12

15

60.9.

The first experiment. shown in Figure A.4.3. is to double capital aid.

Since capital

accumulation is increased hy the availability of capital aid. and since the larger capital stock
requires

a

higher level of intennediate impons. the foreign exchange gap

period 8. after which the savings gap is again binding.

is

now binding up to

The forex constraint is relaxed less

slowly after period 4 as before that time the free forex allocation rule makes more available for
intennediates (until

-y

=0 in period 4). The demand constraint line

has

shifted up to 91.5 (the

reasons for which are discussed below) and period 12 income is 68.4.

Figure A.4.4 shows the effect of doubling aid to impon support. As may

be expected.

the forex constraint is no longer binding. The demand constraint has dropped down to a level

of 82.6 and period

12

income is 69.8. The higher income compared to the case in which capital

aid is doubled is because in the above two simulations when the foreign exchange constraint

limits output through lack of intemtediate impons the lower savings which result from the lower
income act as the constraint on investment (rather than the forex constraint) - hence the

trajectory of potential output is lower than when the intennediate goods constraint is lifted.

Finally, the effects of doubling aid for debt relief are shown in Figure A.4.5. In this
simulation the demand constrainl moves to its lowest level of 77.8 and period 12 output is 67.2.
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Figure ,4.4.3
Doubling dj capital aid
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Figure /1.4.4
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Figure /1.4.5
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The varying impact on demand from the different types of aid may be seen by substituting from

Bquation (A.4.10) for the trade balance ( X- M) into the national accounting identity for demand
(equation A.4.27):
r,*'

=

(A.4.3I)

- Å.+DS,

c,+l,

Hence, as argued by Bhaduri and Skarstein ( 1993) an inerease in aid will. (eleris paribus.
lcad to

a

However. celeris paribus will almost

reduction in demand for domestic output.

certainly not hold tme. though the extent to which aid affects domestic absorption (consumption
plus investment) varies according to the type of aid.

Differentials of the reduced form

expression for Y*' for demand constrained output give:

dyd

- ( Hl,)

dyr!
~
dA

dyd

=

(4.32)

1

~441

-(1

- 0+<1,)

+

+

{Mk

£1

])

li,

+

+

(4.33)

B2

(4.34)

(l+B,)€,

In the case for aid for debt relief (equation A. -4.32) the depressive dircct effect obscrvable

in equation A.4.3l (which is the
by

or,

(which

is

1

appcaring

as the

first tenn in the bracket)

is

partially offset

negative. and so makes the whole affect less than unity): the displacement effect

of aid on public savings corresponds to

an increase in consumption.

The adverse impact

of

import support aid (equation A.4.33) is further offset by 8,, which measures the extent to which
such aid crowds in private investment. Finally, capital aid (equation A.4.34) not only dircctly
crowds in private investment but also public investment (yielding an additional indirect crowding

in effect on private investment).
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Bhaduri and Skarstein claim that the Y" schedule is downward sloping in ( A.Y") space

-

but they ignore the impact of aid on absorption and do not discuss the different types of aid.
This model shows that aid for debt relief will unambiguously have the demand displacement

effects they claim
aid.
have

(<1,

> - 1). but that there

is ambiguity in the cases of import support and capital

With the parameter values assumed here inflows of capital aid. but not import support.
a

positive impact on demand for domestic output. These demand displacement effects have

not been widely considered, but the analysis

of this model

suggests that it is perhaps not

surprising that concem about them has arisen in the context of balance of payments suppon, as
this type of aid makes foreign goods available with limited positive spill-over effects on domestic
demand.

In all three simulations export performance
the base nm.

(in the

is improved with aid increases compared to

base nm period 12 exports are 17.9; they are 18.0. 18.3 and

18.5 with

capital aid. import support and debt relief respectively). In each case the improvement comes
from the real exchange rate depreciation brought about by
gap.

a

narrowing of the supply demand

This narrowing is achieved both by supply increases and (except for project aid) by

demand reduction. Since debt relief has the largest impact on demand it has the most beneficial

impact on exports.

This result is contrary to the notion of "aid

as

Dutch disease". The difference emerges

since the Dutch disease argument rests on aid increasing the supply of tradables whereas demand
increases

for both tradables and non - tradables. resulting in excess supply of tradables and excess

demand for non-tradables.

'lite relative price of non-tradables therefore rises, i.e. the real

exchange rate appreciates. This model does not contain the tradable - non - tradable distinction.

However, the insight it gives. missing from existing analysis of aid

as Dutch disease,

is that the

aid generated supply -side response can have an offsetting effect on the demand increase."
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Notes to Chapter 4
1.
7

This argument is, of course, just

a

statement of fungibilitv.

50 debtors may acn1ally get back more in the end by debt reduction

-

this principle is

captured in the "debt Laffer curve
3.

A controversial issuc

is whether relief on past non - developmcntal flows tmilitary
assistance and export credits,) should be allowed lo count as aid. The current
compromise adopted by the DAC. which records aid data. is to include these ilems in
the aid for individual donors but not in the overall DAC total.

For practitioners of aid - growth regressions the implication of "unintentional past aid"
is that growth should be regressed on future aid.
4.

By supporting surplus production the existence of food aid also suppons misallocation
at the global level, but we do not pursue this point here.

of resources
5.

In this case the aid is fully fungiblc. since the food aid releases an equivalent amount
so that the food aid is the same as untied financial aid.

of foreign exchange.
6.

Maxwell (1986) points out that food aid studies may be divided into fonnal modelling
favoured by academics and a less fomial checklist approach used hy donors. We
focus here on fonnal studies, but the findings from less fom1al analysis are similar.

7.

Chenery and Strout were not, however. the first economists to provide an intellecn1al
basis for TA. which was given by Johnson's (1963,) argument - captured in the
expression a "generalized human capital approach" - about the productivity ga1ns to
be realised from instinnional development.

8.

There is usually

a requirement for counterpan staff - so that aid staff may create
requirement for additional local staff But in reality counterpart obligations are
additional to existing workload or no counterpart is appointed.

a

.

9.

If the former rationale
public investment lic).

10.

Foreign prices are not included in this equation. since they are an exogenous
detenninant of domestic prices whose impact which will not be examined in the model
simulations.

11.

inflow on the right - so that amortlzat10n payments are
It is common to have the
moved from the left to the right hand side; official transfers are also often included in
the current account (left hand side) rather than capital account. Here gross aid loans
and grants are aggregated into a single aid figure and interest and amortizauon
combined into a single debt service figure.

is

given,

é,

could be endogenised through

~
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a

relationship to

I

ll

12.

The policy parameter. -y,

is

l

given by:

Vu
{fu

<

1

=

1

subject to the condition that 7 lies between 0 and

1.

y,

13.

l

-1,- ] +

0.05

Yu

0.05

-

The standard Dutch disease model (e. g. Corden. 1984) assume full employment. so
die inflationary impact of a boom cannot be partially offset by supply increases. as in
the model in this paper.
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THE MACROECONOMIC EFFECTS OF AID IN GUINEA- BISSAU
by Marin Zejan and Ali Kokko

5.1 Introduction
The Republic

of Guinea -Bissau was established in

1974 after a long national liberation war

against the Portuguese colonial administration. At this time, the country was severely

underdeveloped, both because the war had destroyed much

of

the country's capital stock and

infrastructure. and because the colonial era had failed to establish any finn foundations for
indigenous economic development. The period under Portuguese rule had created

economic stmcture in

Guinea - Bissau.

the colonial authorities. and

with

a

distinct gap between

a

a

dual

forrnal sector dominated by

large infonnal sector comprising most

a

population. The formar economy was organized around

a

of the indigenous

bureaucratic public sector that

controlled markets through various types of regulations and administratively fixed prices.

Manufacturing was limited to

a

small and oligopolistic industrial sector, where the few

inefficient flm1s survived only thanks to protection from foreign competition. Much of the
demand from the expanding colonial authorities was satistied by imports. and large trade dcticits

were built up and flnanced by capital intlows from Portugal. Concurrently, the informal sector
was based on subsistence agriculture and barter trade. and the sector's activities were neither

controlled. taxed. not monitored by the govemment.

Guinea - Bissau's policies after Independence have focused on generating economic growth
and diversitlcation, and the ambitious development plans have been supported by grants, credits,

and technical assistance from various multilateral and bilateral development organizations.

However. the country remains one of the world's least developed economies, in spite of the

5.1
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large amounts of aid that have flowed into the country during the last two decades. Subsistence

agriculture still dominates the economy. employing some 80 to 90 per cent of the labor force.
income per capita is estimated at USS 220. life expectancy at birth

-

39 years

-

is the

lowest in

the world, more than two thirds of the population are illiterate. and the ratio of foreign debt to

GDP is among the highest in the world.

This chapter examines the macroeconomic effects of foreign aid in Guinea - Bissau. The
analysis focuses on the years between 1987 and 1992, which is the only period for which

accurate and consistent data are available. The shon time perspective limits the possibilities to
reach very conndent conclusions about aid effects in general. and lack of infomtation on the

stnxcture and sectoral composition of aid limits the scope of the analysis. Yet. srudying an

extremely underdeveloped country like Guinea - Bissau may help distinguish some aspects of aid
and development that are perhaps not clearly visible in other cases. In particular. it may be

easier to recognize the relationship between aid. economic policies. and macroeconomic

development when the starting point lacks most institutions characterizing

5.2

a

market economy.

Economic refonns since independence

The economic policies of the socialist govemment that was installed in Guinea - Bissau in 1974
aimed to diversify and develop the economy through import substitution of consumer goods and
processing of primary products for export. However. the command economy adopted large parts

of the already existing economic stn1cture. and it soon became clear that central planning would
not end the duality that had emerged during the colonial era. The state apparatus remained at
the center of the stage controlling foreign and domestic trade. regulations and administrativcly

fixed prices were maintained. official markets did not become more competitive, and the
infonnal sector stayed outside of the control of official authorities. Trade deficits. fiscal deficits.
and inflation continued to obstmct growth and development.

In the manufacturing sector, inflows of foreign credits and technical assistance made it
possible to invest heavily in state - owned industrial projects. but these were often inappropriately

large and unsuitable for Guinean conditions. The plants operated at very low levels of capacity
5.2
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utilization and did not generate any profits: instead. they required heavy subsidies from
govemment funds. Central planning also led to an expansion of the public sector. Public

expenditure grew as a result of the ambitious investment plans. the financing of loss making state
enterprises. and large expansions of the education and health sectors. At the same time, peasant

production was discouraged by low outpul prices and the lack of incentive goods. and farrners
responded by withdrawing from fonnal markets. divening their surplus production to informal

markets and to smuggling.

Fiscal revenues fell sharply as formal sector activities were substituted by thriving

parallel markets. and the fiscal budget showed large deficits that were largely tinanced by credits

from the Central Bank, fuelling inflation. The high inflation rates led to an increasingly
overvalued Guinean Peso (PG), exports were discouraged. and the deficits in the balance of
payments increased further. In short. the country was characterized by large macroeconomic
imbalances. According to Galli and Jones the imbalances during the colonial period had
set a

precedent for Guinea's future leaders that proved difficult to resist. i.e.

dependence on extemal borrowing in order to maintain a certain standard

of

living for the privileged stratum.
(Galli and Jones. 1987: 52)
Discussions about systemic reform commenced after political changes in 1980. when the

ruling president Luiz Cabral was ousted in

a

military coup that brought the present leader, Ioao

Bemardo Vieira. to power. However. the first reforms did not materializäe until 1983. The
stmctural adjustment programmes that have been instimted in Guinea -Bissau after this time have

differed signitlcantly both from the colonial past and from the centralized system institutcd
irnrnediately after Independence, and mark an abrupt change in the direction of the development
strategy. The new policies emphasize the need to create institutions that promote markets rather
than bureaucratic decisions. to establish prices that reflect supply and demand. to increase

efficiency in production

as

macroeconomic stability. To

well
a

as

public administration, and to establish some degree of

large extent. these refomts have been designed and financed by

the intemational donor community. Yet. there have been signiticant differences in the scope and
success

of

the different refonn packages that have been implemented during the past decade.'
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At the end of 1983. the Guinean govemment. supported by the IMF and the World Bank.
launched

a

first comprehensive Economic Recovery Programme (ERP) to revitalize the

economy. The primary objectives of the programme were to attend to the large imbalances in

the economy. to restmcture the inefficient public sector. and to stimulate production.

At the outset of the programme, the currency was devalued from PG 40 to PG 82 per
US$, and it was announced that the exchange rate would be subject to monthly adjustments

thereafter.} Producer prices. consumer prices, and taxes were increased. During 1984. the
recovery programme proceeded with austere financial and monetary policies, and recorded some
success. However, in 1985 the strict economic policies were relaxed and the whole recovery

prograrnme collapsed. The main problem was that public expenditures were flnanced with credits

from the National Bank. which caused inflation and counteracted the shift in relative prices that
was intended to favor exports. Since the incentives for selling through the official channels were
not sufficient. parallel markets and smuggling continued to undennine the official economy.

Weak export performance and high import content in the large public investments made it

difticult to improve the balance of payments.

Hence. high inflation. extensive parallel markets for goods and foreign exchange.

smuggling, stagnating official trade. and large deficits in the goverrm1ent budget remained major
problems even after the llrst refonn effort: in some cases, the ERP had even worsened the

situation. For instance. the stock of extemal debt had grown to USS 280 million and the

govemment budget detlcit reached

a

high of 48 per cent of GDP in 1985 (World Bank, 1987:

3-8). Severe shonages prevailed in rural markets. Although the govemment had raised the
purchase prices for agriculrural crops in 1986.

a

large part of the population suffered from

a

shonage of food staples. Fotrest (1992) reports that in the non-rice - producing regions. such as

Bafatå and Gabu, rice was considered virtually

a

(Forrest. 1992: 109).
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luxury and food shortages caused malnutrition

l

The jim stage
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dj the Structure! Adjusrmenr Programme,

1986

With the assistance of the IMF and the World Bank. the Guinean authorities introduced
a

new reform package entitled the Stn1ctural Adjustment Programme (SAP) in 1986. The

programme set out to stabilize the economy by introducing prudent fiscal. monetary, and
exchange rate policies. complemented by price and trade liberalization measures. Like the

previous recovery programme. the SAP aimed to improve domestic relative prices of tradablcs

through devaluations of the currency and price liberalizations, in order to stimulate domestic
production. However. the need for fiscal and monetary discipline was stressed harder than
before. in order to avoid inllationary pressures that could erode the impact of the devaluations

on relative prices.

The authorities started to liberalize prices in August 1986. The programme also included
sharp devaluations in order to reduce the overvaluation

of

the currency, and the Peso was

devalued by 60 percent. from PG 263 per USS to PG 650 per US$. in May 1987. A policy of

weekly devaluations.

a

crawling peg, has been followed since then. The light state control on

intcmal and extemal trade was also abolished. The private sector was permitted to export both
traditional and non-traditional products and quantitative import restrictions were removed for
most products. In the domestic markets, private merchants were allowed to set up retail shops

independently of the public distribution network (Aguilar and Zejan. 1991).

The economic results of the first phase of the SAP were better than those of the ERP.

but still ambiguous. On the one hand, the govemment succeeded in deregulating the economy.
abolishing public monopolies and liberalizing the price system. During the period 1987-1989 the

growth rate of GDP was between 4 and 6 percent. Exports increased by 58 per cent between
1986 and 1987. and stabilized at

a

level of about USS 15 million. On the other hand. lhB

programme was undennined by high inflation. because the authorities failed once more to stick

to the strict fiscal and monetary policies that were called for in the programme.

The second phase dj' the SAP. I989 - I 993

In 1989, the govemment launched

a

second phase

of

the SAP, again With Support Bild

financing from the World Bank. This time. however. it was agreed that the disbursements of
5.5
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credit funds would be conditional on specific policy measures to be undertaken by the
government. Among them were public sector reforms. privatization of public enterprises. fiscal

and custom reforms, rationalization of the Public lnvestment Programme (PIP). reduction of the
export tax on cashew nuts. and an active exchange rate policy aiming to keep the gap between
the official and the parallel exchange rates below 20 percent.

The vveakest pan of the programme initially appeared to be monetary policy. since crcdit

expansion was faster than aimed for. Consequently. inflation was high. at around 80 per cent
in 1989. and between 35 and 70 per cent during the following three years. However. since 1992.

the authorities have tried to control the increase in domestic credit. adjust interest rates. collcct
outstanding debts. make lending procedures more transparent and controllable, and put ceilings

on the financing of the liscal deficit by the Central Bank. The high domestic inflation forced the
monetary authorilies to make frequeni adjustmems of the nominal exchange rate, in order to
avoid

a

deterioration of extemal competitiveness. The exchange rate policies have largely been

successful and the disparity between the official and the parallel exchange rates has exceeded 20

per cent only occasionally since 1990. More recently. the gap

has been reduced to less than 5

pcrcent. The continuing deregulation of trade and prices has also been successful. and the only

remalnlng export lax. on cashew nuts.

Some

has been reduced.

of the most important institutional changes carried out during the second phase of

the SAP are in the banking sector. The old Banco Nacional da Guiné - Bissau (BNGB)

WBS

restn1ctured and it abandoned commercial operations to form the Banco Central da Guiné - Bissau

(BCGB). which has been in charge of monetary policy since March 1990. The Hrst private bank.
Banco lntemacional da Guiné - Bissau (B1GB) also started operations in 1990. In 1993. the

flnancial system comprised two private banks with several branch officcs across the country.
Yet. the flnancial system is still weak and has difficulties in meeting the requirements of the

private sector.

Other public sector reforms have concentrated on the privatization of public enterprlses
and the establishment of control. information and management systems in several institunons,
such as the Central Bank. the Ministry of Finance. the Planning Secretariat. and other minlstries.

5.6
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By 1992, six major public enterprises had been privatized and privatization of another three was
discussed.

Tariff reforms were carried out

and the management and control functions of the

custom administration were revised. Tax rcforms have been discussed but not yet implemented
on a large scale.

The reforrns have also aimed to improve the efficiency of the Public Investment

Programrne (PIP). The PIP is the institutional framework for public investment, and it is

rcported separately in the govemment budget. It includes
by donor funds and accounts for

a

a

large number

of projects financed

major share of the total aid received by Guinea-Bissau.

However, the PIP has until recently been

a

list of projects reflecting donor preferences rather

than an expression of the conscious development objectives of the national government. This is
because there has been

a

lack of local capacity to generate and evaluate projects and to define

development priorities. The SAP aimed to reduce the size of the PIP and to increase the share

of projects focusing on Exed capital formation, particularly in infrastructure. The reforms in this
-

area have been partly successful: the number

capability to

ReJulrs

assess and

of projects

has been reduced, but the domestic

implement projects is still lagging behind.

dj the structure! rejonns and the rule dj joreign aid
Looking at the Guinean experience of structural reforrns and adjustment, it appears clear

that exchange rate flexibility. trade and price liberalization, and reduction of export taxes have
been the most successful areas. Läoose tiscal discipline - or lack of macroeconomic stability - and
the slow pace

of institutional

and administrative reforrns appear to have been the main

Wcaknesses. although significant improvements have taken place since the introduction of second
phase

of

the SAP.

lt

is also discouraging that the impact

of the reforms on the stmcture of

cxports and imports has been small, and that Guinea-Bissau still shows

a

large stmctural current

account deficit that is financed by inflows of grants and concessional capital. However. changing
the stmcture

of

the economy means moving labor. land and capital from one use to another.

Factor markets are not very flexible when infrastructure is inadequate, and technological

capabilities, skilled labor. and domestic credit are in shon supply. Both export diversiflcation
and domestic production of import substitutes will occur slowly because

even

if policies provide the correct price

incentives.

5.7

of

these constraints.
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At

a

general level. it is obvious that foreign aid has had

a

significant impact on the

changes that have occurred in recent years. Bilateral and multilateral aid agencies have

influenced development policies in two ways. Firstly. institutions such as the IMF and the World
Bank have been responsible for the design of the reform programmes. and to some extent
mandated the direction of policies. Secondly. financial and technical support from the donor

community has made it possible to pursue these policies and refonn programmes. The impact

of foreign aid on more specitlc features of the Guinean economy is less obvious. and in the next
scction. We will take

a

closer look at the impact of aid intlows on some macroeconomic

aggregates.

5.3 The macroeconomic effects of aid
The previous section described the macroeconomic reforms implemented in Guinea -Bissau during

the past decade. In this section, we examine the macroeconomic effects of the inflows of foreign

aid money to Guinea -Bissau within the accounting framework" described in Chapter 2. After
some

bricf comrnents about

Guinea - Bissau.

the availability

of

data to constn1ct the accounting idcntities for

we focus on the impact of aid on the variables in the country's extemal balance.

i.c. the current and capital accounts. Thereafter, we examine the effects of aid on the intemal
balance. which is made up

of the current account and the savings - tnvestment gap.

Data source;' and data availabilitv
The empirical analysis that follows is based on information provided by the national

authorities of Guinea - Bissau. The country does not publish official national accounts of the kind
available in other countries. but publications by various govemment departments provide
consistent data for most of the variables needed to construct our accounting identities from

1986.} However. consistent data on the govemment budget are available only after 1987. We
have translated all information to current USS. using yearly average exchange rates.

as

publishcd

by the Central Bank of Guinea -Bissau. The reason is that it is impossible to construct an accurate
data series in constant PG, because the one available price index covers only food, beverages

and tobacco.'
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Regarding information on aid intlows in Guinea -Bissau, there are several altemative data
sources. Firstly. there are national data from the Guinean balance

of payments (BOP). based on

information collected by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Intemational Cooperation. These
are the data used in the subsequent analysis. There are also two sources of data based on donor
repons: these are the publications of OECD'S Development Assistance Committee (DAC) and

World Debt Tables. from the World Bank. The figures reported in these three sources often
differ significantly. Data from all three sources are only available for the period 1987-1990, as
presented in Table 5.1. DAC and World Debt Tables report data also for earlier
years, but

consistent national BOP data are not available before 1987.

Comparing the information from the three sources. it should beönoted that the Guinean
BOP does not provide

information about net disbursements of concessional loans. We have

therefore calculated the net disbursements of concessional loans by complementing the BOP data

with data on the repayments of principal from statistics on extemal debt provided by the
Ministry of Finance. The net disbursements of concessional loans plus grants for the entire
period, calculated this way. amount to USS 313.7 million. Hence, the net intlows of aid reponcd
in BOP during the period 1987-1990 are about 27 per cent lower than those reported
by the
donors. A difference of 20 per cent still remains when technical assistance grants are deducted

from both sources.ö We use the national sources in the ensuing analysis. primarily because they

are consistent with other information in the national accounts.

Externa! balance: the currenr accounl and the capital account
The accounting identity deflning the extemal balance equates the current and capital

accounts in the balance of payments. Data on the current and capital accounts of Guinea-Bissau.

taken from the BOP published by the Central Bank. are presented in Table 5.2.

Aid consists of official transfers lOT). i.e. giants. and long - term concessional loans
(LTI.äC).

That is;

AID

=

DT

5.9

+

L71.'

(5.1)

Tnhle 5.1 Ofl1cial development assislance lo Guinea - Bissau, as reporled hy different sources, I987 -90

(in million
DAC (1)
Granls &
Loans (Nej)

lll

I987

WDT (Granls
excl.TA)

42.4

WDT (TA)

WDT (Loans.
net Dishurs.l

27.3

39.1

USS)

WDT Total
(Net)

108.8

BnP (Granls

(TA)

BOP

excl.TA)

BOP (Lnans.

BOP Total

Gross Dihurs.)

(Gross)

Tnlal
(Ne!)

BOP

34.4

ll.3

33.I

78.7

75.0

ll.3

33. -1

77.4

76.0
90.4

I988

99

37.7

33.4

33.4

I04.5

32.7

I989

102

51.0

25.2

35.6

IIl.8

46.9

ll.3

37.0

95.2

I990

ll8

59.8

I2.l

JJ.!

105.0

34.0

l0.I

30.9

75.I

72.3

Total

430

190.9

98.0

Nl.2

430.1

I47.9

134.:3

326.4

313.7

Sourccs;

OIECD

14.0

-

Gmgrnphiml Dislribulion £y"Filmn£ inl Flmvs in Dm c- ln/:iH.u Cuunlrirnr (l99I)
-

-

Wnrld Dont Tables (1991)
BKHP:

Bulznncc

of Paymenls,

Banco Central da Guiné - Bissau
l-

J
-

41
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Table 5.2 Balance of Payments 1986 -1992 (in million USS)

Trade Balance

1986

1987

-41.50

029.30

1988

I989

1990

1991

1992

043.00

- 54.70

-48.81

-47.03

-77.0

Exports foh

9.70

15.40

15.90

14.20

19.26

20.44

6.50

lmpons fob

-5 l .20

- 44.70

- 58.90

-68.90

-68.07

-67.47

- 83.50

Services excl. NFP

- 24.40

- 24.90

-27.00

- 36.70

- 24.81

- 30.22

- 30.34

Trade Balance
(goods and services)

- 65.90

- 54.20

- 70.00

-91.40

- 73.62

77.25

-107.34

- 1.50

- 2.00

1.50

1.20

1.00

-4.14

-0.64

0.90

- 2.30

- 4.40

-6.60

12.22

3.55

0.25

- 66.50

058.50

- 72.90

- 96.80

-60.40

-84.94

-107.77

43.50

45.60

44.00

58.20

44.16

39.96

35.69

- 23.00

- 12.90

- 28.90

- 38.60

- 16.24

-44.97

-72.80

17.90

33.10

33.40

37.00

30.92

36.70

44.50

2.60

16.80

20.70

15.70

11.34

14.23

'0.00

15.30

16.30

12.70

21.30

19.58

22.47

35.50

-8.10

14.50

-15.20

- 27.70

18.36

-31.22

-33.29

- 3.70

- 3.70

4.10

- 9.70

-4.16

-13.36

4.10

36.90

7.10

11.00

6.68

30.70'

33.49

4.10

-36.90

7.10

11.00

40.02

PCT : Private Transfers
NFP: Net Factor Payments

Current Account excl. OT
DT: Official Tmnsfers
Cun'ent Account incl. OT

Capital Account:

A. Official Medium &
Long Term Disbursements
BOP Support

Projects
B. Schoduled

Amortimlion

C. Errors and Omissions

&

Shon Term Capital
Reftnancing

of Arrears:

D. lnerease
E. Decrease

F. Changes in Reserves

4.20

- 11.00

G. DebI Rescheduling

8.60
8.60

lnterests

Capital

23.00

37.10
-6.39

-6.53
'

-12.30

7.70

- 14.67

9.57

45.90

11.90

20.30

15.83

10.67

15.90

11.90

6.12

2.31

20.30

9.71

8.36

38.60

16.23

43.07

72.29

30.00

Capital Account
-(A+B+C+D+E+F+G)

9.22
- 2.55

33.91

I2.90

29.00

-6.32

Repayment of Principal:

Cunent Amortizations
Payments

of Anears:

Souroef Central Bank

2.07

0.78

1.96

1.39

1.37

0.66

1.68

0.66

2.86

1.39

1.83

1.66

of Guinea-Bissau and unit of extemal debt

at the

Minist ry of Finance.

Table 5.3 Expol-ts I987-I992 (in million USS)
PRODUCTS

1987

I988

I989

I990

1991

I992

Cashew nuts

10.9

9.0

7.1

ll.6

l4.l

3.0

1.2

1.5

I.0

2.5

I.4

I.3

2.6

0.8

Forestry

Fishery

0.5

0.9

2.2

3.3

Other

2.8

4.5

3.9

I.9

2.4

I.3

15.4

15.9

14.2

I9.3

20.4

6.5

TOTAL

Source: Central Bank

of Guinea - Bissau

J

!-

3*

Table 5.4 lmports of Goods, I987-1992 (in million USS)

Consumption Goods
Rice

Other
Fuel and Lubricants
Capital Goods
Conslruclion
Malerials
Olher

Total
Source: Central Bank

I988

1989

1990

1991

1992

27.6

27.6

35.5

l4.l

I8.9

16.2

13.5

16.6

14.8

13.6
8.2
5.4
3.8
21.4

25.7
9.5

8.8
26.3
3.0

I.9

5.9
32.2
6.7
3.2

67.5

83.5

1987

10.0
5.5
4.5

4.7

10.2
17.4
7.5
18.6

8*.8

ll.6

6.4

8.6

6.9
8.4

7.2
24.2
5.3
5.8

44.7

58.9

68.9

68.1

of Guinea - Bissa ll
JJ
-

4

I28

Table 5.5 Dam nn nalionul nccounu 1986 - 1992 (in millinn USS)

GNP
NFL

or NFP

GDP (M)

1986

1987

I958

IgSg

230.32

162.95

150.55

19 1.66

0.90

- 2.30

-1.40

- 6.60

230.32

165.25

I54.95

198.26

9.70

21.13

21.97

20.64

Expons of Goods and NF
Services (X)

I990
I

-$5.62

1991

I992

-1

220.91

230.

P

1

- 3.55

0.25

233,40

233.69

220.66

26.09

33.50

18.03

lmpons of Goods and NF
Services (M)

9L96

U2.56

99.72

ll0.75

124.90

I4

-69.99

- 91.92

- 73.63

- 77.25

406.87

236.66

164.38

171.95

22.19

249.48

247.66

269/02

205.17

143.00

154.

!0

194.68

22 .62

216.33

245.50

.49

21.38

17.85

27.50

27.86

3

.33

23.52

57.55

63.28

58.50

75.60

Resource Gap

-65.90

C
Cg

Cl
l

3

1

75.26
- 54.

1

1

48.87

55.01

52.98

67.99

IP

0.00

6.51

2.59

3.35

5.73

6.00

1.02

48.50

50.39

64.64

5 1.82

57.28

57.49

l7.00

- 23.93

J6.08

Il

48.87

GDS (GDP - C)

-6.34

0.87

-

GNS (NTR+GDS+NFP)

-6.94

- 3.43

-

OT

CA inc!. DT
Source: BCGB 0993).

-48.37

-48.76

l9.90

2.86

5.75

- I0.55

J0.23

5.29

3.93

- 29.52

- 9.18

-9.36

lo

- 8.15

- 25.59

- l9.20

- l.sl

- 2.00

L50

1.20

1.00

-4. l4

-0.64

-66.50

58.44

- 72.89

- 97.32

-60.41

- 84.94

407.26

43.50

45.60

44.00

58.20

44.16

39.96

35.69

-23.00

- 12.84

- 28.89

-39. l2

- l6.25

-44.98

-7 l .57

sl
CA iX +NTR+NFP - M)

l3.97

- 21.66

SP

NTR

-

- 29.33

-19.

-
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Tnhle 5.6 The Fiscul Budget 1987-1992 (in million USS)

A. Revenue
A.l Tax Revenue
A.l.l lncome laxes
A. 1.2 Propeny taxes
A. l .3 Consumplion taxes
A.1.4 Int. Trade laxes
Import taxes
Export taxes
Custom duties
A.1.5 Other mxes
A.2 Non - lax Revenue
A.2.1 Fishing licenses
A.2.2 Other

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

68.10
14.13

65.0I

81.81
8.49
2.03
0.04

88.63
18.90
3.38

55.50
8.69

2.84
11.49
3.00
5.55
2.94
1.18
25.47
22.85
2.63
0.00

71.39
15.38
1.90
0.00
3.48

1.64

13.11
1.35

0.03

0.04

0.01

1.65

0.00

1.49

1.91

1.23

9.67
2.57
6.08

8.98
3.20

4.29
2.93

4.40

1.02
1.31

1.39
0.83

0.01
1.35

8.37
6.64
0.00

7.89
5.70
2.20
0.00

A.4 Giants

45.60

44.01

58.20

44.26

37.66

31.20

B. Expendituns
B.l Current Expenditures

80.18
29.68
9.65
8.88
2.85
8.30
48.50
2.00

80.75
25.85
7.56
8.29

107.35

104.35

IIII .98

39.50
9.85

38.30
9.92

14.08

2.01
8.00

3.58

14.58
3.36

12.00

I0.44

50.39
4.50

64.64
3.21

51.82
14.22

116.59
47.05
12.00
15.32
4.02
15.72
557.28
12.26

- 57.68

-15.74
- 59.75

- 25.55
-83.74

-15.71
-59.97

-45.2I

-82.87

-45.48
-76.68

1.12

3. l5

- 3.89

16.51

2.4

0.78

-14.60
0.00

7.10
0.00

11.00

1.84

0.00

0.00

8.98
0.00

7.56
3.69

-23.82

-13.08

-15.09

-17.56

-30.58

-34.13

A.3 Extraordinary

8.1.1 Salaries
8.1.2 Goods and Services
8.1.3 Tmnsfers
B.l.4 lnieresl

8.2 Capital Expendilures (PIP)
8.3 Net Lonns
Govemment surplus
incl. Grums
excl. Granls
Primary saldo
(A - A.4 -B. l +B.1.4)
Change in:
externa! anears (imerest)
interna! arrears

1.73

- 12.08

Global adjusted del1cit
(after adjustments)

Financing

Domstic Bon-owing
Banks excl. Counlerp.
Counlerpan funds
Non - bank

Net Foreign Borrowing
Disbursemenls

Amortizalion
Change in arrears
Debt Rescheduling
Source: OGE (1993)

0.90
15.12
13.45
1.67

0.00

9.I3
3.70
3.10
2.33
0.88
18.35

1.82
4.51
1.79

0.82
1.90
0.71
12.81

16.42
1.93

11.71

0.00

2.80

1.10

34.04
8.67
11.65

3.20
10.52

57.49
9.45

8.82

13.08

15.09

17.56

30.58.

34.7.3

- 18.38

-16.04
4.82
- l 3. 14
- 7.72
29.12

-14.50

-14.86
23.92
-8.33
-30.44
32.42

4.22

4.83

-7.30
-0.58
-6.72
0.00
37.88
36.70
-31.22
21.73

15.83

10.67

-17.07
0.00
- 1.3I
42.20
33.10
- 14.50
- 22.30
45.90

33.41
- l5.20

-0.98
11.90

17.06
-26.09
5.47

29.60
37.00
- 27.70
0.00
20.30

30.

l2

- 18.36

6.II
-1.89
0.00

30.0I
32.4I
-30.18
27.78
0.00

Table 5.7 Fiscal Indicators I987-I992 (pereenl)

Tax Revenue/GDP
Grums/GDP
Currenl revenue/currenl Expendilure
Currenl Expendilure/GDp
Capita! Expendilure/GDp
Primary SaldolGDP

Global Delicil/GDP;
incl. Granls
excl. Granls
Source: OGE

(l99J).

I987

I988

I989

I990

8.6
27.6
75.8

8.5
28.4
81.2

4.3
29.4
59.8

8.1

6.6

3.9

I9.0

I7.l

16.2

16.7

19.9

20.1

63.2
I5. -1

32.5

26.1

2.0

32.6
- 2.0

24.5

0.7

115.9
18.2
22.2
7.1

7I.7

18.0
29.3

l0.2

- l2.9

-6.7

- 38.6

- 42.2

- I5.3

- 7.3
- 34.9

-

I992

1991

I.0
-

l9.3

- 35.5

0.4
-

20.6

- 34.8

l3l

It is not possible to construct

series on net disbursements of LTlE directly from the Guinean
Bop. because the information on arrears does not distinguish between interests and principal.
a

-

However, we have obtained information about amortizations from 1987 and onwards from the

unit working on extemal debt at the Ministry of Finance of.Guinea -Bissau. This information is
-

not included in the balance of payments. but we have added

construct

a

series

of "net" aid for

the variable

it to Table 5.2.

and used

it to

AID. lnserting this variable into the identity

deflning the extemal balance and rearranging the terms. it can be seen that:

AID

=

M - PCT - NFP - X - lEO

+

ST!.) - dR

(5.2)

where M is imports of goods and non - factor services. PCT is private current transfers, NFP is
net factor payments from abroad. X is exports of goods and non - factor services. (EO+STL) is

crrors and omissions and net short - term capital intlows, and dR is the change in reserves (a

positive dR is

a

reduction in reserves, i.e. an inflow of capital to the capital account). Below,

we examine the relation between aid and each of the right -hand-side variables.

Aid and expons
Table 5.3 summarizes the composition of Guinean exports during the period 1987-1992.

The table shows that there was no clear trend in the development of exports during this period.
and that the country is highly dependent on exports of cashew nuts. which account for more than

50 per cent of export revenues. Marketed production of cashew nuts increased sharply between
the early 19805 and 1990; and exports grew from 2.300 tons in 1981 to 6.600 tons in 1985 and

further to 16.409 tons in 1990.* The reliance on.one product and one market (the bulk of
Guinean cashew nuts are sold to India) has led to

of

high degree of dependenceon the evolution

a

of

one price that is deterrnined by factors beyond the control
-

the country. The fall in the

exportsof cashew nuts in 1992 appears to be an anomaly: exports nonnally take place at the end

of each year. but in 1992 they were delayed until the following year. It should be noted that the
oftlcially recorded statistics may not have captured all of the changes in expons during the last
few years. For instance, there is anecdotal evidence suggesting that expons from the inforrnal
-

sector. e. g. tlshing and forestry, have increased. and there are reports of significant unregistered
reexports

of rice (FAO.

1992).

5110

1

=2

The relation between aid and exports 1987 - 1991

15

plotted in Figure 5.1. The series stans

in 1987. the first year for which dala on net aid are available. and ends in 1991. We have not
included 1992, because of the delays in the exports of cashew nuts which led to atypically low

exports that year. As Figure 5.1 shows. there

is

no clear trend for the whole period. although

aid and exports developed in opposite directions between 1988 and 1990. However. it is difficult

to draw any clear conclusions regarding the relation between the two variables from these few
observations

.

Exchange rate theory suggests that intlows of foreign resources may cause appreciations

of the real exchange late. RER (Edwards. 1989). The RER

is a measure

of the price incentives

for the production of tradable goods. An appreciating RER lowers the relative price of tradables.
which discourages production of expons and impon substitutes. and encourages consumption of

impons. Correspondingly,

a

depreciating RER makes expons relatively attractive and imports

more expensive in local currency. One possible explanation for the negative relation between aid
and expons 1988 - 1990 is related to changes in the RER. The increase in aid inflows to

Guinea -Bissau between 1988 and 1989 may have caused an appreciation of the real exchange

rate, which depressed expons. and the subsequent reduction in aid intlows may have contributed
to a real depreciation that has stimulated exports. It is therefore useful to look more closely al
the relation between aid inflows and the RER.

There are two main measures of real exchange rates in the literature. Recently. most
studies have emphasized the comparison between local prices of non - tradables. primarily services
and labor. and the local currency prices of exports and import substitutes (Edwards. 1988).

lt

is impossiblc to construct an accurate RER measure

of this type for Guinea -Bissau. because the

country produces only one price index, based on

a

basket

of food products.

beverages and

tobacco. An altemative measure of the RER is given by the purchasing power parity real

exchange rate (ePPP). This compares the domestic and foreign prices of

of goods and services. The ePPP is deflned

as:

5.

ll

a

representative basket
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"

(5.3)

P

where E is the nominal exchange tate, P is the domestic price level and P' is the foreign price

level. Usually, ePPP is approximated hy comparing changes in consumer prices in the national'
economy and its main trade panners. According to this measure. adjustments of the nominal
exchange rate are necessary to keep the real exchange constant

between the country and the rest of the world. For instance,

higher than foreign inflation.

a

if there is an inflation differential

if domestic inflation

is ten per cent

ten per cent devaluation of the nominal rate is necessary to keep

ePPP constant.
the ePPP. The first
Figure 5.2 examines the relation between aid and two proxies for
The second is a trade
CPPP proxy is the bilateral real exchange rate against the US dollar.
constructing the prox1cs is to
weighted multilateral real exchange rate. The main problem in

Guinean trade, since
deflne appropriate weights for the different cunencies that appear in
proxies presented in
smuggling makes up a signitlcant proportion of transactions. The two
is 100 per cent
Figure 5.2 therefore provide two extreme altematives; the share of US dollars

in the first case, but only 4 per cent in the second case.' Figure 5.2 suggests that there was
tendcncy to an appreciation of the RER in 1989 and 1990. and

a

a

steady depreciation thereafter.

Moreover. there are no clear signs of appreciations being caused by inflows of aid. Rather, the
of the
in aid after 1990 have apparently been accompanied by a notable depreciation
incrcases

real exchange rate.
be related to the
The ability to avoid appreciations of the RER during recent years may
Given
requirement that the parallel exchange market premium must be kept below 20 percent.

led to high rates
the expansionary flscal and monetary policies that have

of inflation. lhe

monetary authorities have been forced to make frequent devaluations in order to avoid excesstvc
has been reduced from over 40 per cent in 1989
real appreciations. The parallel market premium
to around 5 per cent during 1992. Hence. there are no signs that aid inflows have caused any

appreciation of RER that may have discouraged expons.

5 . 12
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The finding that aid has not influenced exports significantly during the period 1987 - I992
neither directly through measures leading to

a

diversification and expansion of expon

production. nor indirectly through effects on the RER and relative prices

- is

hardly surprising.

More significant changes in exports would require comprehensive changes in production
stmcrure. infrastmcrure. and human capital development. This type of changes can only come,
about in the longer nm.

Aid and imporis
The composition of imports during the period 1987 - 1992 is shown in Table 5.4. The
aggregate value of imports has almost doubled since 1987, and imports of rice and other

consumer goods has tripled. Rice. which is also produced domestically. makes up about 50 per
cent of the imports of consumer goods. It is easy to see that the Structural Adjustment

Programme has not reduced impons and that the stnxcture of imports still has
towards consumption. (Moreover. passenger vehicles account for

of capital goods.) lt

a

a

ccntrally planned system with

a

shortage

strong bias

large share of the impons

is reasonable to expect an increase in the imports

an economy moves from

a

of consumer goods when

of goods to

a

market - based

system. Moreover, in the initial phase of the SAP. the promotion of production through an
increase in the supply of imponed incentive goods was an explicit aim. However. it is

of concem that this pattem
stn1cture of imports, with

a

is

a

matter

still present after several years of structural adjustment. The

relatively low share of capital goods, also retlects the low levels of

private investment in Guinea - Bissau.

Figure 5.3 plots the relation between aid and impons. Unusually large aid intlows look
place in 1989. and that year seems to be an outlier. There appears to be

a

positive relationship

between the two variables. but the simple correlation between them is far from perfect.

Moreover, except for 1989. Figure 5.3 shows that imports have increased steadily and
irrespective of what has happened with aid. lt

is

impossible to disregard the fact that aid inflows

detennine the import capacity of the country and that aid Hnanced projects account for
share

of

a

large

the actual imports. However. there does not appear to be any exact relation between

annual changes in aid inflows and impons.
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The steady increase in impons during the period suggests that there have been other
sources of financing than inflows of aid and officially registercd exports

exports revenues have covered less than

a

(ört

should be noted that

third of the impon bill). For instance. there was

a

surge in imports in 1992, although official exports fell markedly and the increase in the inflow
of aid was modest. As noted in the discussion about exports. there are probably exports from
the inforrnal sector. and the unregistered reexpons

of rice have been estimated

at 40.000 tons

per year (FAO, 1992).

Aid and other componenrs in the currem (md capital uccounls
items: scheduled
The net factor payments recorded in Guinea-Bissau consist of two
sales

interest payments and payments for fishing licenses by foreign tishing fleets. Receipts from
analyze the
are not affected by aid flows. Moreover. it is not possible to

of fishing licenses

in the BOP. The
country's actual interest payments in detail. because these are not reponed
available data on arrears and
series on interests payments can not be constructed since the
rescheduling of interest payments do not appear to be reliable for all years.

Private current transfers (PCT) are

a

marginal item in Guinea - Bissau's BOP. and there

is no apparent cormection with aid inflows. Similarly. there is no apparent pattem between aid
inflows and changes in reserves (dR). However, dR is a residual post that comes into play once
accumulated reserves are
other assets and liabilities have been accounted for. To discuss how
assets and liabilities, but this
used. we would need infonnation about the Central Bank's foreign

information is not available. Moreover, until 1992 the Central Bank contracted loans abroad on
the Central Bank and the Treasury were not reponed
account of the Treasury. The operations of
separately, which makes the picture very unclear.

Interna! balance. the savings - invesrmem gap and the currem acmunr
-

The accounting identity that illustrates the intemal balance equates the savings

gap and the current account. This can be expressed as:
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(5.4)

where GNS is gross national savings. l is invcstment. subscripts p and g denote the private

sector and the govemment sector. and the other variables are defined as earlier. As discussed

in Chapter 2, the orthodox view is (har an increase in foreign aid (in this presentation grants

(dT). though the same argument applied to aid loans). should be fully retlected in the current
account as an increase in lmports. and in the intemal balance as a one-to-one increase in
mvestments.

Giants received from abroad are included in government savings and revenues on the

left -hand side. and in OT on the right - hand side. Data on the national accounts are presented in
Table 5.5, and they confomi to the variables in equation (5.4). We will first examine the relation
between aid and investment. and then continue to look more closely at the impact of aid on the

govemment budget.

Aid and investment

Figure 5.4 plots the development of aid, public investments and private investments.
There appears to be a positive relationship between aid and public investments. but not between

aid and private investments.

Historically. aid -supported investment projects fall under the public sector and more than
95 per cent of the investments included in the public investment programme (PIP) are flnanced
by grants and concessional loans. Even the domestic financing comes mainly from funds that
have been generated through the inflow of aid lcounterpan funds directed to the FND. Fundo

Nacional de Desenvolvimento).

Although the structural adjustment programme initiated in 1986 emphasized the need to
reduce the size

of

the PIP and to promotc private investment, the data in Table 5.5 show no

downward trends in public investments. The SAP also aimed to reorient the composition of the
programme towards the provision of basic infrastructure supporting production and cxports.

However. the intended changes were difficult to realize. One problem was the lack of priorities
5.15
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and coordination between projects. At the begimling

of

the 19905, the PIP was

still an

incomplete list of ongoing projects about which the State Secretariat for Platming. responsible

for its administration, lacked delailed information. Furthennore,

a

very large proportion

of the

expenditures included in the programme were recurrent costs and expenditures for teclmical
assistance. In the last years. however. the govemment has managed to establish a more efflcient

administrative system. which has reduced the number of projects, and promoted investments in

infrastmcture. Panicularly since 1992. there has been
and implementation process. The share

a

noticeable improvement in the planning

of machinery. equipment

and constmction in the PIP

increased from 39 per cent in 1989 to 52 per cent in 1992. while the number of projects fell

from 234 to 128. Projects in energy. transpon, telecommunications. and other public works and
regional development increased their share from 23 to 42 percent.

As mentioned before, aid inflows have been important detenninants of the level of
investment, with donors Hnancing not only the foreign exchange costs but also local costs. In
fact. this situation will probably persist for several years. because the govemment lacks the
resources necessary to cover local costs. Requirements to increase Guinean financing

of local

costs would therefore have inflationary effects in the short run, since the funds would have to
be borrowed from the Central Bank. Altematively, the government could refuse project aid.

However, this is not realistic. given that the Guinean authorities lack the capacity to assess

projects, rank them according to priority. and select the projecls to be refused. The implication
is that the responsibility for

a

more restrictive investment policy lies in the hands of the donors.

There are also other reasons that favour

a

reduction in the size of the investmcnt

programme. High levels of investment have expansionary effects, leading to high levels of

import demand, both because of the impon content of investrnent projects and through the
.demand multiplier. The PIP still accounts for 26 per cent of GDP and the marginal investmcnt
funds would probably be more efliciently used elsewhere in the economy. For instance,
investments in human capacity development would probably yield higher retums than those

obtained in some of the ongoing investment projects.
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Private sector investment has been limited for several reasons. such

as

lack of domest1c

managerial capacity, weak financial institutions. unstable macroeconomic environment. and so

fonh. According to

a

comprehensive World Bank sn1dy. private investment accelerated between

1983 and 1985. to reach 2.4 per cent of GDP in 1985 (World Bank. 1987: 37). but there is no

clear trend suggesting fimher increases between 1987 and 1992. The apparent volatility of

private investment is partly due to the fact that aggregate numbers are heavily influenced by

a

few large commitments.

Aid and the government budget
Because

of its small

and underdeveloped private sector, Guinea - Bissau's public sector

dominates the economy. Table 5.6 summarizes the stmcture of the government's budget since
1987. Unfortunately, there is no infonnation on the distribution of expenditures by sector or

ministry,

so it is not possible to make any detailed analyses

of the social policies of the

government.

On the revenue side. it can be seen that

followed by

a

decline to

a

very low level in 1989.

a large increase
a

in tax revenues in 1987 was

recovery in 1990, and

a

new decline during

the following years. For the whole period. revenues have fluctuated in real terms.

Low income countries are usually heavily reliant on intemational trade taxes. while
domestic income taxes tend to be of more limited importancc. Guinea Bissau is no cxception and

most tax revenues are from taxes on intemational trade. The effective tax burden on 1mports can
is about 5
be calculated using budget data. They indicate that the average effective import lax

according to
percent. i.e. lower than the average import tariff (that was 24.3 per cent in 1990.

World Bank. 1992), which suggests the existence of widespread tariff exemptions. The average
effective lax on expons fell from almost 40 per cent in 1987 to about

15

per cent in 1992.

Although the
Export taxes on cashew nuts are still an important source of lax revenues.

country's trade deficit would seem to require even stronger export promotion, the role of export
run.
taxes for fiscal revenues makes further reductions unlikely in the shon
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Consumption taxes. which include
revenues. There is

a
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lax on gasoline, account for

a

potential for increasing them.

as

small share of tax

a

the efforts in 1990 and 1991 show. but

policies were not sustained in 1992. Non - lax revenues are mainly made up of fishing liccnses,

which have become

a

major source of foreign exchange eamings. The revenues from fishing

licenses were unusually high in 1990. due to renegotiations and payments of licenses for earlier
years.

lt is clear. however. that the license receipts have doubled since

1987. which may reflect

an improvement in the negotiating skills of the government. The extraordinary revenues are from
the privatization of public enterprises. Gram aid is accounted for on the revenue side

of

the

budget with amounts corresponding to those reported in the BOP.

The most important policy refonns related to the revenue side of the budget are a

simplitication and

a

rationalization of the lax structure and

a

broadening of the tax base. The fact

that transactions in small and medium finns are not recorded. and that the educational system
does not provide the necessary skills to maintain formal books and records, limit the possibilitics

to extend the lax base in the short run. Thus. the largest potential for an increased base is the

elimination of various exemptions from existing tax legislation. Several initiatives have been
taken to improve the administration and collection of taxes and to rationalize the tariff stmcture
and improve custom procedures. There are. however, several measures that have not been

undertaken yet. such as the introduction of

a

hroad based consumption tax and land taxation.

An analysis of the relationship between aid inflows and the elements on the revenue side

of the budget suggests that there is no strong relationship between aid inilows and total revenucs.
This result seems reasonable. since receipts from tlshing licenses make up

a

of fiscal revenues. but are not directly related to aid policies. However, there

major component

seems to be a clear

negative relationship between aid inflows and lax revenues. as illustrated in Figure 5.5. The

figure indicates that tax revenues tend to fall when there are increases in aid inflows. Moreover.

the relationship holds for both major components in tax revenues: consumption taxes and taxes
on intemational trade.

ln other words. it

seems that aid has been fungible,

in the sense that

increases in aid inflows during the period 1987 to 1992 have allowed the govemment to reduce

domestic taxation.
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Figure 5.5
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There does not scem to hc any clcar relation between aid inflows and current

expenditures. Real currcnt expenditures were stahle in 1987 and 1988. increased markedly in
1989 and have fluctuated since then. Sztlaries account for about

a

quartet of current expenditures,

and the govemment has implemented retirement plans and other measures to reduce public scctor

staffing. in accordance with the objectives of the SAP.

The capital expenditures included in the govemment budget are largely made up of the
PIP. and are still high. especially with respect to the World Bank recommendations that
investment volumes should be reduced. The expenditure side is complemented with the item Net
Loans. This is an adjustment item that collects information on delays in the payments

of

counterpart funds generaled by some types of grants. There was an increase in delays in 1990,

but the govemment has increased its efforts to recover the loans since 1992. The IMF reports
that most of the debtors are now identilied (IMF, 1992: 17).

Table 5.7 presents some measures to illustrate the character of fiscal policy in
Guinea -Bissau. The govemment has been mmiing a large budget deficit in recent years. The

primary budget saldo. defined

as revenues

(excluding grants) minus cutTent expenditurcs

(excluding interest payments). is often used

as

an indicator

of how expansionary or

contractionary the government's economic policies are. In Guinea -Bissau. the primary balance
has been positive (but far too small to cover interest payments on the extemal debt) and it is

therefore hard to characterize the govemment's tiscal policies (excluding the PIP) as everly
expansionary.

Pan of the budget dehcit is Gnanced by intlows of giants. but the country has substantial

financing needs even when these inllows are accounted for. Moreover. the reduction in the

intlow of grants in recent years

has led to an increase

in the global deficit$. These deficits are

financed by net intlows of capital in the form of loans, and by debt management through debt
rescheduling and accumulation of arrears.

In summary, it is hard to
been aimed

see the

kind of improvements in the tlscal budget that have

for in the ongoing adjustment process. Tariff reforms, privatization and stricter
5.19
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management

of counterpart funds have been implemented. but they have not left any significant

marks on the budget deficits. In this contexi. it may be important to note that major elements

in the fiscal budget, such

as

grants and net foreign borrowing. are faclors outslde the control of

the Guinean authorities. Thus. the possibility to control the budget deficit by influencing

domestic variables is limited. For instance.

a

doubling of tax revenues would not reduce the

global dellcit by more than 25 percenl.

5.4 Conclusions and Recommendations for Swedish aid
Summa =)' dj' jindings

As

a

suminary assessment of the adjustment programmes that have takenplace since the

mid - 1980s, it seems

fair to claim that Guinea - Bissau has succeeded in liberalizing the economy

that is. the reforms have managed lo remove some institutions that obstructed development

but that the authorities have not been equally successful in creating

a

-

stable macroeconomic

environment or establishing new institutions in all areas where such are needed.

The intemational development agencies, mainly the World Bank. have played an activc

rule in the refonn process. by contributing to the design of the adjustment programmes and by

providing flnancing and technical assistance for the implementation ol' the programmes. Both
these elements have been necessary components

of

the refomls. Extemal financing has been a

prccondition for the type of reforms that have been launched. since it allows adjustment with
somewhat higher levels of consumption and investment than would otherwise be possible. and
makes

diftlcult measures more acceptable. For instance. liberalization requires intlows of foreign

aid in order to finance necessary increases in imports of investment goods and incentive goods.

Regarding the direct effects of aid intlows on the macroeconom1c aggregates appearing

in the cxtemal balance. it

is very

difficult to

see any

distinct pattem. except for the generally

high level of imports. (in fact. not even imports seem to be very sensitive to shon run

fluctuations in aid inllows.) This may partly

be explained by data Iimitations: detailed data series

can only be constructed for the most recent years. and neither the number of observations nor
the variability in aid flows are large enough to generate many statistically signihcant

conelations.
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However. looking at the impact of aid on the intemal balance, it is possible to make some

slightly more confident conclusions. As we have noted several times, there is

a

fundamental

cotmection between aid and public investment. since public investment is largely financed by aid
monies. Our data reveal that there is also

a

short term correspondence between the two: the

volume of public investment llucmates closely with aid inflows. Yet. the most signiticant result

from the empirical analysis was

a

negative relationship between aid inflows and the

govemment's lax revenues. which suggest that there has been aid fungibility. In other words,

inflows of aid funds to the govemment

has

allowed it to lower the domestic lax burden. which

suggests that aid has substituted for domestic mobilization of resources. This is a sign

Hscal discipline and supports the findings regarding the perfom1ance

programmc at large: the main weaknesses appear to be

a

lack

of weak

of the adjustment

of tiscal and monetary discipline.

Another aspect of the impact of aid is related to aid dependence. According to Doriye

el al. (1993: 50 - 51). "sustainable growth without long - term aid dependence requires that the
average savlngs ratio rises over time so as to close the savings gap" and that "expon growth

should exceed import growth in

difficult to
short - term

a

longer run perspective". Regarding the latter definition. it is

say anything about how aid

inflows influence Guinea - Bissau's aid dependence:

tluctuations in aid have not been closely related to changes in imports and exports.

Howcver. looking at the fnm1er definition. it appears that aid has actually worsened aid
dependence. Lacking data on the informal sector, we must interpret the savings-investment gap

in temls of government revenues and expenditures, where public investments are included. Our
results suggest that there is

a

negative relation between aid inflows and government tax revenues.

Since there also appears to be

a

positive relation between aid and govermnent expenditure in the

form of public investment. this indicates that aid intlows actually widen the savings-investmcnt
gap. and aggravatc aid dependence.

Recomniend(ztion.r

Structural refonns in Guinea - Bissau have progressed far when it comes to liberalization.

hot not when it comes to stahilization and institutlonal development. Furthennore. the stock of
5.21
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foreign debt makes up

a
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serious constraint for economic development: some share of already

the
scarce resources must be channelled for debt servicing. One main recommendation is that

allocation of aid resources should focus more closely on stabilization and institutional
development. ln addition. efforts to alleviate the overhanging debt burden should be considered.

The recommendations that follow are based on

a

macroeconomic perspective. which means that

{hl?}' ma)' have to be complemented hy measures focusing more

directly on specific target

groups.

From the point of view of economic stabilization. it appears that the present structure and
level of imports in Guinea - Bissau are inappropriate. Firstly. impons contain too many consumer
- Bissau
goods. The reason is that the incentives for long tenn productive investments in Guinea

have been weak, and impons and wholesale and retail trade have provided faster and less risky
The Central Bank's slack credit policies have made financing

profits than production of goods.

of impons easy. but the resulting credit expansion

has

contributed to the high level of inflation.

Secondly. the total investment volume reflects too high levels of investrnents with respect to the
country's management capability. Consequently. many investments have nor been profitable
burdened the
enough to cover interest payments and amortizations. which have instead
and inefficicnt
govenmient budget. and worsened the budget deficit. Hence. badly managed

that the mvestment
investment projects do not support economic stability, which suggests

amounts should be reduced to

a

more manageable level.

Aid resources should also

be allocated in a marmer that supports

stabilization. At

a

- term nature. and that
general level. this means that the donor's commitment should be of a long
that
volatility in aid disbursements should be avoided. More specifically. it appears

A rcduciion
macroeconomic stability in Guinea - Bissau would benetlt from lower levels of aid.
a reduction
of the imports of consumer goods would improve the conditions for local producers;
investment programme.
of imports of capital goods would improve the efficiency of the public
likely that aid donors could support stabiliiy by making aid disbursements conditional
importantly. it appears necessary to
on attainment of specitic macroeconomic targets. Most
the Guinean economy, lt appcars
reduce credit expansion and inflation. Given the nature of

It

is also

5
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ohvious that inflation canon!

be

cluninated

alm

-

ucthel. but

£1

tareel

fvt price stability is called for.

Morcovcr. specific tåtrgcls regnrdmg government revenues ma)' hc necessary lo avnid the

fungibility of aid funds that

appears to he present.

Regarding institutional development.

is

1l

apparent that the most acute constraint to

devclopmentis the lack of lechnical skills and management capahilities in both the public seclor
and in the emerging private sector Hencc. aid should focus heavily on education and training

of local personnel lmpmvements

in the management capabilities

of theministries and public

institutions rclated to social sectors. eg. education and health. are at the top of the list. since
their operations are essential for the future success of efforts to improve the country's human
capital resources.

ln

fart. it appears that the insufficient managerial capabilities in the areas of

health and education have been the major constraints to achieve sustainable improvements in the
standard of living of the population. The weak results obtained so far cannot be attributed to lack

of foreign resources. but to the low efticiency with which they are used. Moreover,
tmprovements in the health and educational status of the poor are necessary to enhance their

possibilities to benefit from economic growth ( Doriye et al., 1993).

To support the emerging private sector and the development of markets. it is also
necessary to lnvest in market infrastructure. and establish well defined property rights and an

efficient legal system. Foreign support is also needed for the establishment of appropriate credit

institutions, such

as

rural credit markets and credit facilities for small and medium sized tirms.

Meanwhile. it is necessary to combine long - term programmes focusing on these

institutions with short -terrn training programmes targeting key groups of technocrats elsewhere
in the economy. In the private sector, there is need for simple vocational training in mechanics
and clectronics. and basic skills required in

book - keeping.

a

market economy. such as accounting and

In the public sector. the focus should be on support to key institutions in the

refoml process: the Central Bank. the ministries of commerce and trade, and the ministry of
finance and its planning secretariat. Continued support to data collection and production

of

statistics would also er1hance the capabilities to fonnulate and evaluate ongoing and future
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economic refonns. In particular. there
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is presently a lack

of information on issues like poverty.

income distribution. consumption pauems. and other household data.

Some

of

the short - run requirements. especially in the public sector. could perhaps be

satisfied by financing expatriate experts to be stationed at the relevant ministries, which has been

the traditional approach. However. we would like to promote other altematives. The transfer of

skills to locals must be the central objective. and it is likely that this is achieved more efficiently
(and probably also at

a

lower cost)

if

local personnel are given intensive training courses in

Guinea -Bissau or elsewhere.
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Notes to Chapter 5

1.

For a more comprehensive discussion about the background and the Guinean
stmclural reforms. see Zejan el al. ( 1994).

2.

Information about exchange rate and trade regulations are from various issues of
IMFÖS annual repons on Etchange Arrangemenrs und Exchange Reslrictions (IMF.
various years).

.

These data are scrutinized by the World Bank and the IMF and they are supposedly
the primary source of information tor the various repons published by these
Orgamzations.

3.

4.
=

There are some altemative data sources. but they all suffer from more or less serious
weaknesses For instance. it is possible to construct some of the accounting identities
using data from the World Tables published hy the World Bank. These data are only
available at high levels of aggregation and they often differ from those given by
national sources (that have supposedly been scrutinized by the World Bank itself!).
Similarly. there is statistical information in various repons by national and
intemational organizations. but these sources are incomplete because they cover only
few variables and limited time periods. and because they are not consistent with the
national accounts when comparisons are possible. Moreover, several of the reports do
not repon the origins of their information or how their statistics have been calculated.
-

.

5.

The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) conducted a survey among
donors in order to cstimate the actual aid disbursements in 1990. According to their
results. total aid tlows lo Guinea Bissau amounted lo USS 97 million. ThuS. the
survey suggest that donor infonnation overestimates aid by between 8 and 43 percent.
while the national sources underestimate actual inflows by some 20 per cent.
>

Table 7) for 1990 data.

6.

IRDC (1987: 35) for

7.

The multilateral exchange rate is constructed on the basis of a trade basket for 1992.
including countries with at least 5 per cent of Guinean exports or imports. The
countries (with their percentage shares in parentheses) are Germany (7.41). Holland
(17.3). Portugal (48.4). Senegal (9.40). China (11.9). Gambia (1.7). and USA (3.88)
Data on nominal exchange rates and changes in national consumer price indices are

1981 and 1985 data; BCGB (1992:

from IMF (1994).
8.

We also constructed a rough RER proxy based on a comparison of the price indices
for exports and impons. calculated from the national accounts. and the consumer
price index in Bissau. The results were very similar to those for ePPP.
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CHAPTER 6

THE MACROECONOMIC IMPACT OF AID

DJ

NICARAGUA

bv Rob Vos with Som Johansson

6.1

The macroeconomic importance ol' aid to Nicaragua

Foreign assistance to Nicaragua underwent major changes during the last two decades. Firstly.

the level of aid inllows increased substantially during the 19805 and 19905 (see Figure 6.1). In
1993. aid inflows reached almost 50 per cent of GDP and were more than twice the size

of

exports. Secondly, the origin of aid tlows shifted from the fonner socialist countries (plus some
European assistance from Sweden. Spain and the Netherlands in particular) in the 19805 to

a

broader based Westem -based (US. Europe. multilateral) support in the 19905. Thirdly. there

have been substantial variations in the fonns of aid and the conditionality attached to it. In inc
19705. aid was mainly directed to specitic projects. while in the 19805. and to an even greater

extent in the 19905, it came mainly in the form of commodity and balance of payments support.

While in the 19805 the socialist country assistance to N icaragua came mainly in the form of non liquid commodity suppon. i.e. providing little spendable foreign exchange, while the balance

of payments support from

the U.S. and Westem Europe provided mainly liquid finance in the

19905. However, the new assistance was strongly conditional upon far - reaching policy reforms.

Since 1980. aid inflows have come lo play

a

critical role in the development of the

half foreign assistance to Nicaragua has been

Nicaraguan economy. Over the past decade and

a

consistently much larger than export eamings.

Yet, growth perfonnance has been extremely

dismal.

Since 1991, most aid and other capital inflows have been strongly conditional upon

stabilization and structural adjustrnent programmes. Undoubtedly. aid has played

in stabilizing the economy. but it

has

a

crucial role

not provided the shot in the amt the economy needed to
6.1
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Figure 6. ]
Aid and Expons as % dj GDP. 1970-93
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rccover from

a

prolonged period of crisis. A reduction of aid tlows would certainly endanger

economic stability in the short run. but at the same time there is the risk aid will increasingly

function

as a

dmg leading to the addiction of aid dependency. Macroeconomic conditionality

attached to aid will remain important. but central attention should shif1 to the major supply -side

problems of Nicaraguan economy. including inadequate physical and social infrastmcture.

malfunctioning distribution networks. uncertainty about property rights and the shortcomings in
the credit allocation system.

The remainder of this chapter is organized

background to economic developments and

as

policy - making

follows. Section 6.2 gives

a

brief

in Nicaragua over the past decadcs.

Section 6.3 describes the major shifts in the nature of aid flows. Section 6.4 discusses the link
between aid and the country's enonnous extemal debt burden.

These sections serve as the

background to the core analysis on the macroeconomics of aid discussed in Section 6.5. where
it is shown that it is difficult to infer long - run trends in the impact of aid

as there are

marked

differences from period to period. These differences are closely related to the dramatic changes
in political regime and which have altered source and nature of aid flows.

macroeconomic context in which they were to play

a

as

well

as the

role. Some policy conclusions are drawn

in Section 6.6.

6.2

Economic Development in Perspective

Before the Sandinista revolution of 1979. official development assistance was of minor

importance, amounting to less than

Nicaragua's

3

per cent of GNP.

During the 19605 and 19705.

agro - export based economy outpaced the growth rhythm of its neighbouring Central

American countries and grew at an average rate of 6 per cent per annum.

The government

provided basic support to the export sector (with cotton being the initial basis of the boom) in

the form of infrastructure. credits and input subsidies. Buoyant expon eamings required only
'
modest inflows of foreign savings to meet impon needs. This golden age' of economic growth

was, however. set in a context

of

a

dictatorial political regime.

economic wealth (most in the hands of the ruling Somoza family) and

of education and health care. In

the mid 19705. 43 per cent

6.2

of

heavy concentration

a
a

of

sustained backwardncss

the population over 15 was
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illiterate, irtfant mortality well over 100 per thousands binhs and nearly half of the population
(mostly rural) lacked access to safe drinking water. At the time. Nicaragua's social indicators
matched those of a typical low - income country, although by its income per capita it had entered

the league

of middle - income countries.

The Sandinista revolution put

a

dramatic end to the unequal distribution of wealth and

opportunities. but also. as it utmed out, to economic prosperity.

The reconstruction

of

the

economy, the reparation of the infrastructural damages of the civil strive, and the spur in public
social spending to improve the country's poor social record required significant foreign
assistance.

Foreign credits and grants amounted to some USS 600 to 700 million, double the

level of export eamings. High aid inflows did not foster economic growth, however; a result

strongly driven by political factors. The country was hit by

a

US trade embargo and a US veto

on multilateral loans, requiring an inefticient substitution for trade with and aid from the former
socialist countries, and

a

Us -supponed centra rebel insutrection drove the country into another

civil war causing severe damages of productive capacity and military expenditures eroding the
country's fiscal resources. The socialist country support provided no liquid foreign flnancing.
such that the Sandinista goverrnnent felt itself forced to resort to the money printing press to

flnance the costs of the war. The subsequent hyperinflation completely devastated the shaken
economy.

The country becarne increasingly aid dependent during the 19805. but without boosting

economic growth. GDP per capita increased slightly in 1980-81. but has fallen steadily since
1982 (except 1983).

The extemal shocks and political factors contributed to this trend.

In

particular, the centra war and the US campaign against the country strongly affected production
and economic policy decisions.

Firstly. the civil war involved serious damage to production,

but also created labour supply problems. in the form of

a

flight of skilled labour to abroad.

diversion of young workers into the Sandinista anny and rural-urban migration leading to
scarcity of labour in several crucial sectors (particularly, coffee production) (Gibson. 1987; Md

FitzGerald 1987 and 1989).

Secondly. the US trade embargo and its veto on multilateral

lending, forced the govemment to an inefficient substitution of trading partners and aid donors
6.3
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(Taylor er al.. 1989; and Ocampo. 1991). which helped to reduce some supply shortages (e.g.
oil), but created others (repairs for equipmentl. Thirdly. the prom1se of the revolution led to
an expansion

of public investment in infrastmcture

expenditures. panicularly during

1980 - 84.

and production and to rising social

However. the supply constraints and rising defense

expenditures in response to the centra war. generated an unsustainable excess demand situation.

The govemment sought financing by defaulting on its foreign debt obligations. but this proved

insufficient. The monetary financing of the deficit pushed up domestic prices to hyperintlation
an
levels. reaching a record height - even by Latin American standards of 43.029 per cent on
armual basis in Januaty 1989.

Attempts at stabilizing the economy. including orthodox

at the
adjustment programrnes in 1988 and 1989 could not stop the intlationary spiral. while

1991.
same time causing a deep recession and a collapse in public sector employment (Ocampo

Corbo et aI.. 1993; and Vos. 1994).

full The new Chamono govemment, elected to power in 1990. set in motion another
at the restoration of "market efficiency",
scale stmctural transformation of the economy. aiming
full climination of price controls. trade liberalization. financial sector reform and
involving

privatization (Corbo, et al. 1993; and CEPAL, 1994).
measures were taken next to monetary reform.

In addition. expenditure reducing

In suppon of and conditioning the reforms.

ample foreign aid became available, reaching record heights of 50 per cent

of GDP and virtually

all liquid.
with the trade
As it tumed out. the aid helped to stabilize the economy, but along
The aid supported structural
promulgated a consumption boom.

liberalization

it also

- 94. In the second half of
adjustment process has not led to economic reactivation during 1990
an am1ual 6 percent. down

1992. various results became visible with the rate of inflation below
the US, Westem Europe and the
from 7,500 per cent in 1990. The generous foreign aid from
the black market
multilateral agencies supported the process, including the near elimination of

for foreign exchange. while

a

fixed official exchange rate could be defended and help to contain

a large trade
inflationary expectations. At the same time. however, high aid inflows sustained
deflcit and tlnanced (indirectly) a substantial increase in private consumption, from 57 to 74 per
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cent of GDP between 1990 and 1993.

lt can be argued that the consumption boom was inhercnt

to the adjustment programme. Consumption booms have been

a

common feature in countries

combining exchange rate stabilization with measures towards substantial trade and financial

liberalization and with support of high capital (aid) inflows.

Such booms in non-essential

consumption demand have been witnessed in the 19705 in the Southem Cone countries and
recently in Mexico. The stabilization of the exchange rate and the lowering of impon tariffs
cheapens the cost of previously prohibitive consumer goods. while the tinancial liberalization -

cum-capital inflows may stimulate the expansion of consumer credits. This could happen despite

falling real incomes and rising unemployment. This way, even with tlscal austerity, aid flows
may prove highly fungible and - together with the liberalilation measures - stimulate private

consumption at the cost of private savings and investment.

As a further result. the economy

failed to recover, however. Real GDP fell by 0.1 per cent per year in 1990 - 93, while per capita
income dropped at

a

rate

of 3.4 percent. Only in 1992 the economy witnessed

a

slight positive

growth rate.

The new regime so far also has been unsuccessful in stimulating export growth. The

stabilization attempts under the Sandinista government during the late 19805 which involved
massive devaluations of the exchange rate and domestic price policies aimed at stimulating the

production of basic grains and export crops. had already led to

(except cotton, which suffered from

a

a

recovery of agricultural exports

collapse in world market prices). However.

by Figure 6.2. during 1990-94 cotnmodity exports stagnated again.

contributed to this result.

Achieving

a

as

indicated

Two domestic factors

Firstly, the real exchange rate barely depreciated after 1991.

real depreciation was hampered by the govemment's own policies,

on high aid intlows and the use of the exchange rate

as a

as these

relied

nominal anchor through which most

domestic prices and the value of financial assets are indexed. In consequence, relative prices
shifted against exportables.

Secondly, next to the undesired relative price shift, the domestic

credit squeeze vinually cut off agricultural producers from bank credits.

Equally, other supply

constraints. such as inadequate infrastructure and marketing systems and contlicts over property

rights, hampered agricultnral production and exports (see Vos. 1994).
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High aid inllmvs pcrmiltcd the use of the exchange

race as the

nnminal anchor in the

cconomy and this has pmhnhly been crucml in the reduction hl' mllationary expectations.

Howcver. it also underltncs the fragility of the current macroeconomic slability which seems jo
hang entirely nn the ample availahiliiy of foreign finance.

The response of producers and

private investors has heen anemic to the stmctural refnml measurcs due to the mentioned
unresolved supply - side problems.

foreign aid availability and
in

a

Non - inllalionary deficit financing is fully dependent on

so is most

of the public investment programme. With the economy

downswing. domestic resource mobilization is highly problematic and

a

reduction in the aid

inflows is likely to undermine macroeconomic stability. But. clearly, also with the current levels

of aid. economic growlh is not ensured.

6.3

Shifting patterns of aid

Before 1970. Nicaragua's dependence on intemational assistance was quite limited. In 1970,

the total external debt amounted to USS 147 million. less than 20 per cent of GDP, half of it
being concessional. However, reconstruction needs after the eanhquake of 1972 led to a sport

in public expenditures and import demand. lntemal and cxtemal balances widened further
a

consequence

of rising

costs

of

the emerging

civil war and ensuing capital flight.

govemment revenue did not increase, foreign savings had to fill the gaps.

as

As

Donations from

abroad. as well as concessional lending. increased in importance after the earthquake. The Inter-

American Development Bank (IDB) provided most multilateral support (de Franco 1994). As

for bilateral assistance. the United States entirely dominated the picture, although some EC
member countries like Germany and the UK increased their aid levels. Nevettheless, the bulk
of bnancial resources were supplied by commercial banks in the form of long and medium-term

loans on market terms to the public sector. At the end of the decade, foreign debt had passed
USS

l billion. equal to 70 per cent of GDP. The share of concessional debt declined from half

to less than one third of the total extemal debt.

After the Sandinista revolution, foreign aid altered in structure, size and form. Capital
flight and reconstn1ction needs from the war damages required that there be sufficient foreign
exchange for the imports

of both consumer goods and producer goods. Imrnediately after the
6.6
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as a

of the Somoza regime. there was

a

large inflow of resources from the donor community

whole. panicularly from the World Bank and the IDB and

a

wide range of bilateral donors.

including the US. Westem Europe. socialist countries and Latin American countries. A
considerable part of aid was given as aid - in-kind to deal with the most acute needs: food.
machinery, medical equipment and so on. Some countries (mainly Latin American) extended

commercial credits. Mexico and Venezuela also agreed to supply oil to Nicaragua on generous
tenns. Hence. the new regime was able to finance critical imports and. at least in the short run.

meet its tlnancial obligations to foreign creditors. debt payments which had accmed under the
last years

of the Somoza regime.

With the new foreign policy of the Reagan administration. however. financial support
from the US ceased after 1981 (Heriot. 1982; and TNl - CRIES. 1988). The position of the US
also had considerable intluence on multilateral financing. With its dominant position in the IDB

and the World Bank. the US used its vetoing power to block new lending. Heavily indebted and
facing falling export revenues. the Nicaraguan govemment found it increasingly diftlcult to meet
to
old and new contractual payments schedules. Under US pressure. and as Nicaragua began
accumulate payment atrears with the multilateral banks. the multilaterals reduced their assistancc

in the years that followed. From 1983 onwards. no new loans were granted from the 1DB. and
similarly. the World Bank stopped its lending in 1984. As Nicaragua failed to pay its oil bill.
resumed its
Mexico and Venezuela withdrew their support. although. after 1985. Mexico

position as an important trading partner.

multilateral
Although multilateral gram aid was maintained. the non-availability of
to increase in order
lending threatencd to impose severe tinancial constraints. Bilateral aid had
among which
to avoid a collapse of import capacity. Some Westem European countries.
Norway, Finland. France. the Netherlands. Norway and Sweden. did maintain their financial
support throughout the period albeit at

a

varying degree.

This support was insufficient.

trade embargo. Faced with an
however. to compensate the expon losses created by the US
foreign supply of funds.
increasing domestic demand for resources and a sharp reduction in

foreign financing came
Nicaragua tumed to the socialist block. in the latter half of the 19805.
6.7
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predominantly from countries like the USSR. East Germany. Bulgaria and Cuba.

Socialist

countries provided some 40 per cent of total cxtemal assistance between 1981-1983 and more
than 70 per cent between 1984-86 (Table 6.1).

The US trade embargo and the loss of oil supply in combination with severe foreign

exchange constraints resulted in an extremely limited choice of trading partners. Dependent on

imports for both consumption and production. with feeble export eamings, and cut offfrom both
important trading partners and most intemational financial resources, the Nicaraguan govemment

had no option but to accept the goods and the tenns offered by the socialist block. Trade with
the USSR would, among other things. guarantee access to essential supplies of oil. In general,

the socialist countries charged higher interests on their credits than other donors. On the other
hand. repayment obligations were
Some degree

softer" and there was an understanding that there would be

of freedom for rescheduling when necessary (TN1-CRIES. 1988).

N icaragua's trade relations changed with the aid sourcing. Aid funds from the socialist

block were almost exclusively source - tied balance of payments support, i.e. these were to be
used

for the purchase of goods from the donor countries. Fuel. machinery. transpon equipment

were thus provided through import credits or in the form of direct commodity aid. More than

two thirds of total assistance came in the fom1 of commodities tied both to donor- supply and
specific use (Taylor el al. 1989).

Evidently, the new trade pattem had little to do with

comparative advantage and efflcient intemational exchange of goods and services.

The new

trading partners had little interest in Nicaraguan traditional or nontraditional exports. and so the
bilateral trade balance remained negative.

Aid in the 19805 led to the creation ofcounterpart funds. This system. however. entailed
some difficulties.

First of all. aid was to

a

large extent chatmelled from donors directly to

various parts of the public sector. and it proved very difticult to centralise the administration
through the funds. Secondly. using the socialist countries' overvalued currencies as accounting
prices would have resulted in overvalued domestic prices. lnstead, the Nicaraguan govemment
chose to heavily subsidise imponed goods.

When the black market exchange rate premium

6.8

Table 6.I Foreign Aid by Source, 1979-87 (as percentage of total)
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hogan to cxpand at an accelcrating pace. the suhsidised impolted goods became ridiculously

in terms of black market doll;irs. the dnmeslic price of the Eaxtem European capital

cheap.

goods was so low that it would even pay to purchasc and dismantle the machines and use the

cnmponcnts as spare paris.

Import costs rose fnr the government

as

it had to repay the loans

in hard currency. while the value of the loan reflected the cost of imports valued at overvalued
mhleå; and other soft currcncies. lmponers could acquire the aid - financed goods at

a

subsidized

price valucd al lhc official late of the crirdulru. These subsidies put severe strains on the fiscal
halance.

The problem was eased sumewhal after Ihe devaluations and other adjustment and

stabilisation measurcs introduced in 1988. after which the demand for capital goods completely
vanished

.

The combined aid and trade diversion restricted the N icaraguan import capacity in real
tem1s. Freely. disposable unconditioned liquid funds for investment were scarce.

Import costs

spiralled. panly reflecting increased transport costs with the new trading partner. Moreover,
as

indicated. the contractual prices tended to exceed the market value of the imported

commoditie$. an effect which was reinforced by the misaligned exchange rates.

More

importantly. Nicaragua was confined to machinery and equipment of inferior quality. often
obsolete and inadequate for the country's needs to improve productivity. A major drawback was
that the existing capital stock. inherited from investments in the 19705 and early 19805,

originated from the US and Europe. and was incompatible with the new suppliers' technology.
Thus. reparation. rehabilitation and maintenance of older equipmentbecame virtually impossible,
as

no spare pans could be imponed. Relics from the socialist aid in the form of (unused) trucks

and tractors still occupy some hectares

of land in the vicinities of the Central Bank building in

Managua.

Much of the aid effon in the early 19905 has been related to the country's large
outstanding extemal debt.

Substantial payment arrears to the multilateral organs had to be

resolved first in order to obtain new funding.

Further. aid went in support of the drastic

measures needed to stabilise the economy. Finally, funds have been provided to deal with the

6.9
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Physical and social costs of the civil war. Specifically. aid since I990 served the following main
purposes:

(8)

Disannameni

-

in 1990. between USS 40 - 60 million were used to disaml and rein1egrate

the centra rebels and tinance

a

reduction of the armed forces. in an endeavour to

demilitarise and pacify the nation.

(li)

Debt repayments and debt reduction

-

since 1990. significant amounts of aid have been

used to service and reduce Nicaragua's public external deht. Debl has been reduced. but

it still cannot

be

fully serviced.

Relations with multilateral creditors have been

nonnalized after eliminating arrears to the World Bank and the inter - American

Development Bank (1DB).

cc)

Stabilisation - substantial resources were granted at an inilial stage to curb hyperintlation.

Aid flows increased intemational reserves vastly and. consequently. decreased the
pressure on the cérdoba.

(d)

Replace intemal tlnancing of the tiscal deficit

-

especially in 1992 and 1993. the role of

aid was lo help finance the govemment budget.

limited. while domestic financing of the deficit
targets.

Non - aid govemmcnt revenues are

has been ruled out by monetary

Under this tlnancial constraint, there is now

a

policy

(near) one - to - one relationship

between the fiscal deficit and aid. established by govemment decree.

lnvestment in

physical infrastmcture, health and education is almost entirely dependent on the

availability of extemal resources.

As

a

large part of the inflows has been used exclusively to pay some of the accumulated

arrcars. specifically to the World Bank and the lDB. actual net inllows have been notablll

smaller. In 1991. aid in terms of credit and grants to Nicaragua reached the extreme level of

90 per cent of GDP. However, almost half was in the foml of debt canccllation (primarily of
delat

owed to USAID) and debt repayments. which substantially reduced the actual intlow of aid
6.10
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(Table 6.2). An ngreement on

a

Stand - by credit was signed with the IMF. only to be halted in

December 1992. when the Fund claimed public expenditures to be too much out of control to

justify continued lending.

A new agreement on an Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility

(ESAF) loan for 1994-96. has been negotiated since Spring 1993.

Negotiations have been

difficull. in pan because the N icaraguan govemment had found it very diftlcult to adhere to the
very strict conditionality implied by the agreement. Further. there was

a

resurgence

of tension

in Us - Nicaraguan relationships as US Congress through the Helms amendment cut USS 116

million of

a USS 731

million two - year package in 1992. on the grounds that the government

would effectively still be in Sandinista hands.

Counterpan funds are now subject to stricter control. The monetary impact is ambiguous.
as

different donors apply different criteria. Some funds are immediately sterilised. On the other

hand. some donors - such as Japan

- use the

counterpart funds system administered by the

UNDP to allocate their aid and insists that the commodities imponed be sold at

a

subsidised

cérdoba price ( in the case of Japan. 80 per cent of the accounting price).

6.4

Aid and Externa! Debt

Extemal debt

is

about six times GNP and thirty - fold the value of 1993 export eamings. This

enonnous extemal debt overhang has been

a

crucial issue in the discussions between the

Nicaraguan government and the donor community. lt remains one of the fundamental obstacles

to economic recovery. and

still owes nearly USS

3

as

pointed out, has been central in the aid negotiations. Nicaragua

billion to the former socialist countries, out of

a

total debt of USS 7.5

billion.

In the debt renegotiations undertaken since 1990. different mechanisms have been used
in the restructuring process: (i) "pure" debt forgiveness, (ii) swap of debt for non interest -

bearing bonds, and

(iii) debt-for - investment swaps.

where investments funds thus freed are to

be used according to donor preferences. e.g. for specific project suppot1, for speciEc sector

support. or for the privatisation process. The Nicaraguan govemment has clearly given highest

priority to reestablishing sound relations with the most important intemational official creditors.
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Table 6.2 Foreign Asslstance. 1990-94 (USS mllhon)

Credits

Liquid funds

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

288.3

604.6

411.8

199.0

363.9

1.6

156.1

334.7

86.7

187.7
176.2

286.7

72.9

45.8

99.4

Debl repaymem

0.0

375.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

Capitalization of

0.0

0.0

31.3

12.9

0.0

201.6

844.4

378.6

290.7

204.1

92.7

355.0

142.1

72.7

40.0
164.1

Tied funds

mlerest payments

Granls

Liquid funds

108.9

230.0

183.5

164.9

0.0

259.4

53.0

53.1

0.0

489.9

1449.0

759.1

476.8

568.0

94.3

511.1

476.8

159.4

227.7

395.6

302.9

229.3

264.3

340.3

Debl repaymenl

0.0

375.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

Debt forgiveness

0.0

259.4

53.0

53.1

0.0

489.9

814.0

706.1

423.7

568.0

Tied funds
Debt forgiveness'
Total

Liquid funds
Tied funds

Total excluding debl
repaymenl and forgiveness

1992: France
Debt forgiveness by source: 1991: US AID (USS 259.4 million);
Netherlands (34.6) and Finland(l8.5).
The
1993:
The
Netherlands
(4.4).;
and
(48.6) and

Notes:

1.

are preliminary estimaxes
Source: Minislerio de Cooperacion Extema. Dala for 1994
expected foreign ass1slance.
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mainly the multilateral financial institutions and the Paris Club. Nicaragua paid back more USS
300

million of accumulated arrears to

the World Bank and the IDB.

In December 1991. the

Nicaraguan government reached an agreement with the member countries of the Paris Club on
a

reduction of 50 per cent of the arrears. The agreement also opens up for the possibility of

further negotiations on rescheduling by the end of 1994. contingent on reaching an ESAF agreement with the IMF.

While the focus has been on multilateral creditors. repayment to the commercial banks
has been

given lowest priority and remain largely unresolved.

Instead. the commercial debt

overhang has become an issue in aid negotiations. where aid supposedly should be used for debt
buy-backs etc. In June 1993, representatives of the Nicaraguan government met with the donor

community in an effort to address the problem.
rcpurchase

The idea was to launeh an operation to

commercial debt. to initiate negotiations with commercial creditors.

and

simultaneously secure the aid funding necessary for the manoeuvre. However, the exercise was

largely

a

failure,

as

Nicaragua only managed to obtain USS 54 million, less than three per cent

of total outstanding debt with the commercial banks.
As of today. the debt situation remains unresolved. despite the large amounts of extemal

financing which have been granted for the exclusive purpose of debt repayments.

With no

further reductions, debt service for the next years would equal approximately USS 800 million
per atmum, which, given yearly export incomes around USS 300 million. results in

a

debt

service ratio of 250-300 percent. The gap between available resources and resources needed is

alanning.

Presently, almost half of total long, medium and short term extemal debt is owed to ex -

socialist countries (excluding debt to fomter East Gemlany) and to commercial banks, mostly

in the fomi of aceumulated payment arrears (Figure 6.3). There is little belief that this debt will
ever get paid, which is reflected in the low value on the secondary market. where it sells at
per cent of face value. Discussions on rescheduling with e.g. Russia.

as

well

as

negotiations

on altemative solutions for the commercial debt, will hopefully continue during 1994.

6.12
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F igure 6.3
Externa! Debl Oulslanding bv Source. 1993

SUDDI

:l1merc

f? -

ie

lars

4%)

Mult1laLera1 orQanlsatlons (12.4%)

l

con (1) (14

Other

nllateral (ZJ

ax3

C21 Bg)

X

soclallst countrles

C33 2%)

Notes to Figure 6.3:

l.

Of

7

Mainly Latin America. China and India.

the 14.8 per cent that make up the Paris Club debt. a share of 1.8 per cent is not
renegotiable. 4 per cent was renegotiated in 1991 and 9 per cent can he renegoliated.
Debt to former East Gennany makes up more than half of the latter category. The
East German debt is not included in the figures for fonner socialist countries.

l7

1

priority debt constitutes approximately one fifth of total. and includes debt with the multilateral
financial organisations and the pan of the Paris Club debl which already has been renegotiated

or is non - negotiable. The remaining debt to the countries in the Paris Club

as

well

as

debt to

other official bilateral creditors and suppliers (e. g. Brazil and the Central American countriesl

will most likely be subject to further renegotiations during

1994.

From the Nicaraguan side, it is strongly felt that the country should qualify for
amount

of debt relief in line with the Polish and Egyptian

question
dcbt.

of Nicaraguan debt with former

cases.

a

large

Of specific importance is the

East Germany, which is now included in the German

As this debt makes up more than half of the Paris Club debt which remains to be

negotiated,

it will be a cmcial

issue in future discussions.

So far, however. there are no clear

signals of a favourable solution for Nicaragua.

6.5

The Macroeconomics of Aid to Nicaragua

Aid ond Economic Growrh
The traditional economic justification for development aid is that it will increase growth in the
rccipient country.

Recent demands for additional foreign assistance by the Chamorro

govemment to the multilateral institutions have been expressed in the same vain: the funds
should foster economic growth. Much of the traditional argument has been based on the two-gap

approach in which growth is either limited by domestic savings or foreign exchange availability.

If the binding constraint is a lack of foreign exchange. then additional capital intlows will raise
import capacity. impon - constrained investment and thereby economic growth. If g is the growth
ratc of output. K the stock of productive capital. I investment in tixed assets. M is import
capacity and AID is the amount of foreign assistance. one could summarize the argument as:
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(6.1)
9 ( K

8

AK

I

)

Ir (

(6.2)

M,S...)
P

m(AlD,AF@,X,n',...)

M

Starting from equation 6.3. more aid will lead to

a

(6.3)

higher import capacity. thus higher

investment (equation 6.2) and ultimately higher growth (equation 6.1).

This fairly simple view

(l)

has been challenged for various reasons.

One is fungibility: aid is said to be fungible

if

aid inflows primarily intended to raise

investment and imports do not lead to an increase in these variables by the same value.
lead to higher govemment consumption or lower taxes. which

Aid may

will affect the national savings

level (S) and thus offset some of the positive effects of aid on investment and growth (equation
IX)
6.2). Aid inflows could also displace other foreign borrowing (AFUU,) or reduce expons
rate). and therehy
through 'Dutch disease' effects (i.c. an appreciation of the real exchange
Of course.
import capacity may not increase by the full amount of the aid intlow (equation 6.3).
these

(2)

different forms of fungibility may occur simultaneously.

A second reason why there may not be

a

straightforward positive relation between aid

One type
and growth is that aid inflows may affect incentives and create economic distortions.

of disincentive effect was just mentioned: aid may lcad to

a

real exchange rate appreciation and

of aid. e.g. food
affect export growth. Another could be related to panicular forrns and uses
in the form of
impons affecting agricultural prices and incentives to fanners. Aid provided
teclmical assistance may provide
up

a

disincentive to the demand for local skilled labour and build

of local staff capacity. On the other hand. aid related to investrnent in social infrastructure

new incentives for productive
and services may positively impact on growth and provide
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invcstment through the fonnation of human capital This clement was nhl included in the growth

equation (6.1) and also will not show

as

direct inctcascs in (phystcal) inveslment

ill

or impot1s

(M). Moreover. the effect of investment in human capital on labour productivity and grmvth
is

likely characterized by important lags. so the relation will not he immediatc. The same point

will apply to many investment projects in physical infrastn1cture.
(3)

A third reason

is that aid may

affect macrocconomic policies. which in tum ma)'

influence aggregate demand and incentive mechanisms. In Nicaragua. the inverse scems to have

applicd after the Sandinista revolution. when the change in policies and. n10rc impot1atltly. the

politics forced

implying
a

a

a

shift from Western aid donors to aid from the fomler socialist countries.

drastic change in the modalities dt' aid. After 1990. the new govemtnent stood for

political break with the past. While aid initially came in generously with apparently fairly

loosc

strings attached. official extemal assistance

is

now virtually

fully tied to the

implementation of specific stntctural adjustment policies under the guidance of the IMF and the

World Bank.

In Nicaragua. mechanisms underlying the link between aid. impon capactty. tnvestment
and growth. as well as those underlying the effect

of aid

on domestic savings. govemment

revcnue and expenditures have varied from period to period depending on the nature of the aid

inflows and the economic policy regime.

An accounling jramework

Following the methodological framework set out in Chapter 2. we take the national accounting
identity;
Savings gap

Currem accolmt dejicit

Capital injlow

(6.4)

staning point for the analysis of the macroeconomic impact of aid in Nicaragua. The gap
between gross national savings and investment ( savings gap) must be financed by a net inflow
as a

of foreign savings (capital inflow), which in rum must equal
Development aid was considered thus far

as

the current account delicit.

part of the capital inflow (equation 6.3), but in
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Practice aid tends lo be either

account or as

a

a

gram

-

that is an

off icial transfer ( DT) - recorded on the current

concessional long - teml loan (AFL,). The net aid inflow (net of amortization on

past loans) is therefore given by:

AID

DT

of

The current and capital accounts

(6.5)

AFL[

+

the balance

of payments may

be

written in more

detail as:
X - M

+

(NFP

+

DT

+

PCT)

=

- (AFL[

AFLUU, +

+

AFS

+

OK!

+

AR) (6 - 6)

where X and M are expons and imports of goods and services. NFP net factor payments, DT

and PCT net official and private transfers. AFLC net disbursements of concessional loans, AFLW,
net disbursements of other long - term loans. AFS net short - tenn inflows and OK! net other capital

inflows ( including direct foreign investment) and AR the change in reserves.

Combining equations (6.5) and (6.6) gives the accounting identity for import capacity
(realized imponsö):

M

x

+

NF!)

PC7

+

The onhodox view is that aid leads to

with

a

large aid intlow must have

tills that gap. but

- as

a

a

+

AID

+

AFLM

+

AFS

+

0KI

+

ÄR

(6.7)

one for one increase in imports. Obviously, countries

large trade or current account gap.

pointed out in the introduction

-

il may

as

lt could be said that aid

well creale that gap. either

because aid is exogenous and generates a certain import capacity or because aid affects other

variables in equation (6.7) and domestic spending aggregates.

Aid and Impon Cupaciry
This section details the major factors determining the changes in import capacity in

Nicaragua during 1970-1993. Using equation (6.7)

as a

staning point. we identify changes in

import capacity both in price and volume terms. applying the dollar price index of Nicaraguan
imports as the appropriate deflator. The precise methodology is explained in Appendix A6.1,
the results (expressed in millions of USS) are in Table 6.3.
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Table 6.3
Decmpnsition of Ilport Capacity, 1971-93
(dasolute changes in millims of USS)

Price effects
Year

AH

'xv'!)

34.7
£.6
222.7
47.3

1971

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

-

1991

1992
1993

Source:

Ca lcul

-

196.9
117.0
204.7

315.7

58.6

292.1

136.7
- 16.0
- 78.0

94.9

- 90.6

188.5

6.8

91.2
31.8
52.2
157.8
27.5

28.5
1.9
39.9

195.1
-

- 0.1

234.6
- 54.6
144.8
69.8
- 88.0

ations based

- 5.8

17.3

99.7

Ax

-

11.7
- 14.0

-

- 26.5
203.3
205.9

£101

5.1
131.6
127.9
1.0
- 11.8

4.9

63.3

2.2

116.0

- 0.2

- 8.9

4.7

10.2
113.7
215.2
- 243.1

- 3.8

-

-

28.9
- 24.1

4L.0
103.9

1.2

47.9
41.5
2.2
- 37.9

-

0.5
4.4

- 21.2

- 11.2
- 21.4

- 0.8

0.1
- 1.6

0.2
0.0

entral

10.7
103.0
79.6
- 71.2
- 32.7
76.0

- 0.8
- 3.2
95.7
13.k
- 66.5

-

1.7
1.8
- 7.5
-

%.9

100.1

-

4.1.

- 2.9
- 9.1

102.0
- 32.7

-

-

M2.7

-

C

4.7

1.1

0.7
0.5
0.3
0.2

10.6

6.2
- 0.8

- 0.7
- 2.0
- 2.2
- 3.2
- 3.2
- 0.4

-

-

on Banco

APC1

MAFL,)

A(AFL,,,)

AOKI

ADS

MAR)

ARSC

AARR

lnteraction
effects

EN.0'*.<:)

0.3
-

- 329.1
- 375.3

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

1989
1990

153.6
- 27.5

-

effects

Volume

A(1/Pm)

A(PX/Pm)

- 9.2

4.7
0.7

24.6

1.3

100.5

5.9

27.2
20.2
696.1
506.9
- 85.6

5.1
15.7
-

11.2
35.4
14.8
28.5

2.9

- 0.1

de Nicaragua, Balance

-

of

43.7
-

-

15.2
22.1
11.4
10.4
14.3
- 3.6
- 4.6

120.8
- 23.5
- 34.3
71.9
25.L
209.8
143.4
79.3
19.7
231.1
171ä.1

137.6
276.4
176.9

Paymen rs

data

- 74.2

0.1
17.5
103.2

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

-

l.7.5

- 4.9

138.1

32.4
13.2

115.0

115.2

3.7

- 52.6

34.7

51.9

- 31.5

- 66.1

140.2
242.2
- 235.2

51.2

- 58.4

- 6.9
-

108.8

-

31.6
3.1

16.5

189.8
169.0

-

504.6

- 206.8

121.1

143.0

17.5

17.5

- 48.2

85.6

- 303.6
- 144.5

- 3.3

18.9
220.0
39.2
- 61.0
45.0
217.0
23.3
130.0
- 47.2
- 918.1
1240.7
- 115.9

141.4

47.3
67.4
114.4
- 63.7
137.7
233.k
1L6.8
1634.6
- 487.L
- 41.2
-

77.2
- 12.6
249.0
254.2
438.é
- 418.5
- 21.2
223.0
73.0
102.1

282.0
78.2
7.4
104.0
- 197.0
-

63.7
- 90.5
30.7
-

1917.8
1184.2
234.4

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
69.7
32.5
21.8
317.3
- 176.9
- 97.1
-

0.0
699.7
1693.4
- 170.3

-

63.6
63.4
43.7

260.3

15.0

41.2

- 21.1

121.7
162.9
154.0
- 258.4
9.1
- 58.1
143.4
- 51.5
51.3

64.1
23.8
25.1
- 31.4

-

-

8.8
2.3
20.8
42.3
-

73.6
12./<

-

238.1
105.0

-

-

-

11.8
22.5
17.3
- 8.0

47.0

- 55.1

22.8
105.7

9.5
0.0

12.8

/<0.3

0.0

155.7
17.3
- 2L.9

-

66.8
- 98.6
- 8.1

19.1
17.2
-

26.7

--

1
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Table 6.3 shows once more the severe instability in Nicaragua's impon capacity over the
past decades. The trend level (but what's in

£1

name in the present case}

of imports

is about USS

500 million. but deviations from this trend level have been 50 per cent or more in many years.
Such lluctuations are too violem by any standard.

During the early 19705 import capacity increased. with

million) in 1973. due to substantial aid

and other capital

a

strong expansion

lof

USS 223

inllows associated with the aftermath

of the 1972 earthquake. From 1975 onwards. import capacity started to collapse l,except 1977)
reaching an all time low in 1978 - 79 when capital flight (AOKI is an indicatorl peaked and

expons lAX) collapsed. Impon capacity recovered during most years of the 19805. associated
with generous aid inllows, accumulation of arrears and refinancing of extemal debt. However.
recovery was inten'upted by steep falls in 1982, 1986 and 1989. years characterized by eithcr
strong falls in the expon volume and/or access to adequate extemal Hnancing.

In 1989 and 1990. import capacity fell, despite

a

substantial recovery of expon volumes.

Falling aid inllows (AOT + AFL,) from socialist countries and

(AOKI) in the wake of the 1990 elections were

a

resurgence of capital flight

the main factors behind this trend.

Massive aid intlows enhanced import capacity during 1991 - 93.

During 1991. official

transfers increased by nearly USS 700 million. but import capacity by only USS 145 million.

Much of the difference went into debt servicing (ADS)
the past (AARR) as pan

of

and payment

of accumulated arrears in

the strategy to net to tenns with the intemational financial

community. An even larger source of refinancing of extemal debt (USS I.6 billion) was from
the same institutions. but supplied on non-concessional terms (ÖAFI,,,,,,).

cancellations ('among others of USAlD deht) during 1991 perrnitted
in 1992 and compensated for lower levels

of

net aid inflows.

a

Debt relief and

much lower debt servicing
In the same year. arrears

accumulated again. however, but mainly on socialist country and commercial bank debi. Levels

of aid intlows. lhough still high compared to historie levels. fell further in 1993 and contributed
to the decline in import capacity in that year. The drop in aid inllows is generally felt to signal
a

trend that Nicaragua will have to settle for

a

lower level of foreign assistance in the coming

6.17
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)/€&rS and hcpes

will have to

be set on a recovery

of exports (AX)

and other capital inflows

(ÅOKI. such as direct investment. retum of capital flight). Both variables
in 1993. but

-

particularly the expon volume

-

are as yet not pan of

a

had a positive sign

strong upward trend. To

the extent import capacity is the main constraint on growth in Nicaragua. the observed trends
sketch Nicaragua's uncertain economic future

-

to put it mildly.

Table 6.3 also highlights the imponance of extemal shocks in import and export prices

on Nicaragua's import capacity. Temis of trade effects (AP,/Pm) have been mostly (strongly)
negative during most of the 19705 and (mildly) positive during the 19805. except for 1985 and
1986 when the tenns of trade fell rather steeply. During the first half of the 19905, the tem1s

of

trade have again been unfavourable.

played

a

In both periods. however. foreign trade prices only

minor role in explaining the trends in import capacity.

In sum, the decomposition analysis clearly suggests that there is no one to one
relationship between aid inflows and import capacity. This is visualized in the scatterplot of
changes in the aid volume' and changes in real impon capacity (Figure 6.4). The two variablcs
are not significantly correlated.

In fact. none of the components that explain the changes in

Nicaragua's real import capacity show single - handedly

a

strong correlation with the impon

volume. Appendix Tables A6.1 - 3 give the additional evidence from which it can be concluded
that:

ca)

There is

(b)

Aid inflows are strongly and positively correlated with other. non -concessional long - tenn

a

weak direct link between aid intlows and import capacity.

capital inflows. suggesting

a

crowding in between the two types of aid. However. this

only holds for the period after 1980 (Table A6.3), with the conelation strongly driven
by the strong absolute increases in both types of flows in 1990-93.

(c)

Particularly in 1980-93. aid intlows

-

or. rather the grants (OT) component of it - tend

to increase with debt servicing, suggesting that
6.18

a

large share

of grants has gone into debt
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Figure 6.4 GDP and Tom! Import Volume
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servicing.' This strong link is maintained whether taking debt service payments due or
those actually paid.

cd)

Increases in aid inflows are weakly. but negatively correlated with export volumes. The

negative link is stronger in the 19705 (Table A6.2) when aid inflows were low. than in
the 19805 and 19905 (Table A6.3) when aid intlows were high.

simple correlation does not seem to make the case for

a

In other words, this

typical Dutch diseasc

phenomenon directly linked to the aid intlow.

(1=

)

in 1980-93, import capacity appears most dependent on changes in other capital inflows
(OKI) and

uses of foreign exchange reserves (AR). The

link with other capital inflows

is not surprising since these relate. in the case of Nicaragua. mainly to short - tenn (trade)

crcdits and.

if it

has a negative sign. capital

flight. The link with resenle movements

seems to express that over the past decade and

a

half, import capacity has been pushed

to its maximum as permitted by available reserves. which seems comsistent with the

pennanent foreign exchange problems the country had to face.

Impons and Economic Growth
Economic growth may be foreign -exchange constrained ifexport eamings and net aid and
other capital transfers are insufficient to purchase necessary imports of intennediates and capital

goods required in the production process. In some developing countries aid inflows may support
investment projects adequately, but may leave

a

foreign - exchange shortage to purchase foreign

inputs and repairs. making imported intennediates the effective binding constraint on growth -

for the example of Tanzania.

see

Doriye et al. (1993).

In Nicaragua. the level of impons increased from around USS 100 million in the early
19605

to USS 450 million in the

19705 and around USS

750 to 850 million in the 19805 and

19905 (Table 6.4). The share of intennediate goods (excluding fuels) rose during the 19605 and

19705 to almost half of total merchandise imports.

a

shift related to the modemization of expon

agriculture and the build up of an industrial sector. During the 19805 this share fell; initially,
6.19

Table 6.4 Import Composition hy Sector, I960-93 (per cent share of total imports)
1960 - 65

1966 - 70

1971 - 77

1978 - 79

1980 - 84

1985 - 89

1990 - 93

41

35

33

37

40

33

47

Consumer goods

n.a.

n.a.

29

26

21

17

31

Non - durable

n.a.

n.a.

23

2l

18

13

26

n.a.

n.a.

6

6

3

3

5

Durable

Consumer goods and fuels

n.a.

Fuels

36

lntermediate goods

For agriculture

n.a.

For industry

n.a.

n.a.

4

ll

20

16

16

37

28

41

45

46

36

7

13

5

6

10

4

ll

26

23

20

0
0

n.a.

2

4

3

4

23

17

23

30

25

n.a.

Il.El.

23

24

For agriculture

n.a.

n.a.

2

2

3

3

2

For industry

n.a.

n.a.

14

ll

14

16

13

Transport equ1pment

n.a.

n.a.

6

4

7

ll

lo

n.a.

n.a.

0

0

0

0

0

Other

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Total

08.70

189.20

446.80

477.00

859.10

779.10

735.20

10.10

3.80

5.90

- 17.70

1.90

- 4.10

- 0.20

For construction
Investment goods

Memo items:

Total (USS million)

1

Annual GDP growth rate
Source: Central Bank

of Nicaragua and Ministry of Economic Development.
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servicing.' This strong link is maintained whether taking debt service payments due or
those actually paid.

(<1)

Increases in aid inflows are weakly. but negatively correlated with export volumes. The

negative link is stronger in the 19705 (Table A6.2) when aid inflows were low, than in
the 19805 and 19905 (Table A6.3) when aid intlows were high.

simple correlation does not seem to make the case for

a

In other words, this
typical Dutch disease

phenomenon directly linked to the aid inflow.

(€3)

In 1980 - 93. import capacity appears most dependent on changes in other capital inflows
(O1<1) and uses of foreign exchange reserves (AR). The

link with other capital inflows

is not surprising since these relate. in the case of Nicaragua, mainly to short-term (trade)

credits and,

if it

has a negative sign, capital

flight. The link with reserve movements

secms to express that over the past decade and a half . import capacity has been pushed

to its maximum as permitted by available reserves, which seems consistent with the

permanent foreign exchange problems the country had to face.

Impons and Economic Growth
Economic growth may be foreign -exchange constrained ifexport eamings and net aid and
other capital transfers are insufficient to purchase necessary imports of intermediates and capital

goods required in the production process. In some developing countries aid inflows may support
investrnent projects adequately. but may leave

a

foreign -exchange shortage to purchase foreign

inputs and repairs. making imported intermediates the effective binding constraint on growth -

for the example of Tanzania.

see

Doriye eI al. (1993).

In Nicaragua, the level of imports increased from around USS 100 million in the early
19605

to USS 450 million in the 19705 and around USS 750 to 850 million in the

19805 and

19905 (Table 6.4). The share of intennediate goods (excluding fuels) rose during the 19605 and

19705 to almost half of total merchandise imports,

a

shift related to the modemization of expon

agriculture and the build up of an industrial sector. During the 19805 this share fell; initially,
6.19

Table 6.4 Import Composition by Sector, 1960-93 (per cent share ol' total imports)
1960-65

Consumer goods and fuels
Consumer goods

1966 - 70

1971 -77

1978-79

1980 - 84

1985 - 89

1990 - 93

41

35

33

37

40

33

47

n.a.

n.a.

29

26

21

l7

3l

Non - durable

n.a.

n.a.

23

21

l8

13

26

Durable

n.a.

n.a.

6

6

3

3

5

l'l.z1.

n.a.

4

ll

20

16

l6

Intermediate goods

36

4l

45

46

36

37

28

For agriculture

n.a.

7

l3

5

6

lo

4

For industry

n.a.

n.a.

ll

26

23

20

0

For constmction

n.a.

11.21.

2

4

3

4

0

23

24

23

l7

23

30

25

For agriculture

n.a.

n.a.

7

7

For industry

n.a.

n.a.

14

Transport equipment

n.a.

n.a.

6

Other

11.8.

n.a.

Total

100

Fuels

lnvestment goods

3

3

2

l4

l6

l3

4

7

1l

lo

0

0

0

0

0

100

100

100

100

100

100

108.70

189.20

446.80

477.00

859.10

779.10

735.20

10.10

3.80

5.90

- 17.70

1.90

- 4.10

- 0.20

ll

Mama items:

Total (USS million)
Annual GDP growth rate
Source: Central Bank

of Nicaragua and Ministry of Economic Development.

ce

=

l8

because

1

of rising costs of fuel imports and. subsequently ( in

1985 - 89), because of rising capital

good imports related to aid inflows from the socialist countries. The share of consumer good
imports fell during the Sandinista govemment, but rose steeply to one third in 1990-93 as
consequence

Policies

of the consumption boom created

a

by the trade liberalization under the adjustment

of the Chamon'o government.

The available evidence indicates that the relationship between aid. impons and growth
has been a complex one in the case of Nicaraguaf

(8)

Overall GDP and GDP growth are positively related to foreign exchange availability for
interrnediate impons (Figure 6.5), but this obscures the fact that agricultural output does
not seem to be constrained by imported inputs (Figure 6.6a)5,

while - in contrast

-

industrial output seems strongly import dependent (Figure 6.7a). Thus, emerging foreign
exchange constraints, e. g. due to falling aid intlows. will hit essentially industrial output

and employment.

(b)

The direct link between output growth and capital good imports is weak (insigniticant)

in the case of both agriculture (Figure 6.66) and industry (Figure 6.76).

Yet, in the

aggregate. investrnent in fixed assets is significantly dependent on impon capacity.

Econometric analysis suggests considerable shifts in the marginal impon - investment ratio.

Table 6.5 shows the estimation results using

a

reduced-fonn 'extemally constrained

accelerator' investmem model, which assumes investment demand is a function ofimport
capacity and last year's investrnent decisions.ö After studying the stn1ctural breaks in
the investment function, it appears that the marginal import - investment ratio doubled

from 0.35 in the relatively prosperous period from 1960-77 to 0.70 in 1980-84, but it
subsequently fell to 0.20 in 1985 - 89 and 1990-93.7

This pattem flts well into the political economy of aid to Nicaragua. The upward shift
in the early 19805 seems consistent with the invesmtent boom in this period and the shift

towards socialist aid donors who supplied assistance largely in the form of invesmient
6.20
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Figure 6. 7a
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Table 6.5 Enernally - constrained lnvestment Demand Function.
1960-93 (dependent variable is IFKP)

Model

Model l

Variable

Regression

l - still.

-

503.4

2
- Stal.

1

coefficient

coefficient

Constant

Regression

- 1.72)

(

45.7

(

0.13)

MKP 6077

0.35

(4.05)

0.35

(

4.30)

MKP 7879

0.29

( 1.14)

0.37

(

1.65)

MKP 8084

0.70

(

3.46)

0.76

(

3.84)

MKP 8589

0.22

(

2.70)'

0.20

(

2.78.).

MKP 9092

0.20

(

3.07)

0.21

(

3.39)'

483.1

(-

3.97)'

6.41)

0.71

(

7.65)'

PM/ P,

0.68

lFKP.l

(

DUM 7879

- 2102.2

(- 2.18)'

2572.9

(-2.96)'

DUM 8084

- 3233.3

(

- 1.87)

- 3831.6

(-2.36)

RI (adj)

0.92

D.W.

1.88

F - stal.

Noter

43.9

0.93
1.96
45.1

import volume
lFKP = fixed investment at constant 1980 cordobas; Ml-CP
at constant 1980 cérdobas; period suffix = periods for which slope or
intercept dummies were applied; PM/P, = relative impon price to domestic
price of investment goods; DUM = intercept durnmy.
signiticanl at 5% level.
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goods.

Although this kind of suppon continued to dominate for most of the 1985 - 89

period the import - investment coefficient collapsed. which could be explained hy the fact
that many aid - financed capital good imports (among others. Russian tmcks and tractors)
never found their way into real investment projects. some were taken apart for spare

parts supplies others are still parked next to the Central Bank headquaners in Managua.
Import capacity was boosted in 1990 - 93. when aid intlows reached unprecedcnted heights
(50% of GNP). but also when fungibility was probably larger than ever. As indicated
above, part

of

the new inflows was used to refinance arrears on outstanding debt

(particularly with the World Bank and the lDB) and to boost private consumption.

(0)

Also the link between investment and growth is nor self- explanatory in the case of
Nicaragua.

The boost in investment levels during the first half of the 19805 was not

accompanied by

a

strong increase in the growth performance. The marginal productivity

of capital strongly declined during

the 19805 (see Appendix A6.2 for an econometric

analysis) and seems to have tumed insigniticant in the first half of the 19905.'*

This

confirms our impression that whatever little recovery there has been in recent years, it
has

built on existing output capacity with little to no contribution of new investment.

Structural adjustment in the form of more efficient productive investment thus still has
to take place in Nicaragua.

Summarizing, there is not much empirical evidence in support of the traditional view

about the macroeconomic role of aid, in which aid alleviates

a

domestic investment. thereby triggering economic growth.

foreign exchange constraint on
Not only has aid failed to

systematically raise import capacity in the case of Nicaragua, also the link between import

capacity and investment and between investment and growth has become problematic since the
19805.

During the years of expon -led growth (1960 - 77) an enhanced import capacity did

support productive investrnent leading into higher growth.

In the 19805, import dependence

initially increased. but the marginal productivity of capital collapsed without signs of recovery
in recent years. Explanations of this breakdown of Nicaragua's growth equation are to be found

in the civil war. the trade embargo, the technology effects of aid dependence on the socialist
6.21
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countries and domestic policy failures (Vos. 1994). Medium - term growth models developed for
Nicaragua (e.g. Gibson. 1993; and Sanchez Torres and Uribe. 1994) still emphasize the

traditional link and thereby seem to miss the point."

The F iscal Response lo Aid lnjlowx

In the traditional two - gap (as well

as in the

three-gap) approach. aid is assumed to

complement domestic savings (aid will lead to higher income and thereby savings). This has
been challenged by Griffin (1970) suggesting aid might displace domestic savings as it may read
to rising recurreni govemmenl expenditures (not all is invested) and complacency in the lax

cffort. Griffin's empirical analysis has been heavily criticized (e.g. White, 1992). but this is not
to deny the possibility of

a

negative relationship between aid and domestic savings. Howcver.

the cham1els through which the two macro variables interact need to be investigated. As aid is
generally allocated to the public sector it is logical to disaggregate the savings-investment
balance into those for govemment an private sectors:

Private savings gap

+

Public savings gap

£

Current Accowtt Dejicir

(6 - 8)

or. in symbols.

(I
where
IS

Sp

and

SS

Sn)

+

(la - S,)

M - X

+

NFP

+

DT

+

PCT

represent gross savings of private and public sector agents respectively;

(6.9)

l, and

are private and public investmem; and the extemal balance variables are the same as before.

The sum of private and public savings equals gross national savings. i.e. including grants
and private transfers from abroad.

As we have seen. grants (official transfers) have become

quite significant in the case of Nicaragua and therefore strongly influence savings estimates for
the 19805 and 19905.

Figure 6.8 shows the trends in private and public savings rates, before

and after transfers from abroad. The evidence based on national accounts and public sector data

signals a serious decline in private savings in the second year
a

free fall since 1991.

of the hyperinflation (1988)

and

The most recent decline to negative levels"' coincides with the

consumption boom triggered by the impon liberalization and (probably) currency overvaluation.
6.22
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Figure 6.8
Public and private savings raies, 1 960 - 93
(before transjers from abroad; per cent (Jj GNP)
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The fiscal adjustment in recent years has allowed for

a

recovery ofpublic savings (before official

transfers) and their retum to positive levels. after having been negative since 1981. The rise in
public savings (from - 11.6 per cent in 1990 to 6.1 per cent of GNP in 1993) has not been

sufficient, however. to compensate for the collapse of private savings. This

is

evidenced by the

fact that gross national savings (even after transfers) have been negative since the late 19805.

Historically, in the 19605 and 19705. private savings rates stood

at around 11 per cent

of GNP and public savings fluctuated around 3-4 percent. During the 19805, until 1987 the
inflation lax worked to push up private savings. but eroded public savings (see Ocampo. 1991;
and Vos. 1994).

Aid intlows increased during this period. but the question is: did they play

role in the decline of savings? The description of trends and events suggesi that,

if any,

a

the

influence of aid on (public) savings probably has been different from period to period. Aid may
affect public savings by raising recunent expenditures (e.g. counterpart funds used above normal

budget) or complacency in the tax effort. but in

as

far

as

aid stimulates iiicome growth it may

broaden the lax base and raise public savings.

A simple scatterplot analysis suggests aid inllows had

a

negative impact on public

savings. albeit with strong deviations from the presumed trend (Figure 6.9). This is underpinned
by an apparent negative impact of aid on govemment revenue (Figure 6.10) and

impact on current public expenditures (Figure 6.11).

a

positive

Such a relalionship is also found by

Sanchez Torres and Uribe ( 1994). who apply the Gang - Khan fiscal response model to Nicaragua.

Apart from specification problems attached to the Gang - Khan model (see Chapter 2), Sanchez
Torres and Uribe fall to take account of the fac1 that the fiscal response to aid inflows in

Nicaragua shows substantial differences from period to period. With so many structural breaks

in trends due to the severe extemal shocks and policy - regime changes. econometric analysis is
a

risky undenaking.

Estimales of the shifts in the fiscal response are given in Appendix A6.3. Even though

this analysis admittedly suffers from important limitations."

6 . 23
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Figure 6. 9
Public SavingJ (excluding grums) and Aid Injlows. 1960 - 93
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Figure 6.10
Publit Seder Revenues (excluding grums) and Aid Injlows, I960 - 93
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1

confirm our hypothesis that the fiscal response indeed

has been

different under the different

policy regimes Nicaragua has witnessed since 1960.

The aid-public savings relationship is analyzed through

a

functional fonn in which the

public savings depend on GNP growth ( source of tax basel. aid inllows (grants plus concessional

lending) and the inflation rate (Olivera - Tanzi effect). Public savings refer to the current revenue
(excluding grants) less current expenditures of the non - linancial public sector. The results show
that;

ca)

Aid inflows had

a

weak. but positive impact on public savings between 1960 and 1977.

but the relationship tumed negative during the 19805, particularly during 1985-89 (Table

A6.4). In the 19905. there
a

is no longer a

significant relationship between aid intlows.

rcsult of arnbiguous effects of the adjustment policies conducted since 1991 (see

below). There does not seem to be

a

major difference when analyzing the effects of

grants and concessional lending on public savings (see columns 2 and

but as indicated below the type of aid inflow does have

a

3

of Table A6.4).

distinguishable effect on public

revenue and current expenditures.

(b)

Public sector revenue is positively related to GNP growth, while aid inflows generally
have had

a

rather ambiguous impact (Table A6.5). In the 19605 and 19705 the effect of

aid inflows on public sector revenue was not signitlcantly different from zero.

In the

first years of the revolution (1980 - 84), the tax effort improved (see Vos. 1994) and
complemented the influx of foreign assistancc.

In contrast. during the years of

hyperinflation (1985 - 89). the tax basis eroded rapidly

as

price increases ran well ahead

of the collection of taxes (the Olivera - Tanzi effect). Inflation. in rum. was panly a result

of

the monetization

of

the aid inflows. among others in the form

of subsidies on

comrnodities imported through aid programmes." Fiscal adjustment efforts in the 19905
have mainly fallen on the expendimre side. Policy conditionality attached to aid inflows
has not been effective to eliminate the negative impact on govemment revenue. CVCD

though the negative link has become weaker compared to the late 19805.
6.24
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These effects relate strongest to the impact of grant aid. Assistance in the fonn of loans
also shows

a

negative impact on the lax effort in the 19905. which can be attributed to

the highly liquid and fungible nature of the aid in this period. During the 19805.

however. concessional lending appears to have had

a

positive impact on public sector

revenue. an effect which could be partly explained by the support provided in the form

of soft loans to public enterpriscs.

CC)

Aid inflows tend to push up current spending of the govemment and non - financial public
enterprises, but this effect seems to have been considerably stronger in the 19805 than
in the 19705 or the 19905 (Table A6.6).

In the 19605 and 19705. aid llows were

probably too small to exhibit a visible effect on public spending. while in the 19905 fiscal
retrenchment has halted the expansionary effect of aid. Yet, as shown in Appendix Table

A6.6. also during 1990-93 aid inflows have pushed up current spending by

21

cents out

of each additional dollar of aid.
As indicated. in the 19805. aid inflows directly (debt scrvicing. maintenance costs.

military spending) and indirectly (subsidies on aid - funded commodity imports) stimulated current
expenditures.

Again, these effects are stronger for grant aid than for loans, but both sources

seem to have worked in the same direction. During 1990 - 93. however. concessional lending has

not had

a

signiticant impact on cun'ent government spending.

Aggregate investment peaked in the mid 19705 ( in part

a

response to the reconstmction

needs after the 1972 earthquake). collapsed towards the end of the decade because

strive and recovered during the 19805.

through

a

of the civil

Under the Sandinistas. investment recovered largely

boost in public investment following the nationalization of Somoza's properties and

government policies geared at improving physical and social infrastmcture. Private investment
recovered as well in the first years of the revolution ( Figure 6.12). mainly in peasant agriculturc.
the increasing intensity of the civil war led to

lmpon constraints, labour supply constraints and
a

to
further fall in private investment in the mid - 1980s, while also public investment started

decline with the emerging fiscal problems. The Sandinista govemment made an explicit decision
6.25
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Figure 6.12
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Figure 6.I3
Publir lnvestmenl and Aid FIowx, 1960 - 93
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to pay for the war out of investment hands in order to minimize the impact on current transfers
(food subsidies, etc.) in an attempt to defend the "social wage' (Gibson. 1994).

Private

investtnent rises in the final pan of the 19805. but this finding is probably panly due to

measurement problems in the national accounts. (The combination of hyperinflation. overvalued
and multiple exchange rates cause
y€BrS. with investment

-

a

good deal of distonion in the national accounts for these
-

panicularly also commodity stocks

likely being grossly overestimated

in these years.) The fall in public investment lasted until 1990. after which it recovers from 1.5

per cent of GNP in 1990 to 8.4 per cent in 1992, but declining again to 7.3 per cent in 1993.
The public investment rate of recent years is somewhat below that of the mid - 1980s. but well
above levels under the Somoza govemment in the 19605 and 19705 when they stood at 2- 3

percent.

Public investment tends to increase with aid inflows (both grants and loans). since the
19805 (Table A6.7).

In the 19605 and 19705, public investment was hardly aftected by

development assistance. The public investment boom of 1980-84 is shown to have been strongly

stimulated by foreign capital inflows (though with a marginal propensity of substantially loss than

Mil)'. i.e. 0.35), but

the link weakens thereafter, also during 1990-93 when public investment

recovered. As assessed above.

a

substantial pan of aid was not tied to investment projects. but

rather to structural adjustment policy conditions and debt repayment. Nevertheless. aid tlnanced
most

of the recovery of public investment

since 1990 (see Figure 6.12).

Because much wont

into other purposes. the tom! amount of aid bears little relationship the public investment level.

This flnding also has consequences for private investment. Existing studies provide no
conclusive evidence about whether public investrnent stimulates (*crowds in') or discourages

('crowds out') private investment in N icaragua. The former effect is usually expected to occur

when bottlenecks in social and physical infrastructure fonn
such that public investment in such activities

investors.

If.

will form

a

major constraint on production.

an important incentive

for private

however. on the other hand, tinancial constraints are tigh!. enhanced public sector

activity could lead to govemment claims on domestic and foreign tlnance resources which crowd
out those available for private investors. Taylor (1993) and Gibson (1993) assume. in
6.26
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gap model framework. that there is

'crowding in'. while

gap model - Sanchez Torres and Uribe (1994) find

a

-

in

a

combined fiscal response - three

predominant 'crowding out' effect. Our

own tnvesttgatton tends to agree with Taylor and Gibson that public investment plays an

important role in encouraging private investment in Nicaragua. In

a

more elaborate extemally

constrained accelerator model it is found that the private sector response to public investment
is

significant. but showing

and

a

a

two - to three - year time lag (which is longer than usually assumed)

marginal response coefficient of about 0.5 (which

is

similar to the one assumed by Taylor

and Gibson, although the observed time lag is longer according to our results)."

lf

these

results based on past experience still have relevance. we should expect that private investment

might recover in 1994 - 6. following the increase in public invcstment in 1991 - 93.

Similar to the relationships between aid and imports and impon capacity and growth, 8l$0
the quantitative analysis of the fiscal response to aid inllows is hampered by the great number

of sttuctural breaks in the trends. These breaks could be clearly identified in the above analysis
and goes in support of the political economy analyses of section 6.2. This is probably useful

as

historical analysis. but what is the relevance of these tindings for present policy - making?

They are at least useful in

a

negative sense: the rather paradoxical conclusion

of

the

econometric investigation is that econometric models for policy analysis building long - nm

relationships are probably of little use for policy making. That is,

if no account

structural shifts in the relationships, such models should bc considered to

be

is made

of little help.

Further. the findings relating to the fiscal response to aid inflows were built on
equilibrium approach, which
(1994) for'

a

has

imponant limitations for omitting interaction effects

discussion of the importance of such effects.

of the

a

- see

partial

White

The structural shifts in the ke)'

macroeconomic adjustrnent mechanisms are not easily handled in

a

simultaneous equation

system. so we have limited ourselves to the exploratory data analysis in the above. The results

do flt the political economy analysis rather well. however. From that angle we could conclude
that:
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due to its small magnitude. aid had little effect on fiscal aggregates in the 19605 and
19705;

during the 19805, aid was initially allocated in fair amounts to public investment projects.
but became increasingly fungible thereafter. despite the heavy tying status of most of the

aid originating from the former socialist countries. That is, aid had

a

negative impact on

govemment revenue and raised public spending. The poor adaptation of the aid - flnanced

capital good imports to Nicaragua's economic conditions and the economic and political

turmoil of the second half of the 19805 contributed to the observed fiscal respons=
effects.

severe fiscal adjustment in the 19905 has reduced the degree of aid fungibility, although

it is still there.

The stimulus on public and private investment from aid fell to

minimum during 1990-93, despite

a

recovery in the public investment rates.

a

The

observed lag (two or three years) in the response of private investors to improved

infrastmcture could give rise to expecting
years.

However,

as

long

as the

a

recovery of private investment in the coming

strict monetary and fiscal policies severely restrict

domestic credit supplies, the immediate binding constraint on private investment may be

fmancial rather than a lack of infrastructure. Aid flows have only to

tied to investment projects. Nevertheless,

a

a

small extent been

significant share of the public investmcnt

programme is dependent on extemal financing, which is in part the result of the

macroeconomic policy conditionality attached to the aid and which has imposed strict
tlscal targets and left no scope for domestic flnancing of fiscal deficits. Since. much of
the total aid inflow has been used for debt reduction, debt servicing and strengthening

of intemational

reserves. the link between total aid and public investment is not very

strong. Aid served essentially to stabilize the economy. but - so far - failed to contribute

to growth.

public investments are imponant in encouraging private investment. albeit with
substantial lags, and hence economic growth.
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('onclusions and Policy Recommendations

ill

Undouhtcdl}'. aid hits come

tt -

halances ol the Nicaraguan econnmy.

decadc and

;t

hall" due lo

of aid inllows.

:1

ås

play

;t

-

crucizil rule in deterrnilling the macroeconomic

its prccise rnle, however. has changed during the past

number ol. relaied faclors. which are the changing nature and source

changing cxtcrnal environment.

a

change in political regime and

:1

change in

economic management. Dur= to these changes it is difficult to build on an analysis of long - term

trcnds to assess aid's macroeconomic impact. Rather. the stmctural parameters of the economy
have to be assessed from period to period.

(

2)

The relationships between aid. import capacity. investment and growth are complex ones

in the case

of Nicaragua. Import capacity

has not immediately been fostered by aid

inflows.

cssentially because much of aid went into servicing of outstanding debt.

(3)
t

Aid

and expons are negatively correlated.

Yet. il is difficult to argue that this is

a

ypical *Dutch disease' phenomenon in the case of N icaragua: export perfonnance has principally

been determined by major supply constraints related to the civil strive (infrastructure and labour
constraintst and extemal factors ( trade embargo. declining world markets). Funher. the observcd
price elasticity of expon supplies is low, implying that - likely

-

the real exchange rate only

weakly affects export performance.

(4)

Aid

has been

fungible in Nicaragua. in the sense that is has displaced non-grant public

sector savings by exercising

a

negative intluence on the tax collection and leading to higher

current expenditures. The experience of the 19905 shows. however. that one way to contain

fungibility is to have

a

strong macroeconomic policy framework in place with well defined fiscal

targets.
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(5)

Public investment has recovered somewhat during the 19905 after

a

sleep

fall in the late

19805. The stabilization policies conducted by the Sandinista govenmient. firstly. to finance the

war economy and, subsequently, to contain the hyperinflation went (explicitly) to the detriment

of public investment.

Aid inflows in the

19905 have permitted some recovery

of public

invcstment. Public investment tends to inlluence private investment positively in Nicaragua.
010Ugh

with some time lag.

This could give some reason for optimism about

a

possible

economic recovery in the coming years.

However, the dependence of public investment rates on aid inllows should also be
reason for some concem.

a

Although Nicaragua has been reasonably successful in securing

cxtemal resources in the initial stages of the process of transfonnation towards

a

liberalized

market economy, it is only realistic to expect aid llows to decrease in the future. Given the

current financial constraints, this tendency is alarming. In the current situation, public financcs
are

fully dependent on extemal support. A number of investment programmes. such

social investment fund (FISE), are 100 per cent aid flnanced.

as the

There may be not enough

flexibility in the budget to keep up public investment if aid inflows go down.
(6)

Another major point of concem is the sustainability of macroeconomic stability. Aid

inflows and the adjustment policies have successfully contained hyperintlation and reduced tlscal
imbalances.

Further, major steps have been taken to install

a

market -based economy (trade

liberalization. tlnancial sector reform). Yet, inflation and inflationary expectations have been
contained to an important extent by using the cérdoba as a nominal anchor. Many basic prices

With the poor export

and tinancial variables are pegged to the dollar exchange rate.

performance and high debt servicing obligations. foreign financing is the key to sustain the
exchange rate. A decline in aid inflows will almost certainly undermine the current economic

stability by weakening the cérdoba and offset

(7)

a

new inflationary spiral.

Improving supply conditions is the long - term solution to ensure greater economic stability

also in the absence

-

of aid. The supply problems will, however.

Agriculture is the mainstay of the economy and

is

6.30

take time to be resolved.

likely to remain so. The structural problems
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affecting the sector are (Vos.

distribution systems.

All

conflicts.

cc) lack

of

(bö)

ill - functi0ning

access to credits by many farmers. and (d)

propeny rights

1994):

(a) infrastrucmral deficiencies.

these four issues are broadly recognized. but the latter two seem the most

disputcd. Specifying these problems in detail is beyond the scope of this study. but on the crcdit
system and the property rights issue, we are inclined to conclude the following.

The issue of property rights is on the political agenda, but has

a

long history dating back

to the Somoza years and deficiencies in the land refom1 programmes of the Sandinista

government.

However, it seems the issue is at the same time handled too easily

explanation for sluggish private investment.

as the

This position clearly exaggerates the problem.

Under the present government. previous owners ( including the Somoza family) have started to

reclaim properties. creating an atmosphere of uncenainty and obviously affecting the investmcnt
The govemment has responded that. in principle, property confiscated by the

climate.

Sandinistas

will

be

renimed or paid for. lt is difficult to estimate the precise importance of the

property rights issue. Primitive and inadequate cadastral records are
has been a problem in the past.

do with

a

lt would

a

problem, but this also

seem that the claims on old properties have more to

demand for compensation for conf iscation in the past. than with confidence in the new

regime regarding protection of private propeny in the future. In this sense. the issue should not

important to improve legislation and property administration. but it will not
could
bc the deus ex machine to stimulate private investment. Moreover. fiscal problems
be overrated.

emerge

lt

is

if the govemment were to meet all compensation claims.

The govemment plans to repay

so far has
the related bond issues from the privatization programme. but this programme

providcd

a

negative rather than

a

positive revenue (Gibson. 1994).

compensation of propenies conflscated in the 19805 could thus create

a

Bond-financed full

sizeable domestic public

debt burden leading to enlarged fiscal deflcits.

Financial sector refoml has come

a

long way, but the new institutional framework and

rcstrictions on credit expansion by the state - owned banks have so far not proven conducive of
resolving credit constraints of the agricultural sector. Efhciency -based credit allocation schemes
These may be
at market interest rates are needed to complement the private banking system.
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1

run through the state - owned development banks or. may be preferably. through new specialized

credit institutions.

The macroeconomic framework of policy conditionality should extend to include targets

for tackling these supply constraints.

(8)

Programme versus project aid?

support played

a

central role in the stabilization programme implemented by the Chamorro

govcmment. Policy conditionality
amount

of

Programme aid in the fonn of balance of payments

is central

consensus regarding the nature

to the progranuhe aid. For this to work,

of

the economic programme.

a

good

So far. the basic

framework for macroeconomic policy conditionality has been provided through IMF agreements.
Conscnsus building has not been easy

as the

difficult discussions show which have taken place

since early 1993 around the conditionality attached to the Enhanced Structural Adjusm1ent

Facility (ESAF) loan. It would be tempting to plea for more project aid. instead of programme
aid. as such assistance might be easier to isolate from the political debate and policy debates

around the right stmctural adjustment policy framework. Project aid will directly influence the
resource allocation process, which may be more effective to reach specific targets. However,

it also raises the danger of fungibility and creation of macroeconomic distortions if the project
fails to flt

a

tough macroeconomic framework and

if there

Probably the ideal situation would be to have

a

is weak donor coordination.

well -defined macroeconomic policy

framework with clear sectoral targets that can deal with the indicated structural supply
constraints. For the latter more govemment action influencing incentive schemes (e. g. in the

form of the supply of physical and social infrastructure and credit allocation mechanisms)

is

needed than the conventional IMF structural adjustment programme is usually willing to accept.

With such

a

framework in place. programme should be

6.32
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project aid.
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Notes to Chapter 6

1.

See

White (1992 and 1994) for extensive reviews of the literature on the

macroeconomics of aid.
2

Comprising official transfers and net concessional long term lend1ng.

3.

Table A6.3 shows

in the
a negative correlation coefficient (-0.98), but since
accounting definition of the import capacity decomposition analysis debt servicing has
intlows and debt
a negative sign. a negative correlation coefficient means that aid
service payments move up together.

4.

5.

6.

7.

This unlike the usually rather straightforward modelling of these relationships in
existing macroeconomic models. such as those presented by Gibson (1993) and
Sanchez - Torres and Uribe (1994).
no
Also when looking at the different periods in Nicaraguan economic development,
significant relationship is found.

Fitzgerald. Janson and Vos (1994) for the elaboration of this investment model. It
variables
departs from the simple accelerator model. but after inclusion of extemal
investment
how
shows
and
public
finance
variables.
(expons. foreign linancing)
investment
demand may be fully determined by extemal variables and previous
to
the
specification
reduced
be
model
can
the
decis1ons. Under certain conditions.
applied in Table 6.5.
See

As shown in Table 6.5. inclusion of a price variable (the relative price of imports vis
- vis the domestic price of capital goods. which is signitlcant. the estimates for the
marginal impon - investment propensity remain by and large the same.

-

£1

8.

These variations in the productivity of investment are not caprured by existing models
in the
for the Nicaraguan economy. Three - gap models do not capture the changes
but different
relationship between the growth and the capital stock and output growth.

versions do indicate that there might be a wide range: Gibson (1993) and Taylor
(1993: Chapter 2) use a marginal productivity of capital of 0.25 (consistent with our
Sanchez - Torres and
estimate for 1960 - 77. but not for the more recent period). while
as well as
Uribe (1994) assume it is 0.77. As indicated in the text. supply conditions
have
changed
over
time
in
Nicaragua
and
have
to be
the quality of capital investment
it
seems
d1fficult
to
establish
the
productivity
of
capital
In
addition.
accounted for.
as
through partial equilibrium analysis as done in the text and in the cited studies.
in
Nicaragua.
affecting
the
many constraints have been binding simultaneously
provide a wider
growth - invesunent relationship. Although the Three Gap Models
'
as guesstimates' or through
framework the relevant coefticients were obtained either
partial analysis.
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9.

This holds for Gibson's three -gap model (adapted from Bacha 1990 and Taylor 1990).
but not for his analysis of economic and political events.

10.

Note that private savings have been derived as a residual from the national accounts
estimate of gross national savings and public sector savings as obtained from public
sector data.

ll.

To mention one: analysis is only of a panial equilibrium nature. lgnormg
simultaneous deterrnination of various variables. as well as general equilibrium
effects.

12.

Note that in Table A3.5 the inflation variable has a small, but positive impact on
public sector revenue. However, this holds for the period as a whole. Analysis by
periods, suggests a negative relationship between the inflation rate and tax revenue for
1985-89.

13.

The relation found for the private investrnent rate ( 1960-93) is:

l,

0.36

y

(2.04) %

*

0.22
(7.18)

-3.61

*

80 - 84

D72

-

=

0.48
(3.11)

y)
cM

(- 5 04)
E'

*

0.88

+

*

? -2
{1,)
0.23
(12.90)

M

[TlBM

4.13
D73 (5.25)

Dw

=

2.11

0.29 M
(5.16) ( Y) 60 77
*

0.13
(4.83)

8.29
(- 2.08) D79

F

=

+

+

0.18 M
(4.40) ( )78 79

~

M

(7 ~0-

*
93

0.29
(3.67)

1,

7]-

1

4.12
D88
(2.13)

22.2

where I, is private investment. Y is GNP. gy is GNP growth, iS is public investment,
M is imports (with the subscripts indicating that the periods to which slope dummies
were applied) and D72. D73. D79. and D88 are intercept dummies caprurmg

rcspectively shocks in private investment demand due to the earthquake (1972), the
reconstruction thereafter (1973), the Sandinista revolution (1979) and the peak in
hyperirtflation and political uncenainty (1988). T -statistics are in parentheses. All

coefticients are signiflcant at the
Estimating the same equation for

5

a

percent level.
one - year time lag for public investment g1ves a

6.34
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lower coefficient (about 0.3). which significam only at the 10 percent level of
conlidence.

Unit root lests for the private investment late suggests the series

6.35

is

stationary.
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Appendix A6.I Decomposition of Import Capacity
In the text the accounting identity for import capacitv was given

Prxr

PMM.,

- PCT

+ 1VFP

,UD

+

+

Anm

+

as

(equation 6.7);

ÅFS

+

0/<1

+

AR (A.6.1)

where all variablcs represenl dollar values at current prices and where imports and exports
now specify volumes (M,. X,.) times their respective dollar prices (Pm. PÅ). Disaggregating
aid again between official transfers and concessional lending and specifying long - tenn capital

llows (AFL) in gross terrns and incorporating interest payments and amortizations in three
new variable debt servicing of payment obligations that are due (DS). payment arrears (ARK)
and rescheduled payments (RSO we can rewrite equation A6.l as:
P,

M

PXXV

+

PCT

+

lOT

AFL [ )

+

+

AFLM

+

OK! - (DS - ARR - RSC)

AR

+

(A.6.2)
where other capital intlows (OKI) include short - terrn flows and in "net' terms. as before.
Factor payments related to other capital have been incorporated in the private transfer item
( PCT).
Real import capacity can now be defined by detlating both sides of equation A6.2 by the

import deflator;

MV

iX

PCT

+

(DT

+

+

AFL@) +

AFL

+
HC

OKI - (DS - ARR - RSC)

+

AR

P Hl

PM

(A.6.3)
Clearly. the real import capacity is accounted for by are accounted for (without implying
necessary causation) by the following factors:
the tem1s of trade (P,/Pm)
the expon volume (X,.)
the unit price of impons (Pm)

private transfers and factor payments on OK] (PCT)
aid intlows lOT + AFL[ )
non-concessional long - term lending (AFLM)

other net capital inflows

(OKIÖ)

debt servicing due on long term debt (DS)
payment arrears CARR)
rescheduled debt service payments (RSC)
change in reserves CAR)
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.
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Changes in the real import capacity can be obtained by taking first differences. which gives:

=

AM,

+

+

A

A

I

[

El

1

IP,)
+

P' .x

IE)

+

AX

1;
[ PH! )

(PCT+ OT+ AFLC + A FL," + OKt - DS +,4RR + RSC + A Ri

(A.6.4)

.(APCT+ AOT+ A (AFL(') + A (AFLnr) + AOKI - ADS + AARR + AR3C + A(AR)}

intemction

~

e ects

where we have on the right hand side:
terms of trade and export volume effects
import price effects on net non - export eamings and extemal financing
changes in real net non-expon eamings and extemal tlnancing

In Table 6.3, the import price effects on non- export earnings and extemal financing are referred to
as A(l/P,,,).
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Table A.6.1 Correlation Matrix of lmport Capacity Determinants, 1971-93
AM
AM

AAID
AOT
A(AFL,)
AX
A(AFL@U,)

ADS
AOKJ

A(AR)

AAlD

AOT A(AFL@) AX A(AFL,,) ADS

AOKI A(AR)

1.00

0.23
0.12
0.14
- 0.21
0.24
- 0.17
0.59

1.00

0.80
0.19
- 0.35
0.63
- 0.78
0.17
- 0.01 - 0.26

1.00
- 0.44

1.00

- 0.22

- 0.17

1.00

0.89
- 0.95
0.20
- 0.35

- 0.49

- 0.18

1.00

0.39
- 0.07
0.08

0.10
- 0.37
- 0.15

- 0.87

1.00

0.17
- 0.10

- 0.19

1.00

0.14 - 0.36

1.00

Table A.6.2 Correlation Matrix of Impon Capacity Determinants, 1971-83
AM
AM
AAID
AOT
A(AFL@)

AX
A(AFL,,,,,)

ADS

AOKI
A(AR)

AAID

AOT A(AFL@) AX A(AFL,,) ADS

AOKI A(AR)

1.00

0.24

1.00

- 0.05

0.86
0.66
-0.67
0.00
- 0.44
0.38
- 0.39

0.55
- 0.12
0.45
- 0.41
0.49
0.23

1.00
0.20
- 0.58

- 0.44

1.00

0.11

- 0.17

- 0.24

- 0.09

- 0.72

0.06
- 0.54

0.67
0.05

0.29
- 0.47 -0.00
0.17 0.01

1.00

0.1

1.00

1

1.00
- 0.33

1.00
0.04 - 0.15

1.00

Table A.6.3 Correlation Matrix of Import Capacity Detem1inants, 1980-93

AM
AM
AAID
AOT
A(AFLC)

AX
A(AFL,,[,,)
ADS

AOKI
A(AR)

AAID AOT

A(AFL@)

AX A(AFL,,) ADS

AOKI A(AR)

1.00

0.35 1.00
0.21 0.79
0.16 0.19
- 0.40 - 0.32
0.18 0.65
- 0.23 - 0.81
0.86 0.16
- 0.68 - 0.27

1.00
- 0.45

1.00

-0.21

- 0.17

1.00

0.89
- 0.98
0.20
- 0.29

- 0.49

- 0.17

1.00

0.39
- 0.08
0.07

0.16
- 0.39
- 0.15

- 0.89

1.00

0.16
- 0.16

- 0.18

6.41

1.00

0.24 - 0.59

1.00

2

I
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Appendix A.6.2 The Link between Investment and Growth
The link between investment and output growth can be analyzed, starting from

exogenous growth model, which can be set up from

a

a

traditional

standard production function:

4.Å&JJ

Y

1. K, is the capital stock at time l, Lt is the labour force (or
population) at time [ , and A, is a constant which could reflect the level of technology. With
constant returns to scale output per capita 0 , = Y,/LI) can be written as;

where Y, is output at time

-

y,

A,

.

Ic,'

where ic, is the capital - labour ratio. Neo -classical growth models typically focus on the long - run
(*steady state') with output growth and the capital stock retlecting desired levels. Following
common practice in empirical investigations of endogenous growth models (e.g. Roubini & Salai-Martin, 1992; and King & Levine. 1992). we assume that due to adjustment costs and other
imperfections actual levels deviate from desired levels and specify a type of stock-adjustment
equation. Taking logarithms and first differences the stock adjustment process with respect to

GDP per capita growth tate (approximated by the first difference of the log of GDP per capita)
can be specified as;

Aamx

a(an"'

- Amxq)

where Arn y', is the desired growth of GDP per capita. If the desired growth rate of GDP per
capita is related to the growth of the (desired) capital stock per capita (Ak). the actual growth
rate of output can be derived as:

AAhy,

~

[ B

~AhAK, - AMAÅ)

Ahxq ]

so that

Amy,

~ B ~AmAK[

- AhAÅ)+

U-

~)Ahg

]

where AK is the change in the (desired) capital. or the level of (tlxed) investment.

Applying this model to data for Nicaragua for 1960 - 93 gave the following result:

642

2 12

A in y

*

0.06
A
(2.36)

0.24

(-

1.99)

19 = 0 -€€

E'

0.26
A In IFl 960 -77
(5.14)

*

*

0.02
A
(1.63)

0.90

WF MG- €4

D.W

=

2.30

+

'

0 21
A In IFI978 -89
(4 . 57)

2 79

( - 2}.30)}"M

F

=

*

0.03
(2.86)

{"" -

1

40.2

with t-slatistics in parentheses; all coefficiems are significant al 5 percenl level. except
invesrmenl variabler for 1990 - 93 period. Suffixes lo fixed investmcnl variable lIF) indicale slope
dummies were applied for the indicaled periods.
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Appendix A.6.3 Fiscal Response to Aid: Some Econometric Evidence
Table A6.4 Public Savings' and Aid, 1960-93
Dependent
variable = S,/Y

Constant

GNP growth

AID/Y 1960-77

Total aid

Grants

Loans

0.07
(0.07)

0.03
(0.03)

- 0.60
(-0.52)
0.31'
(3.06)
0.86
(2.04)

0.25'

0.21"

(2.93)

(2.43)

0.69"

0.43"

(1.97)
0.20
(0.34)
- 0.86
(-1.34)

(2.93)

AID/Y 1978-79

0.21

(0.50)

AID/Y 1980-84

AIDlY

1985-89

AID/Y 1990-94
Inflation

- 0.36"'

(-1.77)
- 0.62'
( - 6.55)
0.05
(0.57)
0.02'
(7.89)

1.23
(

0.84)
- 0.50"

(-4.41)
0.03
(0.34)
0.01'
(4.30)

(-1.89)
- 0.75'
(5.49)
0.34'
( 3.82)
0.02'
(5.67)

- 11.97'

- 16.15'

(-8.22)

(-10.9)

.76
1.48
13.42

.83
1.80
18.60

- 1.49Ö

Intercept dummies:
1977

1990

- 1.38'
(-6.08)
- 12.94'
(-5.82)

D.W.

.81
1.81

F-stat.

15.98

n

33

33

33

Notes: AID variable refers to total ODA (grants plus concessional lending) iii EFS! C0!UmI1 - lo
giants only in second colunm and to concessional loans only in third column. t - slatislics are in
"
'
conEdem at 10% level.
confident at 5% level;
parentheses: confldent at l% level;
1. Public savings refers to savings of consolidated non - flnancial public SEC!Of. €XClUdiUg gfams
-

6.44
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Table A.6.5 Public Sector Current Revenue' and Aid. 1960-93
Dependent
variable = T/Y

Constant

Total aid

Grams

Loans}

8.84
(1.60)

7.08'
(5.77)

(7.06)

9.46'

0.21"

0.53"

0.38'

(2.52)

(3.08)

(3.52)

- 0.55

(- 1.30)

- 0.79
(-1.37)

- 0.58
(-0.74)

1980 - 84

0.91'
(3.73)

5.23'
(5.33)

2.48'
(7.30)

AID/Y 1985-89

- 0.83'
(-2.84)

- 2.47'
(-15.5)

1.04'
(2.59)

GNP growth

AlD/Y

1960 - 77

AID/Y

AID/Y

1990 - 94

inflation

- 0.14"

- 0.01

(-0.15)

(-2.14)

0.02
(3.99)

(3.28)

0.01'

- 0.45'
(-3.87)
- 0.02'"

(-1.79)

lntercepl dummies:
1985-89

3.18'
(11.4)

2.41

(2.85)

RladJ

D W
F-stal.
.

n

.

.86
1.90
23.67

2.06

20.85

11.22

33

33

.73

.82
1.84

24

Notes: AID variable reters to total ODA (grants plus concessional lending) in first column. to
grants only in second column and to concessional loans only in third column. t-statistics are In
'
"
contident at 10% level
confident at 5% level;
parentheses: confident at 1% level;
l. Govemment Current Revenue, excluding grants; and 2. Refers to 1970-93.
6.45
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Table A.6.6 Public Sector Current Expenditures and Aid. 1970-93
Dependent
variable = G/Y

constant

AIDlY

1970-77

Loans

Total aid

Giants

13.11'
(7.02)

12.29

17.99

(8.54)

(3.82)

- 1.18m
(-1.79)

(-1.82)

- 1.07"'

(-1.82)

-4.57"

(2.08)

(3.70)

- 0.79
(-0.35)

AID/Y 1980-84

2.60'
(7.94)

9.08
(11.11)

2.90
(3.29)

AID/Y 1985-89

1.78'
(10.69)

6.37
(10.82)

2.03
(5.51)

AID/Y 1978-79

0.57'"

1.01

0.21'

0.30'

(4.03)

(3.11)

0.27
(0.90)

Inflation

- 0.06'
(-9.45)

- 0.07
(-9.64)

- 0.05
(-6.16)

D.W.

2.38
39.15

AID/Y 1990-94

.91

.94

F-stat.
n

2.38
30.79
24

24

.89

2.10
24.50
24

Notes: AID variable refers to total ODA (grams plus concessional lending') in first column, to
grants only in second column and to concessional Ioans only in third column.t - statistics are in
"
confidem at 10% level.
confident at 5% level;
parentheses: con1ident at 1% level;

6.46
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Table A.6.7 Public Investment and Aid. 1960-93
Dependent
variable = 1F/Y

Constant

Total aid

Giants

Loans

0.92'

0.75
(2.65)

1.39'
(5.92)

- 0.03
(-0.32)
- 0.33
(-5.84)
0.86'
(6.61)
0.26'
(5.53)
0.07'
(2.38)

0.06
(0.43)

(3.29)

AID/Y

1960 - 77

AlD/Y

1978 - 79

AID/Y 1980 - 84
AID/Y
AID/Y

0.04
(0.35)
- 0.22'
(-3.59)
0.35'
(7.64)

1985 - 89

0.15'

1990 - 94

(7.75)
0.07"
(2.58)

Inflation

Y),,

0.31

(8.25)
0.26'
(14.61)

- 8.52)

- 0.01'
(-9.82)

0.56'
(8.60)

0.70'
(8.57)

0.38
(6.17)

3.59'
(21.69)
- 3.92'
(-11.58)

3.46
(14.37)
- 3.80'
(-6,29)
- 3.84
(-6.77)

3.62'
(17.86)

.89

.83

2.36
26.68

2.38

.94
1.57
50.41

- 0.01'

-

(- 12.87)

(1@/

- 0.55'
(-5.54)
0.61"
(8.13)

(

0.004'

Intercept dummies:
1977

1986

- 4.30'

1990

( - 6.03)

RIM)

D W
.

.

F - stat.
n

17.01
33

33

- 3.81

(-12.92)
-5.89Ö

( - 32.44)

33

Notes: AID variable refers to total ODA ( grants plus concessional lending) in first column. lo
grants only in second column and to concessional loans only in third column. t -statisncs are in
"
'
contident at 10% level.
confident at 5% level;
paremheses: confident at l% level;
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CHAPTER

7

IMPORTS, INVESTMENT AND AID IN TANZANIA

by Joshua Doriye, Howard While and Marc Wzrws

7.1

Introduction

Tanzania occupies

a

special position in the debate about aid effectiveness. By the mid seventics

the govemment was increasingly popular for its imaginative pursuit of policies for egalitarian

growth. But

a

mere few years later it had become the graveyard for the ideals of many aid

projects. In

a

more recent reversal the country can be held up

as one

of the success stories of

policy reform in Africa. In this chapter we examine aid's role in Tanzania's unstable economic
development.

Part 7.2 provides an overview of aid llows to the country since 1970. and these flows
are analysed in the accounting framework in Part 7.3.

Part 7.4 n1ms to an analysis of the

macroeconomic impact of both aid monies and aid -supported policies. Pan 7.5 concludcs.

7.2

Capital inf1ows to Tanzania

Figure 7.1 shows the real value of total Tanzanian net receipts (disbursements minus
.

amonization) of foreign capital for the period 1970-1991.{ Two main fean1res stand out from
this figurer (i) the predominance of ODA in total tlows; and (ii) the existence of two aid booms.
the first peaking in 1980 and the second starting in 1986 and as yet unfinished.

The non - ODA inflows in the 19705 were non-concessional funds from bilaterals and the

hard-loan windows of the World Bank and. to

a

7.1

lesser extent, the African Development Bank.

218

Despite the fact that such borrowings are no longer made.' the non - concessional nature of these
funds means that they retain

a

high share of extemal debt (Table 7.1): in 1991 aid accounted for

nearly 90 per cent of gross disbursements. but under two thirds of total extemal debt. However,
the large debt has not mean! that Tanzania's forex shonage had been exacerbated to any large

degree by debt service obligations. since the country has received considerable debt relief:

amounting to US$2.5 billion in the four Paris Club meetings up to 1993.} The debt service

ratio (the ratio of total debt service to exports)

is

therefore only

a

little over 10 per cent.

a

figure

whose signiticance is reduced funher by the fact that expons cover only about one third of the

import

bill.'
Debt relief has been just one part of the swelling aid inflows to Tanzania since 1986. the

date

of the adoption of the Economic Recovery Programme: annual inflows increased by more

than 50 per cent in real terms in the two years from 1985.

These high levels

of aid

are in

contrast to the withdrawal of suppon of most donors from Tanzania during the early 19805. As
Figure 7.1 showed. Tanzania enjoyed an aid boom in the 19705. A substantial pan of this boom
was financcd by donors (notably the Scandinavian countries, the Netherlands and Canada) who

identified with the African socialist orientation of the country's development strategy. But it is
important to remember that the World Bank also provided considerable funds. and although

review by the Bank of

a

its experience in Tanzania says that some staff voiced misgivings at the

time, the review fully acknowledges that the Bank never challenged Tanzania's strategy
throughout the decade (World Bank. 1990). This position changed with the launch of structural

adjustment policies in the 19805.

Negotiations with the IMF broke down in October 1979 and new drawings were not made
again until 1986. Subsequently, the govemment was also unable to come to agreement with the

World Bank.

a

major sticking point being the extent of devaluation required. Most other donors

also reduced their support at this time. The govemment moved toward adjusm1ent in a series

of "go it alone" packages (the National Economic Survival Plan of

1981 and the Structural

Adjustment Plan of 1982-85). These refonns were not sufticiently far reaching in themselves

7.2
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Table 7.1 Structure of extemal debt in I99I
Total debt

Gross
Dishursemenls

Amortization

lnterest

in millions of USS
3.877.6

251 6

23.7

I4.9

o/w multilateral

1.727.0

I86.0

23.7

I -1.9

bilateral

2.150.6

65.6

0.0

0.0

Other official

1.659.1

4.6

39.1

18.4

24I.2

3.7

35 9

Ib

1.417.9

0.9

3.2

Aid

o/w multilaleral
bilateral

4

0.0

Other

487.1

30.3

28.4

2. l

Total

6.023.8

286.5

91.2

35 4
I -J

Shares

JJ
CD

64.4

87.8

26.0

43.

l

o/w multilateral

28.7

64 9

26.0

42.

I

bilateral

35 7

22.9

0.0

00

Other official

Aid

27.5

1.6

42.9

52.0

o/w multilateral

4.0

1.3

39.4

52.0

bilateral

23.5

0.3

3.5

00

Other

8

Total

100.0

1

10.6

3l.l

5.9

100.0

I00.0

100.0

Noter Other comprises all short - term deht. privat e long - term and use of IMF credi ts. Source: World Deb! Tables, I992
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to attract donor support, though they laid the basis for engaging in policy dialogue.

The

situation changed with the ERP.

Despite this uneven history Tanzania must be seen

as a

favoured recipient of aid: over

the 22 years from 1970 to 1991 it received USS 12.7 billion in aid; from 1987 to 1990 it

rcceived seven per cent of all aid flowing to Africa South of the Sahara. What

has been the

effect of these funds on the Tanzanian economy?

7.3

Accounting for aid in the Tanzanian economy

The traditional view of aid's contribution to growth is through the increase it allows in imports
and investment (as in the two gap model, see Chenery and Strout. 1966): however, most

debate over the macroeconomics of aid is concemed with ways in which aid may
the desired increase in either of these aggregates.

~

of the

result in

A useful staning point for the analysis of

these debates is the accounting identity presented in Chapter 2:
Savings gap

=

Current account

First take from this identity the fact that
a

a

(7.1)

Capital account

current account deficit must be tlnanced by

net capital intlow; re -arranging this condition gives:

M

=

(7.2)

X+AlD+OF+dR

where M is real imports. X exp0rts. AID net aid inflows, OF other sources of forex and dR the

change in reserves (a positive sign indicating

(7.2) that. other thin

s

a

decrease in reserves).'

lt is clear from equation

bein egual, an increase in aid must result in higher imports. in order

for balance to be maintained. Put another way,

if we take our starting point as

cxpect real imports to have grown by the same absolute amount

as have

1970, we would

aid inflows. In fact.

despite the massive increases in aid since 1970 real impons have remained more - or- less constant

(in fact experiencing

a

slight decline).

7.3

777

This point is brought home by Figure 7.2. which shows the scatter plot of impons against
aid. The dashed 45" line (drawn through the observation for 1970) shows the values of impons

we would expect

if the celeriJ paribus assumption were to be

correct. The solid regression line

shows what has in fact happened: higher aid has been associated with lower imports.ö

Hence all the factors in equation (7.2) cannot have been constant aid was increasing -

other sources of foreign exchange must have been decreasing, so that the aid did not result in
the higher import levels which would have been attained had these other sources remained

constant.

The imponant question for the macroeconomic analysis

of aid

is: is there a causal

rclationship through which aid has led to the declines in these other sources of forex. so that aid
is

bound not to increase imports by the amount of the aid intlow?

Equation (7.2) identifles three other sources of forex, each of which may be inlluenced
by aid

other tlows: the main component of this category is non - concessional borrowing. In the
face

of higher borrowing the recipient may substitute away from

sources

of tinance

(a

point maintained by the

these more expenslve

critic of aid. Peter Bauer). On the other

hand. the World Bank has maintained that aid llows which support policics for
sustainable growth will act as a catalyst to crowd

coeflicient on aid in

a

~1 non-concessional flows (so that the

reduced form regression for imports can exceed unity).

Also

subsumed under this heading is the possibility that the aid is used to service debt (which
a

part of it is indeed intended for).

change in reserves: the recipient may take the opportunity afforded by higher aid to

accumulate reserves.

aid as Dutch disease; Dutch disease effects caused by the aid may rcsult in

of export perfonnance.

7.4

a

deterioration
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Figure 7.2
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In Part 7.2 it was argued that debt service

has not been a

signillcant drain on Tanzania's

forex availability. Econometric analysis (öreported in White and Wuyts. I993: Chapter 3) tinds
at most a weak

link between aid and reserves.

There does appear to have been some

complememarity between aid and other intlows until the early 19805, but
thereafter. lt must be remembered however that other flows are not

a

a

displacement effect

very significant source

of foreign exchange. As Table 7.2 shows the main feature of changes in forex availability have
been the increase in aid's share (to nearly

half in

the most recent period) at the expense

of

exports. whose share has fallen from three quaners to under one third.

lt is not just the level of exports which matter, but how much they are able to purchase:
a

notion which is captured by the capacity to impon. Changes in the capacity to impon are the

outcome of changes in two variables: real expons and the tenns of trade.

Figure 7.3 shows

trends in all three variables. It is clear that until the mid 19805 the fall in the capacity to impon
reflected lower export volumes compounded by

a

general deterioration in the tem1s of trade.

Since 1986 some modest expon growth has been achieved. but has been more than offset by

continued deterioration of the terrns of trade so that the capacity to import has continued to
decline.

We shall argue in the following section that

a

link can be made between the

deteriorating export performance and the aid boom during the ]9705. An imponant pan of our
argument is the relationship between aid and investment. and we tum now to the accounting

identity that underlies this link.

The sources of investment are given by the identity:

I
where

l

is investment ( gross

=

(7.3)

GDS+AlD+OF+dR

fixed capital fomtation) and GDS gross domestic savings.

celeris paribus assumption holds then an increase in aid will result in

a

lf the

one - for -one increase in

investment. Displacemenl effects will undermine aid's impact on investment. We have alread)'

discountcd the quantitative signiflcance of possible displacement effects on other inflows lOF)
and the change in reserves (dR). This leaves domestic savings: the idea that aid may displacc

domestic savings being one of the longest running debates in the macroeconomics of aid (S€€
7.5

Table 7.2 Financing of imports of goods and services (per cgnt total imports)
Exports
1967

98.5

Ne! capital &
lransfers

Exceptional
flnancing

Paymem
arrears

'Changes
in reserves

lmports

(Million TShs)

ll.3

- 5.2

2.001.6

11.3

- 5.1

2.195.4

1968

95.7

1969

107.0

13.0

- 5.9

2,076.7

1970

92.7

22.6

0.8

2.699.0

4.2

3.271.6

1971

83.9

30.0

--

1972

91.8

27.9

13.8

3.420.8

1973

83.1

24.3

- 5.8

4.036.9

1974

62.0

21.5

0.6

17.3

5.927.9

1975

61.9

32.3

4.2

3.0

6.247.4

1976

83.9

16.6

- 2.5

6. 180.0

3.0

14.1

7.014.3
9.756.

10.012.8

1977

79.2

18.9

JJ

1978

49.7

24.7

1.3

5.3

20.0

1979

57.2

33.2

2.0

8.9

4.2

1980

47.8

22.6

10.4

13.8

- 0.9

I

- 6.6

lo. 161.8

l

l

.774.6

1981

58.2

30.2

7.0

- 0.2

1982

44.7

26.3

14 9

I0.8

3.4

1983

54.6

30.2

6.7

7.7

- 1.6

1984

55.8

14.5

4.8

17.8

0.3

15.666.1

1985

37.1

49.7

5.1

33.9

0.8

20.534.2

1986

35.8

56.5

7.7

- 2.0

40.720.0

1987

28.0

62.3

5.7

-

1988

33.7

59.3

6.7

1989

34.5

44.0

8.3

2.8

1990

32.9

49.8

1.2

- 2.9

Sources.

-

(1)
(2)

Bank of Tanzania, Tanzania.- Twenry Years dj Independence (I 96I - I98I).
Bank of Tanzania, Economic dnd Operations Repons (various issues).

10.3

-

l

1.335.0

10.019.3

0.7

9l .767.7

3.0

I49.352.3

4.0

223.282.8

6.0

325.252.8
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Figure 7.3
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Griffin, 1970. for the common staning point of the debate and White. 1992. for a review critical

of Griffin's arguments). What do the Tanzanian data suggest about this relationship'?
Figure 7.4 shows the scatter plot of investment against aid and the 45" line - the two are

virtually indistinguishable! The fitted line passes near the observation for 1970 and has a slope
insignincantly greater than unity.

Since we have already argued that the only factor left in

analyzing the aid - investment relationship is domestic savings. this figure suggests that aid has

~ displaced savings.

Figure 7.5 supports this view.

lnvestment boomed in the 19705

-

if in a

rather more complex form.

the investment rate reaching over 30 per cent. The

gap between the investment and savings rate did indeed widen. indicating that inllows played
a

part in financing this investrnent boom.

But it is clear that domestic savings also made a

significant contribution, increasing in line with the booms in both investment and aid.

The

picture in the 19805 and early nineties is rather different. Saving collapsed during the 19805 and

have shown little sign of recovery; but the decline in savings preceded the 1986 aid boom.

The investment rate has increased dramatically in the late 19805 - but this trend is in part
a

price effect since investment goods are mostly imponed; in real tenns the investment rate is

a

little above the peak of the 19705.

increase in funds was

~

During the early pan of the aid boom (1986 - 89) the

matched by a eoncomitant increase in investment. though this situation

has changed in 1990-91. The initial non -responsiveness of investment to higher aid reflects the
fact that much aid in the second aid boom was progranmie aid (mostly import support for

consumption and intermediate goods) rather than project aid for capital imports for further
investment. By contrast. the first aid boom was dominated by project aid and thus contributed

to the investment boom at that time.

lt is through aid's role in supporting

these high investrnent

levels in the 19705 that we now argue the inllows exercised Dutch disease effects on export

production.
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Figure 7.4
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7.4

Impact of aid on economic development

The foregoing account has presented the magnitudes. nature and pattems of aid inflows to

Tanzania. It has been shown that there was

a

sharp increase in aid inflows during the 19705;

rcaching its peak in 1980. The latter date is shown to mark the end of the first aid boom. Figure
7.1 shows this fact very clearly: the first

levels. This period was followed by

a

half of the

19805 was characterised by

falling aid

sharp increase in aid llows into Tanzania during the

second half of the 19805 and early 19905. This period represents what is described as the second

aid boom in Tanzania.

During both aid booms. official development assistance accounted for

the bulk of the inflows.

The aim in this section is to examine the impacl of aid on economic development and

growth under both booms. in this regard. the impact of aid on imports and investment will be
analysed. This will then be related to growth and export performance with the goal of explaining
the observed pattems. We begin this analysis by looking at investment under both aid booms.

The first aid boom reached its peak and acmally ended in 1980 and the second did not

begin until 1986. The question is then what happened to investment in both cases. In this regard
a

number of sub-periods can be distinguished during the first aid boom. The first sub - period.

which will serve

as

our reference point. predates the boom itself. The last three years of the

19605 constitute the aftennath of the Antsha Declaration in which
strategy was amtounced. giving the state
also witnessed

a

a

a change

in the development

leading role in the development process. This period

rise in the investment ratio from an average

of 17.5 per cent during the three

years preceding the Arusha Declaration to an average of 21 per cent. This then marked the

beginning of the investment drive that characterised the 19705. The 1970-73 sub-period
coincided with the implementation of large infrastructural projects

as a

result of which gross

tnvestment ratio rose to 26.5 per cent on the average. This rhythm was interrupted by the first

oil crisis and food crisis following three consecutive years of drought. While there was

a

rise

in aid inflows during the period 1974-75. the investment ratio actually dropped to slightly below
the pre - crisis level, indicating that part of the increase in aid represented balance

of payments

suppon to enable the country to overcome the crisis. Evidence of this fact is that thereafter aid
7.7
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inflows revened to their pre - crisis trend levels and the investment ratio rose over the period of
1976-80. On the whole. then. with the exception of the 1974-75 oil and food crisis period. aid

inflows helped to propel gross investment ratio to even higher levels in each succeeding period

until 1979.

That aid inflows propelled investment during the first aid boom is also evidenced by the
drop in the gross investrnent ratio during the period 1980- 83 to about 23 per cent of GDP.

following the decline in the volume of aid inflow. However. the subsequent recovery in the
gross investment ratio predates the adoption of the recovery programme in July 1986. Between
1984 and 1986, the investment ratio rose to unptecedented levels. reaching an average of 27.5

per Cent. The second aid boom period witnessed an even higher investment ratio of over 40 per

cent. though,

as

observed above. the high ratio is panly

a

price effect - real investment has risen

above its 1970 peak. but not by so much as suggested by the current price ratio.

There are. however, two important differences in the investment pattems under the two
boom periods. The first relates to the sources of investment. Table 7.3 shows the distribution

of investment between the public and private sectors during the two aid booms. lt can be seen
that while throughout the 19705 and early 19805 the public sector accounted for nearly two - thirds

of the total investment on the average. that proponion had dropped to loss than 40 per cent in
the period immediately before the second aid boom and remained at about the same level even

during the boom itself . The important distinction is. therefore. that while the first aid boom
propelled public sector investment, the second one did not.

There is

a

second important distinction which is not easily made. This is clearly brought

out by answering the question

as

to whether or not the second aid boom was actually the cause

of the investment boom during this period. The answer would appear to

be in the negative.

partly because private investrner1t boom predates the second aid boom. but also because, looking
at the structure of investment itself.

a

signiticant proportion of investment during this period

consists of acquisition of transport equipment especially light -

and heavy-duty comrnercial

vehicles imponed under the *own foreign exchange' impon scheme introduced in 1983 and

7.8

Table 7.3 Composition of gross investment (GFCF)
GFCF

as

per cent of GDP

Public seclor GFCF
GFCF

as

per cent of total

Roads. bridges and other works

Equipmem

as

per cent of GDP

1964 - 66

1967 - 69

I970 - 73

1974 - 75

I976 - 79

1980 - 83

I984 86

17.5

21.0

26.5

22.8

26.0

23.1

27.5

34.6

45.0

55.0

76.6

67.5

56.0

61.0

39.5

36.6

3.2

5.8

6.I

4.8

3.0

8.8

9.5

ll.8
ll.l

9.0

8.2

9.8

14.6

12.9

20.0

21.6

-

I987 -91

o/Dr transport equipmenl

3.2

3.4

3.3

3.7

5.1

3.4

13.8

14.5

Buildings

4.6

4.9

4.4

4.0

4.7

4.8

3.9

4.3

as

per cent of GDP

Source. URT Economic Survqvs (various issues).
-
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broadened in 1984. It is theretore plausihle to suggest that the second aid boom did not have as

much impact on investment as the first one.

Since in theory the impact of aid on growth is through its impact on the rate of

investment. it is to the examination of the growth pattem over the two aid booms that we now

tum. Table 7.4 shows composition ol' growth and its pattern over the periods [ 967/69 tn I983
and 1984 to 1991. While the fonner represents the period

of

the first aid boom. the latter

coincides with the second one. There are two distinct characteristics ofoutput growth during the

first aid boom. First. output growth decelerated over time At the end ol' the 19605. output grew
at an average annual late of 4.3 per cent. The lattcr was slightly surpassed during the 1970173
sub-period. However. the subsequeni sub - periods witnessed it sharp deceleration in output. the

acceleration in the rate of investment notwithstanding. reaching its lowest level in the 1980-83
sub-period.

The second distinct characteristic of output growth relates to its composition. While at
the end

of

the 19605 the directly productive sectors accounted for about 60 per cent of total

growth, with manufacturing accounting for about

a

fifth. subsequent sub-peri0ds witnessed

deteriorating performance in the directly productive sectors and

growing prominence of

a

a

the

tertiary activities. particularly public administration and community services: the sharc of
manufacturing output growth almost halved while that of public administration actually trebled

-

a

clear indication of an eroding material base of the economy. By the end of the 19705. lhel'€

was a virtual stagnation of all directly productive sectors of the economy and overall growth of

output (which had fallen to

less than

half that in the previous sub - period) was almost wholly

accounted for by growth in tertiary activities where public administration and community

services - with 70 per cent of growth - were dominant. By the early 19805. the industrial sector
had virtually collapsed and the economy had virrually come to

a

halt.

The intervening period (the period between the collapse of output and the begim1ing of
the second aid boom) witnessed agriculture -led output recovery. It can be seen that agriculrural
-

output growth accounted for over two - thirds of the total output growth. There was also a sligm
7.9

Table 7.4 Composition and pattern of output growth (19967 -91)
(sector weighted annual growth rates)
1967 - 69

1970 - 73

1976 - 79

1980 - 83

1984 - 86

1987 - 91

Primary Production

0.5

1.0

0.0

0.9

2.2

2.3

0/w Agriculture

0.7

1.2

0.0

0.9

2.2

2.2

Secondary Production

2.1

1.6

0.0

- 1.1

0.3

0.7

o/w Manufacturing

- 0.8

0.8

0.5

0.0

0.8

0.8

-0.1

Tertiary Production

1.7

1.8

o/w Public administration

0.4

Total GDP growth rate

4.3

Transport

-0.1

0.3

0.01

0.0

0.2

1.9

0.6

0.7

l.l

1.2

1.4

0.3

- 0.4

0.3

4.4

2.0

0.4

3.2

4.1

jJ

Sources: (1) 1967-1983 data: Kimei et al.

(l 990); (2)

1984 1991 data: derived from URT. Economic Survey

I99l

.
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rccovery in the constmction and transport sectors. This output recovery spread to all the sectors

of

the economy during the second aid boom period which also coincides with the period

of

policy reforrns. It is also noteworthy that directly productive activities accounled for the bulk

of growth accounting for roughly about four - fifths of the total outpul growth. with agriculture
dominating during this latter period.

To summarise, it is clear that while the first aid boom - propelled an investment boom.

mostly in the public sector. it was not associated with output growth. In fact acceleration in

Lhe

late of investment went along with the deceleration of output growth - the case of investment

without growth (Doriye & Wuyts 1992). The output recovery during the second half of the
19805 predates the second aid boom. However, the second aid boom appears to have led to the
spread

of recovery to all

sectors

of the economy. The next

rask is therefore to explain this

changing pattem of growth. In this regard there are two important factors.

First. foreign aid affects output growth through investment and imports. The question is
what happened to imports during the two aid booms. F igure 7.6 shows the evolution of imports
over the 'period spanning the two booms. The overall picture is that imports volume did not grow

with increasing aid volume. At best, in real tenns imports fluctuated around

a

horizontal trend;

peaking during the beverages boom in 1976-77, deepening during the crisis of the early 19805
and then recovering during the second aid boom.

Table 7.2 showed the sources of financing of impons over the period 1967-90. Total
sources

of t1nancing shown in the table need not add to 100 per cent because some of the smaller

items of financing such as errors and omissions, suppliers credits as well as use

of IMF

facilities and debt rescheduling are not included. A remarkable feature of that table is that while

foreign aid inflow increased. expons fell and progressively flnanced
imports, from over 100 per cent in 1960 to less than

a

a

declining proportion of

third in 1990. It

is therefore clear that

imports did not grow with the inflow of aid because other sources of imports tlnancing - in
equation (7.2) - notably exports, declined sharply.
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Figure 7.6
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The second factor relates to the pauern of outpui umwth. It is lö hc recallcd that outpul

growth decclerated under growing aid inllmrs and investmcnt in the l97(ls and that in the second

half of the

19705. increased aid inflows have led to outpul recovciy. To see wh) this was so.

we tum to the analysis

of the lypes nf imports

fact to be borne in mind here

is that

aid financed under each aid boom. An imponant

in the 19705. aid inllows financed foreign currenc)' unsts

of development projects in infrastructure. manufacturing

This character of aid had

a

and social services facilitics.

number of implications. First. it mcant that aid inflnws paid

for the foreign exchange costs of impons of equipment and expens. This fact

is

retlectcd in the

high and rising imports of capital goods in the 19705. On the other hand. the recipient had to
find the resources for financing local costs of the project. In the panicular case nf Tanzania. the
required resources were raised through forced savings

as

against the widely debated crowding -

out effects (Griffin, 1970); the domestic savings rate rose during the first aid boom (see Figure
7.5).

Secondly. in addition to flnancing local costs of aid - flnanced projecls. the recipient

economy bore the recurrent costs of operating the installed productive capacity. These costs look

two fom1s depending on the nature of the project. In the case of industrial projects.

a

large

proportion of recunent costs consists of imported intem1edtate inputs. particularly industrial raw
materials and spare parts. For infrastmcmral projects and social services facilities.

a

high

proportion of the costs consisted of domestic currency operating and maintenance costs to bc
home by the budget. In both cases there were constraints to the utilisation of installed capacity.

The constraint to the operative of industrial capacity was the availability of foreign

exchange the primary source of which was expon eamings. Two factors worked to tighten the

foreign exchange constraint during the period. The first of these was the sharp fall in expon
camings mostly accounted for by the drastic fall in the export volume already alluded to earlier.
The key question is what accounted for the drastic fall in exports. There are two competing

explanations to this phenomenon. The first explanation which has been presented with

considerable rigour but with the least correspondence to reality is that by Bevan et al. ( 1987.
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1989 and 1990). The central point of this explanation is that under

a

regime of govemment price

controls and rationing of basic manufactured consumer goods. the peasantty faced with pcrsistent
shortages

of

such goods responded by reducing the supply of cash/expon crops. This

reduced the capacity
a

of

in tum

the economy to impon and hence to supply consumer goods inducing

further cutback in peasant supply of cash crops. There are two fundamental llaws to this

€xplanation. First. it fails to take

a

historical view of expon volume decline and concentrates

on the brief period between 1979 and the early 19805. But export volume declined almost

umnterruptedly since 1974. lt is clear that, for the most part. export volume declines look place

before the onset of consumer goods shortages (Doriye. 1991).

The second criticism which is also an altemative and more plausible explanation than the
one offered is that the authors ignored the relative prices of food and those of export crops.

There is considerable literature on this point (see Wuyts, 1994) which suggests first. that relative
prtces are tmportant in the long - term expon volume growth and. second. that during the period

relative prices moved against expon crops and in favour of food crops. This trend is explained
by three factors. One, given export market prices. the stahility of the nominal exchange rate

mean! that nominal producer prices of export crops only changed marginally. Two. given

a

tight

import control regime. expansion in consumer demand induced by the investrnent boom was
directed at the domestic consumer goods market including food products.

officially. there was

a

expon crops. food crops had
so

lt

is true that

price control virtually on all consumer goods items. However. unlike
a

multi - channel marketing system including the parallel market,

that even though official pricing policy favoured food crops over expon crops. the parallel

market widened the wedge between expon crop and food crop prices even further -

(1994) for

a

see

Wuyts

detailed discussion of these issues.

Having explained the first constraint on domestic import capacity, it remains to look at
the composition

of the intem1ediate imports in Table 7.5. It can

be seen that throughout the

19705 and early 19805. intennediate impons fluctuated between 45 per cent and 55 per cent of

total imports. Within intermediate imports. there are two competing categories, namely. imports

of oil

and those

of industrial raw materials. Table 7.5 shows that oil imports had
7.12

a

first claim

Table 7.5 Composition of imports (1967-1990)
(% of total imports)
1967-69

1970-73

1974 - 75

1976-79

1980-83

1984-86

1987 - 90

29.3

33.0

27.0

40.0

35.6

32.3

40.0

42.1

47.4

48.2

46.2

55.0

50

42.7

8.1

8.9

15.0

14.8

29.2

16.5

12.6

Industrial raw materials

34.0

38.5

33.2

31.4

25.8

33.5

30.1

Other imports

28.6

19.6

24.8

13.8

9.4

17.7

17.3

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Capital goods
lntermediate goods

o/w oil

as %

of total

Total
Source:

As in Table 7.4.
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to resources squeezing out imports of industrial raw materials every time there was an increase
in the price

of oil. Accordingly. given domestic impon capacity.

the amount available for

industrial raw materials depended on the changes in the price of oil.

The argument so far is that growth of output in the 19705 and early 19805 was

constrained by domestic import capacity for recurrent imports on the one hand. and by shortage

of budgetary resources for the operation and maintenance of economic and social infrastructure
and facilities. The next question is what explains the change in the growth pattern during the

second aid boom? Two factors account for the performance in this regard. First. it can be

recalled that some economic recovery was already underway even before the second aid boom.
In part. this was attributable to the increased availability of imports funded under the own
exchange scheme. but also because of improvements in weather conditions leading to agricultural

output recovery following three consecutive years of drought. Nevertheless. the spread of

recovery to other sectors during the second aid boom period is accounted for by the shift of aid

from project to general import support providing for an increase in the imporls of industrial raw
materials as well as for rehabilitation of existing capacity. This shift in aid to general import
support is also reflected in the budget by

a

shift of aid from the development budget to the

general budgetary suppon ( Doriye et aI.. 1993).

Policv changes under Md aid

bDOms

The two aid boom periods represented two divergent policy regimes. The late
19605 and the 19705 was a period

of construction of

a

new economic model out of the post -

independence one. In the earlier years. the govemment confined its role to the maintenance of

law and order on the one hand. and the creation of economic and social infrastrucrure on the
other. Investment in the directly productive activities was left to private enterprise including

foreign tlrms (FYP 1969). in this regard. Tanzania's development strategy in the immediate
post - independence period was similar to that adopted by other newly independent developing

countries panicularly. in Africa. This situation ehanged in 1967 when the mling pan)'
announcement of a change in the development strategy bestowed upon the govemment

role in development.
7. l3

a

leadiug

2.1 l

There fbllnwed by

number ol policy

st

and slruclural chanses.

TH begin

with.

nationalisation measures were insliluted. including nzttinnalisatmn of hnnkmg and other töin;mcial
msutut10ns. impun - export trade and

a

subsequent invcstment in these areas

described as the commanding heiglits dt the ecnnomy -

-

number of large manufacturing enuues. Secondly.

was vesled in public cnterprises which had been crealed to act as sources ol' local investmenl

initiatives. ln addition. there were changes in poln:ics outside the industrial secxor. in the first
place. rural development strategy was reconxidered in view ol' the growing ruml incomcs and

wealth differenliation. To this end. the objcclive nf rural development policy was modificd in
order to achicve increases in output on the basis ol' conperative and cullectlvc production. in the
urban areas. this was followed by the nationalisation

housing. Finally. there was also

delivery of social services on

a

a

of real estate property including rcsidential

change in the mode of delivery of social services. Private

religious or ethnic basis was banned and the ohjective of social

policy under the new regime became to ensure equitable and free provision of social services
by the state (Doriye. 19921. These initial measurcs were followed by others of institutional
nature. In 1972. local govemment administration was replaced by

a

decentralised system of

central govemrnent and four years later the cooperative movement was replaced by

a system

of

state-owned crop authorities which handled not only the maiketing of agricultural produce but

also distribution of agricultural inputs.

There was also

a change

in the mode of macroeconomic management under the new

strategy. Following publication of wages. employment and incomes policy in 1969. minimum

wage legislation was backcd up by

a

price control ordinance enacted in 1973 and established

national price commission. At the same time.

a

a

system of Finance and Credit plans was

introduced to allocate not only investrnent but also credit resources to different sectors. On the
extemal account.

a

system of foreign exchange planning

- also introduced in 1972 - was backed

up by a system of exchange control and import ltcensing. Under the latter.
which an open general license operated side with

However.

as the

a

system

a

dual system. under

of speciflc licenses. was put in place.

foreign exchange gap widened. an increasing number of items were

progressively removed from the open general license. By the end of the 19705, the open general
license had ceased to operate and was abolished in 1980. to be replaced fully by a system

7.14
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specific import licenses. Throughout the 19705.

a

regime of

a

more or less stable nominal

exchange rate was maintained. Use of the exchange rate as an instrument of trade and exchange
management was opposed on the grounds of its inllationary effects. and that it would undermine
the price control policy. Accordingly. the exchange rate was effectively assigned

a

monetary

policy role.

These are two basic reasons why in spite of its policy regime. Tanzania received massive
aid inllows. including from the World Bank. in the 19705. In the first place. the underlying

economic model which assigned

a

pre-eminent role to the state in economic development was

in keeping with the mainstream economic development theory. Secondly. there were cenain

elements in the country's policies that capturcd the sentiments of the donors. particularly those

of social democratic persuasi0ns. Within

the World Bank. the country's primary health care

programmes. commitment to universal primary education along with the overall apparent rural

development orientation of the govemment's policies. were viewed to be consistent with the
basic needs strategy espoused by that institution during the period. lndeed. Tanzania (along with

mainland China) was cited

as one

of

the countries that pursued a

'redistribution with growth'

development strategy (Chenery el al., 1974).

By the end

were exposed by

a

of

the 19705. however. the underlying weakness

of

the 'economic model'

constellation of misfortunes. The break -up of the East African Corimlunity.

the war with Uganda. persistent drought and the second oil price shock all combined to rock the
system. By this time, it was becoming clear to both the government and the donors that

furthering the investment drive was both unsustainable and undesirable on account of the
economies' inability to meet the resultant recurrent costs. Some donors had already begun to

providc import support to operate their aid - limded projects. This is indicated by the emergence

of

an item

balance

'commodity impon suppon' in 1978/79 in both the govemment budget and the

of payments.
Nevertheless. there were differences between the govemment and the donors on two

accounts. To begin with, there was a divergence of views as to the causes

7.15

of the crisis and the
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required policy response. While the govemment emphasised the role of extemal factors including

deterioration in the terms of trade, there was

a

broad consensus among the donors that the

macroeconomic policy framework was the root cause of the crisis. Similarly. there was

a

divergence of views on the nature of adjustment required to put the economy back on the track.

The govemment's view was that increased balance of payments suppon would put the economy

on track while the donors believed that

a

fundamental change in macroeconomic management

was required. In this regard, an increase of balance of payments support was made conditional

upon an agreement with the IMF on an appropriate macroeconomic policy framework. lt is this
divergence of views which actually brought an end to the first aid boom. Two government

actions brought this about.

First. the government's insistence that there was nothing wrong with the overall
macroeconomic policy framework made it virtually impossible to reach an agreement with the
Fund. Indeed. in January 1980 the govenunent actually made it clear that the underlying

economic model was not

a

subject

of negotiation. In Nyere's words:

lt is not prepared to
Tanzania is not prepared to devalue its currency .
surrender its right to restrict imports. Nor are we prepared to deal with inflation
Our price control machmery
and shortages by relying on monetary policy
may not be the most effective in the world. we will only strive to make it more
.

.

.

efflcient.

.

(Nyere. 1980)

Negotiations then stalled on the questions of the necessity or desirability of exchange tate

depreciation as an instrument of adjustment. on the liberalisation of extemal and domestic trade.
and on the control of inflation.

successfully negotiated

a

Surprisingly. in September 1980, however, the government

standby agreement with the fund which did not require an exchange

rate adjustment. Even then. the agreement was discontinued on account of govemment's failure

to observe first quarterly performance criteria on bank borrowing and on reduction of payments
arrears.
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Faced with

a

mounting deficit on the recurrent budget the govemment responded by

cutttng on the development budget. postponing ongoing projects and shelving new proposals. In
the meantime efforts were made to persuade major donors to switch project aid to general import
suppon. Had this happened. the beginning of the second aid boom would have coincided with
the end

of the first one and the distinguishing characteristic would have been the content of aid

rather than magnitudes. As this did not happen the effect was therefore

a

sharp fall in foreign

loans and grants.

When negotiations with the Fund resumed in 1981. the prospects for an agreement had
become remote. as the govermnent adopted

a

'self- reliance" approach under which

a

number of

proposals to increase import capacity. reduce impon dependence and increase food self-

suftlciency. were put forward. none of which could be made workable in the short nm. At the
same time practically all the proposals were to be implemented through administrative means

as

against pricing policy and other indirect means. Evidently. the govemment had no viable

altemative programme of dealing with the crisis. Instead it opted for unplarmed austcr1ty
measures. and impmdent extemal borrowing dictated tightening resource constraints. In the

meantime donors also withdrew their commodity import support programmes leading to

a

funher

resource squeeze.

By 1983 it was clear that the policy regime so far pursued was unsustainable and that
new approach was required. To this end,

a

a

series of 'running adjustments' were designed to

close the gap in the negotiating position with the Pund. They were 'running adjustments' in that

they were introduced with
a

a

long delay after they had been proposed by the Fund. In this regard

20 per cent devaluation and increases in producer prices of major export crops were armounced

in the 1983/84 budget statement. Further macroeconomic policy measures - which included

expenditure cuts. revenue measures. exchange rate adjustment. producer price increases. export

promotion incentives and impon liberalisation under what was known

as

'own exchange import

were announced in the 1984/85 budget speech. These measures constituted a malm'

scheme

departure on the pan of the government from its earlier position. It was so recognised and
received

a

substantial donor endorsement.
7.17
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The 1984/85 measures were the basis for subsequent negotiations and the agreement
reached with the Fund in July 1986. Following that agreement and an earlier consultative group

mceting, substantial general import support tinancing was put in place. marking the begim1ing

of the second aid boom. This latter can therefore be regarded
whose principal feamres can be summarised

as

as

supporting

a

new policy regime

follows.

To begin with, the success of this regime is not so much quantitative

as

policy and

institutional changes. In tenns of the extemal account and the budget. the effect has been to

mobilise financing for an enlarged deficit. thereby providing for a decompression of impons and
govemment expenditure. Nevenheless. important policy and institutional changes took place

during the period. Far- reaching changes in the trade and exchange regime were effected.

Initially, these took the form of managed exchange rate adjustments and

a

gradual shift from

administered to market-based allocation of foreign exchange. With regard to the exchange rate,

the aim was to remove past cumulative overvaluation of the Tanzanian shilling on the one hand.
and to establish equilibrium exchange rate on the other. While the fonner was deterrnined on

the basis

of purchasing power parity

equilibrium exchange rate were

a

estimates. the indications

of movements towards

an

degree to which foreign exchange allocation were increasingly

market-based and the extent of foreign exchange premium in the parallel market.

The initial step towards market-based allocation of foreign exchange consisted

reintroduction of the open general license in February 1988 when US$5 million was

of

the

set aside

monthly for allocation to itnporters of industrial raw materials and spare parts. In January 1989
ccilings to individual applicants were doubled to US$1 million. Subsequently. the system moved

from an expanded positive list of eligible items to
and health reasons. Since the second

a

negative list of prohibited items for security

half of 1993, the open general license

has been replaced

by a system of weeldy foreign exchange auction. These developments in the foreign exchange
allocation system have been underpirmed by changes in the mode of exchange rate detennination

from

a

crawling peg to

a managed

float. To this end in April 1991. the parallel market was

legalised when foreign exchange bureaux were licensed to deal in foreign exchange at
detennined exchange rate. The average of the bureaux' rates was then used
7.18

as an

a

freely

indicator of
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the official exchange rate. Movement towards the 'equilibrium' exchange rate was predicatcd
UPON

gradual reduction in the premium of bureau over official rate. Unification was achieved

in August 1993. when the weighted average auction rate was used to determine exchange rate

on weekly basis. The system is nevertheless managed in the sense that the central bank sets

cut- off rate to forestall

a

a

possibility of exchange rate appreciation.

Apan from the decontrol of domestic consumer prices and deconfinement of the intemal
distribution system. two other reforms are central to the emerging policy regime. The first
relates to the institutional reform in marketing of agricultural produce. To the extent agricultural
marketing was under state-owned marketing institutions. this activity had becomc quasi fiscal.
Consequently. bank liabilities contracted by these institutions had frequently been bome by the
budget.

lt became clear early in the programme that the operations of the marketing boards stood

in the way of control over monetary growth and that to the extent the ultimate liability for their
virtually
linancial dealings with the banking system rested with the govemment. it would be
this
impossible to reduce or even maintain the stock of domestic public debt. To overcome

situation, the legal monopoly of the marketing boards has been abolished and private operators
licensed to deal in agricultural produce. At the same legal time. the legal relationship between
the cooperative unions

- re-established in

1984

-

and the state has been redefined.

The second area relates to the financial sector reform.

lt is to be recalled that from 1972.

vested in the
under the system of Finance and Credit Plans, credit allocation authority was

monitoring the
planning agency. the central bank was assigned the responsibility for
implementation. Under this system, banking management had little say in who the credit should
a Presidential
be issued to. irrespective of their credit worthiness. Following recommendations of

Commission of Enquiry into the monetary and banking system in 1991. legislation was enacted
to bar the govemment from interference in the management of banking ponfolio effectively
sector was opened up
ending the finance and credit plarming system. In addition. the banking

to private banks. thereby ending legal monopoly of the government in the industry. To provide
decontrolled; the central bank can.
for a competitive environment, interest rates have been
to
however, influence interest rate stmcture through its discount rate. Commercial banks access
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the central bank facilities is limited to the discount window and the central bank is expected to
become a lender of last resort. an attribute which it had lost since 1972.

To summarisc. the two aid booms represent two entirely different policy regimes. Unlike
the second aid boom. the first one did not have
model

of

a

direct bearing on the evolution of the economic

the post-1967 period. The second aid boom took place when it did to support the

construction of a new policy regime or, viewed differently.

a

demolition of the economic model

built up in the 19705.

7.5

Conclusions
Tanzania has experienced two aid booms - one in the late 19705, peaking in 1980. and

the second since the introduction of the Economic Recovery Programme (ERP) in 1986. Both
booms have coincided with increases in the investment ratio

-

but only during the first boom

were aid funds being channelled directly into investn1ent. In the later period

a

large pan of

increascd investment has been by the private sector and the aid funds themselves have been in

the form of balance of payments support (debt relief and imponing intermediate and consumcr
goods).

Tanzania's growth record has been mixed. Moderate growth in the first decade following
independence was followed by ten years

incomes.

of little or

no growth - implying falling per capita

This situation has been reversed since the introduction of ERP. since when real

growth in GDP has been over 4 per cent

a

year. There are several reasons why the first aid

boom was associated with "invesunent without growth". Some of these reasons are to be found

in the policies pursued by the Tanzanian government, but donor finance is also partly
responsible.

During the first aid boom

a

large pan of aid was project aid, with funds being provided

to pay for the import component of investrnent goods - local costs and recurrent costs were both
cxpected to be the responsibility of govemment. These items could be ill afforded - the savings
ratc rose as savings were forced out of the private sector to pay counterpan contributions. But
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imported intermediates were in increasingly shon supply
tightened, very largely

as a

as the

foreign exchange constramt

result of the remorseless decline of the capacity to import.

Aid

contributed to the deteriorating export performance in the 19705 through its effect on relative
prices.

Aside from the intlationary impact of the deficit financing. the investment drive pushed

up demand for domestic goods. notably foodstuffs

-

thus shifting the agricultural price ratio in

favour of domestic crops and against expons. As

a

result. export production declined and the

foreign exchange constraint tightened. The second aid boom. by contrast. contained a much
higher share of balance of payments suppon - with import support, particularly through the

OGL. being available for

a

wide range of recurrent uses.

The two booms also differ in the nature of the relationship between donor and recipient
over policy issues.

The development strategy adopted hy Tanzania following the Amsha

dcclaration attracted much support from sections of the donor and academ1c communltles.
Donors praised aspects of the strategy (for example the attention to basic needs). but its design
suitably of
and implementation remained a govemment affair. As 1Fl concem about the
macroeconomic policy increased
leading to

a

a

rift between the Tanzanian govemment and donors opened

-

six year break from much of the donor community'. during which time aid flows

slackened considerably.
again following

a

lt was only with

the adoption of the ERP in 1986 that Tanzania was

strategy which won with donor approval. resulting in the resumption

substantial amounts of aid.

of

Donors continue to try to exen considerable inlluence over the

content and pace of policy reform.

Aid's role in Tanzania's development is as mixed

as

only supported policies in the 19705 which tumed out to he

that development itself Donors not
.

a

costly mistake. the macroeconomic

the first
implications of that support actually exacerbated the situation. The contrast between
policies have acted
and second aid booms is a sharp one. In the later period aid monies and

together in

a

mostly favourable way, with balance of payments support providing the funds to

7.2
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stimulate investment and growth in sectors which are progressively freed up
proceeds.
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Notes to Chapter 7

l.

The two main sources for such data are the OECD'S Geogmphical Distribution dj
Finanrial Flows jo Developil1g Coumries and the World Bank's World Debl Tnbles.
The latter are used here; however. analysis in Doriye er al. (1993: Chapter 2) shows
the series from two sources to be very similar. The deflator used is the dollar import
price index (from World Tables, updated using national sources).

2.

lndeed. since 1986 there has been a net outllow of capital from Tanzania to IBRD
(new funds coming through the IDA window).

3.

As Nord el al. ( 1993) point out. the magnitude of this relief can be appreciated by
comparing the figure with that for Malawi. which is US$78 million.

4.

If Tanzania were not to enjoy continued debt relief at the expiry of the current
agreement then the debt service ratio would increase to problematic levels (to an
estimated 35 per cent).

5.

Three technical points need be noted. First. the capital inflows can be defined either
inclusive or exclusive of interest payments; if exclusive (as done here) these payments
are included as an outllow in net factor payments, which is included in OF. Second,
the aid llgure should exclude teclmical assistance since the imports of services it
finances are
captured in the balance of payments statistics. (The aid llows
reported in section 2 included TA. but the analysis from this point excludes it).

~

Third. identities that hold in nominal temls often breakdown in real tenns because of
problems in the deflators: this difliculty does not arise here as all items are detlated
by a common import price index.

6.

The slope coefficient from this simple regression is - 0.53 (t - statistic = - 1.98).
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CHAPTER

8

AID IN A DEBT DISTRESSED ECONOMY: THE CASE OF ZAMBIA
by Howard While with Tove Edsrrand

8.1

Introduction

Since independence in 1964. the Zambian economy has experienced severe economic decline.

Real per GDP per person in the early 19905 was about two - thirds that in the late 19605: in 1993

GDP per capita was ( in constant 1977 prices) an estimated K 245 per person. compared to K

409 in 1965

-

equivalent to an annual decline of 1.8 per cent.

Living standards.

as

shown by consumption levels and welfare indicators. have also

fallen. By 1993 both per capita total and private consumption had fallen to around three quarters

of their value
period

at independence:

1965 - 93.

falling by

1.3 and 1.5 per cent a year respectively over the

Infant monality and life expectancy are comparable to their levels at

independence, having improved in the first tifteen years and deteriorated thereafter. In recent

years the proportion of households below the poverty line has increased markedly (from one half
in 1980 to two thirds in 1991; GRZ, 1994; 1). The only other countries to perform so poorly

on social and economic indicators are those such

as

Mozambique and Uganda. which have been

subject to years of civil conflict.

Zambia's decline has taken place despite substantial aid intlows.

Though aid flows

averaged only 2-4 per cent of GDP in the 19705, they increased to an average

cent in the 19805. peaking at over 25 per cent.

8.1

of over

10 per

In the 19905 aid intlows have been over one
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third of GDP.} in the period 1980-93 the country

has

received an estimated USS 8.5 billion of

aid.

Why has Zambia fared so badly and why have such large quantities of aid been unable
to reverse the decline'? lndeed. what role has the aid played - has it helped to cushion the blow

of economic decline or,

has it. as some critics might suggest. actually worsened the situation?

A key factor in Zambia's development has been the erratic path it has followed to refonn. which
is described in Part 8.2. Delays in implementing refonn resulted in the build up of a heavy debt

burden which remains
the growth

of debt

as a

major impediment to the country's growth. Pan 8.3 both describes

and analyses the macroeconomic eflects

of

the inflows. utilising the

accounting framework from Chapter 2. This analysis is supplemcnted by an application of the
three gap model presented in Chapter 4, the results from which are reponed in the appendix to
this chapter. Pan 8.4 concludes.

8.2

Macroeconomic policy and perfomtance in Zambia

Economic policy in the years jollowing independence
Zambian development is inextricably linked to copper.

At independence copper and related

mining activities accounted for 40 per cent of GDP; throughout the last thirty years copper has
accounted for more than 90 per cent of export eamings. Also at independence the new UNIP

govemment had access to increased copper revenues from

a rise

in the copper price and the

ion nination of flows to the Federation. Faber estimated the effect of these changes to be an
-

increase in govemment revenue of K 170 million (comparcd to expenditure of less than K 60

million in 1963; Faber, 1971: 303).

The higher revenues were used in pan for

a

rapid expansion of the govemment sector.

The number of civil servants more than doubled between 1963/64 and 1967 (from 22,511 to
51,497; Burdette, 1988: 66). Africanisation meant that the number of top - level positionsrose

even more rapidly

-

from 184 in 1962 to 573 in 1967 (Turok, 1979: 74). Wages in the civil

service followed the new high levels attained in mining, following the Brown and Wheelan

Commissions (Knight, 1971).

It is easy in retrospect to
8.2

see such

expenditure increases as

a

:54

reckless spending spree.

In fact the govemment made significant strides

to improvc living

Primary and secondary school enrollments rose from 378.600

standards for many Zambians.

and 13.900 respectively in 1964 to 858.200 and 65.800 in 1974; over the same period

panicipation in adult education rose from 2.700 people to 60.000. There were also increases
in the number of hospitals (48 to

76ö)

and health clinics and centres (306 to 595).

The role of the state was also expanded into the productive sector.

Following

independence. foreign investment was welcomed. although the govemrnent also perceived

for itself in supponing impon substituting industries. Table 8.1 gives

a

sumrnary

a

role

of economic

policies since independence. The Mulungushi Declaration in 1968, and the Matero reforms the

following year. changed this state of affairs: armouncing nationalisations and an expansion of the
apparatus

of a control economy (changes in tax and foreign exchange regulations), which were

extended still further with the creation

of

a

national bank (NCB) in 1970.

The policies in the decade following independence sowed the seeds for future problems
First, the expansion of the state sector and the scale of services provided was

in two ways.

sustainable only

if

current levels of copper revenue continued into the future: they did not.

Second. the parastatal sector

political ends

The jailure

-

-

in which production was quite deliberately subordinated to

became increasingly inefficient and incurred mounting losses.

lo adjust

In 1975 the copper price plummeted. marking the stan of persistent deterioration in the

lerms of trade for some years to come. There was some recovery in the middle of the 19805.
but this improvement was reversed
decade as

a

-

so

that the tenns of trade have been trendless during the

whole. The decline in the tem1s of trade translated into

capita gross national income ( Figure 8.1)
is

-

a

substantial drop in per

though the continuing decline throughout the 19805

also attributable to poor economic performance.
What is striking is about Figure 2.1 is the way in which consumption remained quite

slable in the 19705 despite the drop in income.

8.3

Consumption levels were maintained at the

Table 8.1 Summary of Zambian economic policy
Year

Policy

Exchange rate

Fiscal and monetary policy

Trade policy

1964 - 67

Mixed economy

Fixed exchange rate

Expansionary llscal policy

Adopted Import
Subslirulion
lnduslrialisalion

1968 - 74

Mulungushi
Declaralion

Fixed exchange rate

Other

Strategy (ISI)

Malero reforms
(nationali sation policy)

announces increased
role of state
1975 - 79

Regime of controls

Fixed exchange rate with
occasional devaluation.

Forex rationing.

Deilci! tlnancing and foreign
borrowing lo maintain
consumplion levels
(including increased
consumer subsidies); capital

introduction of impon
quotas and licenses

EJ
Lh

'Jj

expenditure reduced.
- 82

First attempts al
adjuslment

Further devaluations.

Expendilure reducing
policies

Proteclion through
high tariffs

1983 - 87

Slabilisalion and
adjustmenl

Funher devalualion.

Wage restraim and credit

Some trade
liberalisation.

1980

squeeze.

lnterest ratcs
deconlrolled.

1985: auclion system.
1987 - 89

New Economic
Recovery
Programme
.

Fixed exchange rate and

forex rationing (FEEMAC).

Price controls re - introduced.

lnteresl tale
controls re introduced.

Table 8.1 Summary of Zambian economic policy (ctd.)
Fiscal and monetary policy

Trade policy

Other

I9901 OGL inlroduccd.

l99l:rneasuresto curh

1991: official windows
unified.

grouwh ofrnoncy supply and
lncrease resource
n1ohihsation.

I9902 liheraliscd
import reglme. export
rctention and no - funds
schemcs; emharked on

1990: private
Irading in all
commodities
excepl mcalic

tariff reform aimed at
more uniform and
lower tariff regimc.

mcal.

I9922 auction of TBillS;

a

Year

Policy

Exchange rate

1990 - 94

Adjustment
(Economic
Recovery
Programme).

1992: bureaux estahlished.
exchange rate unified at

elimination of suhsidies for

market clearing level.

hreakfast meal.

1993: forex sold through

1993: cash budget; lax

auction to banks.

refomls.

I9941 capital account
controls abolished.

1994: creation of Revenue
Authority.

1992: intcrest
ratcs lihcraliscd;

I992: retention rate

prlvatlszttmn

increased to I00
percent for non -

act.

traditional exporlers;
contrnls on rctcntion
market removed.

jJ
LI.

0*
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cxpense

of savings and investmem (Table 8.2). lfincome had subsequently recovered then such

consumption smoothing is

a

rational response ro the temporary decline. Both GRZ and the IFIS

did indeed believe thai copper prices would recover.

Furthermore. neither the lFIs nor other

donors opposed the increasingly light controls govemment extended over the economy in
response to the crisis.

These controls were associaled with increasing inefficiency throughout the productive

seclor. A World Bank review of the industrial sector reported that total factor productivity had

declined in fourtecn out of seventeen manufacturing sectors over the period 1965 - 80 - labour

productivity fell in seven sectors despite substantial investment (1984: 16-18). The copper sector
was beset by similar problems - described by Gulhati as

a

"spluttering growth engine" (Gulhati.

1989: 18). Following termination of the management contracts with foreign mining companies

in 1973. the mining parastaial. ZCCM. was subjecl to the same political interference
parastatals

-

other

as

expatriate employmenl in the copper industry fell from 10 per cent in 1971 to 3.5

per cent in 1983 (Gulhati. 1989: 19).

Costs of production increased - panly because

of

the

growing physical difficulties in mining new seams. but also because of managerial inefficiencies.

Productivity fell from 12.3 tons per worker in 1973. to 11.7 lons in 1977 and 9.7 tons in
(Gulhati. 1989: 19).

Andersson (1993) claims il was subjcct to the same discrimination
sub - saharan

agriculture

-

1981

Policy toward the agricultural sector has been subject to some debate as

characterised many other

African countries. whereas Kydd (1986) claims thai. unusually. GRZ did support
but only the large estates. and not the smallholders.

What is clear is that the

intemal terms of trade have moved against agriculture and thai the parastatals responsible for

agriculture were increasingly unable to cope.

Geisler (1991) describes the inefficiencies in

maize markering by the late 19805 and early 19905; to cite just one example of many:
In September 1991. almost cenainly as an act of protest by the local farming
community. 27.000 bags of maize were set on fire in Mumbwa, having stayed
uncollected for three years. allegedly because of transport problems. although the
depot was only 100 km west of Lusaka on the road to Mongu. By the end of

8 .4
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Table 8.2 Savings and investment rates
(per cent of GDP, period averages)
1965 - 75

1976 - 84

1985-93

Consumption

60.0

82.3

85.1

Domestic savings

40.0

17.7

14.9

lnvestmem

31.0

19.4

14.6

Source: project dalabase.
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Oclober an eslimaled 500.000 bags of maize were reported lo be soaked and
wasled.
(Geisier. 1991: 116)

.4

decude

dj pziled re~ rms:

lite

1

9805

By 1980 the need for reform was increasingly obvious and the govemment turned to the

IMF. Zambia

had

drawn upon IMF funds three times during the 19705. so that by the 19805

il had reached the upper tranches of IMF resources which are only available subjecl to policy

conditionalily. However. the Extended Fund Facility negoliated in
over

a

year. This was just one in

a

series

of programmes

-

1981

broke down aflerjusl

loans and credits from the 1FIS to

Zambia are detailed in Table 8.3.

A new. one - year stand - by agreemcnt reached in 1983. marks the begirming of serious

atlempls al slabilisation and reform. being accompanied by imporlanl changes in personnel and
the subordination of the planning office (NCDP) lo the Ministry of Finance (Gulhali. 1988:

3 1).

Targets in the stand - by covered improvemem in the currem accounl. increased government
revenue and reduced expendirure (including

a

cap on public seclor wages and employmem).

general 10 per cent wage ceiling. devalualion and move lo

a

a

flexible exchange tale system and

meeling repaymenl obligations on rescheduled arrears. Neither this stand - by. nor the subsequenl
one in July 1984 were fully drawn down. despite what Gulhati calls "slrenuous efforts" to meet

the targels (Gulhati. 1988: 33).

Auempts lo reverse the decline of the economy in the period 1978 - 85 had concentrated
on expenditure - reduction (demand contraclion). which could not of course deliver growth in the
short - run (nor was il mean! to). But whilsl stahilisation is probably

a

pre - condilion for growth

(a fact that was lo prove a problem in the early 19905). slabilisalion is not all that is required.

In line with critique of slabilisation programmes developed by Killick er al. (1984). amongsl

olhers. il is difficull to see how stabilisalion alone could bring about the adjustment which was

required.

8.5

Table 8.3 IMF agreements and World Bank programme
lending to Zambia, 1983-1994

1973

Completed or terminated

Loan/credit

Date

IMF stand-by agreement

May

World Bank programme Joan

IMF stand-by agreement

1976

July

1978

April

IMF

1981

May

IMF Extended Fund Facility (36 months)

Broke down July 1982

1983

April

IMF stand-by agreement (12 months)

Not fully drawn because of debt arrears

World Bank programme Joan

1984

1985

1986

1991

March

.

stand - by agreement

lBRD export rehabilitation and diversification

Joan

stand - by agreement (21 months)

April 1985. because of debt arrears

July

IMF

July

IDA/IBRD agricultural rehabilitation project

October

IDA industrial reorientation credit

Febmary

IMF stand-by agreement (24 months)

Suspended when auction abandoned (and other
conditions already not met)

June

IDA economic recovery credit

Suspended May 1987 (auclion abandoned);
completed in 1991

March

IDA second economic recovery credit

Completed

Suspended

April

IMF Rights Accumulation Programme

Scheduled for completion June 1995

1992

June

Privatisation and industrial reorientation credit

Completed

1993

June

Second privatisation and industrial reorientation
credit

1994

March

'Economic and social adjustment credit

Scheduled for completion late 1994

NI

0*

"!
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The programrne put together hy GRZ dur1ng

19 >45 recogmsed

to rectify some of the major d1storlions in the cconomy

this problem. and sought

commercial interest rates were

decontrolled in September. refomls planned in industry and agriculture (including subsidy

reduction and elimination of most price controls) and foreign exchange arrangements liberalised

in preparation for the auction. The auction was seen
and arguments over its effects led to the abandonmcnt

as

the centre - piece of the reform effons.

of the programme in 1987. Probably

as

important in relaxing inefficiencies in the forex allocation system was the legalising of "own
funds" impons.

The auction. introduced in October 1985. allowed certain users of foreign exchange to

bid for the foreign currency through the commercial banks on

a

weekly basis, provided they had

documentary evidence of tax clearance and profonna invoices for impons (Bates and Collier,
1993: 407). Import licences were automatically given to successful bidders. Major traders in
the market. such as ZCCM. Zambia Airways. the commercial banks, the govenunent and

government owned institutions, were excluded from the auction. ln consequence, during 1986

only 22 per cent of the total value of foreign exchange transactions entered the auction system.
However. the exchange rate set by the auction was important

as

it was used for all official

transactions.

Whether the price of foreign exchange set by supply and demand in only one particular.
and quite small, market segment was the appropriate rate was one source

of criticism of

the

auction system (Wulf . 1988; 591). More generally the govemment was opposed to the massive

dcvaluation which accompanied the auction
auction to

a peak

of K

21 a

dollar.

- the

rate rising from K 2.2 a dollar before the

The govemment's opposition may have been based on

"national pride" over the value of its currency or the more economically grounded concems over
the impact

of

the devaluation on the govemment budget (through extemal debt service

obligations and the kwacha it had to pay ZCCM and other exponers for the forex they had to
hand over).

Public reaction to the auction system was also unfavourable - blaming it for the

high inflation which coincided with the auction and allowing the rich to import luxury consumer
items whereas essential goods became unaffordable.
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The govemment picked up these latter arguments. For

:1

while it preserved the auction

system but actively worked against its successful operation: the govemor of the Bank of Zambia
was replaced with an official opposed to the auction
system. confidence in the system - was

undermined by the government auctioning more funds than were acrually available (so imponers
had to wait before receiving the forex), bids were published
in the national press - with 'the
implication that high bids were "unpatriotic" - and. at one point. refusing to accept bids above
a

certain price!

On May ist 1987, President Kaunda atmounced that the auction was ended. relations with

IMF and World Bank were broken and controls reintroduced. The kwacha was revalued to
fixed rate of (to K 8 a dollar), debt service payments were limited to 10 per cent
of

the
a

-

expon

eamings after key impons (ZCCM, Zambia Airways, fuel and fertiliser), interest rates cut and
prices set. As Colclough says, these policies "represented a retum to
the old regime
(Colclough. 1988: 60). The previous hiccups in the programme during the 19805 had been just
that - temporary hitches that were resolved with a renewed effort on the
pan of govemrnent.
The break in 1987 was something
far more fundamental than

a

hiccup - the government had

chewed up the programme and spat it out. Why had these well -supported reform effons failed?

Gulhati suggests three potential causes for the failure of the 1985-87 refonn programme:

iii inherent problems in prograrnrne design; (ii) insuftlcient suppon from donors; and (iii) lack
of domestic commitment (Gulhati.

1989: 31).

Probably no refom1 programme is perfect, but

the 1985 reforrns were certainly a move in the right direction.'
Although. Gulhati argues that

the response by bilaterals to the refomt effort was insufticient. Zambia did receive comparatively
high levels of aid (see Part 8.3 below). Most commentators place emphasis on lack of political

suppon for the refortns.

The causes

of the lack of widespread political suppon for'refoim can

Although undoubtedly having

a

be easily explained.

wide power base at independence. suppon for UNIP waned

thereafter. Importantly, the backing of the miners was lost in the early seventies

as a

rival' party

(UPP) grew in strength in the copperbelt. The banning of UPP in 1972 and formation of the
8.7
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one-party state the following year alienated the miners altogether - henceforth the government

look their views into account only insofar
sector -

as

certainly foreign. but also domestic

there was
-

a

danger of strikes or riots. The business

was also either isolated

from or opposed to the

Pany; so that the Party was. in Bates and Collier's words "alienated from many of the most

produclive forces in the economy" ( 1993: 393).

UNIP did of course have
public sector employees.

a

powerful constituency, and that was urban consumers and

But these were the very groups set to suffer most from the reform

programme. Refonns would remove consumer subsidies. and the price controls which benefltted
those in urban areas who had access to these goods.

Public sector cuts and elimination of

subsidies would force retrenchrnent and restn1cturing in the public sector. reducing the direct
and indirect income employees enjoyed.

UN1P politicians, recognising these interests,

themselves resisted reform; according to some observers it was Kaunda alone who agreed to the

programme:

reforms ] were extremely unpopular among nearly all strata of the population.
from senior cabinet and party figures down to the unemployed urban worker...
President Kaunda had to ram them through the cabinet.
[ the

(Callaghy. 1989)

Whatever Kaunda's reasons for supponing refoml, they did not survive continued opposition to
the programme. with the eventual collapse of the programme.

Adjuslmenl in the I9905

lFls

Unsurprisingly, the economy did nor recover with the retum to controls. Moreover. the
1989 GRZ once again
were not eager to allow Zambia to leave the fold, so in September

had been maintained through
entered discussions with the Bank and the Fund. (in fact contact
with the Bank were
"the break". though there were no official operations). Normal relations
and the IMF'S Rights
resumed with the clearance of IBRD/IDA arrears in March 1991
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Accumulation Programme (RAP) hegun the folluwlng mnutli. Both ol' these peitulons illustralc
the degree ofcommitment displayed hy donors to having Zambia resumc the reform pmgramme.

On 12th March 1991. Zambia was in arrcars to the World Bank to the zimount of USS
319

ll9 million of these arrears were cleared

million.' On that day USS

-

USS

I9 million from

Zambia's own funds and USS 100 million with monies from the Donor Support Group. ra1scd
especially for that purpose. Therefore arrears remained al USS 200 million. The fullt' - wing da)'
the Bank of England made a bridging loan of USS 200 million to Zambia. which was used in

clear the arrears. Once the arrears were clcared the Bank released USS 40 million ol' löunds hold
in suspense following the break in 1987 and USS 160 million ol' new IDA credits (the Second

Economic Recovery Credit).

These töunds from the Bank - totalling USS 200

repaid to the Bank of England.

million

-

were

The whole circular transaction is reponed to have taken 72

minutes!

The RAP is

a

rather similar trick carried out over

a

much longer time period.

Zambia is in arrears to the IMF it cannot draw any funds. thus cutting the country

from

a

Since

off not only

potentially important source of finance but also. more importantly. apparently removing

the possibility of an IMF programme which the World Bank. bilateral donors and commercial
organisations regard as

a

prerequisite for much ol' their own involvement.

The RAP

simultaneously overcomes not only this difficulty but also manages to - in all but name rcschedule the IMF debt. The agreement extends beyond the restoration of IMF drawings.

as

bilateral donors in the Support Group are then intended to make OGL grants equivalent to
Zambia's scheduled repayments to the Fund.

In order to "stay on the RAP". Zambia has to meet with policy conditionality of the type
which nomlally accompanies adjustment programmes - the
to do so in important respects
arrears on extemal debt.

löact

that the govemment has failed

is discussed below - and stick to an agreed programme

So long as these requirements are seen to be met then Zambia

accumulates the "rights to borrow" the monies it could have borrowed

in arrears to the Fund.

of settling

if it were not for being

By 1995 the value of these rights will be equal to the value of the
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outstanding IMF arrears.

At that point.

a

bilateral donor

of an equivalent amount to Zambia. which then

is expected

to make

uses these funds to pay

off

bridging loan

a

the arrears.

Once

the arrears are cleared the accumulated rights are paid over to Zambia. who uses them to repay
the bridging loan to the donor.

Zambia still owes the same amount to the IMF

-

but now it

is

new debt, not arrears. so the debt has effectively been rescheduled.

The conditionality attached to the RAP may be divided into three areas: (i) ceilings on
reserve money and domestic credit creation; (ii) various f1nancial indications, including reduction

in debt arrears; and (iii) policy changes to liberalise the foreign exchange and credit markets

(Adam el al.. 1993). GRZ

has made

rapid strides in liberalisation. Indeed. at the March 1994

Table 8.4 Benchmarks and outturns for IMF
reserve money targets lIC million)
Benchmark

I992

1993

Notes:

Adjusted
benchmark

Actual

Quarter

1

22.648

22.899

Quarter

2

23.71

27.310

Quarter

3

28.889

26.247

Quarter 4'

30.551

37.533

Quaner

1

40.732

Quarter

2

41.546

Quarter

3

70.656

Quarter 4

76.398

1

47.906

64.073

73.208
80.791

'First column in adjusted benchmark and the second modiHed.

8.10

36.660
60.001

none

Source: Andersson ( 1994: 6 - 9).

32.808

87.475
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CG meeting in Paris. Mr. Stephen Denning. director of the World Banks Southem Africa

department. said. "it's difticult to find

a

country that's done more" (quoted in Financial Times,

26/3/94). But there have been problems

-

slippages in reduction of arrears (though these may

bc attributed to shortfalls in donor finance) and. more signif icantly. very substantial overshooting

of monetary targets.
quarterly basis for

Table 8.4 summarises the reserve money targets and outturns on

1992 - 93;

a

the outturn has overshot the benchmark in every case.

This excessive monetary growth has meant that inflation has been much higher that
cxpccted, and in fact accelerated rather than decreased.

grown at 88 per cent over the year rather

a

Already in 1991 reserve money had

target of around 25 per cent. Although no rights

were accumulated in that year. the progranune was not discontinued. and the rights which had
been missed in that year were distributed over the remaining years. The IMF hasöcontinued to

accommodate slippage; revising targets upward in line with acmal perfonnance. Whilst reasons

may be found to explain each of these slippages it is clearly true that until the middle of 1993

-

when monthly inflation reached an annualised rate of nearly 300 per cent - the government had

failed to stabilise the economy.

In order to control monetary growth. GRZ introduced

a cash

budget in January 1993.

However, the design of the scheme did not prevent the govemment from making unsterilised
purchases

of forex for ZIMOIL impons and extemal debt requirements so that rampant money

supply growth and inflation continued in the Hrst part of the year.

These "loop - holes" were

plugged and the govenmtent pushed up the nominal rate on 28 day TBills in

a

funher effon to

restrict monetary growth.

In July the rate on TBills was 9.8 per cent

But in July inflation was mnning

a

month

at an atmualised rate

-

equivalent to 208.5 per cent

of 285 per cent.

a

year.

so the real interest on

the TBills was negative. This situation was sharply reversed the following month when inflation

dropped to an annualised rate of 34.5 per cent. Given the nominal annual retum on TBills of
180 per cent the drop in inflation tumed TBills into a very desirable asset.

In August the

monthl retum on a dollar investment (i.e. adjusting for exchange rate movements) was 17.9 per
8.11
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cent. These retums had the desired effect. with monetary growth and inflation both plummeting

(the price level actually tell in November). As investors switched into kwacha the exchange rate
appreciated

-

falling from around K 570

stabilisation has been achieved.

a

dollar in July to K 370

if it can by

a

dollar in October. Whilst

sustained by this trick of "Ponzi flnance" (a tenn

also used by Adam el al.. 1993) must he open lo doubt.

Summan" and conclusion

Zambia's post independence strategy shared common elements with many other sub Saharan African countries

-

increasing the role of the state and creating

a

manufacturing sector

with considerable state support. The difference in Zambia was that it was rich enough to afford
it at the time.

Economists studying "pattems of growth" would expect the share of

manufacturing in GDP to rise with income. Zambia has an economic structure which may have
been appropriate

if the country

had continued to grow at the rate experienced in the late 19605.

but which seems wholly inappropriate for

a

country at its current income level. For its level of

income. Zambia is the most industrialised country in the world (see White and Edstrand.
1994:24 -5). Manufacturing and services have accounted for most of the growth in the Zambian

economy since independence. But growth in these sectors is not sustainable

as

it was based on

the wealth of the mining sector; and mining has been experiencing an average decline in output.

Donors have lem considerable suppon to reform in Zambia. despite the wavering

commitment of govemment itself to the reform prograrnme. The extent and content of refonn
has been strongly influences by donors. But although the liberalisation measures undcrtaken may
be "steps in the right

direction".

a

vision of what that direction is missing.

economy in dire need of adjusting the very core of its stmcture. then Zambia

is

If

there is an

that economy

-

neither donors nor government appear to have fully grasped this point.

8.3

The macroeconomic effects of aid

The accounting framework presented in Chapter 2
about aid's macroeconomic impact.

15

a

useful starting point for raising quest10ns

As explained in that Chapter, the traditional view is that

aid is used to finance impons and investment. What is most striking from the Zambian data is
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that domestic savings have usually been sufticient to cover investment (Figure 8.2) and the

export eamings are high enough to pay for imports (Figure 8.3). Given that by impons and
investment are largely financed from domestic resources we would not expect the behaviour of
these variables to be

follow changes in aid inflows.

This supposition is correct. In fact, impons have fallen

as aid has

risen. Econometric

analysis shows the capacity to impon to be the main determinant of import levels - and the

decline in this capacity

as the

tenns of trade have fallen has been mirrored by lower imports.

Figure 8.3 showed that the current account ( excluding official transfers and interest payments)
has been negative,

requiring an inflow to cover this gap. But aid intlows have been

higher per cent of GDP than required to

flll

a

much

this gap - implying that the majority of the inflow

has been used to finance capital outflows (amortisation) and interest payments on debt.

The debl problem

Zambia's total extemal debt has risen steadily from around USS 650 million in 1970 to

over USS 7.2 billion by 1991. But.

as

shown in Tables 8.5 and 8.6 this growth has maskcd

some significant changes in the underlying composition of the debt stock.
share

of debt from private creditors

total extemal debt.

has

Most notably. the

fallen from nearly two - thirds to around

Official funds now account for the bulk of the debt.

10 per cent

of

Although non -

concessional official flows account for more of the debt than do concessional. the value of
concessional inflows and grants greatly exceeds non-concessional inllows.

The private debt relates largely to borrowing in the 19705

of the

-

including in the second half

decade when inflows where used to support consumption levels.

Zambia relied heavily on IMF and, to a lesser extent IBRD. funds

-

In the early 19805
neither of which are

concessional. Since the accounting identities suggest that new intlows were in large part used

to meet debt obligations, these inflows were recycling debt from private to official creditors.
Since the mid-1980s Zambia has enjoyed access to more concessional funds - IDA credits rather

than IBRD loans and mostly grant 1inance from the bilaterals. These funds represent

recycling, with some dilution. of the total debt.
8.13
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Figure 8.2 Sm 'ings and ilzveslmenr
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Figure 8.3 Trade balance und curren! uccounr
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Table 8.5 Composition of Zambia's externa! debt
(per cent of total debt)
1970 75
-

1976 - 80

1981 - 85

1986 - 91

21.7

21.9

26.3

28.5

oiw Mullilateral

4.5

1.9

3.2

8.3

Bilaleral

17.2

20.2

24.7

21.2

Non -concessional

10.9

18.6

24.3

28.6

o/w Multilateral

7.5

11.2

10.3

10.4

Bilateral

3.4

7.4

14.0

18.2

61.9

28.3

15.6

9.0

bonowing

0.0

19.7

12.8

imerest arrears

0.0

0.2

2.0

Concessional

Private
Short - term

-

Short - tenn Use

of IMF credil

Total

1'

2

7.9

5.5

11.3

19.0

13.7

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

.551.5

3.899.8

6.740.8

Memo item:

Total debl (USS millions)

872.3

1

Note: total debt is the average annual total extemal deht for each pc riod
Source: World Del)! Tubles
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Table 8.6 Gross inllows (USS millions)
1970 - 75

1976 - 80

1981-85

1986-91

48.6

81.5

109.3

128.6

oiw Multilateral

5.1

2.9

38.3

91.3

Bilateral

43.5

78.6

71.0

37.3

33.9

62.2

64.3

45.5

o/w Multilateral

77 ?

47.1

48.9

40.8

Bilateral

11.7

15.1

15.4

4.8

179.3

168.8

90.1

69.8

0.0

0.0

23.8

100.2

25.4

100.4

159.7

20.3

7.3

42.6

86.1

367.5

Concessional

Non-concessional (official)

Private
Short - tenn

IMF purchases
Giants
Noter grants exclude technical assislance.
Source: World Debr Tobias.
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Aid and adjusmzelzr
This pattem fits quite closely

The pattem of real aid inflows is shown in Figure 8.4.

with the story about policy changes. As the crisis deepened
up until 1980.

a

first aid boom was experienced

But 1980 was the year the Bank launched structural adjustment. and donors

appear to have mostly responded to the absence of
aid levels. The response to the

1985 - 87

a

progranmte in Zambia by reducing their

adjustment effort was very marked. as was the

withdrawal of funds after it was abandoned. Resumption of adjustment. combined with multi party elections. have made Zambia again
is

a

favoured recipient in the 19905. This favoured status

reflected also in the terms of long - teml capital inflows; the gram element averaged 46.7 in

1985 - 87.

falling to 22.6 in 1988 - 90 and rising again to 76.2 per cent in

1991 - 92

(World DebI

Tables. 1994).

Not all donors have responded in equal measure to Zambia's erratic policy perfonnance.

We calculated real gross aid inflows from the major donors to Zambia in four periods: 1980 - 84.
1985 - 87. 1988-89 and 1990 - 91.

Donors supponive of refom1 are those whose aid rose in the

1985-87 period. fell back in 1988-89 and picked up again in 1990-91. Using this definition of

support four categories may be identifled: ( i) donors who are strongly supportive of the refonn
process (i.e. those whose aid rose during both refonn episodes and declined in real terms

between episodes): IDA. Sweden. UK. US and the Netherlands; (ii) donors who are moderately

supponive of refom1 (i.e. those whose aid rose during refonn. but also experienced

a

moderate

growth between reform periods): Gennany and Canada; (iii) donors whose aid does not support
the reform process (i.e. those whose aid rose with initial refonn, continued to grow albeit at
a

slower rate

-

between refonn periods, and has declined during the most recent reforms): Japan.

Norway and EC ; and (iv) donors whose tlows move against the reform process: aid from UNDP

fell during the first reform period. rose during the break with the multilaterals and has registered
an insignificant change during the most recent reform period.

Despite these variations, the overall pattem shows movements which are consistent with

the argument that overall aid tinance has supponed adjustment

-

Zambia has been rewarded for

reform and punished for not reforming. Bilateral donors have also been keen to support Zambia

8 . 14
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Figure 8.4 Real aid injtowj
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in the 19905 in order to maintain political reform. Others have argued that aid in Zambia has
been so generous as to mitigate against refomt. For example. speaking of the late 19805. Good
argued that:

Zambia's acute malaise is a consequence of chiefly intemal faclors... As things
stand. debt concessions and additional foreign aid would worsen rather than

improve the situation. since it would strengthen and encourage an inefficient and
authoritarian regime without bringing benefit to the majority of the people.
(Good. 1989: 298)
Speaking of aid to Zambia more generally. de Vlyder writes:

Zambia has probably received more policy - related assistance than any other
African country (with the possible exception of Tanzania). But it is cenainly not
the best pupil in the class that has been rewarded..
countries such as Zambia. Mozambique and Rwanda. classified as poor
performers [ by the World Bank ] . to which aid disbursements. not least from the

IFls. have been huge.
(de Vlyder, 1994: 19 and 20)

Good's statement is not incompatible with the view that donors have supported reform.
Donors pushed for reform in the mid - eighties. but the programme was abandoned because of

intcmal opposition.

Further suppon at that time would indeed have postponed the retum to

reform - but. in facl. many major donors reduced their support.
under Kaunda to sustained reform must be questioned

-

The commitment of UNIP

but the increased inflows in 1990 ('which

were subsequently suspended until MMD came to power) were in the context

of

a

changmg

political environment which promised the possibility of genuine policy change.

Zambia has received large levels of support
capita terrns for

sub - saharan

Africa

as a

whole.

-

in the 19905 three times the average in per

The amount

of aid received by Zambia

determined by its flnancing gap, which consists of debt obligations.

If donors

is

are to support

Zambian refomi they have to accept that they must contribute to these obligations

-

failure to

do so will mean that Zambia reneges on its debt obligations. rendering it ineligible for an IMF
8.15
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Simulations using the three gap model presented in

(and therefore World Bank) programme.

Chapter 4 show that Zambia's future growth will continue to be tightly constrained by foreign
exchange availability, and that the forex donors make available must continue to mostly bc in
the

form of balance of payments support. The position of

de Vlyder is that the govemmcm

would have been forced to undertake more consistent refonn in the absence of aid. In the end.

it is not possible to construct this counterfacmal

lt

sub-saharan Africa to support the view.

- but there is no evidence

seems more plausible that funds are needed to

support and cushion the costs of restmcturing.

supported reform is an important part to

a

from elsewhere in

The view that aid in Zambia has positively

discussion of the overall macroeconomic effects of

that aid.

Economelric analysis
Time series analysis must be wary of spurious results from regressions of non-stationary
variables.

Of the 34 variables in the dataset. only one was stationary

at the 5 per cent level.

Therefore consistent estimates can only be obtain for sets of variables which are cointegratcd

-

however. such sets of variables cannot be found for some major macroeconomic aggregatcs.
such as savings. A further limitation of the analysis is the absence of data giving

breakdown. We have an idea of overall trends, and

Lhe

a

functional

Bank of Zambia have some data back

to the mid-80s. but we do not have consistent series which may be used in econometric analysis.

Table 8.8 repons those results which were obtained.

Although it is not possible to get consistent estimates for aggregate investmem

-

results

can be reported for disaggregated investment. Private investment includes the parastatal sector.
The equation supports the view that investment has been constrained by lack of foreign
exchange, as impons are

Lhe

main determinant of both govemment and private investment. Aid

is a significant determinant of private investment (of which the largest part will be parastatals).

but not govemment investment. The non-availability of data on disaggregated aid mean that
changes in the composition

of aid may be drowning out the effects that the different types of aid

have.
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Table 8.8 Econometric estimates
M

AID

OK

GR

TOT

CROW

PIIA

X

GDP

I

C

MIVA

NMGDI'

T
IP

0.57

IG

0.49Ö

CGTK

- 0.18

X

X

0.29

0.07

X

X

- 0.12

0.76

0.84

0.40

MK

3.20

1.20'

MK

1.07

1.00

X

X

GR

PHAT

X

X

0.003'

X

-

0.001'

-

- 0.94

0.67

0.81.
1.20

X

Id
'

1.69

-J

X

X

Notes: - not included in regression; x included in regression but insignitlcant or not cointergrated. IP: private investment; IG government
investment; CGTK government consumption and transfers; MK imports; GR government current revenue; and PHAT inflation.

DO

21:>

Since the investment equation shows investment to be detennined primarily by imports.
an indirect effect of aid on investment might be expected through aid's effect on impons. In fact

it is not possible to find

a

significant impact from aid on impons. The negative impact of aid

on impons shown by the simple regression is not robust to altemative specifications: but there
is no

signillcant relationship either way.

Components.

Exports and the tenns of trade are the significant

Two import equations are reported

-

one for forex availability only and one

containing impon demand elements (see Moran (1989) for the theoretical derivation of hybrid

import functions). On the basis of an F -test the simpler equation is ng
more general specification

-

a

valid restriclion of the

but the simpler equation appears cointegrated with 99 per cent

confidence, whereas the more general one is only so with 90 per cent confidence.

The govemment sector more generally was not amenable to modelling

-

in panicular to

address the issue of the flscal response of GRZ to aid inflows. Govemment revenue is primarily
a

function of mining value added (the coefficient surprisingly exceeding unity in all
There as no evidence of reduced govemment revenue collections as

speciflcations).
consequence

for).

of the aid over

the period as a whole

a

(or with various structural breaks allowed

Conversely govemment consumption and transfers depend most significantly on other

capital irttlows

-

not appearing affected by the aid inflows.

Although no estimable equations were found for the real exchange tate, one was found

for inflation. Aid appears to exert

a

positive impact (but other capital flows

a

negative one).

The negative coeftlcient on growth can be interpreted as representing the effect of increascd
supply - although this explanation is not entirely convincing as measured GDP of course
represents both supply and demand (so this interpretation assumes supply to a binding constra1nt

with quantity adjustment of demand).
from
Not shown in the table was the estimation of the simple Harrod Domar equation:
not
did
which the ICOR was found to be 16.67. But, as might be expected. the regression
appear a terribly good one. Some other results did not stand up to more rigorous econometric

correlation
analysis, but which may be of interest for funher work. were the clear negative
8.17
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between agricultural value added and the domestic terms of trade and the positive coefficient

(0.8) from the regression of debl service on aid.

The reason so few equations could be estiinated is likely to be parameter instability.
Regression of one variable on another assumes that the relationship between the two is constant

For

across time.

a

variety of reasons this assumption may be invalid. Usually the problem of

structural instability can be dealt with through the introduction of intercept and slope dummies.
as

has been done in the Zambian dala for. for example. before and after the fall in copper price.

BUI

Ihe problem in Zambia has been that Ihe country has not simply moved from one regime to

another at

cenain point of time. rather it has frequently switched policies. especially

a

throughout the 19805.

This behaviour will induce instability in economic relationships to

a

degree which makes it difficult to model them econometrically.

The behaviouriul impuct 0/ aid
As mentioned above. il has proved diflicult to model Zambian savings. The main fact

of Zambian savings was clear in Pan 8.2

-

the face of dramatically reduced income.

they fell as consumption levels were maintained in

The econometric results suggest that consumption

levels were supported largely by other capital flows. not by aid.

Living standards had begun

to fall by the time aid llows became really significant. On the side of govemment revenue it
has not been possible to

tlnd an effect from aid.

But this is not to say that donors are not

legitimately concemed by the current decline in the lax ratio (which has fallen every year since
1990).

Even

if the point cannot

GRZ would have allowed such

a

be demonstrated econometrically. it is

difficult to believe that

fall in the absence of the high aid levels Zambia

has enjoyed

in these years.

Chapter

2

argued that analysis of the determinants of investment should consider public

and private investment separately. This point of view is bome out by the econometric results.

which find non - spurious estimates for disaggregated investment. but not for aggregate.
lnvestment is primarily detennined by imports. although aid has had

on private ('including parastatal) investment.
8.18
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signiticant positive ImPaEl

zm

To understand aid's total impact on inveslment therefore requires knowledge of how aid
has affected imports. No significant impact of aid on impons can be identified econometrically.

But cconometric teclmiques cannot capture the counterfactual where the policy reactions of

govemment and attitude to debt obligations in the absence of aid have not been modelled. We
have argued that. in the absence of the adjustment programme. GRZ would meet some ( around
one third) but not all its debt obligations (White and Edstrand. 1994). Since the aid pays for all

these obligations at present. the absence of the programme (and therefore of balance of payments

support) would reduce forex availability for impons - with consequent adverse effects for
investment. In addition to the effects through debt service. adjustment policies are gradually

putting into place

a

policy environment conducive to private investmem.

Cross - country analyses of the effects of adjustment programmes (e.g. Mosley el

1990) have argued that adjustment policies have an adverse impact on investment

arguing the reverse.

Much of the analysis of

-

such studies is based on techniques

methodologically quite shaky (White and Luttik, 1994: Chapter 2). (Such

as

£11..

yet we are

which are

before versus after

comparisons - in the case of Zambia, such comparisons show the investment rate to improve

with adjustment. compared to surrounding years of non - adjustment). The reasons underlying
the supposed adverse impact on investment are (i) reductions in govemment investment; ( ii) the

time needed to create the confidence and environment favourable to private investment. In the
Zambian case. adjustrnent has not been associated with lower govemment investment. comparcd

to the low levels of the 19805. Given that non- adjustment policies have exacerbated the forex
shortage this fact is hardly surprising.

The positive impact that aid may have on investment in Zambia does not. therefore. run
through the straight - forward supplementation of domestic savings.

as

in the two gap model.

Rathcr the argument must be based on the actions of the Zambian govermnent in the absence

of the aid programme.

In the absence of high aid levels the govemment would:

iii

HOl

irnplcment the full adjustment programme; and (ii) have to meet debt service obligations from
its own resources; hence having direct and indirect adverse effects on investment.

8.19
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Have Dutch disease effects from aid had an adverse impact on expon performance? It
was reported above that no relationship between aid and the real exchange rate can be found

econometrically. But given the problems of estimating relationships in the presence of the policy

instability of the Zambian economy we must devote funher attention to the issue.

lt was shown above that changes in the capacity to import are the main source of

variation in impon volume. Changes in the capacity to import are equal to the sum of changes
in real expons and the terms of trade

-

it is the latter which has been the more important of the

two. Against the large movements in the exogenously determined terms of trade, export volume
has remained relatively constant throughout the period. Whilst the tenns of trade are exogenous

they @ be affected by the exponed by changes in the composition of expons. A country facing
such poor price prospects as Zambia is clearly well advised to diversify its export base: this

Zambia has manifestly failed to do. What may have been the role of aid in the copper sector
and attempts to diversify'?

Copper expons will not be panicularly sensitive to the real exchange rate
revenue and

a

as

the sector's

substantial pan of its costs are denominated in dollars. To the extent that there

are local costs then devaluation (in excess of increases of local costs) will increase the sector's

profitability

-

for example (and most importantly) by falls in real wages. lt

whether these changes in protitability will have any impact on output.

is more debatable

Historically. these

potential profits have been consumed through inefficiencies and the expansion of ZCCM into
non-mining activities. On the other hand one can imagine some relationship between the RER
and copper output at present, since the govemment is dependent upon foreign investment for the
planned investments in Konkola Deep which are necessary

if copper output is not to fall toward

the end of the decade as existing mines are exhausted. There must be clear profits to be made

to attract this investment. Of course extemal factors - the copper price and world demand
probably more important in detennining how profitable these investments will be.

- are

Hence.

avoiding overvaluation may have some impact on the prospects for the copper sector. but is not

likely to be an important influence of export performance on

8.20
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year-to - year basis.
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The same is not so for non - traditional expons. the production of which can depend

crucially on relative prices. Although govemment - sponsored import substitution is unfashionable
these days. small -scale import substitution may be another important result of real depreciation.
The liberalisation of trade and foreign exchange transactions has resulted in a Hood of goods.

particularly from South Africa and Zimbabwe
sweets.

- including items such as

cooking oil. biscuits and

There is potential for meeting demand for these items within Zambia - as well as

dcmand for a diversified range of foodstuffs. such as fruit and vegetables. Real depreciation -

by raising the relative price of imports - will switch demand to domestic production. Therefore

if aid does affect the real exchange rate, it will influence the trade balance through this channel.
Although no direct relationship between aid and the RER was found. aid was found to
have an inilationary impact.

If

the nominal exchange rate is fixed then - since changes in

foreign prices are exogenous - aid's impact on inflation is equivalent to exerting pressure on the
RER to appreciate.

substantially as

a

But the nominal rate is not fixed - rather it has been depreciated quite

part of the adjustment programme. There are thus two competing pressurcs

from aid: the aid - monies cause
nominal devaluation, creating

a

a real

appreciation but the aid - supported policies result in

tendency for real depreciation.

Which of these two pressures

has the balance?

Figure 8.5 shows the index of the RER and the rate of inflation. The RER showed

a

trend appreciation until the devaluations of the early 19805. and then depreciated very markedly

with the introduction of the auction system. Following the abandonment of the auction system
in 1987 the RER appreciated back to its fom1er level in 1988/89. The retum to adjustment
caused a mild real depreciation in 1990. but the subsequent high inflation has mean! an

apgreciating real exchange rate over the period 1990-93. What can be concluded from these
trends?

Clearly in the mid - eighties the auction resulted in such massive nominal depreciation that

even the high inflation of that time did little to prevent the very substantial real depreciation.
The auction was clearly

a

policy supponed by the donors
8.21
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it is not one that the govemment
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Figure 8.5
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would have adopted in the absence of donor insistence. in this instance. then. the effects of the

aid-supponed policies overwhelmed any intlationary impact which the aid monies may have had.

In the 19905 the story is more complicated

as

the high inflation has offset the devaluation

of the nominal rate to

cause a real appreciation. It is not the case that the aid is responsible for

all of this inflation.

On the other hand - is the adjustmem programme responsible for the

inflation? The answer to this question, surprisingly. can be yes for three reasons. First is the
failure to enforce the monetary targets. Second. the monetary targets have not been met in pan
because the programme has obliged Zambia to meet repayment obligations but donor funds to

help meet these obligations have fallen below expectations. Third, since nominal devaluation

will

be

inflationary (because of both final consumption of imports and use of imports in

production). nominal devaluations do not result in an equivalent real depreciation: they will be

offset by the inflation caused by the devaluation itself.
as

If some

propagalion mechanism (such

wage indexation) allows the initial price increase to spark of an intlationary spiral the impact

of the nominal depreciation on the RER will

be

further whittled away over time. But it is only

under extreme assumptions that the inflationary effects attributable to the nominal devaluation
can totally reverse the effects on the RER. There is be something in each of these arguments.

But the first two do not really add up to

a case

that adjustment has caused the inflation.

To sum up, there is evidence that aid may have an inflationary impact. hence creating
pressure for appreciation of the real exchange rate.

Offsetting this pressure. have been the

substantial nominal devaluations which would not have occurred in the absence of the aid - these

policy effects of aid outweigh the inflationary impact of the aid monies. so that the total impact

of the aid is toward real depreciation.

If aid has
follow.

a

positive impact on the level of investment then increases in output should

Historically the productivity of investment has been low land donors must acccpt

responsibility for this) - but the move to market allocation of resources and public sector reform
should improve efficiency.

Aid for import suppon should stimulate activity

8.22
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existing capacity.

The combination of aid monies and aid policies should therefore have a

positive impact on supply

8.4

Conclusions

In the three decades since achieving independence Zambia has experienced an economic decline

which is practically unparalleled. This decline has occurred despite the large copper wealth the

country enjoys. which yielded considerable revenue to government in its first ten years. and
substantial aid inflows since the mid - eighties. It is dimcult to escape the fact that
Pan

a

very large

of the blame for this disastrous performance must rest with economic mismanagement and

the corruption which seeped through the system. The application

of price controls and subsidies

have created an inefhcient manufacmring sector, out of all proportion with the country's level

of development. and stunted agricultural development.
The Zambian problem is one of Dutch disease. because
faced in adjusting to the sharp decline in the tenns

govenunent smoothed consumption

as

of the extreme difficulty it

of trade in

if this price change was

a

the mid -seventies.

has

The

temporary one - which it was

not. Real consumption was maintained by borrowing and cutting investment (which has never

recovered).

difficult

Zambia thus entered the 19805 with

- but the postponed.

half- heaned and

a

large debt.

The debt made adjustment

sporadic adjustrnent efforts which characterised

the 19805 only worsened the problem. Far reaching reforms have been enacted in recent years.

but the process of restructuring the Zambian economy is barely begun.

Aid's role in all this

has been far removed from the conventional view enshrined in the

two gap model. Essentially Zambia used official non - concessional monies to repay borrowing

from private creditors and is now receiving grants and concessional funds to repay these non concessional debts. Aid intlows have thus for the most part been a large - scale debt rescheduling

device. and helped with

a

gradual reduction in the debt. The Zambian economy is not currently

able to pay debt service and is not likely to be so for many years to come - unless

of the debt

is

written down. in the absence of

a

debt write down. donors must

be

a

large pan
committed

to providing very substantial amounts of balance of payments support to Zambia for the

8.23
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foreseeable future.
Obligations and

Under such

a

If these

funds are not provided. the country will be unable lo meet its debt

will. in all likelihood. reslore

some

of the conlrols which have

been removed.

scenario the prospecls for the standard of living amongst Zambians are very poor

indeed.
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Appendix to Chapter 8
Application of three gap model
The three gap model presented in the appendix to Chapter 4

of

here applied lo an examinalion

15

the prospects for the Zambian economy. using projections submitted by government to the

March 1994 Consultative Group Meeting (GRZ. 1994).

Dam and model mlibralion
ThE government"s projections of inflows (which are broken down according to the functional

classification used in the model) and debt service are used

as the

year is 1992 and preliminary data on copper oulput are used.

exogenous values. The base

Given depletion of reservcs,

considerable investment (both rehabilitation and development of Konkola Deep) in the sector is
required just to maintain production Ievels. The govemment's projections show required imporis

for the copper sector and copper expons. the former figures

is used to estimate sectoral

investment. Output is held at its 1992 level.

The price index is set at 100 for 1992.

as is the

exchange rate index.

However the

exchange rate index is based on actual values of the exchange rate for 1992 to 1994 (estimated).

after which the late is assumed lo

be stabilised

(which is in faci unlikely given Ihe high levels

of inflation predicled by the model for the next few years. but the exchange rate
exogenous variable).

In 1993 the Zambian govemment adopted

a

is

left

expenditures are made unless the revenue to finance them has been collected), so that

of zero

as an

cash budget (i.e. no
a

PSBR

is assumed in forecasting the fiscal constraint.

Calibration of the model

is

difficult for four reasons. First. the model is a stvlized one.

Some parts of the economy (e. g. the monetary sector) are left qui altogelher. Other exogenous

factors ( such as weather conditions) are excluded. which is allowable for modelling purposes but
not pemlissible for parameter estimation.

difficult for many variables in
(see above).

economy

ng

Second. estimation of non - spurious regressions is

the Zambian economy because

of

the frequent regime changes

Third. we are anyhow concemed to analyse future prospects of the Zambian
past performance.

lt

is

to be hoped that many of the stn1ctural parameters of the
8.25
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cconomy are changing with the current adjustment programme.

govemment's projected 10 per cent annual growth in

For example we use the

non - traditional

exports.

a

tlgure which is

ccrtair1ly not supported by analysis of past trends. Parameters are therefore assigned both by
reference to past experience and estimates based on assumed stn1ctural shifts (such as higher

Fourth. we have not

rates of implied revenue collection than has historically been the case).

been able to obtain disaggregated aid data over

Two

sets

as

long

a

period

of simulations are shown. GRZ'S paper shows

a

as had

initia1ly been hoped.

financing gap (of . on average.

around USS 300 million) each year from 1994. The simulation shown in Figure A.8.1 assumes

the gap is not tilled. in Figure A.8.2 the gap is assumed filled by aid money; these funds are
taken as two thirds project assistance and one third import support. (The tlnancing projections

include DFI which has been added into capital aid in the simulations; the former
third the latter.

is about one

Changes in reserves and shon - term credits are negligihle and have been

excluded from the analysis).

In both simulations the binding constraints are trade and demand
being that from lack of intennediate imports. However,

-

the trade constraint

if the flnancing gap is unfilled then the

dcmand constraint is only temporarily binding (1994), with demand rising thereafter. The model
shows the economy to suffer a period of decline before growth picks up at the beginning of next
decade.

If the gap is filled then the demand displacement effects

of import support aid cause

the demand constraint to be binding until 1998 (although marginally so for the last three years).

Thereafter the jack of intermediate goods holds back the level of output.

The simulations show capacity utilisation to remain well below unity for the next decade

-

strongly suggesting that the emphasis should be on rehabilitation rather than the creation of new

capacity. However. import support aid has demand displacing effects which may also constrain

the level of output. One possibility is to prefer commodity assistance (tying the aid to specitic
commodities - e.g. fertilizer - or using

a

positive list) to the more untied forex which flows

through Open General Licence (OGL) systems. Some donors have this preference since they

believe that OGL systems allow aid money to be used for luxury consumer items. However.
8.26
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data from Zambia's auction in the mid - eighties show that

a

large pan went to the import of

intemiediate goods (White and Edstrand: Chapter 4).

The final scenario is that aid levels are reduced. Above it was argued that

if aid

were

reduced Zambia would be unable to meet the country's debt service obligations and that the

reform programme would not be fully implemented.
scenario are dismal.

8.27

The growth prospects under such

a
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Notes to Chapter

1.

1

3.

8

Unless otherwise stated. data are from a project database constructed mostly from
national sources (in panicular CSO Monthly Digesr dj Smtistics).
These llgures are inclusive of debt relief It can be argued that debt relief should be
excluded from such calculations as it relates to past flows.
.

Of course. authors attributing mainly extemal causes to the crisis would dispute this
statement (see. for example. Clark and Allison. 1989)

4.

The details of this transaction are taken from Faber (1992: 211-12).
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CHAPTER 9

WHAT HAVE WE LEARNT ABOUT AID'S MACROECONOMIC IMPACT

?

Rob Vos and Howard White

9.1

Introduction

What can be leamt from the different country studies?
Has aid contributed to economic growth?
Have aid inflows been able to alleviate foreign
exchange constraints or have they been

detrimental to export performance and spread the virus of Dutch disease? Has aid promoted
domcstic savings and investment, or has it substituted domestic resources
for foreign ones?
What has been the influence of the policy environment in determining these effects or to what
cxtent have aid flows directed domestic economic policies in particular directions?

In this chapter the experience of the four countries is compared. focusing on these central
questions.

In all

cases aid has visible macroeconomic importance. but at the same time the

country conditions are quite diverse,

as is the

complex relationship between aid and the

macroeconomy. Generalizations are not possible from such

'if the cases

give

a

diverse picture.

a

small country sample. especially

Nevertheless, the country studies give fairly detailed and

uscful insights in the channels through which aid intlows affect the macroeconomy. These
insights allow us to recommend how the potential effects should be assessed and which arethe
consequences for the way in which donors should provide ofticial development assistance.

Pan 9.2 discusses the effects of the aid money on extemal and intemal balance. The
effects

of aid - supported policies are discussed in Pan 9.3. Pan 9.4 concludes with some policy

guidelines.
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The patlern of aid llnws to the four countnes has been somewhat different in erich case
Guinea - Bissau

reccivcd little Huts1de aid prior to adoption of market oriented reforms in 1983.

lsikcwise. Nicaragua receivcd aid from the socialist bloc and some Westem donors under the
Sandinislzi rcglme. bur not on anything like the scale which has been enjoyed since the new

relonmng maukei - orlented government caine to power in 1990.

'Tanzania and Zambia have had notoriously rocky aid relationships. both experiencing aid

hooms which mirror their changing policy slances. Both countries received increasing amounts

of aid in the late 19705. which declined abruptly after the advent of policy -base lending in

1980.

Tanzania's disagreemem with the lFls was the most public and protracted - it ended with the

Economic Recovery Programme adopted in 1986. which received wide backing from the donor

community.

Zambia receivcd similarly generous support for its reform programme. which

hogan in 1983 but picked up in eamest in 1985. This support fell away when the programme
was abandoned in 1987. and was restored in 1990 when

Zambia has also enjoyed

a

a

new programme was put in place.

special status amongst the hilaterals as

a

hoped - for model

of good

govemance.

Not all donors have adjusted their aid in accordance with the recipient's policy stance.

Analysis of the Zambian experience shows that UNDP actually gave more aid during the break
with the IFIS. in both Tanzania and Zambia. Norway. for example.
response to adverse policy changes.

has

not cut back on aid in

But several major donors - which in these rccipients

includes Sweden. but also the US and UK and. of course, the World Bank

-

have attempted to

enforce policy conditionality. The overall pattem of the aid fits that of these major donors.

That is, the evidence from these four countries strongly supports the notions that recipients

~

rewarded" for implementing refonns. and have been "punished" for not doing so. This tindii1g
is not surprising given the recent suggestion that the World Bank now controls about 60 per cent

of aid into Africa via financing agreements (Lele. 1993; cited in Hyden. 1994).
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In the case of Nicaragua. there was

a

major shift in donors following the regime change

in 1990 with the ending of socialist country support (accidentally coinciding with the collapse

of

the regimes

of

these donor countries) and with restoration of relations with themultilateral

financial institutions and the U.S. goverrunent. Presently. agreements with the IMF on
structural adjustment package (SAP) form

a

a

general guide for most multilateral and bilateral

donors whether or not to commit new funds. Sector lending programmes of the World Bank and

the Inter-American Development Bank have become imponant and are tied into the SAP. In the
19805, the multilateral lending to Nicaragua was hit by a US veto for political reasons. The

Nordic countries and Spain were virtually the only source of liquid foreign flnance with no
macroeconomic policy strings attached. During the period of hyperinflation (1988 - 90) the

Swedish government did fund several advisory missions led by non - mainstream economists, but
the advice

of

these missions nevertheless replicated most

of the macroeconomic elements that

usually fonn the basis of IMF agreements.

In all countries, policy conditionality has witnessed

with

a

a

change in the composition of aid.

far greater share of balance of payments support (import support and debt relief) than

previously. This type of aid is linked to stn1ctural adjustment for two reasons: (i) it is easier

to "tum on and off " in response to policy changes; and (ii)

as

recipients reform their economies

then aid which operates through the market is both desirable and efflcient. The studies suggest
that balance of payments support has achieved both these objectives.

Limitations lo the analysis
The main purpose of the country studies was to obtain both
quantitative assessment

a

qualitative and a

of the macroeconomic effects of aid. The quantitative investigation and.

particularly, fonnal econometric analysis for this study was limited by

a

number of factors. In

Guinea-Bissau data are simply unavailable for a sufficiently long period to obtain sensible

statistical results. Both Nicaragua and Zambia have, for different reasons. experienced periods

of extreme instability

as

well

as

fundamental changes in key aspects of economic behaviour,

rendering impossible the estimation of stable, long - run economic relationships. The Tanzanian
experience is probably the more amenable to modelling, but for this study we have had to draw
9.3
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Pfevious work on import suppon. which did nnt extend to model constntctton. Despite the

limitations. each study was able to present data analysis which. at the very least. raises
interestmg questtons.

Aid und exlernr1l balance
None of the studies found
cases

of Tanzania
of

straightforward relationship between aid and imports. In the

and Zambia there is

in Nicaragua there is
each

:1

a

a

negative correlation between aid and import volume;

weak positive link and for Guinea - Bissau no apparent relationship. For

these countries export performance proves to be a

impons. Three of the counlries

-

major determinant of the volume of

Nicaragua. Tanzania and Zambia

-

have experienced massivc

dcclines in their capacity to import (the value ofexports deflated by the import price index). The

reims of trade plays

a

differing role for each of these.

Nicaragua experienced

a

massive drop in exports largely due to the supply constramts

emerging just before and after the Sandinista revolution.' Price and exchange tate effects have
been of minor importance here. Tanzania witnessed a persistent decline in export volume over

the period 1970 - 85.

Zambia's export eamings come almost entirely from copper

which has dropped somewhat. but there has been no diversification.

-

Guinea - Bissau

output of
also has

a

small export base. though in recent years there appears to be rapid growth of non - official

expons. much of which is thought to have gone through parallel markets

-

thus helping to

explain import growth which is quite in excess of that which may be explained by expons and
aid alone.

The question we must try to answer is the counter - factual: what would have happened

in the absence of the aid'? That is. is there any causal link between aid flows and poor export

performance? The answer to this question varies.

The Tanzanian smdy argues that there was

a

clear link between aid and export

perfonnance during the 19705. At that time aid contributed to an investment boom. The boom
increased detnand for domestic output. including food, shifting the price ratio away from

9.4
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cxportables. The Tanzanian story is a variation on the theme of aid as Dutch disease, in which
the aid inflow induces a real exchange rate appreciation and hence

perfonnance.

a

worsening of export

Relative prices were found to be important in the determination of long - term

expon growth in Tanzania.

The authors of the other three studies argue against such

number of grounds.

a

Dutch disease story on

a

First, whatever has happened to the real exchange rate exports are not

particularly sensitive to it, because of supply bottlenecks in Nicaragua

(see above and note 1)

and Guinea -Bissau and the dollarised nature of copper production in Zambia. Second, incentives

have changed far more because of adverse extemal price changes (Guinea -Bissau and Zambia)
so that the effects

of aid on the

exchange rate is fixed then

which is equivalent to

a

-

real exchange rate

will

with world prices given

be marginal.

- aid

will

Third. of course

lead to a measure

if the

of inflation

real exchange rate appreciation. However, the exchange rate has not

been fixed because aid has been associated with policy reform. a major part

substantial nominal devaluation. Zambia in the mid - 80s experienced

a

of which

has been

massive real depreciation

because of aid - supported policy refom1, though devaluations since 1990 have been mostly offset

by inflation. Guinea-Bissau has achieved
a grossly

a

modest real depreciation. Nicaragua suffered from

overvalued official exchange rate in the 19805 and skyrocketing black market rates.

Preferential exchange rates for exporters still tended to lag behind domestic inflation. Although
there was no clear management of counterpart funds under the Sandinista govemments. it

IS

generally perceived that the commodity aid was intlationary because of the high implicit
subsidies on the imported goods and the monetary financing of the fiscal deficit. Yet. the

structural and political factors mentioned before, were likely more important to Nicaragua's

export performance than the real exchange rate appreciation. During the 19905. inflation was
brought under control, the exchange rate was stabilized and black markcts disappeared. It is

unlikely this could have been achieved without the generous. liquid foreign aid inflows. The
exchange rate now operates as

a

nominal anchor to the economy and since export performance

has remained dismal, aid intlows are the main source to keep up the Central Bank reserves

required to defend the cérdoba. Without this support

a

devaluation would become necessafl'

with irnmediate inflationary consequences and would likely end the current economic stabilit)'
9.5
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The real exchange rate is one of the areas that the case studies identify
trade -

as

there being

a

off between the effects of aid monies and aid supponed rcfomis: RER appreciation from

the funds but depreciation from the policies. This trade - off is discussed in greater detail below.
but here we note that the net effect on the exchange rate in the four countries is that they have
at least held their real exchange rates constant or depreciated them.

The extemal balance contains

a

number of other items. Of these. debt service has been

important in each of the four countries.' All four borrowed from private sources in the 19705,
though the quantitative significance of this bonowing varied.
entered the 19805 with

a

Both Nicaragua and Zambia

considerable burden of debt, most of which was from private creditors.

This burden has never been lifted. All four countries are in fact now dependent on aid to bc

able to meet their debt service obligations.

Counterfactnal analysis must ask how much debt would be serviced in the absence of the
aid. The answer is:

very little.

As just stated. nonc of the four (with the possible exception

of Tanzania) could meet its debt obligations from its own resources.

would try to

To the extent that they

meet the obligations without the aid then the aid is equivalent to

a

gift of untied

foreign exchange ( fully fungible). and so is in fact increasing impons over what they would be
in the absence of the aid.

However,

as most

of

the obligations would probably not be met

without the aid the marginal impact of much of the aid is in fact to pay back debt. ln Zambia
most inflows have indeed been de facto of the nature of
a

a

massive debt rescheduling operation

process that perhaps has its ultimate expression in the Rights Accumulation Programme

(RAP). Obligations are paid out of increasingly concessional sources of finance so that the total
debt stock has remained more or less unchanged. rather than increasing as may be expected

when debt is rolled over.

But the counterfactual should go further.

Without debt relief each of these countr1es

(again with the possible exception of Tanzania) would almost certainly soon have to default on
its

lFI repayments. leading to

a

cessation of new lending. In the case

of Nicaragua. aid flows

from USAID and other donors were explicitly provided after 1990 with the aim of 'normalizing'
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relations with the IFIS and repaying arrears on debts accn1ed during the 19705 and early 19805.
Without the financial inducement, implementation of the refonn programme may weaken or even
be abandoned altogether - resulting in less aid from the bilaterals. By contrast. staying with the

reform prograrnrne has paid the debt, and

a

bit more besides. The implications of

a

lessening

of donor resources in tenns of both policy and performance and therefore potentially severe.

Aid (md interna! balance
The relationship between aid and investment shares some common elements with that

between aid and imports. To the extent that aid funds are being used for debt service then they
carmot be used for investment.

However. it was argued above that the counteriactual would

have lower imports. even where no direct positive link has been found between aid and imports.
The studies of Nicaragua and Zambia found very strong relationships between impons and
investment. Thus,

if aid is allowing higher levels of imports. it will also be facilitating greater

mvestment.

None of the country studies reponed an economically signiticant negative relationship

between aid and aggregate domestic savings - though

as

reported below there is evidence from

all four countries of a negative relationship with public savings. at least at certain points in time.

Recipient govemment reaction to the aid inflow was found to support the theoretical
results of fiscal response model - with aid being used to support consumption expenditure.

reduce taxes and. so reduce public savings. In both Tanzania and Zambia

(too recent to capture econometrically) has been

a

a

decline in the tax ratio

recent phenomcna
-

the govemment

revenue base thus becomes more reliant on externa! assistance. In Guinea -Bissau the available

data suggest that tax collection has relaxed with higher aid intlows. In the Nicaraguan case aid
appeared to displace public savings in the 19805. though this relationship has disappeared in the
19905. The study argues that this changing relationship has been due to a change in the nature

of aid inflows and the policy regime and conditionality. In the 19805 aid flows provided little
Iiquid tlnance but commodity aid did require heavy govemment subsidies adding to mounting
tiscal detlcits. While the costs of civil war rose. monetary expansion fueled inflation and eroded
9.7
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government revenue because of lags in the lax collection (,the so - called Olivera - Tanzi effect).

In the 19905. the new government retook macroeconomic control under an IMF agreement

prohibiting any monetary funding of budget def1cits and implementing
spending. Deficits are now fully aid financed and

a

Private savings have been on the decline in recent years nearing
collapse in all four countries.

drastic cut in public

non - inflationary.

a

state of complete

In Nicaragua and Guinea -Bissau this has been attributed to an

imponant degree to the combination of increasing amounts of balance of payments suppon and

trade liberalization. In both countries consumer goods imports increased dramatically following
the breakdown of impon barriers and. particularly in Nicaragua. the stabilization of the exchange
rate reducing import costs.

Fungible aid intlows provided the foreign exchange to finance die

consumption boom and with no accompanying economic recovery. private savings fell.'

In the earlier period in Tanzania. the country study shows how donor practice of
rcquiring counterpart contributions to project expenditures forced gp domestic savings. including
private savings which were then transferred to govemment. in the more recenl period. however.
domestic savings in Tanzania have collapsed. The Zambian savings rate. by contrast, has been

resilicnt

-

private savings gave flucn1ated. but (as

a

per cent of GDP) not shown

a

marked

downward trend.

Aid
advent

is found to have positively supported investment. especially in the periods before the

of balance of payments support. In Guinea - Bissau aid still pays for virtually

of the goven unent's investment program1ne
-

- and

fungibility if no local resources are devoted to
in Tanzania's first aid boom

an

the whole

demonstrates the point that there can be no

activity. Aid's role in supporting investment

is quite clear. though the

the more recent period - when

link in

much investment growth now comes from the private sector

-

is less Obvious.

In Zambia

a

significant relationship exists with private investment. but this includes the parastatal sector

(which has accounted for most non - govemmental investment). In Nicaragua. aid inflows are

entirely accountable for the recovery of public investment during the 19905 (despite the flscal
austerity). Some investment programmes. such

as the

9.8

social investment fund. are 100 percent

J05

aid financed. Under the present policy regime of no domestic financing offiscal deficits. public
investment programmes will almost inevitably suffcr from any reduction of aid budget$. During
the 19805, the link between aid and public investment was loss strong. despite the fact that much

of the support consisted of capital goods supplies. This paradox

is

explained by the

löact

that pan

of the capital goods were sold to the private sector and another pan rcmained ohsolcle because

of the technologically backward quality of

the investment gonds prnvided by the socialist

countrtes.

Examination of the link between aid and private investment concentrates on the effects

of govemment investment.

The studies of Guinea - Bissau and Nicaragua emphasize the

importance of infrastructure for private investment.

However. in Guinea - Bissau. private

investment remains extremely low. The Nicaraguan study also identifies
relationship. albeit with

a

time lag of two to three years.

lt

a

direct crowding in

could thus be expected that the

recovery of public invesm1ent since 1991 should now stan to show spin - off effects. lt is argued
at the same time. however, that this

will also depend on other factors including the private

savings tate, better functioning domestic credit system and solution of persisting uncertainties

relating to property rights and domestic security.

Whilst aid may have supported investment this fact does not immediately link aid to
growth as the investment must be productive. Both Tanzania and Zambia have experienced low
or negative output growth despite reasonable rates of investment: consequently the ICOR has
been exceeding high or negative. In Nicaragua no significant link can be found between growth
and impons

of capital goods (which

are a close proxy to investment) and, moreover. lhe

productivity of capital was found to have fallen dramatically since the mid - 1980s. In Guinea Bissau the level

of aid supporting investment

is said

to be too high for the country to absorb

efflciently. Aid must take some of the blame for this general state of affairs - partly for funding
costly failures (such

as some

of

the monuments to inefflcient import substitution in Tanzania)

and'partly because project proliferation strained the economy's ability to meet recurrent costs
of existing investments.
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lmpon suppon

Il

is

of course for

the latter reason thai donors turned to import support. The studies for

Nicaragua and Tanzania state that impon suppon has had the desired effect of fuelling growth
ll1rough the utilisation of existing capacity.

Critics of import support argue that il enables

importation of luxury consumer goods. This claim
earlier repon on Tanzania ( Doriye ei

£1/..

1993).

is examined

in the Zambian study and the

In both cases there is no discernible shift

of import composition toward consumer goods during the periods of impon support schemes:
this fact is the more surprising since both countries have also introduced "own funds" import

In fact. both show some increase of capital goods

schemes.

-

which may occur since goods

needed to utilise existing capacity are not only intermediates but items such as generators or

replacement machines which are essential for rehabilitation. in the Tanzanian case more detailed
analysis of the use of OGL funds found the bulk to be used for machines and machine paris.

bicycles. batteries. pharmaceuticals and the production of incentive goods (soap and soft drinks).

A more aggregated analysis of the use of auction funds in Zambia suggests broadly similar
results. Criticisms that import support funds enable luxury consumption thus appear unfounded.

As mentioned earlier. both the N icaraguan and Guinea -Bissau reports discuss

boom. following in the wake of liberalisation.

a

consumer

The Guinea-Bissau and Nicaragua reports

suggests that trading activities are taking precedence over longer run investments and most credit
available to the private sector is channelled to commerce related to (durable) consumer goods
sales.

This is an issue that has also been raised in the context of the other economies - for

example in the report by Bhaduri er al. (1994) on impon support in Tanzania.
remains

a

But the point

controversial one: is the expansion in trading activity at the expense of productive

investment or is it

a

necessary complement to it? In the case

of Nicaragua and Guinea - Bissau

the fonner seems lo hold in the present state of affairs. In Tanzania and Zambia the picture is
less clear.

Further work is required on this issue.

The management of import suppon has also been controversial. with bilateral dOnOrS

being concemed about the proper accounting of aid monies and the collection and use of

counterpart funds.

Doriye et ul.'s discussion of Tanzania suggested that donors had put t00
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man)' Conditions the procedures for the use of OGL funds

-

and pointed out that these conditions

can vary from donor to donor. These procedures raise the cost of funds to the user (thus making

exchange rate unification problematic) and place

a

burden on govemment in areas where that

lack expertise (e.g. checking pro janne invoices).

In agreement with Winpenny's

( 1989)

conclusion, it is argued that donors should seek disbursement mechanisms which minimise
procedural requirements - such

as an

auctioning of forex to the commercial banks.

Impon

schemes are moving in this direction.

One advantage

problem,

as

of an auction system

is

that the collection of counterpart funds is not

a

it has been under administrative schcmes. In Tanzania, much of the administrative

import support went to the parastatals so they received

a

double subsidy

-

once from a

preferential exchange rate and again through part repayment of amounts owed (the collection rate

was about 50 per cent). These problems have been resolved with the move to the market -based

OGL system.

In Zambia. the Japanese have recently renimed to an administrative system,

which has experienced collection difficulties. The authorities in Guinea-Bissau are only now

getting to grips with collection of payment arrears of some years' standing.

The use
impact.

of counterpan funds

If the funds can be

is also an issue because

of their supposed inllationary

used to reduce the need for deficit tinance, rather than be used to

fund incremental expendirures, then counterpart funds tend to reduce monetary growth.
Tanzania and Zambia the majority of

incrcmental expenditures

-

in

donors are coming to be flexible so as not to require

though in Nicaragua the story is more mixed with different

requirements from different donors.

Aid dependence
Aid dependence is the situation in which a country will require aid to meet its investment
and foreign exchange tinancing requirements indefinitely. Guinea -Bissau. N icaragua and Zambia
are forced into a position

of aid

dependence by their high debt burdens.

In addition. in

Nicaragua and Guinea-Bissau. the declining private savings ratcs. dismal expon performance and

rising (consumer-based) import demand have widened the ex-ante intemal and extemal gaps
9.11
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requiring continuously high aid inflows. Forecasts for Tanzania suggest that impon volume will
grow faster than the capacity to import. and also that the savings rate has been declining. The

elimination of aid dependence needs not only aid money to promote growth but also policics to
adjust the economy.

9.3

Aspects of adjustment policies

All four countries

have

a

marxist development philosophy and Nicaragua
leaders

of both Tanzania

Guinea - Bissau espoused

history of heavily - controlled economies.
a

a

path of revolutionary development.

The

of African socialism.

The

and Zambia were inspired by visions

egalitarian ideals of these govemments attracted some donors

-

notably Sweden. But it is now

believed that the development strategy was llawed. State allocation of resources was inefficient
and became heavily tainted by corniption.

lncreasingly scarce government resources resulted

in rationing of pubic goods and services (such

as

health) and deterioration in utilities

-

both of

which were to the detriment of the rural poor.

lt

for "wrong policies". but it must be

is easy in retrospect to blame the countries

remembered that these policies received suppon at the time from the donor and important
segments of the academic community. Academics played

in Tanzania. and elements of the donor community for
led development.

Two lessons must

be drawn

a

a

role in delaying adjustment at least

long time remained hostile to market -

from these facts.

First. that donors are also

culpable for past mistakes. Second. complacency about cun'ent development strategies may be
equally misplaced: critical examination of strategy and aid's role is vital at all times.

lt was mentioned above that the pattem of aggregate aid flows to each of these countries
since the early 19805 demonstrate donor responsiveness to changing recipient policies. Aid has
supponed adjustment.

This finding contrasts with that of Mosley el al. (1991). who argue

that donors have been indulgent of slippage. Whilst there has been some slippage. the reform
programme in each country has made some major steps. and

particularly strongly

-

- as

the Zambian case shows

donors have reacted when the goverm1lent stops moving "in the right

direction
9.
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The effects of this adjustment have been mixed. All four economies are experiencing
modest output growth - which in each case represents a reversal over previous experience.

]lldgement would suggest that aid monies may
also play

a

be

contributing to this growth but that policies

part: but adjustment takes time. Guinea -Bissau and Tanzania. which both started

adjustment in the mid -80s, illustrate that policies must be consistently applied for

a

not

inconsiderable period for beneficial effects to become established. Nicaragua and Zambia may

therefore be considered to be at the early stages of the process.

The remainder of the discussion focuses on some key issues of current relevance.

Stabilisation and adjusrmenl

lt

is commonly believed that stabilisation is necessary for adjustment. High inflation

discourages the private investment which is supposed to be the foundation of renewed growth.

All four countries have experienced high inflation. Whilst the general statement that stabilisation
is necessary, we can also ask how much stabilisation. Tanzania has sustained real GDP growth
rates of over 4 per cent a year despite inflation of 30 per cent.

But in Guinea -Bissau inflation

-

levels which are unlikely to bc

has been twice that and has reached 300 per cent in Zambia

compatible with adjustment. By contrast, in Nicaragua inflation was reduced from 7.500 per

cent in 1990 to around 20 per cent in 1992- 3 -

a

clear case

any inflationary impact aid inflows may have had.

of aid-supponed policies offsetting

What is more,

a

reduction of the foreign

assistance is likely to trigger inflation again and the Central Bank would loose control over the

exchange rate.

Govemment budgets in all four countries are reliant on donors both for funding
governrnent's debt service and some local expenditure obligations and for the counterpan funds

to reduce the need to resort to commercial borrowing or printing money. Shonfalls in donor
finance have therefore had inflationary effects, as govemments have tried to stick to their

cxpenditure plans (as in Zambia in 1993 when the govenmtent had to meet debt obligations and

unanticipated expenditures in the fact of lower donor flnance).
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Slippage by recipients has been quite high for monetary targets
Zambia.

- as

in Guinea - Bissau and

Continual and permitted slippages raise questions about the credibility of the

adjustment programme.

The political conditions may hamper full and faithful compliancc to

such programmes. Despite serious effons to stick to the IMF targets. Nicaragua's fragile social
balance provoked the new government to pemtit

a

general wage increase as pan

consensus deal with the Sandinista dominated trade unions in 1992.

of

a

social

Sanctions followed

immediately. An IMF standby credit was halted and US Congress cut the USAID budget for
Nicaragua.

Credibility, susminabililjv und donor support
When adjustment policies were first introduced in the 19805 there was an expectation that

adjustment could occur over
that adjustment is

a

period of three to live years. However. there is now recognitton

long - tenn affair. and the focus of adjustment programmes has changed

a

accordingly. Early programmes emphasised stabilisation. but by the late 19805 more attention
was being paid to developing infrastmcture to relieve supply bottlenecks. In the 19905 human

development issues have assumed imponance.

Suppon for
cases

it may

a

country's adjustment can therefore be

be some time before results are apparent.

a

long tem1 affair

-

and in many

However. the 1Fls often appear over -

optimistic about the results which will be achieved. Tables 9.1 and 9.2 present 1FI projectlons
and outtums löor Tanzania and Zambia.

From these it can be seen that the IFls have been

syslematically over - optimistic about outtums.

Why has performance not matched expectation?

One answer must be that the

expectations were unrealistic. It does not create confidence amongst donors or the population

of the recipient if the programrne continually fails to meet the targets which are

set

for it. The

programme must appear credible for entrepreneurs to have confidence to respond to changing
incentives - credibility including the belief that govemment will stick to the programme.
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Table 9.1: Forecasts and outturns of macroeconomic variables for Zambia
(growth rates in per cent, unless indicated otherwise)

Real GDP

Actual
1992 estimale

Consumer prices

2.0

3.0

n.a.

4.9

1992 estimate

2.1

3.1

n.a.

1991 estimale

3.7

4.1

4.6

111.0

191.2

138.3

45.0

15.0

n.a.

Actual

Actual

40.0

20.0

10.0

Actual

l.l

1.0

0.87

1992 estimate

0.9

0.9

n.a.

- 14.8

- 15.3

n.a.

-0.1

2.2

n.a.

Acrual

Acrual
1992 estimate

0.3

0.1

2.2

-27.1

-11.9

n.a.

39.2

12.5

n.a.

16.7

10.0

10

- 11.5

24.1

- 4.3

1992 estimate

11.3

- 3.1

n.a.

1991 estimate

- 5.9

- 4.1

0.2

Actual

98.1

98.5

107.2

1992 estimate

25.0

10.0

n.a.

1991 estimate

25.0

15.0

10

1991 estimate

Money supply

4.1

4.3

1991 estimate

Import volume

- 3.4

3.7

1992 estimale

Non-copper exports

- 2.0

-4.5

1991 estimate

Copper exports

1993

3.1

1992 estimate

Copper price isl ib)

1992

- 0.7

1991 estimate

Non - mining GDP

1991

Actual

312

Domestic savings

lnveslment

Govemmenl revenue

1991

1992

1993

Actual

12.0

6.4

9.1

1992 cslimale

12.6

14.0

n.a.

1991 eslimale

19.2

19.3

20.2

Actual

13.5

15.0

14.1

1992 estimaxe

19.5

20.0

1991 eslimate

18.7

20.7

21.7

Actual

17.0

14.0

12.0

17.5

17.7

26.0

25.0

24.5

1992 eslimale
1991 eslimale

Note; * estimate from ESAC Report

n.a.

Table 9.2 IFI forecasts and outturns, Tanzania (USS million)
1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

480

500

580

660

720

800

330

400

440

1989

1990

520

560

620

400

410

Exports

World Bank

IMF
Actual

380

390

290

350

350

380

1.160

1,180

1.210

1.300

1,4 lo

1.490

900

1.080

1,150

1.220

l. 185

1.233

1.230

1.360

Imports

World Bank

IMF
Actual

810

870

1.000

1.050

1.150

1.190

- 680

- 680

- 630

- 640

- 690

- 690

- 570

-651

- 710

- 700

- 620

- 610

- 430

- 490

- 710

-7 lo

- 800

- 810

- 830

- 960

Trade balance

World Bank

IMF
Actual
Source: Ratlsa (1992: 7-8)
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Ownership and rommirmem
Recipient "ownership" of adjustment programmes has become to be seen as an important
issue: there remains a strong perception that the lFls "force" policies on recipient5. The World

Banks Vice - president for Africa, Edward Jaycox, armounced in 1993 that the Bank would no
longer prepare policy documents for the recipient

-

they may advise. but the proposals should

Jaycox also slated that the Bank would also not place long - tenn

come from government.

expatriates. The latter issue is important for the first to the extent that expatriates may dominate
the policy making process.

concept

Where advisors play

a

key role in minjstries such as finance the

of ownership implies central involvement of local

persom1el at all levels.

Ownership is crucial to ensure recipient commitment to the prograrmne. Experience from

countries in the study suggests limited commitment of govemment to some key areas of reform.
notably in Zambia in the mid - 80s. In both Tanzania and Zambia there have been considerable

postponements in public sector refonn - both of parastatals and in the civil service itself. These

flndings reinforce the conclusion of Mosley el al. (1991) that opponents of reform must be
engaged in dialogue and. as far as possible. "brought on board". This is not likely to happen

if the govemment itself is

half- heaned about the reform programme.

~

Social e ecls
The social effects of adjustment have been mixed

-

and remain contentious. The positive

view is that adjustment shifts the terrns of trade in favour of ntral areas. encourage better
targeting of social expenditures and remove costly subsidies to the non - poor: all of these things

benefit the poor. The altemative view
and that these cuts fall on the poor.

is

that adjustment results in cuts in social expenditures.

The poor are also adversely affected by the recessionary

impact of the programme.

Although the experience

is

mixed. the evidence from the four countries tends toward the

first view. Analysis of growth in Tanzania and Zambia shows that it has come mostly from the
agricultural sector. All four countries had faced periods of shortages which have been alleviated

with the advent of liberalisation.

A study of the Tanzanian peasantry (Booth el al., 1994)
9.15
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found that them to be in favour of economic liberalisation

-

prices may he higher. but they had

been unable to obtain goods at the controlled prices. lncentive goods arguments are argued to
have played

a

role in the growth of Guinea-Bissau's substantial parallel sector.

Despite these positive conclusions it can casily be argued

- as

in the Nicaragua report -

that donors need pay more attention to the social development: the llgures show very low shares

of aid going to

these sectors

(Doriye el

£1I.. 1993; and

the World Bank's "New Poverty Agenda" little aid

9.4

is

White and Edstrand, 1994).

Despite

of direct benefit to the poor.

Conclusions
These results show that the

The tindings of the case studies are summarised in Table 9.3.

macroeconomic impact of aid is rather more complex than supposed either in the two gap model.

or

as

shown by the empirical literature which regresses impons and investment on aid. There

is no clear one - for -one link between these variables, and it is not possible to find any signitlcant

rclationship in some cases. But

if we

wish to answer are these coumries better off with aid

than without it?" the answer must be "yes

Aid in all four of the recipients

is paying a debt

burden which could not be met from the recipient's own resources. Without this aid there would
be no domestic resources for development and reform would be

difficult to sustain.

There has been little fonnal analysis of impon suppon aid.

The studies are broadly

supportive of this type of aid, finding that it has the required flexibility and facilitates recipient

growth. More generally, aid - supponed policies are required to lay
to

a

foundation for growth and

off- set some of the potentially hannful macroeconomic effects of aid monies.
Although aid is doing something. there are

a

number of outslanding issues confronting

the donor community:

the debt burden: for these countries, and olhers. donors will have to conunue to meet

debl obligations for the foreseeable h1ture. There is
to remove the burden now.
9.16
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Table 9.3 Summary of results from country studies
Guinea - Bissau

Nicaragua

Tanzania

Zambia

Public
lnvcsttnc nt

Aid llnanccs most of the
invcstment budget, so tlicre must
he ri close rclationship.

Aid enlirely accnunts for thc rccovcry
in public investtncnt in the 1990x.

Strong relationsliip in 19705. hill

Nonc livund. pruhalvly hcuausc of
duniinance Hi' halancc of p:iyincnts
Support.

l'rivalc

Private invcstmcnl renlains
marginal

Expccl pnsitivc impact through
crowding in effects and relaxation Hf
liircx constraint.

Cmwding out in earlicr period. htit
cvidcncc that private invcstincnt
beginning lo rcspond in ruccnt

Aid nmltiF.t'

mvcstntcnt

weaker during second aid hootn.

Positive rclationsliip found
ccoltotilclricallv. hot this rcsttlt

relatcd

tH

paraslatal invcstnicnt.

Vc;trS.

Public Kztvings

lligher aid has been associatcd
with a lower lax effort. and sn
seeins to have widened public
savings gap.

Private

Not disuussed.

kil V lil II G

Aid appears to have ulölöscl laxes. but
aid has also rctnoved nced for dcllcit
Iinancing. (Delicit< are fully aid -

Deteriorating lax ralio may hc aid
rclated. stiggcsting ncgative
relationship.

Tax ratio l1a< ilcclincd inarkcdlv
during 19905; l1owcvcr tlicrc has
been no dchcit linancing Since

Savings have collapscd in rcccnt
years. thougli the cause may not he
attributahle to aid.

No dirccl relalinnslnp; positivc tu
tllc cxlcnl aid is supporling
growlh.

In the 19705 the requirctncnt tor
counterpart project linztncing was
inllationary. but the provision ol'
countcrvalue Ironi tltc sale of lbrex
in the rccent period will have had a
dellationary impact.

l)onor support lo planncd
cxpenditurus - both dclvt påtylncnts
and doinestic cxpentliturcs - has
climinatud tltc need tor dclicit
tinancing.

Ilnanced).
In reccnt period lihcralisation and
halance of payments support have
enahled a consutnption boom and so

1993.

reduced private savings

lnllation

lnllation has not heen got under
control, to which the failure of ;iid
tu reduce dellcit linancing may he
a cnntrihutnry factor.

lmports land

Aid pays

Dutch disease)

import hill.

Gftiwlll

Positivt:.

a

large share of the

ln the most rccent period the aid has
helped stahilise the ecnnunty hy
clinlinaling the need for tlclicit
tinance

The country's poor export
performance has largcly hcen duc in
externa! liactors and supply cnnstraints.
Aid could play a greater mlc in the
alleviation of those uonstrainls

In 19705 aid - induced price effects
discouraged export production.
Over period as a whole. aid has just
been suflicient to offsct thu fall in
thc capacity to import.

Positive eflieuts not yct Hhscrvcd.
though ecnnoinctric c<tiin:itcs suggcst
they may emerge in coming years

Pnstlive, particularly through
provision of import support.

Major dclcrniinant nf import
capacily is coppcr production. lo
which aid - unrclated. Through

pruviding dehl rclicf aid will have
enhancud ahilily lo import.
Positivc. through provisinn of
import support and rcinuval of
CtDlllrols.

LÖJ

o

=

Guinea - Bissau

Nicaragua

Tanzania

Zambia

Yes. aid increased with reforms
implemenled by Chamnrro
government.

Yes. aid fell puxi - l980 and hari
hmuned since ERP adopied in I986

Yes. the (wu aid humus (mix! - 80<
and I990 nn) cuincidc willi

Chamorro government elecied un a
plaiform nf reform. which il has heen
implementing.

Since I986. refurmc have hecn
grzldually. hur sle;nlily.
implemcnled. Dnnor prcssllrc li r
furlher puhlic senior reihrm
(including privalisariunl.

Aid - mpprmed policies
Has donor
linancing been
consislenr with
supporung

Yes. substamial increase in aid
since reform programme slarled.

pvriuds ol' adiuslmum.

policy reform?
Did
government
implement
required
policies?

Subslanlial reduclion in cnnlmls.
though areas of public secmr
reform remain Ko he addressed.

Have reforms
have desired
eflccrs un the
ecnnomy?

The evidence indicales the time
required for adjusrmem lo occur.
thnugh lhcrc are signs nf gruwlh
oulside of the formar economy.

The economy has been siahilised

fnlluwing a period ol' hyperinflaliun.
There is lillie sign nf gruwlh. hi! some
hope hased on the recovery
lnve*lmcnl.

nf

>

Puiitive per capita gruwlh Il:1< hccn
rcqorcd since the arloprinn ol' ERP.
Al leasl some part hl rim
imprnvemenl is aHnlvuuhle in

pi.licici

in lgrfls gnu- rlilrlerll cumnlilmcnl
l relhrln wux wcuk. llmugll wine
measurcs unplcnicn1uil. Since
IQ90 lözrr rcnching rciiirnie have
hccn undcriakcn.
-

A lcnuuu . £l;xhili€;uiun hus lilmlly
been achicvcd. hm lhc cllallcngc
Hl adyuxrnlcm rcl1l:iim.
-

£....1

%l
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Aid may end up

macroeconomic policy conditionality should be critically reviewed.

financing

a

consumption boom

adjustment programme and

if trade barriers are suddenly lifted as

part

of a stmctural

if incentives promoting productive private investment are not

fully activated. The latter may be due to. for instance. the recessionary effect of ongoing
stabilization policies (including tlscal adjustment), inadequate infrastructure caused by
prolonged periods of low public investment levels, malfunctioning credit markets and an
overvalued exchange rate caused by the aid inllows. Structural adjustment programmes

should be tailor made and not of the "one size flts all" kind. Further. the long - run nature

of adjuslment and development problems should

be recognized.

social issues and poverty alleviation: human development has regained its proper place
at the top
be

of the development agenda.

and the consequences

of such

a

strategy need to

fully pursued. Most of the benefits of human capital formation are felt in the long nm

and are the outstanding example of why aid and adjustment policies require

a

long view.

credibility and ownership are key conditions for the sustainability of development efforts
and commitment

of govemments to stick with it. Aid programmes

and budgets and

policy conditionality should strive to meet this conditions.

private sector: the response of the private sector has been disappointing and the challenge

remains to find how aid can support rivate development rather than subvert the market.
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Notes to Chapter 9

From the 19505 till the 19705. the good performance of the Nicaraguan economy had
been export -led and agro -based. Aid played no role of signincance in financing
imports during this period. The pre - and post - revolutionary civil strive. along with
several natural disasters, produced severe supply bottlenecks (labour shonages.
infrastructural damage), problems enhanced by a US trade embargo imposed during
the 19805 and a complete collapse of the market for
the country's major crop (cotton)
in the second half of the 19805. Aid inflows did not consistently compensate for the
decline in export eamings. Instead. a direct link between impons and aid emerged as
most aid from Latin American and Eastem European donors look the fomr of non liquid commodity support. In the 19905. balance of payments suppon provided loads
of liquid funds, but as it tumed out of a highly fungible nature (see below).

1.

2.

3.

The studies do not find signiticant relationships between aid and the other possible
accommodation mechanisms such as capital flight. Some aid may havebeen added to
reserves in Tanzania in the late 19805.
'

[lie role of

wealth effects in this decline of private savings are not entirely revealed
by the case studies. Other experiences. such as in the Southem Cone econonties of
Latin America in the 19705 and Mexico in recent years, also witnessed strong
consumption booms following trade and tlnancialliberalization in a sinration of high
capital inflows. ln these case real exchange rate appreciation and speculative
investrnent driving up real estate and other asset prices increased the wealth owned by
households, providing a disincentive to savings. Only in the case of N icaragua. there
are indications that the wealth effect may have played a role, given that Gnancial
wealth (bank deposits) has been pegged to the dollar exchange rate and a fair number
of households saw their expropriated properties retumed.
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1

TERMS OF REFERENCE

MACROECONOMIC IMPACI' OFSWEDISH AID
1.

Backg~ und

The Secretariat for Analysis of Swedish Development
Assistance (hereinafter called SASDA) has been created to
report to the Swedish Government of the effectiveness and
efficiency of Swedish aid. To this end, SASDA is
commissioning a number of background studies, one of which
is on macroeconom1c 1ssues.

There has been a resurgence of concem in the donor

community, and in Sweden in particular, about aid
effectiveness. There is a long history of microeconomic
evaluations of projects using established techniques. Since
adjustment policies are intended to improve the
macroeconornic performance of the country implementing
those polides donors are turning their attention to aid's
macroeconomic effects.

Aid is meant to increase growth. It should do this through
supplementing domestic savings and by allowing the
importation of the necessary capital goods, both of which
permit an increase in investment in the recipient economy (in
some situations both interrnediate and consumer goods can be

32 =

growth enhandng). Ln this respect, it is important to develop
an accounting and behaviourial framework for analysing how
the economy adjusts to an aid inflow and to use it to examine
aid's impact on imports, investment and related
macroeconomic va1iables.

SASDA commisions a study on the "Macroeconomic Impact of
Swedish Aid" (hereinafter called the study) on the bases of
three country case studies: Guinea -Bissau, Nicaragua and
Zambia. The study will also draw on the evaluation of import
support aid to Tanzania prepared for SIDA by joshua Doiiye,
Howard White and Marc Wuyts, Institute of Social Studies,
The Hague.
2.

Objectives
The study shall:
Analyse the macroeconomic effectivenes of aid in Zambia,
Nicaragua and Guinea -Bissau;
a)

b) Advance recommendations with the object of improving aid

effectiveness in the above mentioned countries, and in the
frarnework of bilateral cooperatior. in general;
c) Propose methodological tools in order to analyse aid
effectiveness in other country studies.
3.

Consultants

The study is to be undertaken jointly by the Institute of Social
Studies, The Hague (hereinafter called ISS), and the Institute of
Intemational Economics and Geography, Stockholm School of
Economics (hereinafter called IIEG). The main contributors
from 155 will be Howard White and Rob Vos. Karel ] ansen
will advise on the methodology.
The main cont1ibutors from IIEG will be Mario Zejan and
Kokko. White shall have the overall responsibility for
coordinating the study. Zejan shall coordinate activities at
IIEG. Both institutes will make use of research assistants.

Ali

shall have main responsability for the case studies on
Zambia and Nicaragua. IIEG shall have main responsability
for the case study on Guinea -Bissau.
ISS

4.

Out.line of the Study

4.1.

Methodoloei cal

a

er

A methodological paper will review cu1rent debates
conceming and approaches to measuring the macroeconomic
impact of aid. This review will encompass both the aid
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oriented literature and that on the adjustment lending and
policies.

On the bases of the review, a methodology shall be presented
to analyse aid's macroeconomic impact. An accounting and
behaviourial framework for the macroeconomic analysis of aid
will be presented. There shall be an explidt indication of the
data requirements of the analysis.

Work and analysis on Guinea -Bissau will be dependent on
available data.
4.2.

Pie aration of coun

databases

On the bases of the data requirements indicated in the
methodological paper a consistent macroeconomic database for
each of the three countries shall be created. This shall be
constructed from both national and intemational sources.

Other studies on the countries concemed with foms on aid
effectiveness will be reviewed.
4.3.

Analysis

Papers shall be prepared for each country describing general
macreconomic conditions, the aid series that have been
produced and exploring preliminary hypothesis about aid's
impact.

The study shall analyse for each of the selected countries: the
capital and current accounts, the relationship between aid and
imports, the accomodation of the intemal balance
(investment/ savings) to aid flows, the decomposition of the
investment/ savings balance into those for the govemment and
private sector, the monetary irnpact of aid and counterpart
funds, the effects of counterpart funds on fiscal behaviour, the
structure of imports and investtnent, the relationship between
aid, output and inc01ne, accomodatory mechanisms between
aid and the variables which adjust to accommodate the inflow.

Attention shall also be paid to possible links between aid and
aid-supported policy reforms and social welfare, income
distribution and the environment.
4.4.

Field work
The field work shall have a dual function: a) to collect data
and other documentation still required; and la) to discuss the
research with in - country government and donor officials.
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4.5.

Conclusions

Condusions and recommendations shall be presented with
special emphasis on å 2 above.
5.

Responsabilities
The study is to be undertaken by ISS and IIEG on the bases of
spedfications under å 3.
White shall prepare an initial draft of the methodological
paper.

Zejan shall coordinate data collection for the country data
bases. White shall advise as required and checl< finished

product.

White assumes responsability for country studies on Zambia
and Nicaragua. Zejan assumes responsability for country study
on Guinea Bissau.
Field work shall be performed by both teams as appropriate.
6.

Time - table
The study starts on September ] , 1993. A final version of the
methodological paper shall be completed by end October,
1993.

The databases shall all be completed by the end of December
1993. Preliminary papers with analysis as des -ibed under å
4.3 will be completed by the end of Ianuary 1994. Field work
shall be completed by end Mard1, 1994.

An interim repon on the country studies shall be completed
for each country by end April, 1994.
The draft final report should be completed by mid -june, 1994.
The final report shall be completed by end June, 1994.
7.

Regorting
Reporting shall follow the time - table under S 6 at least
otherwise agreed upon between the Consultants and SASDA.
Reports shall be presented in English. The final version shall
wiitten report in English and in a diskette in
Word Perfect 5.1/ 5.2
be presented in a

SASDA mav decide to publish the report(s) in a publication

series. The authors mav publish results from the study after
agreement with SASDA.
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delbetänkande Våstsverige och Skåne
regioner i förändring ( SOU 1993:97). [110)

Miljö- och naturresursdepartementet
Förslag till skydd för området Ulriksdal - Haga Brunnsviken - Djurgarden. [ 3 ]
Så fungerar miljöskatter! [33 ]
Snöskotem i naturen. Sn6sk0tertrafikens effekter
på

naturmiljön. [ 36 ]

Remissamrnanstållning. Kan - och
fastighetsverksamhet i myndighet och bolag.
Principbetånkande (SOU 1993:99) av
Lantmateri - och inskrivningsutredningen. [68]
Naturvardslagen och EU - förslag till
lagandringar inför ett svenskt medlemskap. [87]
EMAS - ett system för miljöstyming och
miljbrevision. [ 99 ]
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